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(57) Abstract: In a non-invasive system for detection/measurement of gluc
ose and other analytes in a medium such as tissue, spectra from the medium
are deconstructed into features. Conditioned features, which contain fre
quency components specific to glucose or the other analytes, are derived from
one or more features by modulating a carrier kernel with the feature. The con
ditioned features are computationally collided with one or more Zyotons that
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radiation directed to the skin. A gradient of several values of the amplified
property, each value corresponding to a particular radiation pattern according
to a spectroscopic tomographic sequence, is used to select a suitable projector
curve, with which a representative amplified value is projected to an accurate
estimate of the concentration of glucose or the other analytes, without need
ing personalized calibration.
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SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR BLOOD GLUCOSE AND OTHER ANALYTE

DETECTION AND MEASUREMENT USING COLLISION COMPUTING

Cross-Reference to Related Applications
[0001] This application claims benefit of priority to U.S. Provisional Patent Application Ser.

No. 62/057,103 entitled “A System and Method for Generating Feature Sets Using
Tomographic Spectroscopy, for Analyte Detection,” filed on September 29, 2014; and to U.S.
Provisional Patent Application Ser. No. 62/057,496 entitled “Non-Invasive Glucose

Monitoring,” filed on September 30, 2014, the contents of each of which are incorporated
herein by reference in their entirety.
Field of the Invention

[0002] In general, this disclosure relates to a system for detecting and/or quantifying the
presence of very small amounts of material, the property or concentration of a material, or

changes in the amount or properties of the material, or an event or anomaly of interest and, in
one example, specifically to a system that performs measurement of biochemical analytes using

diffuse reflectance tomographic spectroscopy in conjunction with collision computing.
Background
[0003] The measurement of substances at extremely low concentrations in complex samples
has absorbed the efforts of chemists for centuries. Modern spectroscopic techniques, which

allow measurement of substances at parts-per-million (ppm) or even parts-per-billion (ppb)
concentrations, have revolutionized this field and allowed the detection and measurement of
naturally-occurring materials such as hormones, contaminating substances such as mercury,

and pollutants such as atmospheric sulfur dioxide at levels far below those achieved using
earlier methods of analysis. The direct measurement of many important substances in human

tissue, however, has not been as successfully accomplished, and many other measurements
where the substance to be measured is at a low concentration cannot be made accurately in a

high noise and/or high clutter environment. One particularly challenging problem concerns the
management of diabetes.

[0004] Diabetes is a condition in which the body s natural control of blood sugar (glucose) has
been lost. Insulin is a hormone that is secreted by the pancreas that works with the body to
process blood sugar. Typically, diabetes is caused by some problem with the body’s ability to
create or use insulin. Diabetes occurs in different medical conditions: type 1 diabetes

(previously known as “juvenile diabetes”), type 2 (“adult onset”) diabetes, and gestational
diabetes (a complication of pregnancy). In type 1 diabetes, the patient’s pancreas is no longer

able to produce insulin at normal rates, while in type 2 and gestational diabetes, a patient’s cells
are not able to properly utilize insulin. Some patients with type 2 or gestational diabetes can
treat their conditions using diet, exercise, or a variety of pharmaceutical preparations. All
patients with type 1 diabetes (and many with type 2, especially of longer duration) typically

must control the disease with injections or infusions of insulin.

[0005] A body’s normal creation and processing of insulin generally varies over the course of
the day depending on a variety of factors, including when and what a person eats, whether that
person is exercising, and the time of day. This variation in normal insulin production usually
serves to maintain safe glucose levels in the body. If diabetes is left untreated, the
complications that can arise can be extremely serious. In the absence of insulin, glucose in the

blood can reach dangerously high levels. Extended periods of high blood glucose levels
(“hyperglycemia”) can lead to a condition known as ketoacidosis, which, if untreated, can be
fatal. Chronic poor control of glucose levels can also cause serious long-term complications,
which include eye damage (resulting in blindness), kidney damage, cardiovascular disease, loss
of feeling in the extremities, and slow healing of wounds. Frequently, diabetes may require
amputations of toes, feet or legs. If blood glucose levels are allowed to drop below a threshold

value (generally 50-60 milligrams per deciliter), the person can be in acute danger from this
“hypoglycemia,” which can cause confusion, difficulty speaking, unconsciousness, and coma.

[0006] To allow better information and control, blood glucose measurement systems that can
be used by individual users have been developed. These blood glucose measurement systems
typically require the use of an electronic meter and disposable test strips. A test strip is inserted

into the meter, and the user pricks himself or herself (usually on a finger) with a lancet to draw
a small amount of blood which is applied to the test strip. The blood glucose meter, using one
of a variety of analysis techniques, determines the amount of glucose in the small blood sample
drawn from the user. However, because of the pain involved in lancing a body part to draw
blood, the need to dispose of materials contaminated with blood, and the visibility and potential

embarrassment of testing using conventional blood glucose monitoring systems, many
investigators have tried to develop technologies that allow measurement of blood glucose
without drawing blood or causing discomfort. These technologies have been termed
“noninvasive” blood glucose measurement systems, or simply “noninvasive glucose.”

[0007] For example, U.S. Patent No. 4,655,225, issued to Dähne et al., with a filing date of
April 18, 1985, appears to describe a relatively simple approach to measuring glucose in tissue.

This patent states at column 1, lines 8 through 18: “This determination is carried out by
measuring the optical near infrared absorption of glucose in regions of the spectrum where

typical glucose absorption bands exist and computing the measured values with reference

values obtained from regions of the spectrum where glucose has no or little absorption and
where the errors due to background absorptions by the constituents of the surrounding tissues
or blood containing the glucose are of reduced significance or can be quantitatively
compensated.” When investigators eventually determined that no regions of the near-infrared
NIR spectrum meeting these criteria could be found, they employed advanced techniques,
augmented with sophisticated modifications to the instrumentation and complicated
mathematical treatments. The NIR region used in these techniques is typically the region of the
electromagnetic spectrum in the wavelength range of 700-2,500 nanometers, which
corresponds to the frequency range of 214-400 THz.

[0008] The most commonly-investigated technique for noninvasive glucose over the past
twenty-five years or so has been near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS), using light that is just
beyond the visible portion of the spectrum, and generally considered to be a wavelength range
of about 700 nanometers to about 2,500 nanometers. When near-infrared light is applied to
tissue, generally the light is both scattered by cells and structures under the skin and is absorbed
by substances in the tissue, including glucose, which can be termed an “analyte” (a substance
whose concentration is being determined). The amount of absorbance due to glucose in this
wavelength region, however, is extremely small and, coupled with (i) the low concentration of
glucose in the fluids of tissue (about 50-500 milligrams per deciliter, equivalent to about 0.05%
to 0.5%), (ii) the presence of many compounds with similar chemical structures and similar
absorbance patterns in the near-infrared region, and (iii) the extremely high concentration of
water in tissue, makes direct measurement of an analyte in this region of the spectrum very
challenging, requiring the use of sophisticated spectroscopic imaging and computational
techniques.

[0009] Many patents, such as U.S. Patent No. 5,460,177, issued to Purdy, et al. in 1995,
appears to describe approaches for using light from the near-infrared portion of the spectrum to

provide “expressions” or spectra that can be examined to determine the concentration of
glucose without drawing a sample of blood. Commonly-employed data reduction techniques in

previous investigations generally include what are known as “multivariate” techniques, such as
principal component analysis (“PCA”), partial least squares (“PLS”), support vector machine

(“SVM”), and multiple linear regression (“MLR”). As a group, when these approaches are

applied to the measurement of chemical substances, they are often referred to as
“chemometrics.” These multivariate techniques may make it theoretically possible to create a
correlation between measurable properties of a material like tissue, such as the amount of light
absorbed or reflected as a function of wavelength (known as a “spectrum”), and the

concentration of an analyte such as glucose. An example spectrum, which plots a variable
related to light intensity (such as absorbance, transmittance, energy, etc.) as a function of the
wavelength of light expressed in nanometers, is shown in FIG. 1.

[0010] In order to perform a multivariate analysis on a set of data, some techniques first build
what is called a “model.” This may be done by first creating a number of like measurements
(typically termed the “calibration set” in the context of multivariate analysis), which are spectra
which contain the value of a parameter related to light intensity as a function of wavelength and
which have known values for the concentration of the analyte. FIG. 2, for example, depicts an
absorbance spectrum for one known concentration of glucose. The overall variance in the
calibration data set may be separated into “factors” which typically represent decreasing
amounts of variance. This model, once created using the multivariate technique, may represent

the contribution of a measurement at each wavelength to the concentration of the analyte. The
values of the model at each wavelength are often termed “final regression coefficients.” At
some wavelengths, the value is positive, which may mean that the measurement at that

wavelength contributes actual value to the calculation of the concentration, while at other
wavelengths the value is negative, which may indicate an amount to be subtracted in the
concentration calculation.

[0011] Once such a model, an example of which is shown in FIG. 3, has been created, a
spectrum with an unknown analyte concentration can be analyzed using that model. With
reference to FIG. 4, this can be done by multiplying the value of the new spectrum at each

wavelength by the value of the final regression coefficient of the model at the same

wavelength, and adding up all the results of those multiplications to give an estimated value of
the analyte. The accuracy of this estimated concentration value usually depends on many
factors—among them: the number of spectra used in the calibration set, the number of
multivariate “factors” used to construct the model, the accuracy of the measurement process for
the spectra, the similarity of the instrumentation used to generate the spectra, and the strength
of the measured parameter. The measured parameter in the examples described above is the
amount of absorbance of glucose molecules at each of the wavelengths, which is quite weak,

and which is hidden under the strong absorbance of other components of tissue; the absorbance
spectra of some tissue components are shown in FIG. 5, but these spectra are normalized – they

are not based on a uniform scale.

[0012] Attempts at making measurements of glucose in tissue using these techniques have been
made, but to the present time, these efforts have not succeeded in producing clinically accurate
results. Several systems have used near-infrared spectroscopy and multivariate analysis
techniques, but to date, no system for noninvasive measurement of glucose using near-infrared
spectroscopy appears to have gained regulatory approval or appears to have been marketed in
the U.S. In addition to multivariate and many other regression techniques, other practitioners
have sought to extract a glucose signal from near-infrared tissue spectroscopy data using other
methods of data reduction. Examples of these include: subtractive techniques where the spectra

of interfering substances are sequentially removed from a tissue spectrum, analysis of a number
of equations with several unknowns, neural networks, model trees, genetic algorithms, chaotic
networks (and many related approaches that can be classified as fast learning algorithms), and

an optical method known as Kromoscopy (Appl. Opt. 2000 Sep1: 39(25):4715-20). Many other
approaches to measuring glucose in tissue have also been attempted, and a book has been
written on the subject: The Pursuit of Noninvasive Glucose: “Hunting the Deceitful Turkey” by
th

John L. Smith, 4 Edition (Copyright 2015), the disclosure of which is incorporated herein by
reference in its entirety. Like the multivariate techniques described above, these techniques

have not succeeded in producing clinically accurate results for noninvasive measurement of
glucose. A new inventive approach for the direct, noninvasive measurement of glucose in
tissue, as well as other analytes of interest, is therefore required.

[0013] The term “collision” has been used in different fields and contexts. For example, in
computer networking and telecommunications and during the execution of various algorithms

processing data, data-packet collisions generally imply that two distinct pieces of data have the

same hash value, checksum, fingerprint, or cryptographic digest. The hashing collisions
typically allocate the same memory location to different data values. In the computational
problem of determining the intersection of two or more computer animated objects, as
encountered in simulations and/or video games, linear algebra and computational geometry
methods (e.g., the axis-aligned bounding box method for an n-body collision described in Lin,

Ming C (1993). "Efficient Collision Detection for Animation and Robotics (thesis)". University
of California, Berkeley), collision analysis techniques may be used to determine whether two
animated objects would or have collided and the time of impact, and for post-collision
trajectory estimation. Computational atomic physics, which introduced a class of stochastic
algorithms, such as those used in game theory, molecular dynamics, social simulations, and
econometrics, is inspired by techniques used in particle-field simulations. These techniques
generally involve collisions of atomic and subatomic particles (such as those described in

Sigurgeirsson et al. (2001), “Algorithms for Particle-Field Simulations with Collisions”,
Journal of Computational Physics 172, 766–807) and algorithms used for calculating postcollision electron and positron scattering and excitation in atoms and ions, such as in nonperturbative close coupling approach.

[0014] Various methods inspired by the classical Boltzmann collision operator used in
statistical physics or fluid simulations for describing the interaction between colliding particles

in rarefied gas include Bobylev-Rjasanow's Integral Transform Method, Pareschi-Russo's
Spectral Method, and Mouhot-Pareschi's method. These computational techniques typically

exploit the fundamental properties of the Boltzmann binary collision operator (e.g., the
Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook (BGK) operator described in P.L. Bhatnagar, E.P. Gross, M. Krook
(1954). "A Model for Collision Processes in Gases. I. Small Amplitude Processes in Charged
and Neutral One-Component Systems," Physical Review 94 (3): 511–525) that are related to
conservation of mass, momentum, and energy, to infer properties of the colliding entities.
While the binary collision operator and its approximation have been used in computer
simulations and modeling to infer properties of colliding entities, to date these techniques
generally do not take into consideration the environment of the entities, such as noise, clutter

from confounders, and ultra-weak magnitudes of signals associated with entities of interest.

[0015] Computational collision techniques, such as those described in Collision-Based

Computing, Andrew Adamatzky, (Ed.), ISBN 978-1-4471-0129-1, generally appear to describe
computer implementations of various collisions described above, such collisions between

particles or collisions between physical entities. With reference to FIGS. 6-8B, collisions

between two traveling waveforms can occur on a space-time grid or a grid in another Cartesian
coordinate system. In general, the two traveling waveforms move toward each other along a
straight line connecting their centers of mass, with each point of one discretized wavefront (102

in FIG. 6) engaging in a series of collision steps with a corresponding point of the other
discretized waveform (104 in FIG. 6), with the result of each step being determined by a set of
rules established at the line of collision LC (100 in FIG. 6). Those rules determine the
mathematical result of collision interactions and the shape of the resulting symbolic

waveforms. Following completion of these partial steps in a collision between two waveforms,
two resulting waveforms (106, 108 in FIGS. 7A-7F) are typically produced. The two resulting
waveforms: (i) may be completely unchanged (except for a phase shift or delay) relative to the
colliding waveforms, as shown in FIG. 7F), (ii) may be deformed (as shown in FIG. 8A), or
(iv) either or both waveforms may be essentially completely destroyed (as shown in FIG. 8B).
The nature of change in each waveform as a result of the collision (which can also be described
as the degree of “elasticity” of the collision) generally depends on the composition of the

waveforms, the relative energy of each waveform, and the rules established at the collision line
Lc . A “soliton” is an example of a waveform that does do not change its properties other than a
delay or phase shift during the collision process.
Summary

[0016] In various embodiments, the systems and methods described herein facilitate detection
and/or measurement of the presence and concentration of one or more chemical constituents of
interest (generally called analytes) in a specified environment or a medium to be analyzed

(e.g., turbid layers of human tissue with inhomogeneities that scatter light in random directions)
in the presence of one or more confounders. This is achieved in part by employing one or more
nonlinear, non-invertible computational collisions between two entities – waveforms derived
from sample observations, where the samples are represented in an observation domain (also
called a data-collection domain), and a purposefully constructed waveform that is typically not
based on the data-collection domain – yielding waveforms that can be processed to detect
analyte presence and/or measure analyte concentration in the uncharacterized samples. Various
embodiments described herein provide for precise and accurate detection and/or measurement

of an analyte of interest in a medium to be analyzed. Various embodiments also facilitate
detection and/or measurement of events in different types of environments.

[0017] Specifically, in certain embodiments a new computational collision technique is
described whereby the presence and/or concentration of clinical and chemical analytes can be
determined from sensor data in the presence of high noise, background interference, and
interference from other substances with similar properties as that of the analyte(s). This
computational collision process can be extended to other types of data where the information

sought is considered or treated as the equivalent of an analyte. Thus, detection and/or
measurement of an analyte, as described herein, may include the identification,
characterization, and/or measurement of any material, property, magnitude, condition,

anomaly, or an event of interest. The domain from which the source data for the
uncharacterized samples may originate is generally referred to as the data-collection domain.

[0018] Although collisions actually occur only within a computer, with the interaction of what
are termed “frequency components,” of two waveforms in the frequency domain, the collision
process can be symbolically depicted as the collision between two discretized waveforms in a

synthetic domain termed a “collision time domain.” For completeness and clarity, that process
is described below in detail and illustrated in the referenced figures.

[0019] When the waveforms to be collided are properly constructed and are made codependent (as described below), energy changes (e.g., changes in spectral energy due to
absorption of NIR radiation by the analyte molecules in a medium in certain embodiments) as

derived from data corresponding to particular materials, conditions, or events, can be
transferred from one waveform to the other, and amplified in successive collisions. In various
embodiments, collision computing in which two co-dependent waveforms collide, allows for

drawing inferences about the underlying properties of waveforms participating in the collision,
based on the energy transfer from one waveform to the other, and the energy properties of the
surviving waveform. In various embodiments, collision computing facilitates an estimation of a
Net Analyte Signal (NAS) from spectral or other data sources. Through a projection process,
the NAS can be used to determine the presence and/or the concentration of an analyte in a
medium to be analyzed.

[0020] Thus, in various embodiments, methods and systems described herein provide for
detecting the presence of and for estimating concentration of analytes from sensor data, by

transforming the incoming sensor data to a waveform

i.e., a mathematical representation

of the sensor data in the computer memory; colliding it with another waveform in the computer
memory, referred to as the Zyoton (ΨZ ), which is unrelated to and independent of the data
domain of the sensor; and assessing the properties of the spectral energy of a modified Zyoton
(ΨZ ’ ) generated after the collision. Depending on the nature of input data, characteristics of the
sensor used for observing the analyte, complexity and concentration of confounders, and
expected concentration of the analyte, one or more iterations of computational collisions may
be performed. After each collision operation between the two waveforms, the power spectral
density of the collision-modified Zyoton ΨZ ’ is estimated. Waveform collisions may be
implemented in the analog or digital computing domain and in a time or frequency domain, i.e.,
the colliding waveforms may be expressed in the time domain or in the frequency domain.
Analyte presence and concentration can be determined based on net gain or loss in the spectral
energy after a selected number of collision iterations. Observability of consistent patterns in
spectral energy gain or loss after each collision between the two waveforms is a prerequisite in

various embodiments to concluding the integrity and consistency of the collision process. The
processing unit in which the collisions are implemented is denoted as the collision computer.

[0021] Throughout this specification, data features which have been modified or conditioned
by modulation (called conditioned features), as well as the Zyotons, are described as
waveforms. When these waveforms collide, the collision operation takes place specifically at
their wavefronts and, in that context, these waveforms may be described as wavefronts. These

two terms are generally used separately to emphasize the special aspects of the collision
computing process. Additionally, components of the original data that interfere with the
determination of the analyte or obscure its signal are referred to as confounders and, taken as a
group, are represented by the term “clutter.” The collision computing process generally
functions to improve the signal to clutter ratio by decreasing the impact of the confounders

present in the original data.

[0022] Unlike a collision between physical particles, which can be perfectly or imperfectly
elastic or inelastic depending on how the kinetic energy and momentum are conserved and
whether the two particles continue to exist as two entities, and unlike a collision between two
waveforms that are not specifically constructed to be co-dependent (as described below), the
waveform collisions between two co-dependent waveforms described herein are
interferometric, where the two distinct but co-dependent waveforms combine post-collision and

the interaction is dissipative, that is, the spectral energy of the combined system is less than the

pre-collision energies of two waveforms. Also, as a result of this collision, the two waveforms
combine to a single waveform, called the modified Zyoton. The purposeful dissipation during
collisions is causal in character and serves as a probe to characterize analytes of interest

because, as described below, generally the energy associated with the analyte of interest is
transferred into the modified Zyoton while the energy associated with noise and clutter may be
dissipated. Precisely measuring a change in the energy of the modified Zyoton relative to the
energy of the original Zyoton, in spectral regions (e.g., wavelength ranges) where the energy
changes are most visible, allows us to quantify concentration of analytes with accuracy and

reliability. As a design principle, the two waveforms and collision operators are designed based
on analysis of sensor data to intentionally maximize changes in spectral energy in the spectral
regions associated with the analyte, in each collision iteration. Also, the two waveforms are
designed such that the Zyoton waveform typically has higher initial spectral energy than the
other waveform with which it collides.

[0023] One important aspect of various methods and systems described herein is the discovery
that very small portions of data (also called spectral data features) contain analyte-specific
frequency components that persist, even in the presence of overwhelming amounts of clutter,
and that these frequency components can be amplified and separated from that clutter. As used
herein the term “frequency components” generally refers to spatial frequencies, i.e., those
components of a traveling waveform that are periodic across position in space. These

frequency components (or components) can be determined by a Fourier transform of a timedomain representation of the waveform.

[0024] Collision computing described herein facilitates the amplification and separation of
data. To this end, a stable waveform called a Zyoton, which generally does not change its
shape and morphology when it propagates through a propagation medium, is computationally

collided with another waveform called a conditioned feature derived from a spectrum to be
analyzed. The nature of the Zyoton and how it changes through the collision computing
process are explained in detail below. A conditioned feature is obtained by modulating a pre-

selected, fixed carrier waveform referred to as a carrier kernel having particular spectral
properties, with the feature data to be analyzed. In particular, the spectral properties of the
Zyoton and the carrier kernel are selected such that the Zyoton and the conditioned feature are
co-dependent and can extract and amplify, in substance, the energy associated with the analyte

but not with the noise and/or clutter. Thus, post-collision, the modified Zyoton waveform may

represent, substantially, the energy loss in the radiation energy incident upon the medium due

to the absorption of such energy by the analyte of interest, if present in the medium, or the
presence of one or more confounders in the medium, or both, as well as, optionally, the radiant

energy lost to dissipative processes such as scattering, specifically in the spectral region chosen
for the feature.

[0025] Optionally, collision computing can be applied to analyze and characterize analyte
presence or concentration from the emission spectra of a medium, which includes the spectrum

of frequencies of electromagnetic radiation emitted due to an atom or molecule making a
transition from a high energy state to a lower energy state. The energy of the emitted photon is

equal to the energy difference between the two states. The energy states of the transitions can
lead to emissions over a range of frequencies yielding an emission spectrum. By observing the
frequencies and amplitudes of wavelengths in an emission spectrum, e.g., as spectral energy or

changes therein at different wavelength ranges, elemental or molecular composition of the

sample or concentration of an analyte in complex samples can be determined.

[0026] Example sources of emitted light are described in the table below:

[0028] Collision computing treatment of spectra acquired in absorption spectroscopy or
emission spectroscopy can be performed similarly as described above, to the extent of
extracting spectral features from different wavelength regions, conditioning them using carrier
kernel waveforms as described below, colliding them with Zyotons to estimate the absorbed or
emitted energy change, and then transforming that result to conclude the presence of and/or to
estimate the amount of the analyte. In part due to the shape and morphology preservation

properties of the Zyoton, the collision produces a resulting waveform that can represent a

change in energy substantially related only to the energy loss represented by the feature used in
the collision, and not due to the collision operation itself. Moreover, the collision operator and
one or more parameters thereof are selected such that the energy change represented by the
feature is amplified when that change is represented in the resulting waveform. The resulting

waveform (the modified Zyoton) can be collided iteratively with the same or different Zyotons,
in order to further amplify the energy loss represented by the feature, without substantially
introducing any noise or distortion.

[0029] Beyond the difficult problem of noninvasive glucose measurement described above,
which is generally considered intractable using various known techniques, there are many other
measurements of high value that cannot be performed affordably or reliably using various

known analytical techniques and sensors, typically due to any of: lack of direct, unique markers
or sensor signatures; an ultra-weak detected signal; overwhelming amount of interference or
clutter that may obscure the signal of interest (where clutter can be described as other materials
or sources of noise which may interfere with the signal in the data-collection domain. For
example, in measurement of glucose in tissue, other materials in tissue that absorb in the same
spectral region as the analyte, e.g., glucose, or the noise generated by the scattering of light by

tissue, are generally considered to be clutter. Materials which absorb radiation in the same
spectral region as the analyte are often referred to as confounders); rapidly changing

background or tissue medium properties; inadequate or narrow measurement time window; or a
combination of two or more of these exacerbating factors.

[0030] Nonlimiting examples of these measurement problems in various domains suitable for
analysis with collision computing include:
a.

Concentration measurements of biologically important molecules, either in-vivo
or in-vitro, that have a cross-product of concentration and measurable property

(absorbance, emission, fluorescence, magnetic cross-section, etc.) that is below
the measurement limit of various known measurement systems;

b.

Measurement of environmental toxins at concentrations below an existing
detection threshold;

c.

Accurate heart-rate and metabolic state tracking during exercise and variable

motion using photoplethysmograph (PPG) devices;
d.

In-vivo, early detection and continuous monitoring near-skin and deep tissue
inflammation or infection e.g., detection and monitoring post-surgery, post
stem-cell therapy, etc.;

e.

Direct detection of circulating tumor cells using nanoparticle tagging;

f.

Isolation and real-time detection of sophisticated cyberthreats including cybertheft and injection of dormant, cyber viruses that can dramatically compromise
privacy, information security, and infrastructure security;

g.

Real-time steganography detection in video, audio, and digital imagery;

h.

Remote identification of subsurface mineral, oil, gas, or water resources from
the ground, aircraft or spacecraft, including water-table depletion mapping; and

i.

The location, mapping, and characterizing of underground activities in hidden
facilities.

[0031] Accordingly, in one aspect, a method is provided for determining concentration of
glucose in a tissue sample. The method may include obtaining energy absorbed by glucose
from energy directed to the tissue sample, as a result of a collision between two co-dependent
waveforms, and projecting the energy absorbed by glucose to a glucose concentration.

[0032] In various embodiments, the method may include: receiving a feature corresponding to
a specified wavelength range of a spectral signal, where the spectral signal generally represents
at least one of: (i) absorption of energy, within the specified wavelength range, and (ii) loss of

energy within the specified wavelength range due to scattering. Glucose in the tissue sample,
and/or one or more confounders in the tissue may absorb the energy that is represented by the
received feature. The method may also include generating a conditioned feature by modulating
a carrier kernel using the received feature.

[0033] The step of receiving the feature may include directing near-infrared radiation to the
tissue sample, collecting radiation from the tissue sample, generating an absorption spectrum
from the collected radiation, and selecting a region of the absorption spectrum bounded by the

wavelength range as the feature. Collecting the radiation may include receiving diffusely
reflected radiation from the tissue sample and/or receiving radiation transmitted through the

tissue sample. In some instances, one of the two co-dependent waveforms comprises an
original Zyoton constructed to amplify energy absorbed by the feature, and the carrier kernel is

constructed such that the original Zyoton and the conditioned feature obtained by modulating

the carrier kernel using the feature are co-dependent. The step of colliding the original Zyoton
with the conditioned feature may include, in a first iteration, colliding the original Zyoton with
the conditioned feature to obtain a modified Zyoton, and renormalizing the modified Zyoton to
obtain a renormalized Zyoton.

[0034] In various embodiments, the method also includes: in each of
iterations, where

additional

, colliding the original Zyoton with a renormalized Zyoton from an

immediately preceding iteration, to obtain a remodified Zyoton, and renormalizing the
remodified Zyoton to obtain a renormalized modified Zyoton. The method may further include
computing energy gain of the renormalized modified Zyoton obtained after N iterations relative
to energy of the original Zyoton, to determine the energy absorbed by glucose. In some cases,
the number of iterations N is selected such that accuracy of the glucose concentration
measurement, as determined by Absolute Relative Deviation (ARD) relative to a glucose

concentration measurement obtained using a reference method, is less than 15%.

[0035] In other cases, the number of iterations N is selected such that accuracy of a plurality of
glucose concentration measurements, as determined by Mean Absolute Relative Deviation
(MARD) relative to a plurality of glucose concentration measurements obtained using a
reference method, is less than 15%. The conditioned feature may be derived from a glucose
feature, where the glucose feature represents at least absorption of energy by glucose within a

first specified wavelength range.

[0036] In various embodiments, the method includes: repeating the steps (a) through (c) with
respect to another conditioned feature derived from a non-glucose feature paired with the

glucose feature, forming a first feature pair. The non-glucose feature may represent absorption

of energy, within a second specified wavelength range, by at least one confounder in the tissue
sample. Alternatively or in addition, the non-glucose feature may represent loss of energy due

to scattering within the second specified wavelength range. The method may further include:
computing energy gain of the renormalized modified Zyoton corresponding to the non-glucose
feature relative to energy of the original Zyoton, and computing net renormalized spectral

energy gain (NRSEG) for the first feature pair based on energy gains corresponding to the
glucose feature and the non-glucose feature of the first feature pair.

[0037] The method may also include normalizing the NRSEG for the first feature pair
according to a weight designated to the first feature pair, to obtain a normalized NRSEG. In
some instances, receiving the glucose feature and the non-glucose feature may include
directing, via a source, near infra-red radiation to the tissue sample, and collecting, via a

detector, radiation from the tissue sample. In various embodiments, the projecting step may
include: (i) computing a number of NRSEG values for the first feature pair, where each
NRSEG value corresponds to a respective illumination state of the near infra-red radiation from

an illumination sequence. In general, different illumination states can target light paths of
different lengths and/or at different depths through the tissue sample.

[0038] The method may further include (ii) computing a normalized absorption gradient
(NAG) based on the several NRSEG values; and (iii) selecting from a number of individual
projector curves one particular individual projector such that the computed NAG is within

lower bound and upper bound NAG values associated with that individual projector curve. The
method may also include (iv) determining glucose concentration using the selected individual
projector curve and a representative energy absorption value based on a plurality of energy
absorption values.

[0039] In certain embodiments, the method further includes repeating step (i) described above
for each additional feature pair in a set of feature pairs that includes the first feature pair, and
computing a number of NRSEG values for each additional feature pair in the set. Each
NRSEG value of the various NRSEG values associated with a particular feature may

correspond to a respective illumination state of the near infra-red radiation from an illumination
sequence. The computing the NAG may include: for each feature pair in the set designated as

acceptable: (A) computing an absorption gradient (AG), and (B) weighting the AG according to
a weight associated with the corresponding acceptable feature pair. Computing the NAG may
also include averaging the weighted AGs. The representative energy absorption value can be
computed by: selecting a particular illumination state; for each feature pair in the set designated
as acceptable, weighting an NRSEG value corresponding to the particular illumination state

according to a weight associated with the corresponding acceptable feature pair; and averaging

the weighted NRSEG values. The representative energy absorption value may then be set to
the average of the weighted NRSEG values. In general, a set includes at least one member.

[0040] In various embodiments, the method includes, prior to computing the NAG, for the
several NRSEG values corresponding to at least one feature pair in the set, computing a mean
NRSEG value, and excluding an NRSEG value that is different from the mean NRSEG value

by a specified threshold. The method may also include determining monotonicity of the
plurality of NRSEG values corresponding to each feature pair in the set, and designating each
feature pair having monotonicity as acceptable.

[0041] In some cases, determining the glucose concentration using the selected individual
projector curve includes interpolation, which can include adding to a product of the

representative energy absorption value and a slope of the selected individual projector curve, an
intercept of the selected individual projector curve. In some cases, determining the normalized
absorption gradient includes determining a slope of a regression of the plurality of NRSEG

values, typically but not necessarily normalized, with respect to the illumination states, the
illumination states being ordered such that successive illumination states represent
monotonically changing distance between the source and at least one detector. In some cases,
projecting the energy absorbed by glucose to glucose concentration includes mapping the

computed NRSEG value to glucose concentration using a single projector curve. The method

may also include designating the determined glucose concentration to one of a number of
concentration bands. In certain instances, obtaining energy absorbed by glucose as a result of
collision includes a single collision iteration. Monotonically changing distance can be

monotonically increasing distance or monotonically decreasing distance.

[0042] In another aspect, a system is provided for determining concentration of glucose in a
tissue sample. The system may include a first processor and a first memory in electrical
communication with the first processor, the first memory including instructions which, when

executed by a processing unit including at least one of the first processor and a second
processor, and in electronic communication with a memory module comprising at least one of
the first memory and a second memory, program the processing unit to: obtain energy absorbed
by glucose from energy directed to the tissue sample as a result of collision between two codependent waveforms, and project the energy absorbed by glucose to a glucose concentration.
In various embodiments, the instructions can program the processing unit to perform one or
more of the method steps described above.

[0043] In another aspect, an article of manufacture is provided that includes a non-transitory
storage medium having stored therein instructions which, when executed by a processing unit

program the processing unit, which is in electronic communication with a memory module, to
determine concentration of glucose in a tissue sample. The instructions may program the

processing unit to: obtain energy absorbed by glucose from energy directed to the tissue sample
as a result of collision between two co-dependent waveforms, and project the energy absorbed

by glucose to a glucose concentration. In various embodiments, the instructions can program
the processing unit to perform one or more of the method steps described above.
Performing Collision Computing

[0044] In another aspect, a method is provided for measuring a property associated with an
information signal. The method may include colliding using a collision grid a first conditioned
feature waveform that at least partially represents a property of the information signal with an

original Zyoton, which includes a waveform that without a collision travels substantially

unperturbed at a selected velocity in a substantially constant propagation medium at least over a
length of a space-time grid, to obtain a first modified Zyoton, the first conditioned feature
waveform and the original Zyoton being constructed to: (i) be co-dependent, and (ii) transfer
the property of the information signal to the first modified Zyoton through the collision.

[0045] In various embodiments, the space-time grid includes at least one spatial dimension and
a time dimension. The information signal may include one of a signal obtained from a sensor
and a signal generated by data analysis. In some instances, the method further includes
deriving the first conditioned feature waveform by modulating a carrier kernel using a first
feature derived from the information signal. In some cases, the method includes generating the
first feature by: selecting from the information signal one of: (i) a single contiguous range of
wavelengths, and (ii) a combination of a plurality of discontiguous ranges of wavelengths.

[0046] In other cases, the method includes generating the first feature by: transforming the
information signal into a spectral signal; and selecting from the spectral signal one of: (a) a
single contiguous range of wavelengths, and (b) a combination of a plurality of discontiguous
ranges of wavelengths. In some instances, modulating the carrier kernel includes frequency
modulation of the carrier kernel using the first feature. In other instances, modulating the
carrier kernel includes: generating an intermediate signal by modulating the first feature using a
modulation signal; and modulating the carrier kernel with the intermediate signal. In other
instances, modulating the carrier kernel includes interpolating the first feature to match a length
of the interpolated first feature in time domain to a length of the carrier kernel in the time

domain. In certain embodiments, constructing the original Zyoton and the first conditioned

feature waveform to be co-dependent includes determining whether an absolute difference
between a scaled velocity of the original Zyoton and a velocity of the first conditioned feature
does not exceed a threshold κDV2 .

[0047] In various embodiments, the method further includes adjusting at least one of: (i) the
velocity of the original Zyoton, and (ii) the velocity of the first conditioned feature waveform,
such that the absolute difference between the scaled velocity of the original Zyoton and the
velocity of the first conditioned feature is within the threshold κDV2 . In some instances, the
original Zyoton includes an analyte-information-representing first group of frequency

components and a non-analyte-information-representing group of frequency components, the

first conditioned feature including corresponding groups of frequency components, the method
further including: adjusting using a scaling vector at least one of: (i) a frequency domain
amplitude of at least one component of the analyte-information-representing group of the
original Zyoton, and (ii) a frequency domain amplitude of at least one component of the

corresponding group of the first conditioned feature waveform, such that the absolute
difference between the scaled velocity of the original Zyoton and the velocity of the first

conditioned feature is within the threshold κDV2 .

[0048] The method may also include renormalizing the first modified Zyoton to obtain a first
renormalized Zyoton. In certain cases, the property of the information signal includes energy
absorbed by at least one of an analyte and one or more confounders, the first renormalized

Zyoton includes a set of analyte-information-representing components and a set of non-analyteinformation-representing components, and the set of analyte-information-representing
components of the first renormalized Zyoton represents the energy absorbed by at least one of

the analyte and the confounder. Not all members of the set of analyte-informationrepresenting components may represent analyte information, however. Similarly, one or more
members of the set of non-analyte-information-representing components may represent analyte

information.

[0049] The method may further include colliding using the collision grid the first renormalized
Zyoton with the original Zyoton to obtain a second modified Zyoton, and renormalizing the
second modified Zyoton to obtain a second renormalized Zyoton. The method may also
include iterating the colliding and renormalizing steps (N - 2) times, N > 2, each iteration
being based on a renormalized Zyoton from an immediately preceding iteration, and producing

a new renormalized Zyoton, until a final renormalized Zyoton is produced after (N - 2)
iterations. In certain cases, the at least partially represented property of the information signal

includes energy absorbed by at least one of an analyte and a confounder in a wavelength range

associated with a first feature corresponding to the first conditioned feature waveform, the final

renormalized Zyoton includes a set of analyte-information-representing components and a set
of non-analyte-information-representing components, and the set of analyte-informationrepresenting components of the final renormalized Zyoton represents the energy absorbed by at
least one of an analyte and a confounder in the wavelength range associated with the first

feature.

[0050] In various embodiments, the method may further include: colliding using the collision
grid a second conditioned feature waveform that at least partially represents the property of the
information signal with the original Zyoton, to obtain a new first modified Zyoton, the second
conditioned feature waveform and the original Zyoton being constructed to: (i) be codependent, and (ii) transfer the property of the information signal to the new first modified

Zyoton through the collision; renormalizing the new first modified Zyoton to obtain a new first
renormalized Zyoton; and iterating the colliding and renormalizing steps (N - 2) times, N > 2,
each iteration being based on a new renormalized Zyoton from an immediately preceding
iteration, and producing another new renormalized Zyoton, until a new final renormalized

Zyoton is produced after (N - 2) iterations.

[0051] In such embodiments, the new final renormalized Zyoton includes a set of analyteinformation-representing components and a set of non-analyte-information-representing

components, and the set of analyte-information-representing components of the new final
renormalized Zyoton represents the energy absorbed by at least one of an analyte and a
confounder in a wavelength range associated with a second feature corresponding to the second
conditioned feature waveform. The method may also include determining N based on at least
in part at least one of a specified signal-to-clutter ratio (SCR), a specified signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR), a target precision, a target sensitivity, a target accuracy, a target stability, and an
expected dynamic range of an analyte in a medium to be analyzed.

[0052] Renormalization can include downscaling, using a scaling vector, frequency domain
amplitudes of a set of frequency components in an analyte-information-representing band of the

first modified Zyoton to obtain the first renormalized Zyoton. The scaling vector can be a
plurality of preset values, and can be determined according to frequency domain amplitudes of

a set of frequency components in an analyte-information-representing band of the original
Zyoton. In certain embodiments, renormalization includes truncating the first modified Zyoton
by removing at least one frequency component in a non-analyte-information-representing band
of the first modified Zyoton to obtain the first renormalized Zyoton, and distributing energy of
the at least one removed frequency component among a set of remaining frequency
components in at least one of a non-analyte-information-representing band and a transition

band of the first renormalized Zyoton.

[0053] In various embodiments, the method further includes determining, prior to
renormalizing, whether an absolute difference between a velocity of the original Zyoton and a

velocity of the first modified Zyoton does not exceed a threshold κDV3 . In some instances, the
method includes determining, prior to renormalizing, whether divergence of the first modified
Zyoton does not exceed a threshold ^. In some instances, the method includes determining,
prior to renormalizing, whether energy of the first modified Zyoton is greater than energy of the
original Zyoton. In some cases, the method includes determining, after renormalizing, whether
an absolute difference between a scaled velocity of the original Zyoton and a velocity of the
first renormalized Zyoton does not exceed a threshold κDV1 .

[0054] The property of the information signal may include at least one of: (i) a spectral energy
absorbed by at least one of an analyte and one or more confounders, (ii) another property of at

least one of the analyte and the confounder, and (iii) an information measure. The information

signal may include a sensor signal. In some cases, the sensor signal may include one of: an
intensity spectrum signal and an absorbance spectrum signal. In some cases, the sensor signal
may include an emission spectrum, where the emission can be fluorescence, phosphorescence,
black-body emission, etc. In some cases, the sensor signal includes at least one of a reflectance
signal, and a transmission signal. In some cases, the sensor signal includes electromagnetic
radiation received from a medium to be analyzed. The electromagnetic radiation may include
near infra-red radiation. The collision grid may include a frequency-domain grid, and colliding
may involve a first bracketed conditional interaction, in frequency domain, between a first
component of the original Zyoton and a first bracket of components of the first conditional
feature waveform.

[0055] In various embodiments, the first bracketed conditional interaction may include, for
each component of the first conditional feature waveform in the first bracket: testing if
frequencies of the component of the first conditioned feature waveform and the first component

of the original Zyoton satisfy a first epsilon test; if the first epsilon test succeeds, generating a
component of the first modified Zyoton, and setting an amplitude of the generated component

of the first modified Zyoton as a product of amplitudes of the component of the first
conditioned feature waveform and the first component of the original Zyoton; if the frequencies
of the component of the first conditioned feature waveform and the first component of the
original Zyoton satisfy a second epsilon test, setting a frequency of the generated component of

the first modified Zyoton to a frequency of the first component of the original Zyoton; and
otherwise setting the frequency of the generated component of the first modified Zyoton to a

sum of frequencies of the component of the first conditioned feature waveform and the first
component of the original Zyoton.

[0056] The first epsilon test may be selected based on to which group of components of the
original Zyoton the first component of the original Zyoton belongs. In some cases, the first

epsilon test is the second epsilon test. In certain instances, colliding may involve a second

bracketed conditional interaction, in frequency domain, between a second component of the
original Zyoton and a second bracket of components of the first conditional feature waveform.

In such instances, the first bracketed conditional interaction may produce a first component of
the modified Zyoton and the second bracketed conditional interaction may produce a second
component of the modified Zyoton, and the method may further include: determining if the first

and second modified Zyoton components are to be merged by testing if frequencies of the first
and second modified Zyoton components satisfy a third epsilon test. The third epsilon test can
be selected based on to which group of components of the modified Zyoton a larger one of the
first and second components of the modified Zyoton belongs, the larger component being
determined by comparing amplitudes of the first and second components of the modified
Zyoton.

[0057] In various embodiments, the method may further include merging the first and second
modified Zyoton components into the first modified Zyoton component by resetting an
amplitude of the first modified Zyoton component to a sum of amplitudes of the first and

second modified Zyoton components, and removing the second modified Zyoton component.

In some such embodiments, merging the first and second modified Zyoton components into the
first modified Zyoton component may further include, if a frequency of the first modified
Zyoton component is smaller than a frequency of the second modified Zyoton component,

setting a frequency of the first modified Zyoton component to the frequency of the second
modified Zyoton component.

[0058] In other such embodiments, merging the first and second modified Zyoton components
into the first modified Zyoton component may further include, if, prior to merging, the
amplitude of the first modified Zyoton component is smaller than the amplitude of the second

modified Zyoton component, setting a frequency of the first modified Zyoton component to the
frequency of the second modified Zyoton component. The method may further include
selecting a length of the first bracket of components of the first conditional feature waveform

based at least in part on at least one of a specified signal-to-clutter ratio (SCR), a specified
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), a target precision, a target sensitivity, a target accuracy, a system

stability, and an expected dynamic range of an analyte in a medium to be analyzed. The
method may also include, prior to the first bracketed conditional interaction, at least one of: (i)
shifting components of the original Zyoton according to a delay-shift parameter, (ii) scaling an
amplitude of the first component of the original Zyoton according to at least one of (a) a

precision of a computing device, (b) a dynamic range of a computing device, (c) a resolution of

a sensor used to obtain a feature used to generate the first conditioned feature, (d) a dynamic
range of the sensor, and (e) SNR of the sensor, and (iii) applying a phase rotation to the first
component of the original Zyoton.

[0059] In various embodiments, the original Zyoton includes a plurality of components
selected from a kernel of components of a base Zyoton generated from a family of waveforms,

a number of components in the plurality being based on at least in part at least one of a
specified signal-to-clutter ratio (SCR), a specified signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), a target
precision, a target sensitivity, a target accuracy, a target stability, and an expected dynamic

range of an analyte in a medium to be analyzed. The collision grid may include a frequencydomain grid, and a length of the original Zyoton may include a sum of: (i) a number (k) of
analyte-information-representing components, (ii) a number (m) of transition components, and

(iii) a number (j) of non-analyte-information-representing components of the original Zyoton.

[0060] In some embodiments, the original Zyoton is synthesized from at least one of a
plurality of waveform families comprising: solitons; autosolitons; similaritons; custom solitons
generated using a sine-Gordon-based equation; self-compressing similaritons; vortex-solitons;

multi-color solitons; parabolic-similaritons; Ricci solitons; wavelets; curvelets; ridgelets; bions;

elliptic waves comprising at least one of Jacobi elliptic functions and Weierstrass elliptic
functions; and nonautonomous similinear wave equation.

[0061] In other embodiments, the original Zyoton is synthesized from at least one of a plurality
of waveform generators comprising: meromorphic functions; Gamma functions; Riemann Zeta
functions; regular instantons; Frobenius manifolds; harmonic oscillators; Hermite polynomials;

polynomial sequences; asymptotic Hankel functions; Bessel functions; fractals; Neumann
functions (spherical); poweroid coupled with sinusoidal functions; spatial random fields;

cyclostationary series; random number generators; spherical harmonics; chaotic attractors;
exponential attractors; multipoint Krylov-subspace projectors; Lyapunov functions; inertial
manifolds of Navier-Stokes equation; evolution equation for polynomial nonlinear reaction-

diffusion equation; evolution equation for Kuramoto-Savashinsky equation; evolution equation
of exponential attractors; Fourier series; and Ramanujan theta functions.

[0062] In some cases, the original Zyoton is synthesized from a random number generator
having a replicability and at least one of: a periodicity of at least 1000, a correlation between a
pair of generated values of at most 90%, and a spectral bandwidth of at least 100 Hz. In some
cases, the original Zyoton is synthesized from a polynomial sequence, a Fourier transform of
the polynomial sequence having a spectral bandwidth of at least 100 Hz. In certain instances,
the original Zyoton is synthesized from a random number generator comprising at least one of:
a linear congruential generator, a multiplicative congruential generator, an additive
congruential generator, and a Fibonacci generator. In certain instances, the original Zyoton is
synthesized from a polynomial sequence comprising at least one of an Abel polynomial
sequence and a Bell polynomial sequence. In some embodiments, the original Zyoton is
synthesized, at least in part, from at least one of: (i) a waveform family and (ii) a waveform
generator, and the method further includes at least one of transforming and reducing a function
to at least one of the waveform family and the waveform generator. In some cases, the original
Zyoton is synthesized by at least one of: an addition, a multiplication, and a subtraction of at
least two waveforms derived from at least two waveform families.

[0063] In another aspect, a system is provided for measuring a property associated with an
information signal. The system may include a first processor and a first memory in electrical
communication with the first processor, the first memory including instructions which, when
executed by a processing unit including at least one of the first processor and a second
processor, and in electronic communication with a memory module comprising at least one of

the first memory and a second memory, program the processing unit to: collide using a
collision grid a first conditioned feature waveform that at least partially represents a property of

the information signal with an original Zyoton, which includes a waveform that without a
collision travels substantially unperturbed at a selected velocity in a substantially constant
propagation medium at least over a length of a space-time grid, to obtain a first modified
Zyoton, the first conditioned feature waveform and the original Zyoton being constructed to: (i)
be co-dependent, and (ii) transfer the property of the information signal to the first modified
Zyoton through the collision. In various embodiments, the instructions can program the
processing unit to perform one or more of the method steps described above.

[0064] In another aspect, an article of manufacture is provided that includes a non-transitory
storage medium having stored therein instructions which, when executed by a processing unit

program the processing unit, which is in electronic communication with a memory module, to
measure a property associated with an information signal. The instructions may program the

processing unit to: collide using a collision grid a first conditioned feature waveform that at
least partially represents a property of the information signal with an original Zyoton, which
includes a waveform that without a collision travels substantially unperturbed at a selected

velocity in a substantially constant propagation medium at least over a length of a space-time
grid, to obtain a first modified Zyoton, the first conditioned feature waveform and the original
Zyoton being constructed to: (i) be co-dependent, and (ii) transfer the property of the
information signal to the first modified Zyoton through the collision. In various embodiments,

the instructions can program the processing unit to perform one or more of the method steps
described above.

Zyoton and Carrier Kernel Synthesis

[0065] In another aspect, a method is provided for enabling extraction of a property of an
element of a specified environment. The method may include selecting using at least one of: (i)
at least one waveform family, and (ii) at least one waveform generator, a set of frequency

components for an analyte-information-representing band and a set of frequency components

for a non-analyte-information-representing band; and synthesizing a Zyoton by combining the
set of frequency components selected for the analyte-information-representing band and the set
of frequency components selected for the non-analyte-information representing band, where: at
least one frequency component in the set of frequency components for the analyte-information-

representing band corresponds to a property to be extracted; at least one of the frequency
components for the non-analyte-information representing band does not correspond

significantly to the property to be extracted; and the selected set of frequency components of
the waveform family allow the Zyoton to propagate through a substantially constant
propagation medium over a length of a collision grid without substantial change in morphology
thereof. Not all members of the band of analyte-information-representing components may

represent analyte information, however. Similarly, one or more members of the band of nonanalyte-information-representing components may represent analyte information.

[0066] In some embodiments, after a collision of the Zyoton with a waveform constructed to
perturb the Zyoton within specified limits, the selected set of frequency components allow:
generation of a modified Zyoton via the collision; and subsequent propagation of the modified

Zyoton through the substantially constant propagation medium over the length of the collision
grid without substantial change in morphology of the modified Zyoton. In some cases, the at
least one waveform family may include at least one of: optical solitons, autosolitons,
similaritons, custom solitons generated using a sine-Gordon-based equation, self-compressing
similaritons, vortex-solitons, multi-color solitons, parabolic-Similaritons, and Ricci solitons.

[0067] In some cases, the at least one waveform family includes at least one of: solitons;
wavelets; curvelets; ridgelets; bions; elliptic waves comprising at least one of Jacobi elliptic
functions and Weierstrass elliptic functions; and nonautonomous similinear wave equations. In

some cases, the at least one waveform generator includes at least one of: meromorphic
functions; Gamma functions; Riemann Zeta functions; regular instantons; Frobenius manifolds;

harmonic oscillators; Hermite polynomials; polynomial sequences; asymptotic Hankel
functions; Bessel functions; fractals; Neumann functions (spherical); poweroid coupled with

sinusoidal functions; spatial random fields; cyclostationary series; random number generators;
spherical harmonics; chaotic attractors; exponential attractors; multipoint Krylov-subspace

projectors; Lyapunov functions; inertial manifolds of Navier-Stokes equation; evolution
equation for polynomial nonlinear reaction-diffusion equation; evolution equation for
Kuramoto-Savashinsky equation; evolution equation of exponential attractors; Fourier series;
and Ramanujan theta functions.

[0068] In certain instances, the specified environment includes a medium to be analyzed; and
the property to be extracted includes at least one of: presence of an analyte, absence of the
analyte, a quantity of an analyte, and a rate of change of the quantity of the analyte, in the

medium to be analyzed. In various embodiments, the method may further include selecting
from the at least one waveform family a set of frequency components for a transition band, and
synthesizing the Zyoton by combining the set of frequency components for the analyteinformation-representing band, the set of frequency components for the transition band, and the
set of frequency components for the non-analyte-information-representing band.

[0069] In another aspect, a system is provided for enabling extraction of a property of an
element of a specified environment. The system may include a first processor and a first

memory in electrical communication with the first processor, the first memory including
instructions which, when executed by a processing unit including at least one of the first

processor and a second processor, and in electronic communication with a memory module
comprising at least one of the first memory and a second memory, program the processing unit
to: select using at least one of: (i) at least one waveform family, and (ii) at least one waveform
generator, a set of frequency components for an analyte-information-representing band and a
set of frequency components for a non-analyte-information representing band; and synthesize a
Zyoton by combining the set of frequency components selected for the analyte-informationrepresenting band and the set of frequency components selected for the non-analyteinformation-representing band.

[0070] At least one frequency component in the set of frequency components for the analyteinformation-representing band corresponds to a property to be extracted; at least one of the
frequency components for the non-analyte-information-representing band does not correspond
significantly to the property to be extracted; and the selected set of frequency components of
the waveform family allow the Zyoton to propagate through a substantially constant
propagation medium over a length of a collision grid without substantial change in morphology
thereof. In various embodiments, the instructions can program the processing unit to perform

one or more of the method steps described above.

[0071] In another aspect, an article of manufacture is provided that includes a non-transitory
storage medium having stored therein instructions which, when executed by a processing unit
program the processing unit, which is in electronic communication with a memory module, to
enable extraction of a property of an element of a specified environment. The instructions may
program the processing unit to: select using at least one of: (i) at least one waveform family,
and (ii) at least one waveform generator, a set of frequency components for an analyteinformation-representing band and a set of frequency components for a non-analyte-

information representing band; and synthesize a Zyoton by combining the set of frequency
components selected for the analyte-information-representing band and the set of frequency
components selected for the non-analyte-information-representing band.

[0072] At least one frequency component in the set of frequency components for the analyteinformation-representing band corresponds to a property to be extracted; at least one of the
frequency components for the non-analyte-information-representing band does not correspond
significantly to the property to be extracted; and the selected set of frequency components of
the waveform family allow the Zyoton to propagate through a substantially constant
propagation medium over a length of a collision grid without substantial change in morphology
thereof. In various embodiments, the instructions can program the processing unit to perform

one or more of the method steps described above.

[0073] In another aspect, another method is provided for enabling extraction of a property of an
element of a specified environment. The method may include receiving a representative
spectral signal from a data-collection domain, the representative spectral signal indicating a

property of the element of the specified environment; generating a Zyoton from at least one
waveform family, the at least one waveform family being independent of the data-collection
domain; and generating a co-dependent carrier kernel for conditioning at least one feature

corresponding to the representative spectral signal. In some instances, the element of the
specified environment includes an analyte, and the property of the element of the specified
environment includes concentration of the analyte. In some cases, the specified environment
may include at least one confounder.

[0074] In some cases, the specified environment may include a portion of skin tissue, and the
analyte may include glucose. In certain embodiments, the property of the element of the
specified environment that is represented by the representative spectral signal includes energy
loss via at least one of: (i) absorption by the analyte, (ii) absorption by the at least one
confounder, (iii) noise generated by variation in absorption by the at least one confounder, and
(iv) noise generated by scattering. The at least one confounder may include a dominant
confounder. The representative signal may represent information about an analyte and/or one
or more confounders.

[0075] In various embodiments, the representative signal includes a first model signal, and
generating the Zyoton may include: obtaining a transformed signal from the first model signal

representing energy loss via absorption by the analyte; adding a noise signal to the transformed

signal to obtain a second signal; determining frequency components of the second signal; using

the frequency components of the second signal, determining a number of frequency
components required to separate a high analyte absorption region of the transformed signal

from a low analyte absorption region of the transformed signal; selecting the at least one
waveform family according to a morphology of one of the first model signal, the transformed
signal, and the second signal; obtaining a base Zyoton based on the at least one selected
waveform family; and selecting the determined required number of frequency components of
the base Zyoton as frequency components of the Zyoton.

[0076] In some instances, the noise signal corresponds to an amount of noise that is a multiple
of at least one of: (i) a noise associated with the first model signal, and (ii) a noise associated
with the transformed signal; and the determined required number of frequency components
represents a number of frequency components (k) required to separate the high analyte

absorption region of the transformed signal from the low analyte absorption region of the

transformed signal in presence of the specified amount of noise. In some cases, obtaining the
transformed signal may include generating a second derivative of one of: the first model signal
and an interpolated first model signal.

[0077] In other cases, obtaining the transformed signal may include generating a first
composite signal by combining with the first model signal a second model signal representing

energy loss via absorption by at least one non-dominant confounder, where the determined
required number of frequency components represents a number of frequency components (m)
required to separate the high analyte absorption region of the transformed signal from the low

analyte absorption region of the transformed signal in presence of the at least one non-dominant
confounder.

[0078] In still other cases, obtaining the transformed signal may include generating a second
composite signal by combining with the first model signal a third model signal representing

energy loss via variations in absorption by a dominant confounder; where the determined
required number of frequency components represents a number of frequency components (j)
required to separate the high analyte absorption region of the transformed signal from the low

analyte absorption region of the transformed signal in presence of the dominant confounder and

the specified amount of noise.

[0079] The Zyoton may include k analyte-information-representing components, k ≥ 1, and the
method may further include: setting amplitudes of the k analyte-information-representing

components within a first range of amplitudes according to an amplitude profile. The first

model signal may correspond to a pure-component analyte signal, and the transformed signal
can be first, second, or higher-order derivative thereof.

[0080] In various embodiments, the method may further include generating the amplitude
profile by: generating a plurality of wavelength-region pairs, each pair having a high absorption
representing wavelength region corresponding to a respective wavelength range of the
representative spectral signal and a low absorption representing wavelength region
corresponding to a different respective wavelength range of the representative spectral signal;
for each pair in the plurality of wavelength-region pairs, computing a ratio of a magnitude of a
region of the transformed signal corresponding to the high absorption representing wavelength
region and a magnitude of a region of the transformed signal corresponding to the low
absorption representing wavelength region; determining a range of the magnitude ratios; and

setting the amplitude profile as a function bounded by the range of magnitude ratios, the
function being one of linear, quadratic, and exponential.

[0081] In some embodiments, the Zyoton includes k analyte-information-representing
components, k ≥ 1, and j non-analyte-information representing components, j ≥ 1, the k
analyte-information-representing components having amplitudes within a first range, and the

method may further includes: randomly setting amplitudes of the j non-analyte-information
representing components within a second range of amplitudes, any amplitude in the second
range being less than 1/100 of any amplitude in the first range. In some instances, the Zyoton
further includes m transition components, m ≥ 1, and the method further includes: randomly
setting amplitudes of the m transition components within a third range of amplitudes, any
amplitude in the third range being at least two times any amplitude in the second range.

[0082] Generating the co-dependent carrier kernel may include: for each of the k analyteinformation-representing major components of the Zyoton, including in the carrier kernel as a

corresponding analyte-information-representing major component a frequency component
having a frequency within a specified threshold σ of frequency of the corresponding analyteinformation-representing k component of the Zyoton; and including in the carrier kernel as at

least one non-major component, at least one of: at least one harmonic of at least one of an
analyte-information-representing component, a transition component, and non-analyte-

information-representing component included in the carrier kernel; and for at least one non-

major component of the Zyoton, including in the carrier kernel a frequency component having

a frequency within the specified threshold σ of frequency of the corresponding non-major
component of the Zyoton.

[0083] In some instances, one of: the non-major component of the Zyoton is a transition
component, and the corresponding non-major component of the carrier kernel is a transition
component; and the non-major component of the Zyoton is a non-analyte-informationrepresenting j component, and the corresponding non-major component of the carrier kernel is
a non-analyte-information-representing j component. In certain embodiments, the method may
further include setting amplitudes of the information-representing, transition, and noninformation representing frequency components of the carrier kernel according to the
amplitudes of the respective analyte-information-representing, transition, and non-analyteinformation-representing Zyoton components scaled by a pre-set scaling factor.

[0084] The method may also include: selecting an amplitude scaling coefficient such that: (i) a
difference between a scaled velocity of the Zyoton, scaled by the amplitude scaling factor, and

a velocity of the carrier kernel does not exceed a specified velocity difference threshold κ ;
syn

and setting amplitudes of the analyte-information-representing, transition, and non-analyteinformation-representing frequency components of the carrier kernel according to the
amplitudes of the respective analyte-information-representing, transition, and non-analyteinformation-representing Zyoton components scaled by the selected scaling factor.

[0085] In another aspect, another system is provided for enabling extraction of a property of an
element of a specified environment. The system may include a first processor and a first

memory in electrical communication with the first processor, the first memory including
instructions which, when executed by a processing unit including at least one of the first

processor and a second processor, and in electronic communication with a memory module
comprising at least one of the first memory and a second memory, program the processing unit
to: receive a representative spectral signal from a data-collection domain, the representative
spectral signal indicating a property of the element of the specified environment; generate a

Zyoton from at least one waveform family, the at least one waveform family being independent
of the data-collection domain; and generate a co-dependent carrier kernel for conditioning at
least one feature corresponding to the representative spectral signal. In various embodiments,
the instructions can program the processing unit to perform one or more of the method steps
described above.

[0086]

In another aspect, another article of manufacture is provided that includes a non-

transitory storage medium having stored therein instructions which, when executed by a
processing unit program the processing unit, which is in electronic communication with a
memory module, to enable extraction of a property of an element of a specified environment.

The instructions may program the processing unit to: receive a representative spectral signal
from a data-collection domain, the representative spectral signal indicating a property of the
element of the specified environment; generate a Zyoton from at least one waveform family,

the at least one waveform family being independent of the data-collection domain; and generate
a co-dependent carrier kernel for conditioning at least one feature corresponding to the
representative spectral signal. In various embodiments, the instructions can program the
processing unit to perform one or more of the method steps described above.
Systems and Methods of Universal Projection

[0087] In another aspect, a method is provided for quantitating an analyte. The method may
include: receiving from an uncharacterized sample an energy change value to be mapped, the

energy change value corresponding to an uncharacterized sample; mapping the energy change
value to be mapped to a quantity of an analyte in the uncharacterized sample, via an individual
projector curve associating: (i) energy change values obtained from a synthetic reference

system to analyte quantities of the reference system, and (ii) energy change values obtained
from a non-synthetic reference system to the analyte quantities of the reference system.

[0088] The method may further include: computing a representative absorption gradient (AG)
using a first set of energy change values corresponding to a first feature pair, each energy
change value in the first set corresponding to a respective path of radiation through a medium
to be analyzed; selecting the individual projector curve from a plurality of projector curves
using the representative gradient value associated with the first feature pair; and determining a
quantity of an analyte using the selected individual projector curve, the energy change value to
be mapped being a representative energy change value associated with the first feature pair.

[0089] The energy change value to be mapped can be a net renormalized spectral energy gain,
which may be optionally normalized. In some cases, the representative gradient value may
include a normalized AG (NAG), and the method further includes: weighing the representative
gradient associated with the first feature pair by a weight associated with the first feature pair,

to obtain the NAG. Computing the representative energy change value can include weighting

one energy change value from the first set of energy change values by a weight associated with
the first feature pair. In certain instances, a plurality of feature pairs may include the first
feature pair, and the method may further include: generating a set of acceptable feature pairs
from the plurality of feature pairs; for each feature pair in the set of acceptable feature pairs
computing a respective absorption gradient (AG) using a respective set of energy change values
corresponding to the feature pair; computing the representative AG value as an average of the
respective AGs associated with each of the acceptable feature pairs. The energy value change
can be a net, renormalized spectral energy gain corresponding to a feature or a feature pair,
which may be optionally normalized.

[0090] In various embodiments, generating the set of acceptable feature pairs may include
testing for each feature pair in the plurality of feature pairs monotonicity of the corresponding
set of energy change values across a plurality of illumination states. Computing the AG for
each acceptable feature pair may include: determining a slope of a regression of the
corresponding set of energy change values with respect to the illumination states, the

illumination states being ordered such that successive illumination states represent
monotonically changing distance between the source and at least one detector.

[0091] Prior to computing the average, the method may further include normalizing each of the
AGs corresponding to the acceptable feature pairs using a weight associated with the
corresponding acceptable feature pair. In some cases, computing the representative energy
change value includes: for each acceptable feature pair, selecting one energy change value from
the respective set of energy change values; weighting for each acceptable feature pair, the
selected energy change value by a weight associated with the acceptable feature pair; and
setting an average of the weighted energy change values as the representative energy change
value. In some embodiments, the uncharacterized sample includes a portion of tissue; and the
analyte includes glucose. In some embodiments, the energy change includes one of energy
gain and energy loss.

[0092] In another aspect, a system is provided for quantitating an analyte. The system may
include a first processor and a first memory in electrical communication with the first
processor, the first memory including instructions which, when executed by a processing unit
including at least one of the first processor and a second processor, and in electronic

communication with a memory module comprising at least one of the first memory and a

second memory, program the processing unit to: receive an energy change value to be mapped,

the energy change value corresponding to an uncharacterized sample; and map the energy
change value to be mapped to a quantity of an analyte in the uncharacterized sample, via an
individual projector curve associating: (i) energy change values obtained from a synthetic
reference system to analyte quantities of the reference system, and (ii) energy change values

obtained from a non-synthetic reference system to the analyte quantities of the reference
system. In various embodiments, the instructions can program the processing unit to perform
one or more of the method steps described above.

[0093] In another aspect, an article of manufacture is provided that includes a non-transitory
storage medium having stored therein instructions which, when executed by a processing unit

program the processing unit, which is in electronic communication with a memory module, to
quantitate an analyte. The instructions may program the processing unit to: receive an energy

change value to be mapped, the energy change value corresponding to an uncharacterized
sample; and map the energy change value to be mapped to a quantity of an analyte in the

uncharacterized sample, via an individual projector curve associating: (i) energy change values

obtained from a synthetic reference system to analyte quantities of the reference system, and
(ii) energy change values obtained from a non-synthetic reference system to the analyte
quantities of the reference system. In various embodiments, the instructions can program the

processing unit to perform one or more of the method steps described above.
System and Method of Generating a Projector Curve Set

[0094] In another aspect, a method is provided for calibrating a measurement system for noninvasive analyte measurement. The method may include obtaining from a selected plurality of
synthetic medium samples, each having a reference analyte concentration, a plurality of energy-

value sets from the measurement system, each energy value in a particular energy-value set
corresponding to a respective reference analyte concentration from the selected plurality of
synthetic medium samples; generating a composite projector curve using the plurality of energy

value sets and the plurality of reference analyte concentrations; and partitioning the composite
projector curve into a set of non-overlapping individual projector curves according to a set of
slopes of the composite projector curve, each individual projector curve being identified by a

lower bound analyte concentration and an upper bound analyte concentration. In some
instances, the plurality of energy-value sets includes a first energy-value set, each energy value

in the first energy-value set corresponding to a first reference analyte concentration, and the

method may further include: excluding from the first energy-value set an energy value that is
different from a mean of the energy values by a specified threshold.
[0095] In various embodiments, the method may further include obtaining from representative
subjects a plurality of groups of energy value vectors from the measurement system, each

energy-value-vector group corresponding to a respective analyte concentration determined
using a reference invasive measurement system, and each energy-value vector in a particular

group corresponding to a respective feature pair; partitioning the plurality of groups of energy-

value vectors into a plurality of projection sets, such that the analyte concentration
corresponding to any energy-value-vector group in each projection set is within lower and

upper bound analyte concentrations corresponding to a single respective individual projector
curve from the set of individual projector curves; computing for each energy-value-vector
group in each projection set, an average of normalized absorption gradients (NAGs), each NAG
corresponding to an energy-value vector that corresponds to an acceptable feature pair; for each
projector curve: designating as a lower bound NAG a minimum of averaged NAGs of all

energy-value-vector groups of the corresponding projection set; and designating as an upper
bound NAG a maximum of averaged NAGs of all energy-value-vector groups of the
corresponding projection set. An energy-value vector may include a plurality of energy values,
each energy value corresponding to an illumination state in an illumination sequence. In some
instances, the partitioning step may include rejecting from a group of energy-value vectors any
non-monotonic energy-value vector.

[0096] In another aspect, a system is provided for calibrating a measurement system for noninvasive analyte measurement. The system may include a first processor and a first memory in
electrical communication with the first processor, the first memory including instructions

which, when executed by a processing unit including at least one of the first processor and a

second processor, and in electronic communication with a memory module comprising at least

one of the first memory and a second memory, program the processing unit to: obtain from a
selected plurality of synthetic medium samples, each having a reference analyte concentration,

a plurality of energy-value sets from the measurement system, each energy value in a particular
energy-value set corresponding to a respective reference analyte concentration from the
selected plurality of synthetic medium samples.

[0097] The instructions may program the processing unit to generate a composite projector
curve using the plurality of energy value sets and the plurality of reference analyte

concentrations; and partition the composite projector curve into a set of non-overlapping

individual projector curves according to a set of slopes of the composite projector curve, each
individual projector curve being identified by a lower bound analyte concentration and an
upper bound analyte concentration. In various embodiments, the instructions can program the
processing unit to perform one or more of the method steps described above.

[0098] In another aspect, an article of manufacture is provided that includes a non-transitory
storage medium having stored therein instructions which, when executed by a processing unit

program the processing unit, which is in electronic communication with a memory module, to
calibrate a measurement system for non-invasive analyte measurement. The instructions may

program the processing unit to: obtain from a selected plurality of synthetic medium samples,

each having a reference analyte concentration, a plurality of energy-value sets from the
measurement system, each energy value in a particular energy-value set corresponding to a

respective reference analyte concentration from the selected plurality of synthetic medium
samples.

[0099] The instruction may program the processing unit to generate a composite projector
curve using the plurality of energy value sets and the plurality of reference analyte
concentrations; and partition the composite projector curve into a set of non-overlapping

individual projector curves according to a set of slopes of the composite projector curve, each
individual projector curve being identified by a lower bound analyte concentration and an
upper bound analyte concentration. In various embodiments, the instructions can program the
processing unit to perform one or more of the method steps described above.

[0100] In another aspect, a method is provided for computing analyte concentration in a
medium. The method may include: selecting a member of a projector curve set according to a

normalized absorption gradient (NAG) value, such that the NAG value is within a range of
minimum and maximum NAG values associated with that member; and interpolating analyte

concentration using a slope and an intercept of the selected member. The method may further
include: receiving for a feature pair, a respective net renormalized spectral energy gain
(NRSEG) value for each one of a plurality of illumination states; and designating the feature

pair as acceptable feature pair, if the respective NRSEG values are monotonic across the
illumination states, and rejecting the feature pair, otherwise.

[0101] The method may also include: receiving for a first acceptable feature pair, a respective
net renormalized spectral energy gain (NRSEG) value for each one of a plurality of

illumination states; computing a first absorption gradient (AG), typically but not necessarily
normalized, across the illumination states using the NRSEG values associated with the first
acceptable feature pair; and computing the NAG by applying to the first AG a first weight
corresponding to the first acceptable feature pair. The method may also include: receiving for a
second acceptable feature pair, a respective net renormalized spectral energy gain (NRSEG)
value for each one of the plurality of illumination states; computing a second absorption
gradient (AG) across the illumination states using the NRSEG values associated with the

second acceptable feature pair; and computing the NAG by applying to the second AG a
second weight corresponding to the second acceptable feature pair and averaging the first and
second weighted AGs.

[0102] In another aspect, a system is provided for computing analyte concentration in a
medium. The system may include a first processor and a first memory in electrical

communication with the first processor, the first memory including instructions which, when

executed by a processing unit including at least one of the first processor and a second
processor, and in electronic communication with a memory module comprising at least one of
the first memory and a second memory, program the processing unit to: select a member of a
projector curve set according to a normalized absorption gradient (NAG) value, such that the

NAG value is within a range of minimum and maximum NAG values associated with that
member, and interpolate analyte concentration using a slope and an intercept of the selected
member. In various embodiments, the instructions can program the processing unit to perform
one or more of the method steps described above.

[0103] In another aspect, an article of manufacture is provided that includes a non-transitory
storage medium having stored therein instructions which, when executed by a processing unit

program the processing unit, which is in electronic communication with a memory module, to
compute analyte concentration in a medium. The instructions may program the processing unit

to: select a member of a projector curve set according to a normalized absorption gradient
(NAG) value, such that the NAG value is within a range of minimum and maximum NAG
values associated with that member, and interpolate analyte concentration using a slope and an
intercept of the selected member. In various embodiments, the instructions can program the

processing unit to perform one or more of the method steps described above.

PPG

[0104] In another aspect, a method is provided for generating features for measurement of heart
beats. The method may include receiving a signal based on one of reflected and transmitted
radiation from a tissue during a global time interval starting at a global start time and ending at
a global end time; designating a first portion of the signal starting at the global start time and
ending at a first end time less than the global end time as a first feature; designating a second
portion of the signal starting at the global start time and ending at a second end time greater
than the first end time as a second feature; and identifying a start of a heart-beat cycle within
the first feature.

[0105] The method may further include determining that an expected end of the heart-beat
cycle is absent within the first portion of the signal, designated as the first feature; and
designating the first feature as a non-analyte feature. The method may also include
determining that the expected end of the heat-beat cycle is present within the second portion of

the signal, designated as the second feature; and designating the second feature as an analyte
feature. In certain embodiments, the method may include determining a heart rate by: colliding

a first conditioned feature waveform derived from the first feature with a co-dependent Zyoton
to obtain a first energy change; colliding a second conditioned feature waveform derived from
the second feature with a co-dependent Zyoton to obtain a second energy change; computing an
end of the heart-beat cycle using the first and second energy changes; and computing the heartrate using the start of the heart-beat cycle and the end of the heart-beat cycle.

[0106] In another aspect, a system is provided for generating features for measurement of heart
beats. The system may include a first processor and a first memory in electrical
communication with the first processor, the first memory including instructions which, when

executed by a processing unit including at least one of the first processor and a second
processor, and in electronic communication with a memory module comprising at least one of
the first memory and a second memory, program the processing unit to: receive a signal based
on one of reflected and transmitted radiation from a tissue during a global time interval starting
at a global start time and ending at a global end time; designate a first portion of the signal

starting at the global start time and ending at a first end time less than the global end time as a

first feature; designate a second portion of the signal starting at the global start time and ending
at a second end time greater than the first end time as a second feature; and identify a start of a

heart-beat cycle within the first feature. In various embodiments, the instructions can program

the processing unit to perform one or more of the method steps described above.

[0107] In another aspect, an article of manufacture is provided that includes a non-transitory
storage medium having stored therein instructions which, when executed by a processing unit

program the processing unit, which is in electronic communication with a memory module, to
generate features for measurement of heart beats. The instructions may program the processing

unit to: receive a signal based on one of reflected and transmitted radiation from a tissue during
a global time interval starting at a global start time and ending at a global end time; designate a
first portion of the signal starting at the global start time and ending at a first end time less than
the global end time as a first feature; designate a second portion of the signal starting at the
global start time and ending at a second end time greater than the first end time as a second
feature; and identify a start of a heart-beat cycle within the first feature. In various
embodiments, the instructions can program the processing unit to perform one or more of the

method steps described above.

Brief Description of the Figures

[0108] In the drawings, like reference characters generally refer to the same parts throughout
the different views. Also, the drawings are not necessarily to scale, emphasis instead generally
being placed upon illustrating the principles of the invention. In the following description,
various embodiments of the present invention are described with reference to the following
drawings, in which:

[0109] FIG. 1 shows an example of a noninvasive near-infrared intensity (diffuse reflectance)
spectrum of a tissue sample;

[0110] FIG. 2 shows an example tissue absorbance spectrum from a single sample which is
used with other similar measurements and their associated reference values to create a
multivariate model for analyte measurement;

[0111] FIG. 3 shows an example set of regression coefficients versus wavelength associated
with a model used in multivariate analysis for analyte measurement;

[0112] FIG. 4 is a flow-chart depicting the use of a multivariate model to predict a tissue
analyte;

[0113] FIG. 5 illustrates normalized absorbance spectra of various tissue constituents with an
overlaid tissue absorbance spectrum;

[0114] FIG. 6 shows two waveforms on a collision time grid as both approach the collision
line;

[0115] FIGS. 7A-E show two waveforms colliding on a collision time grid at various stages of
the collision, with the resulting waveforms as the collision process progresses;

[0116] FIG. 7F shows two waveforms such as solitons, which are unchanged after completing
the collision process;

[0117] FIGS. 8A-8B show the severe distortion or complete destruction of two non-soliton
waveforms after the collision process;

[0118] FIG. 9 shows the distribution of energy from two features;
[0119] FIG. 10A shows exemplary spectra for an analyte and two confounders;
[0120] FIG. 10B shows absorption components of a feature;
[0121] FIG. 10C shows frequency components from a conditioned feature;
[0122] FIG. 10D shows frequency components from an analyte and confounders;
[0123] FIG. 10E shows frequency components from an analyte and other confounders;
[0124] FIG. 11 shows frequency components for an modified Zyoton and a renormalized
Zyoton;

[0125] FIGS. 12A and 12B show the morphological profile and amplitude envelope of an
example Zyoton waveform used in collision computing;

[0126] FIG. 12C shows the primary and sideband peaks of a Zyoton waveform;
[0127] FIG. 13 is a flowchart depicting an exemplary process for detecting and/or quantifying
an analyte of interest in a medium, according to an example embodiment;

[0128] FIGS. 14A-14B shows the dispersion of a Zyoton before and after a collision;
[0129] FIG. 15 depicts an exemplary process for determining one or more operating parameters
of a collision computer and for generating the inputs thereof, according to one embodiment;

[0130] FIG. 16 is a flowchart depicting a process for renormalizing a modified Zyoton prior to
a subsequent collision, according to one embodiment;

[0131] FIG. 17 shows the conditioned feature waveform on the collision grid and Zyoton
waveform before a collision;

[0132] FIG. 18 shows the conditioned feature waveform on the collision grid and zyoton
waveform at the beginning of a collision;

[0133] FIG. 19 shows successive views of the collision between a conditioned feature
waveform and Zyoton wavefronts during a collision;

[0134] FIG. 20 shows the modified Zyoton after a collision;
[0135] FIG. 21 shows the renormalized modified Zyoton after the collision and preceding the
next collision in a multi-collision protocol;

[0136] FIG. 22 shows the modified and normalized Zyoton after a finite number of k collisions
in a multi-collision protocol;

[0137] FIG. 23 shows how the normalized energy trajectory evolves for two features drawn
from samples with two different material concentrations in a collision computer with the
difference in the two waveforms showing the amplification that results from a collision
computer;

[0138] FIG. 24 shows a time-domain representation of a Zyoton and a conditioned feature;
[0139] FIG. 25 shows a time-domain representation of a Zyoton after a single collision;
[0140] FIG. 26 shows a time-domain representation of a Zyoton and a renormalized modified
Zyoton;

[0141] FIG. 27 shows a time-domain representation of the energy of a Zyoton after a second
collision;

[0142] FIGS. 28A and 28B show the pure component absorbance spectra for an analyte of
interest and a confounder: glucose and collagen, respectively;

[0143] FIGS. 29A and 29B show the first derivative of pure component absorbance spectra for
the compounds shown in FIGS. 28A and 28B);

[0144] FIGS. 30A and 30B show the second derivative of pure component absorbance spectra
for the compounds shown in FIGS. 28A and 28B);

[0145] FIG. 31A shows the near-infrared diffuse reflectance intensity as a function of
wavelength for human skin, and FIG. 31B shows the associated absorbance spectrum of human
skin;

[0146] FIG. 32 provides an example of the absorbance spectrum of a single feature from a
single illumination of tissue;

[0147] FIG. 33 provides an example of a set of mean-centered absorbance spectra to show
instrument related spectral variability as a function of NIR wavelength;

[0148] FIG. 34 gives an example of a wavelength by wavelength RMS noise estimate based
upon a set of spectra;

[0149] FIG. 35 provides an example of a noise intensity spectrum in NIR wavelengths;

[0150] FIG. 36 shows the scaled intensity and absorbance spectra associated with a single
feature, with scaled absorbance for glucose, fat, and water confounders overlaid on the plot;

[0151] FIG. 37 depicts a process for conditioning a feature prior to collision thereof with a
collision waveform, according to one embodiment;

[0152] FIG. 38 is a flowchart showing the steps in the generation of a Zyoton and a carrier
kernel waveform;

[0153] FIG. 39 is a flowchart showing the steps in the determination of the number k of the
frequency components of a Zyoton and a carrier kernel, according to one embodiment;

[0154] FIG. 40 is a flowchart showing the steps in the determination of the number m of the
frequency components of a Zyoton and a carrier kernel, according to one embodiment;

[0155] FIG. 41 is a flowchart showing the steps in the determination of the number j of the
frequency components of a Zyoton and a carrier kernel, according to one embodiment;

[0156] FIG. 42 displays the absorbance spectrum of the single feature shown in FIG. 32,
interpolated to 2,048 points;

[0157] FIG. 43 provides an example of the first 10 frequency components associated with the
interpolated feature shown in FIG. 42;

[0158] FIGS. 44A and 44B respectively show the distribution and detailed profile of frequency
components used in the construction of a carrier kernel;

[0159] FIGS. 45A-45D illustrate the distribution of carrier kernel frequencies and their
frequency components in the time and frequency domains;

[0160] FIG. 46A shows a feature; FIG. 46B shows frequency components of the feature; and
FIG. 46C shows the first ten frequency components of the feature;

[0161] FIG. 47A-47D illustrate the distribution of frequency components of a conditioned
feature after applying carrier modulation;

[0162] FIGS. 48A and 48B provide an example of a conditioned feature waveform in the time
domain after modulation with a carrier kernel, and a zoom-in to the first portion of the
waveform;

[0163] FIG. 49 shows an example of a mapping between glucose features, non-glucose
features, and Zyotons with which these features are collided after conditioning thereof,
according to one embodiment;

[0164] FIGS. 50A-50C provide examples of different Zyoton waveforms used in collision
computing, the Zyotons in the figures correspond to the Zyotons referred to in FIG. 49;

[0165] FIGS. 51A-51D show the frequency domain representation of different Zyoton
waveforms (corresponding to the specific Zyotons shown in FIGS. 50A-50C);

[0166] FIGS. 52A-52C show the amplitude profile of sorted frequency components for the
Zyoton waveforms shown in FIGS. 50A-50C;

[0167] FIGS. 53A and 53B shows the power spectral density profile of an unscaled Zyoton;
FIG. 53C shows an amplitude-sorted frequency component profile of a conditioned feature to
be collided with a Zyoton;

[0168] FIGS. 54A-54C respectively show the amplitude, frequency distribution and power
spectral density profile of a scaled Zyoton waveform prior to a collision; with FIG. 54C

showing the power spectral density on a decibel scale;

[0169] FIGS. 55A and 55B show the full and zoom-in views of the frequency profile of a
modified Zyoton waveform obtaining by colliding a scaled Zyoton with a conditioned feature;

[0170] FIG. 56 depicts an exemplary process for determining one or more operating parameters
of a collision computer and for generating the inputs thereof, according to one embodiment;

[0171] FIG. 57 depicts the symbolic interaction of components of a Zyoton and a conditioned
feature on a synthetic collision grid;

[0172] FIGS. 58A-58D are successive pages illustrating the generation of modified frequency
components from the collision interactions of components of an original Zyoton and a

conditioned feature;

[0173] FIGS. 59A-59B are successive pages illustrating the generation of modified frequency
components from the collision interactions of components of a different original Zyoton and a

conditioned feature;

[0174] FIG. 60A is a flowchart illustrating a collision between an original Zyoton and a
conditioned feature, to form a renormalized Zyoton, according to one embodiment;

[0175] FIG. 60B is a flowchart illustrating iterative collisions between a renormalized Zyoton
and an original Zyoton, according to one embodiment;

[0176] FIG. 61 schematically shows an overall non-invasive measurement system using
collision computing, according to one embodiment;

[0177] FIGS. 62 and 63 schematically show distributed non-invasive measurement systems
using collision computing, according to different embodiments;

[0178] FIG. 64 schematically shows a processing system for performing collision computing
and/or for providing software for collision computing, according to various embodiments;

[0179] FIG. 65 schematically shows a system for Zyoton and/or carrier kernel synthesis,
according to one embodiment;

[0180] FIG. 66 schematically shows a system for generating a projector curve set that can be
used for projection of collision-computing results, according to one embodiment;

[0181] FIG. 67 illustrates other data forms that can be analyzed by collision computing,
according to various embodiments;

[0182] FIG. 68 schematically depicts an illumination/detection system for non-invasive glucose
measurement, according to one embodiment;

[0183] FIG. 69 schematically depicts an exemplary illumination/detection probe that can be
used in the system shown in FIG. 68;

[0184] FIG. 70 schematically depicts an illumination/detection system for non-invasive glucose
measurement, according to another embodiment;

[0185] FIG. 71 shows the steps by which experimental datasets are acquired using a set of
prepared tissue phantoms with known glucose concentrations and a paired set of noninvasively
acquired human tissue spectra;

[0186] FIG. 72 shows how the NAG values for feature pairs are used to compute the regression
slope used as a Projector Curve sub-interval;

[0187] FIG. 73 shows the steps in the generation and parameterization of projector curves;
[0188] FIG. 74 schematically depicts the synthesis of a projector curve set according to one
embodiment;

[0189] FIG. 75 shows the relationship between the net, renormalized spectral energy gains
(NRSEGs) and glucose concentration in a set of tissue phantoms:

[0190] FIG. 76 shows discontinuities in the curve of the NRSEGs as a function of glucose
concentration;

[0191] FIG. 77 shows the flipped, concatenated projector curve;
[0192] FIG. 78 shows the flow for the generalized projection process implemented to transform
spectral energy changes generated in the collision computing process into analyte

concentrations;

[0193] FIG. 79 shows examples of acceptable and not-acceptable feature pairs on the basis of
their absorption gradient;

[0194] FIG. 80A shows a Projection Curve Set for an example embodiment for non-invasively
measuring glucose in human skin tissues;

[0195] FIG. 80B shows a linearized representation of a Projector Curve Set for an example
embodiment for non-invasively measuring glucose;

[0196] FIG. 81 shows a composite Projection Curve for noninvasively measuring glucose in
human tissue using the normalized net analyte signal obtained using collision computing;

[0197] FIG. 82 shows the steps in creating a Normalized Average Gradient (NAG) using the
net, renormalized spectral energy gains (NRSEGs) from feature-pair data derived from human
tissue spectra as inputs;

[0198] FIG. 83 shows glucose and non-glucose features in a tabular format;
[0199] FIG. 84A schematically depicts a mapping between two individual projector curves and
two projection sets, according to one embodiment;

[0200] FIG. 84B illustrates projection and measurement of an analyte concentration using the
mapping depicted in FIG. 84A;

[0201] FIG. 85 shows steps in the tissue phantom calibration curve set design;
[0202] FIG. 86 shows the steps in the use of a human calibration dataset to complete the
projector curve set design;

[0203] FIG. 87A shows the arrangement of the layers in human skin;
[0204] FIG. 87B shows the interrogation of different layers of skin with different sourcedetector distances;

[0205] FIG. 88 shows the distribution of photons in tissue for varying source-detector
distances;

[0206] FIG. 89 shows the mean photon path for varying source-detector distances;
[0207] FIG. 90 shows the difference in average depth of penetration of photons for skin of
different thicknesses;

[0208] FIG. 91 shows a diagram of a probe with six illumination rings;
[0209] FIG. 92 shows an enlarged version of the probe from FIG. 91;
[0210] FIG. 93 shows spectra obtained for various rings of the probe in FIGS. 91-92;
[0211] FIG. 94 is a detailed zoom-in into sublayers of the epidermis;
[0212] FIG. 95 shows a concentric ring based tomographic detector for sub-skin targeting;
[0213] FIG. 96 illustrates targeting a 20 ^^thickness section sublayer between 35 ^ and 55 ^
depths;

[0214] FIG. 97 illustrates targeting a 10 µ thickness section sublayer between 20 µ and 30 µ
depths;

[0215] FIG. 98 illustrates targeting a 25 µ thickness sublayer section between 45 µ and 70 µ
depths;

[0216] FIGS. 99A and 99B show two portions of the patient interface to a measurement probe;
[0217] FIG. 100 shows a Clarke Error Grid plot of comparison of a glucose results obtained
from the arm with glucose results obtained from the fingertip;

[0218] FIG. 101 shows a Clarke Error Grid plot of comparison of a glucose monitoring system
utilizing collision computing and a reference system used to measure blood glucose from an
alternate site;

[0219] FIG. 102 shows a Clarke Error Grid plot of comparison of a glucose monitoring system
utilizing collision computing and a reference system used to measure blood glucose from the

fingertip;

[0220] FIG. 103 shows the same results as FIG. 101, using a Consensus Error Grid;
[0221] FIG. 104A schematically depicts an illumination/detection system for directing
radiation to a medium and receiving radiation reflected therefrom, for analyte
detection/quantification, according to one embodiment;

[0222] FIG. 104B schematically depicts an illumination/detection system for directing
radiation to a medium and receiving radiation transmitted therethrough, for analyte
detection/quantification, according to one embodiment;

[0223] FIGS. 105A and 105B depict Michelson-type interferometers used, respectively, for
transmission and reflectance measurements;

[0224] FIG. 106 depicts an example of an interferogram obtained from one embodiment of an
illumination/detection system, a corresponding intensity spectrum, and a corresponding

absorbance spectrum, for use in analyte detection/quantification;

[0225] FIG. 107 depicts features of an example absorbance spectrum of glucose and several
confounders, according to one embodiment;

[0226] FIGS. 108A and 108B show the depth of penetration of photons under varying
conditions;

[0227] FIG. 109 shows the mean photon path for skin with a thin dermis and a glucose level of
80 mg/dl;

[0228] FIG. 110 shows the mean photon path for skin with a thin dermis and a glucose level of
300 mg/dl;

[0229] FIG. 111 shows the mean photon path for skin with a thick dermis and a glucose level
of 80 mg/dl;

[0230] FIG. 112 shows the mean photon path for skin with a thick dermis and a glucose level
of 300 mg/dl;

[0231] FIG. 113 shows a photograph of the probe from FIGS. 91 and 92;
[0232] FIG. 114 is a photograph of a fabricated mask wheel which contains an optical mask
that selectively passes light to individual illumination rings;

[0233] FIG. 115A shows the spectrum obtained for tissue;
[0234] FIG. 115B shows the second derivative of the spectrum in FIG. 12A;
[0235] FIG. 115C shows the second derivative spectra of protein and fat;
[0236] FIG. 116 is a schematic diagram of a dynamically-controlled illumination/detection
optical system;

[0237] FIG. 117 is an illustration of an illumination/detection optical system with angular
control;

[0238] FIG. 118A is an illustration of varying tissue illumination and detection areas;
[0239] FIG. 118B is an illustration of varying tissue scanned volumes;
[0240] FIG. 119A is a diagram of an adjustable illumination system;
[0241] FIG. 119B is a diagram of an adjustable illumination system;
[0242] FIG. 120 is a schematic diagram illustrating how the numerical aperture of a collection
fiber limits the detected photons to a cone-shaped volume;

[0243] FIG. 121 is an example optical interface lay-out for launching light into the skin at an
angle that varies with the illumination to detection separation;

[0244] FIG. 122 is an example optical interface lay-out for preferentially detecting light at an
acceptance angle that depends on the illumination to detection separation;

[0245] FIG. 123 is an example optical interface lay-out for both launching light and detecting
light at various angles;

[0246] FIG. 124A depicts a plot of the distribution of detected photons from a perpendicular
launch angle;

[0247] FIG. 124B depicts a plot of the distribution of detected photons from a 45-degree
launch angle;

[0248] FIG. 125 depicts optimization results showing the median illumination launch angle
versus illumination to detection separation for three different skin types;

[0249] FIGS. 126A-126C illustrate the simulated distribution of light absorbance by layer for
three different detection angles given a fixed nominal 1mm illumination to detection distance;

[0250] FIGS. 127A-127C illustrate the percent increase in reflectance vs. wavelength for
detection angles ranging between 10 and 40 degrees from vertical;

[0251] FIGS. 128A-128B depict examples of acquired spectra for glucose measurement in high
and low noise environments;

[0252] FIGS. 129A-129F show examples of interferograms, corresponding intensity spectra,
and corresponding absorbance spectra, generated in response to respective illuminations from
an illumination sequence that are directed to the skin using the system shown in FIG. 68;

[0253] FIG. 130 shows the wavelengths of a selected region of features;
[0254] FIGS. 131A and 131B show the tracking between collision-computing and reference
glucose results for a single patient on two visits;

[0255] FIGS. 132A and 132B show the tracking between collision-computing and reference
glucose results for a second patient on two visits;

[0256] FIG. 133 shows waveforms associated with pulse plethysmography (“PPG”)
measurements;

[0257] FIG. 134 shows the fundamental PPG waveform from a finger sensor;
[0258] FIGS. 135A and 135B illustrate the primary differences between reflective and
transmissive PPG measurements;

[0259] FIG. 136A shows the LED sources and photodiodes of a PPG monitor;
[0260] FIG. 136B shows one embodiment of a PPG monitor;
[0261] FIG. 137 is a prior-art algorithm to determine heart rate based on PPG signals;
[0262] FIGS. 138A and 138B illustrate the differences in waveform and frequency of heart rate
during stand-still and running PPG measurements;

[0263] FIG. 139A and 139B illustrates a PPG waveform and the PPG figure components as
determined using a Fourier transform;

[0264] FIG. 140 illustrates the general appearance of a PPG waveform;
[0265] FIG. 141 is a flowchart of steps in an algorithm to determine heart rate using collision
computing;

[0266] FIG. 142 illustrates the window length of features used to determine heart rate using
collision computing;

[0267] FIG. 143A illustrates the PPG waveform for a normal heart rate of 60 beats per minute,
showing the windows used to extract features for collision-computing determination of heart
rate;

[0268] FIG. 143B illustrates the PPG waveform for a slow heart rate of 30 beats per minute,
showing the windows used to extract features for collision-computing determination of heart
rate;

[0269] FIG. 143C illustrates the PPG waveform for a rapid heart rate of 120 beats per minute,
showing the windows used to extract features for collision-computing determination of heart
rate;

[0270] FIG. 144 shows the initial steps used to determine heart rate using collision computing;
and

[0271] FIG. 145 shows the interaction of waveforms and renormalization of a Zyoton and a
conditioned feature used to determine heart rate using collision computing.

Detailed Description

Introduction

[0272] A collision computer and a collision computing process according to various
embodiments of the invention can detect and/or quantitate an analyte of interest within a
medium, a property of a material, changes in the amount of the analyte and/or properties of the
material, and/or an event or anomaly of interest. To this end, some embodiments of a collision

computer receive intensity spectra representing the analyte, material, event, and/or anomaly and

also the environment thereof, e.g., a medium in which the analyte may be present. In some
embodiments, radiation (e.g., near-infra red (NIR) radiation) is directed to the

environment/medium, and the radiation reflected from or passing through the
environment/medium is detected by a detector, and is provided as one or more intensity spectra.
In other instances, a stimulus (e.g., an electromagnetic signal, an acoustic signal, etc.) is
directed to an environment and one or more signals generated in response to the stimulus are
obtained from one or more detectors. The frequency of the electromagnetic signal may range
18

from 300 EHz (where 1 exahertz or EHz = 10 Hz) down to 0.03 Hz or alternatively, with a
wavelength ranging from 1 pm (picometer) to 10 Gm (gigameters). The detected signals are

transformed to one or more intensity spectra and are presented to various embodiments of a
collision computer.

[0273] An intensity spectrum presented to a collision computer represents, at least in part, an
overall change in the incident radiation/stimulus that is caused by the medium/environment. In
general, the change is caused by three factors. The first factor is the analyte and other materials

that are present in the medium/environment, including the properties of the analyte or other
materials, changes in concentration/properties of the analyte or other materials, an event of

interest, and/or an anomaly. The second factor is one or more confounders, i.e., other materials
that are present in the medium/environment and can cause a change in the incident radiation or
stimulus in a manner similar to the manner in which the analyte causes a change. The third

factor is the absorption, dispersion, and/or scattering of the incident radiation or stimulus by the
medium/environment. Typically, the intensity spectra also include a significant noise
component. The noise may be introduced by sensor errors or variability, analog-to-digital

conversion (ADC) of the sensed signal, propagation of the radiation through the
medium/environment along different paths, etc.

[0274] Both scattering and absorption remove energy from electromagnetic radiation, including
light, traversing a turbid medium. Inhomogeneities in a specified environment scatter radiated
light, to cause diffuse reflection from the medium by multiple reflections with structures in or
particles of the environment. Structures in the medium act as scattering centers, and the overall

arrangement of their shape, size, and composition, as well as time-varying fluctuations,
including statistical thermal fluctuations, influence the attenuation due to scattering. This type

of scattering, where the particles are of approximately the same size as the wavelength of light,
is known as Mie scattering. Optionally, confounder molecules may also absorb energy in the

same band where the analyte absorbs energy. In various embodiments, a difference between
the energy of the incident radiation or stimulus and the energy of the intensity spectra received
by a collision computer represents the overall change in the incident radiation or stimulus. The
energy of the incident radiation (and the absorbance spectrum) can be computed as the spectral
energy of the incident radiation signal (and the absorbance spectrum).

[0275] As described below with reference to FIGS. 9-11, the difference between the energies
of the radiation incident upon the medium to be analyzed and the radiation received therefrom
corresponds to one or more of the three factors, i.e., the energy difference may include the

energy absorbed by the analyte or other materials, the energy absorbed by one or more

confounders, and/or the energy absorbed or scattered by (also called lost within) the
medium/environment. The energy difference may also be affected by one or more sources of
noise described above. In various embodiments, a collision computer is constructed and
operated to determine the energy difference due to only the first factor, i.e., absorption by the
analyte, distinguishing such change in energy from the noise and from the changes in energy

caused by absorption by one or more confounders and/or due to loss in the
medium/environment. A relationship between the measured energy change and concentration
of the analyte, property thereof, parameters of an event or anomaly, etc., can then be used to
quantitate the analyte/material, properties thereof, events/anomalies, etc.

[0276] As an example of scattering, Rayleigh scattering, defined as dominantly-elastic
scattering of light or other electromagnetic radiation by particles much smaller than the

wavelength of the radiation, generally does not involve absorption. Rayleigh scattering can
result from the electric polarizability of the particles and may not change the state of material.

Thus, it is considered a conservative process. The scattered particles may be individual atoms

or molecules, and it occurs when light travels through transparent gaseous, solid, or liquid
materials.

Relationship between Zyotons and Energy

[0277] As described below, the colliding waveforms used in various embodiments of collision
computing are spatio-temporal waveforms having a time dimension and at least one spatial

dimension. A spatio-temporal representation of the waveform is also called a time-domain
representation. These waveforms can also be represented in a frequency domain and may have

one or more frequency components The frequencies are spatial frequencies. Spectral energy
density is one measurable observable of the waveform at various stages of processing – precollision, post-collision, and after the renormalization operation that is generally required in
embodiments employing several collision iterations. Also, the spectral energy of waveforms

can be characterized using one of more subsets of the frequency components.

[0278] In various embodiments of collision computing, a stable waveform called a Zyoton,
which may change its shape and morphology when collided with another waveform only within
limits as specified by certain parameters, is computationally collided with another waveform,

called a conditioned feature, derived from the spectral data to be analyzed. The term spectral
data generally refers to any data acquired from a spectroscopic measurement or a spectral

sensor. A spectral signal can be directly obtained from a spectral sensor, or time-varying data
can be transformed into a spectral signal by applying a Fourier transform or other mathematical
transform to the data collected over some time window. Such a spectral signal may be referred
to as a transformed signal. A conditioned feature is obtained by modulating a pre-selected,
carrier waveform referred to as a “carrier kernel” with data (e.g., a feature).

[0279] A carrier kernel generally includes one or more (e.g., 2, 4, 6, 10, 15, 1000 or more)
fundamental frequencies and/or their respective harmonics, i.e., integer multiples of the
fundamental frequencies. The number of harmonics can range from 1 up to 4, 6, 10, 20, 32, 50,

or more, and the number of included harmonics of different fundamental frequencies can be
different. To illustrate, an exemplary carrier kernel includes three fundamental frequencies f0 ,
f1 , f2 . Ten harmonics of f0 , denoted h0,j for j = 0 . . . 9; four harmonics of f1 , denoted h1,j for j =
0 . . . 3; and 15 harmonics of f2 , denoted h2,j for j = 0 . . . 14, are also included in this
exemplary carrier kernel. Moreover, the harmonics that are included need not start with the
first harmonic, i.e., two times the frequency of the corresponding fundamental frequency, or the
first overtone, and/or need not be consecutive. For example, only the odd harmonics of one
fundamental frequency and only the even harmonics of another fundamental frequency may be
included. In general, the harmonics can be selected according to any specified sequence of
harmonic indices, such as a geometric sequence, Fibonacci sequence, etc. The one or more

fundamental frequencies and their respective harmonics that are included in a carrier kernel are

called frequency components of the carrier kernel.

[0280] The waveform resulting from the collision, called a modified Zyoton, represents,
substantially, the energy loss in the radiation energy incident upon the medium due to the
absorption of such energy by the presence of the analyte of interest in the medium, or the

presence of one or more confounders in the medium, or both, specifically in the spectral region
chosen for the feature. In part due to the shape and morphology preservation properties of the
Zyoton, the collision produces a modified Zyoton that can represent a change in energy
substantially related only to the absorption energy loss represented by the feature used in the
collision, as extracted by the collision operation. Moreover, the collision operator and one or

more parameters thereof are selected such that the energy change represented by the feature is
amplified when that change is represented in resulting waveforms generated by several
iterations of the collision. Therefore, the modified Zyoton can be collided iteratively, following

renormalization, with the same or different Zyotons, in order to amplify the energy loss

represented by the feature without substantially introducing any noise or distortion.

[0281] A modulated carrier kernel, i.e., a conditioned feature, and an original Zyoton are both
traveling waveforms that can be represented in the computer memory. The propagation of
these waveforms in space and time, and their collisions, are simulated by a programmed
processor and/or by one or more hardware modules such as an application specific integrated
circuit (ASIC), a field programmable gate array (FPGA), a systolic array, digital signal

processor (DSP), etc. The result of the collision, i.e., a modified Zyoton, and the renormalized

modified Zyoton derived from the modified Zyoton are also traveling waveforms, each of
which can be represented in the computer memory. In various embodiments, the propagation
of the renormalized modified Zyoton in space and collision thereof with the original Zyoton or
another Zyoton are also simulated using a programmed processor and/or one or more hardware

modules.

[0282] Typically, the medium being observed contains one or more analytes of interest that
need to be characterized qualitatively or quantitatively. It may also have other substances
present that are not of interest but spectroscopically absorb, emit, fluoresce, or otherwise
interfere with the analyte signal in the data region chosen, in the same bands as the analyte, and

may thereby act as confounders to the measurement of analytes of interest. The collision
computing paradigm described here can be applied for detecting and characterizing analytes in
concentrations from as high as moles/l or higher to concentrations as low as picomoles/l or

even lower. Individually or collectively, confounders may be present with many orders of
magnitude greater concentration compared to analytes of interest. For example, the
concentration of glucose, a biochemical blood analyte of interest, can be overshadowed by the
concentrations of many other substances present in blood or interstitial fluid.

[0283] Zyotons are conditioned feature-complement collision waveforms that are constructed
to function as energy amplification mechanisms. Zyotons may be constructed using a variety

of waveform families and generator function families suitable for detecting an analyte or
compound of interest. Useful waveform families include, but are not limited to: solitons;

autosolitons; similaritons; custom solitons generated using a sine-Gordon-based equation; selfcompressing similaritons; vortex-solitons; multi-color solitons; parabolic-similaritons; Ricci

solitons; wavelets; curvelets ; ridgelets; bions; elliptic waves including either or both of Jacobi

elliptic functions and Weierstrass elliptic functions; and nonautonomous similinear wave
equations.

[0284] Useful Zyoton generator function families include, but are not limited to: meromorphic
functions; Gamma functions; Riemann Zeta functions; regular instantons; Frobenius manifolds;

harmonic oscillators; Hermite polynomials; polynomial sequences; asymptotic Hankel
functions; Bessel functions; fractals; Neumann functions (spherical); poweroid coupled with

sinusoidal functions; spatial random fields; cyclostationary series; random number generators;
spherical harmonics; chaotic attractors; exponential attractors; multipoint Krylov-subspace

projectors; Lyapunov functions; inertial manifolds of Navier-Stokes equation; evolution
equation for polynomial nonlinear reaction-diffusion equation; evolution equation for
Kuramoto-Savashinsky equation; evolution equation of exponential attractors; Fourier series;
and Ramanujan theta functions.

[0285] Random number generators (RNG) are also useful as generator functions to produce
numerical sequences used to synthesize Zyotons. Desirable general properties of RNG used to

develop Zyotons include replicability (i.e., generated number sequences would be replicable if
the seeds used to generate the random numbers were known and fixed), and the longest
practical cycle length or periodicity (i.e., the longest possible time before numbers in the
generated sequence start to repeat). Other attributes such as independence (i.e., correlation

between numbers generated by the RNG), uniformity, and computational speed are optional for
the purpose of developing Zyotons. Classes of RNG that are used to develop Zyotons, in which
rn is the random number generated, include linear congruential generators, (where rn =(arn-1 +c)
mod m, n=1,2,… ; where m > 0 is an integer coefficient used in the modulus operation, and a
31

period up to 2 ), multiplicative congruential generators (where rn =(arn-1 ) mod m, m>0,
31

n=1,2,… and a period up to 2 -2), and additive congruential generators or Fibonacci RNG

generators (where rn =(rn-1 + rn-k ) mod m, n=1,2,… ; m>0; k ≥2 and with a period up to m ).
k

[0286] RNG based on linear, multiplicative, or additive congruential generators may be used as
Zyoton generator functions even though they can produce numbers that are not random (also
known as pseudorandom), and can be relatively more easily controlled (compared to other
methods) to exhibit desired spectral properties in the frequency domain, and thus can be used as
a first step to generate numerical sequences used for the synthesis of one or more Zyotons.

[0287] Regardless of the generator function used, the generated numbers are collected, fixed
(or “frozen”), and then Fourier transformed to frequency distributions with desired properties

and amplitude pro files that are useful as Zyotons. RNG are particularly useful for developing
collections of related Zyotons (with some common underlying properties in the frequency
domain) but where each subsequent collision uses a different Zyoton from such a collection of
Zyotons in multip le-iteration collision sequences.

[0288] The polynomial sequences described above typically are a sequence of polyno mials
indexed by the nonnegative integers 0, 1, 2, 3, ..., in which each index is equal to the degree of
the corresponding polynomial. Finite and infinite length numerical sequen ces can be encoded
as polynomial seq uences and can be Fourier transformed, and are differentiable and integrable

and can be represented as continuous geometrical curves and manifolds. Zyotons generated
using polynomial sequences can encode arbitrary numerical sequences of interest. Specifically,
arbitrarily desired frequency component patterns can be encoded using po lynomial sequences.
Specific examples of polynomial sequences that can be used as Zyoton generators include Abel
n-1

polyno mials (where n-th term of the polynomial is of the form pn (x) = x(x-an) ),and Bell
polyno mials given by:

where the sum is taken over all sequences j1 , j2 , j3 , ..., jn − k + 1 of non-negative integers such that:

As an example, Abel and Bell polynomials can be used to encode combinatorial sets of
frequencies (such as the k, m, and j frequency component groups referred to below), and then

Fourier transformed to derive Zyoton waveforms which can be used in collisions.

[0289] Zyotons can also be created by combining other individual Zyoton s, e.g., by
multiplying, addin g, or phase-shifting (also called subtracting), two or mo re individual
Zyotons. Generation of new Zyotons by dividing or subtracting one Zyoton waveform from
another Zyoton waveform can be achieved by using multiplication or addition operation
respectively. Zyotons so combined to form a new Zyoton can be from the same or different
families of Zyoton s. In addition, various waveform functions and numerical sequences
generated by a seq uence generator can be transformed or reduced to any of the functions listed
above. Such other waveforms and/or numerical sequences, which can be transformed or

reduced into a waveform family/numerical sequence that is suitable for Zyoton synthesis, may

be used to synthesize a Zyoton to be used in the collision process.

[0290] Although waveforms derived from all the above families can propagate in a constant
medium without substantial change to their morphology, Zyotons derived from the families of
optical solitons, autosolitons, similaritons, custom solitons, self-compressing similaritons,

vortex-solitons, multi-color solitons, parabolic-similaritons and Ricci solitons generally retain
their morphology and exhibit post-collision propagation properties substantially similar to their
pre-collision propagation properties.

[0291] The above-described pattern-forming systems may be used as generator functions to
derive a Zyoton waveform based on three factors: (i) their tendency to produce spatially
confined states on the same time-domain spatial (i.e., morphological) and spectral scale as the
entire set of anticipated feature waveforms from a spectroscopic sensor, as characterized by the
spectral bandwidth, spectral envelope, peak energy, and amplitude distribution; (ii) non-

stationarity of confounders, i.e., are they constant or time-varying in concentration during the
measurement process resulting in changes in the signal-to-clutter increase required for an
accurate measurement; and (iii) cyclostationarity of feature data itself, i.e., degree to which the
statistical properties of the feature change over time, as described below, including the

morphology of the amplitudes of the feature in the time domain, distribution of spatial

frequencies of the feature and distribution of relative amplitudes of frequencies in the

frequency domain, and any phase rotation of the waveform in the frequency domain.

[0292] A purpose of modulation of a carrier kernel by a feature, which may be preceded by an
optional precursor frequency modulation, is to achieve a desired level of cyclostationarity or

poly-cyclostationarity in the conditioned feature waveform, and to force the conditioned feature

waveform to be represented using a combination of one or more periodic (e.g., sigmoidal)
functions. Poly-cyclostationarity can increase the probability of inducing and detecting
morphological changes post-collision in specific frequency components. Carrier kernel

waveforms with higher frequencies than those of the feature (or the optionally modulated
feature) are generally used in the feature modulation step, to condition features by inducing

poly-cyclostationary properties.

[0293] In summary, Zyotons can be represented as localized traveling-wave packets, which
exist as propagating entities through space and/or time. In general, the space and/or time
propagation of Zyoton waveforms is scale and shift invariant. As such, transformations may be

used to vary space and/or time scales to match the precision and accuracy desired in the datacollection domain, and/or the spectral resolution of sensors producing the feature data. For
features with low cyclo-stationarity, complex or more nuanced generator functions may be

required, such as Lyapunov functions or meromorphic functions.

[0294] In one exemplary embodiment that can be used for non-invasive glucose analyte
detection and measurement, Zyotons are derived using a base family of mathematical functions
denoted as solitons. This choice of solitons as source family generator for Zyoton derivation, in
general, is based on the above three properties for selection of waveforms, but is strongly

influenced by the stationary nature of confounders in the data during the course of

measurement (generally over a time period of a few milliseconds to a few seconds). Solitons

are defined and represented as a permanent localized disturbance in a linear or non-linear wave.
In physical systems, such as propagation of light waves in an optical fiber, solitons can result
from the offsetting of nonlinear and dispersive effects in the propagation medium.
Mathematically, solitons are a solution to weakly nonlinear dispersive partial differential
equations describing physical systems, such as optical energy propagation in a

telecommunication fiber cable. A detailed treatment and background to soliton dynamics is

provided in Ablowitz, Mark J., Nonlinear Dispersive Waves: Asymptotic Analysis and Solitons

(Cambridge Texts in Applied Mathematics) (2011), and in Dauxois, T. and Peyrard, M.,
Physics of Solitons, ISBN-13: 978-0521854214.

[0295] Properties that make solitons attractive as a base family for designing collision
waveforms or Zyotons include first, localization of the center of mass or confinement of peak
energy to a region and resistance to weak external perturbations. Since collision computing
involves deconstructed data or spectral features (i.e., fragments of spectra), local energy
absorption or losses, locality, and stability of the soliton waveform are generally important.

Second, permanency or morphological stability is important – solitons retain their shape. The
accurate determination of spectral energy changes in the post-collision waveform, due to

energy transfer from the colliding waveforms to the post-collision collided entity (i.e., the
modified Zyoton), is important to analyte concentration estimation.

[0296] Power spectral density (PSD) of a signal waveform can be defined as the power
contributed to the wave by a frequency, per unit frequency in watts/hertz (W/Hz). The PSD is
the normalized limit of the energy spectral density (ESD) for a windowed signal xN (t) and a
measure of distribution of signal power. Thus, spectral energy corresponds to the total power

within a frequency or wavelength interval. Alternately, spectral energy can also be computed
for a set of discrete frequency components by using the power spectral den sity of the selected
frequency components. This definition of power spectral density generalizes the estimation of

total spectral energy Sx x (ω) for a discretized and digitized signal waveform (e.g., feature data),

represented as a finite time-series

with 1 ≤ n ≤ N, such as a signal sampled at discrete times

for a total m

where ω = 2πf, an d f denotes the frequency of the signal.

[0297] Given that mathematically one can compute the spectral energy density and the spectral
energy for a signal waveform, waveform propagation and waveform collis ions can be
represented as energy entities and energy transfer operations, respectively. As Zyoton collisions
are inherently non -linear events, energy representation provides a mathematical framework (or
an “energy algebra”) for describing and inducing complex behaviors. Collision computing as

described herein facilitates detection and/or quantitation of analytes and events using energy
algebra. Morphological stability and prop erties of entire Zyotons, or selected frequency
components with high retained fidelity, allows comparison and characteriz ation both before and
after collisions for large numbers of features extracted from large numbers of samples,
collected under similar conditions, using the same or similar hardware platform and sensors.

[0298] Solitons are described in the art as “waves that act like particles.” An individual soliton
can travel through a propagation medium over a certain distance without distortion of the
soliton’s morphology and without dissipation of the soliton’s energy. If one soliton collides
with another, typically the morphology of both solitons is preserved after the collision, and only

a phase shift occurs in the respective propagation of one or both solitons as they continue to
propagate through the propagation medium. Phase shift in this context generally means that

there is an offset in arrival time and phase for either one or both of the colliding solitons
relative to the case when no collision occurs, and a phase shift does not introduce any new
waveform frequency components that would alter energies of the two solitons. As such, no
significant (e.g., more than 0.01%) change generally occurs in the respective energies of the
two solitons after a collision between them. In contrast, the morphological envelope of a soliton
generally changes during collision with a non-soliton travelling wave. Typically, if a soliton

collides with a non-soliton waveform of similar energy, the soliton is destroyed. Thus, in the

first interaction (i.e., between two solitons), no measurable energy transfer occurs between the
two solitons and, in the second interaction (i.e., between a soliton and a non-soliton waveform),
although energy transfer occurs, it cannot be measured because the soliton is destroyed during
the collision.

[0299] The selection of a soliton family to construct a Zyoton, and its time-domain and
frequency-domain parameterization, is based on the consideration of at least one of several

specific attributes, which include: the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the measurement system,
the anticipated signal-to-clutter ratio (SCR) or signal-to-clutter noise ratio (SCNR), the degree
of desired SCR increase, the desired analyte quantitation accuracy and precision, resolution,
specificity, dynamic range, sensitivity, and concentration range over which linearity is desired.
The SCNR (signal to clutter noise power ratio or signal to coherent noise power ratio) is
generally defined as the ratio of signal power to the power of the sum of clutter plus

background non-coherent noise power. Clutter can be due to signal from confounders or from
coherent noise. Coherent noise is a type of smooth pseudorandom noise which has been usually

defined in the art as having three properties: (i) passing in the same input value will always
return the same output value; (ii) a small change in the input value will produce a small change
in the output value; and (iii) a large change in the input value will produce a random change in
the output value. The sources of such coherent noise include: variability due to free space
optics (i.e., variability in the radiated and/or collected light traveling through air as it is

subjected to variable amounts of water vapor), detector electronic noise, light drift and

variability, variable absorption through a fiber optic probe, etc.

[0300] As described above, a conditioned feature is particularly constructed to represent the
energy absorbed by an analyte or by one or more confounders, and accurate estimation of the
absorbed energies can lead to an accurate estimation of the analyte concentration. To facilitate

accurate estimation of the absorbed energy represented in a conditioned feature in various
embodiments, particularly designed Zyotons are employed. Specifically, a Zyoton is modified

after a collision with a conditioned feature but the modification is particularly controlled such
that the original Zyoton is transformed into a modified Zyoton that continues to propagate
thorough the propagation medium and is not destroyed at least over a certain propagation
distance. Therefore, the energy transferred to the original Zyoton during the collision can be

measured from the modified Zyoton. As described below, the Zyoton and the conditioned

feature are synthesized in a co-dependent manner, such that the energy transferred to the
Zyoton over one or more collision iterations is proportional to the energy absorbed by an
analyte and/or one or more confounders, as represented by the conditioned feature. The
permanency or morphological stability of a Zyoton is important, in general, to properly
estimate spectral energy changes therein, which are related to the analyte presence or

concentration at the feature level. As described below, the energy changes at the feature level
may be aggregated to estimate the net energy change due to the presence and quantity of an
analyte.

[0301] Collisions between conditioned features and Zyotons lead to minor waveform
distortions of the Zyoton that can be used to perform post-collision energy computations,
because energy transfer is possible between a conditioned feature and a Zyoton. Therefore, the
feature, derived from incoming or acquired data, generally acts as an energy modulator to the

Zyoton. Propagation over grids with a sufficient number of points and over sufficient travel
distances can filter out post-collision transients and dispersion in high frequency, lower-

amplitude peaks. Typically, multiple collision iterations between a conditioned feature and a

Zyoton or between a modified Zyoton and a Zyoton are involved in collision-based energy
absorption estimation. So each post-collision result is a modified or energy-amplified Zyoton.

Specifically, as described above, as a result of a collision between an original Zyoton and a
conditioned feature, a modified Zyoton with increased energy is obtained. The amount of
energy amplification during a collision is related to the properties of the conditioned feature,
e.g., energy absorption at NIR wavelengths due to analyte concentration in the medium
irradiated with NIR. The increase in energy is generally related to the energy absorbed by an
analyte and/or one or more confounders, as represented by the conditioned feature. The
absorbed energy can also be referred to as energy loss or energy lost as a result of the presence

of the analyte and/or one or more confounders. As used herein, the absorbed energy or energy
loss, however, relates only to analytes and/or confounder(s) and not to energy otherwise
dispersed or lost in the environment or medium. It should be understood that a medium to be

analyzed in which an analyte and one or more confounders may be present may be different
than a propagation medium in which Zyoton(s) and conditioned feature(s) propagate.

[0302] In some embodiments, the modified Zyoton is renormalized as described below, and the
renormalized Zyoton is collided with the original Zyoton. The result of this subsequent
collision is another modified Zyoton, typically with more energy than the original Zyoton and

the previously generated modified Zyoton and, again, the increase in the energy is related to the
energy absorbed by an analyte and/or one or more confounders. In general, successive
collisions between the original Zyoton and the modified, renormalized Zyotons can result in
recurring energy increases in the modified Zyotons that relate to the energy absorbed by an
analyte and/or one or more confounders, with increasing accuracy and observability. Thus,
after a specified number of collision iterations, the energy gain in a modified Zyoton relative to
the original Zyoton can be equivalent to or a multiple of the energy loss or the absorbed energy
represented by a feature and/or a conditioned feature. Through one or more (e.g., tens,
hundreds, thousands, tens of thousands, or more) collision iterations, it is important that
underlying properties of the original and successively modified Zyotons are maintained, i.e.,
the morphological characteristics thereof change in a controlled manner, to enable accurate
post-collision energy computations. Normal, non-solition waves generally flatten out, leading
to loss of or change in character of dominant frequency components, thereby rendering postcollision energy computations ineffectual.

[0303] Assume that the total energy of the original Zyoton is E and that the energy of a
conditioned feature is e. Further, assume that e includes the energy^∆^, where ∆^ actually
represents a cumulative loss of energy due to absorbance by an analyte and/or one or more
confounders in the medium. Prior to the first collision, e is set to be around 0.001 times E and
the gain in any individual collision iteration i, denoted δ^^ , is less than 10 E. In the table
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below, δe1 represents the gain in the post-collision spectral energy of the modified Zyoton due
to transfer from the conditioned feature after the first collision, prior to the renormalization
step. Similarly, δe i represents the gain in the post-collision spectral energy of the modified
th

Zyoton due to transfer from the modified Zyoton after the i collision, prior to the
renormalization step. This gain, δei , is related to the NIR absorption by the analyte, within the
wavelength boundary defining the feature. As described below, the collision computing
process is designed so that the estimated per collision gain of δei is proportional to the
absorption of energy by the concentration of analyte in the medium. This proportional
relationship of E to δ^^ (between a Zyoton and a renormalized Zyoton after the first collision
iteration) is maintained throughout subsequent collisions, as shown below.

[0304] The number of iterations/collisions N is selected such that after N iterations/collisions,
the increase in the energy of the original Zyoton, given by ^^Գ is approximately equal to ∆e, or
is a multiple thereof, i.e., the net loss of energy due to absorbance by an analyte and/or one or

more confounders. Also, to preserve the propagation integrity of the Zyoton, the frequency
components of the carrier kernel are scaled and selected to establish the spectral energy of the
th

th

th

conditioned feature waveform to be around 1/100 , 1/1,000 , or 1/100,000 of that of the
Zyoton for the selected wavelength interval, so the feature serves only as a weak perturbation to
the Zyoton.

[0305] The process of conditioning data features and the generation of Zyotons and their
parameterization is driven by the overall analysis objectives – often detection of energy

absorption by the analyte – and requires any conditioned features (in some cases just a single
feature) and their Zyotons to become co-dependent. The feature conditioning and the Zyoton

selection are both dependent on the expected signal-to-clutter ratio (SCR) improvement
required, as described above. This co-dependency is captured by the frequency bandwidth and
frequency components of both the carrier kernel used in feature conditioning and by the
selection of Zyotons. The frequency bandwidth of the carrier kernel is generally set to be
between

so a measurement with a SCR of 0.01 would require a carrier kernel

bandwidt o 10 to 10 Hz. A carrier kernel bandwidth of 100 KHz can be used in the analysis

of spectroscopic data for a non-invasive glucose monitoring application, for example.

[0306] The total set of power-sorted frequency components for the Zyoton is defined as H =

k+m+j where k > 0, m ≥ 0, and j > 0, and the k and j frequency components do not overlap. In
general, the k components are related to absorption by the analyte and are called analyteinformation representing components, the j components are generally related to the energy lost
due to scattering and are called non-analyte information representing components, and the m
components serve as a transition zone to the j components, and are called transition
components. In general, non-analyte information can be noise, clutter, etc., that this itself can
be considered to be information, e.g., about noise, clutter, etc. Therefore, analyte-informationrepresenting generally means representing a property, such as the presence or absence of or a
quantity of an analyte and/or one or more confounders, energy absorbed by the analyte and/or

one or more confounders, etc.

[0307] In various embodiments, the amplitudes of the analyte-representing k frequency
components are higher relative to the amplitudes of the m and j components and, as such, in

these embodiments, the k components are also called high-energy components. The nonanalyte information representing j frequency components may have low amplitudes relative to
the amplitudes of the k and m components, and may be called low-energy components. The
transition components, i.e., the m frequency components, may have amplitudes greater than the
amplitudes of the j components but lower than the amplitudes of the k components, and may be

called medium-energy components. In some embodiments, the Zyotons and the corresponding
carrier kernels are synthesized such that the analyte-information representing k components of
the Zyoton and the co-dependent conditioned feature(s) are low-energy components, and the
non-analyte information representing j components of the Zyoton and the co-dependent

conditioned feature(s) are high-energy components.

[0308] Typically, the high-energy components of a Zyoton and the conditioned feature(s) have
spectral energy that is several orders of magnitude greater than the spectral energy of the low-

energy components, and the medium-energy components have spectral energy that is a multiple
of the spectral energy of the low-energy components but that is not more than an order of
magnitude greater than the spectral energy of the low-energy components. In some
embodiments, the frequency components of the Zyoton (and also of the conditioned feature)

can have amplitudes that can be represented by a continuum, where these are not broken up
into specified k, m, and j subsets, each corresponding to a particular energy band. Instead, in
these embodiments, certain frequency components can be selected which correspond to energy

absorbed by an analyte, while other frequency components can be selected which correspond to
absorption by confounders or sources of random noise, such as scattering or absorption

variations of a confounder. Those frequency components corresponding to energy absorbed by

an analyte may be amplified during the collision computing process, while those corresponding
to noise may not be amplified.

[0309] The choice of the number k of the frequency components used in the spectral energy
computations is driven in part by the dynamic range of spectral energy change desired across

the dynamic range of concentration of the analyte of interest, and the desired precision.
Example values of k range from 4 through 256 when a carrier kernel with a bandwidth of 100
KHz is used. The value of m ranges, for example, between k and a multiple of k, such as (4 x
k). Example values used in non-invasive glucose measurement are k=6 and m = 8.

[0310] As described above, Zyotons may be selected from generator functions and/or
waveform families that can produce waveforms that retain their properties, e.g., solitons that
are stable over the desired frequency bandwidth. As such, and as further described below, the
Zyoton and the conditioned feature waveforms, collectively referred to as the collision entities,
are co-dependent. The energy scaling relationship between the Zyoton and the conditioned
feature imposes the co-dependency condition between the two waveforms; and the scaling step
as part of renormalization between the Zyoton and the modified Zyoton (prior to the second

and any subsequent collisions) can re-establish the co-dependency condition between those
two. Thus, by the algebraic transitive closure property, the Zyoton, the conditioned feature, the
modified Zyoton, and the renormalized Zyoton are co-dependent.

[0311] As an example, one-dimensional Zyotons existing as a function of time t, ZN (xt), can be
constructed as:

where B is an N X N matrix with elements

with variables ^ ^ , ^ ^ defined as

[0312] The selection of pm and ^m in the equations above is not based on the bandwidth of the
Zyoton waveform but, instead, is based on the desired amplitude ratio of b sideband peaks on
the left and right of the primary amplitude peak as shown in FIG. 12A-12C. Note that b
sideband peaks for the Zyoton waveform are defined as the portion of Zyo ton wave amplitudes

that are either above or below the frequency component corresponding to the peak amplitude of

ZN (xt). In the above equation for ZN (xt), Tr is an algebraic operator that denotes the trace of an
n-by-n square matrix and is defined to be the sum of the elements on the main diagonal of the
matrix (the diagon al from the upper left to the lower right) of A, i.e.,

where a denotes the entry on the n-th row and n-th column of A. This is an example of a
nn

Zyoton kernel that can be used for glucose analysis.
Overview of a Measurement System

[0313] With reference to FIG. 13, a typical process of detecting the presence of an analyte in a
medium and/or quantifying an amount of the analyte in the medium includ es acquiring one or
more intensity spectra in step 2. Using spectra and the corresponding reference concentration
data (also called a reference calibration dataset) that is obtained in step 14 , at least in part, from
known amounts or concentrations of analyte, the presence of the analyte is detected and/or the
quantity thereof is estimated in step 16 via a projection process that uses calibration tables, sets,
and/or curves included in the reference calibration dataset. The presence of the analyte and/or
the estimated quantity thereof is determin ed and rep orted in steps 18, 20.

[0314] The metho d described here utilizes one or more nonlinear, non-invertible computational
collisions between two entities – a feature derived and extracted from sample observations, and

a purposefully con structed waveform, where the collision yields waveforms that can be
processed to determine analyte presence and to estimate analyte concentrations in the
uncharacterized samples. This method of detecting the presence and estimating concentration
of analytes from s ensor data is performed by transforming the incoming sensor data to a

wavefront called conditioned feature (ΨC F ) (steps 4, 8); selecting another waveform, referred to
as the Zyoton (ΨZ ) (step 6); colliding the conditioned feature with the Zyoton to obtain a

modified Zyoton (ΨZ ’ ) and/or renormalized Zyoton (ΨZ’’ ) (step 10), which may include
additional collision iterations; and assessing the properties of the spectral energy distribution of

the modified and/or renormalized Zyoton (also called a coupled waveform complex) (step 12).
The step 12 generally incudes determining the total spectral energy transferred to the Zyoton
from the analyte-information representing components of the conditioned feature waveform
after the collision. The wavelengths used in the synthesis of the Zyoton(s), and that may be
present in the co-dependent conditioned feature and the modified and renormalized Zyoton

waveforms are not typically the wavelengths associated with the incoming sensor data.

[0315] The conditioned-feature waveforms are “domain-based”, in that they are derived from
features, which have themselves been derived from signals, spectral data, or sensor data in the
data-collection domain. The Zyotons, however, are “non-domain-based” or are independent of

the data-collection domain in that the waveform kernels they are synthesized from may have no
direct relationship to the sensor data acquired in the data collection domain. For example, data
collected can be of the form NIR radiation, heat radiation, visible light, etc., while a Zyoton can

be generated from various waveform families and/or generator functions that waveforms and
functions unrelated to these data domains.

[0316] Zyotons represent models of physical waveforms encountered in domains different from
the data-collection domain (e.g., solitons in optical communication or cryptography). Nondomain generator functions may be optionally used to construct Zyotons where the generator
functions are either closed-form analytical functions (such as Gamma functions, Riemann Zeta

functions, Neumann Functions) or are represented as formal power series (e.g., Lambert series,
Dirichlet series) in one indeterminate variable, whose coefficients encode information about a

sequence of numbers that is indexed by the natural numbers. Zyotons, such as those derived

from spherical harmonics, can be optionally derived from generator functions represented as
formal power series in more than one indeterminate variable, to encode information about

arrays of numbers indexed by several natural numbers. While these waveform families and the
generator functions can be mathematical entities (generally functions and sequences), the

particular frequencies of the Zyotons are selected, however, according to the properties of the
analyte, the properties of one or more confounders, the properties of the medium/environment
to be analyzed, and/or the properties of the measurement system.

[0317] The spectral energy distribution used in the step 10 for the detection and/or quantitation
of the analyte can be described as the distribution of flux density versus frequency or spatial
wavelength, or the energy as a function of the spatial wavelength. Depending on the nature of
the input data, the characteristics of the sensor used for observing the analyte, the complexity
and concentration of confounders, and the expected concentration of the analyte, one or more
computational collisions may be implemented by the method described herein. After each
collision iteration, the power spectral energy distribution of the collision-modified Zyoton (the

resulting waveform: ΨZ ’ ) is computed and compared to the power spectral density of the
original Zyoton waveform to determine that the codependency condition (described below) is

still met. The waveform collisions may be implemented either in the analog or digital
computing domain, and in a time domain or in a frequency domain. Analyte presence and
concentration are determined based on the net gain (which can also be represented as an energy
loss in some computer implementations) in the spectral energy computed from spectral energy
distribution of the modified and/or renormalized Zyoton after a selected number of collision
iterations.

[0318] The computation of the spectral energy changes requires observability of energy states
of the pre- and post-collision waveforms. As introduced in classical control theory, in general,
“observability” is a measure of how well internal states of a system can be inferred by
knowledge of its external, measurable outputs or observables. In some embodiments described
herein, the frequency-domain amplitudes of the pre-collision original Zyoton and, post-

collision, the frequency-domain amplitudes of the modified Zyoton and renormalized Zyoton

waveforms are treated as system or “collision observables.” The collision process is
implemented such that collision observables can be computed and compared when features are

extracted from different measurements of the sample with different material concentrations, per
the precision requirements of the system.

[0319] If a Zyoton does not possess the desirable properties described above, the collision
observables, harvested from a single collision or from several collision iterations would offer
no inferential utility i.e., the ability to determine the presence of and to estimate the
concentration of materials in unknown, uncharacterized samples. Instead the computed
spectral energy values may appear as random artifacts or noise given the very low signal-to-

clutter ratios in the measured samples. The ability to observe consistent patterns in the spectral
energy gained (or lost) after each collision iteration between two colliding waveforms is a

prerequisite to concluding the integrity and consistency of the collision process. As described
below, this is achieved, in part, by maintaining co-dependency between the colliding
3
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waveforms. The typical conditions for Zyoton synthesis (e.g., spectral energy 10 or 10 times
higher than that of the conditioned feature) may set bounds for the changes in observed spectral
energy after each collision.

[0320] The processing unit where the collisions are implemented is denoted as the collision
computer. Three key elements of collision computing are: (i) the collision process on data,
including the design of the collision waveforms, the collision operator, and number of collision
iterations required to achieve the desired detection performance; (ii) the preprocessing of the

acquired spectroscopic data, including deconstruction into spectral fragments that are a subset

of the spectrum and their conditioning for use in the collision process; and (iii) the postcollision estimation of the change in spectral energy of the system as a mechanism to estimate
the total energy change due to absorption by the analyte and its use to estimate analyte
concentration.

[0321] An example of source data includes an intensity spectrum acquired by directing
radiation to a medium and by detecting or collecting radiation reflected by the medium, or by
directing radiation through a medium and detecting the transmitted radiation. In step 4, the
spectral data may be normalized to eliminate amplitude variations, and one or more features

(selected wavelength ranges of a spectrum) may be extracted from the optionally normalized
spectral data. Different Zyotons may be required to collide with different features. The spectral

energy of the Zyoton should be matched to both the spectral energy and the amplitude of the
feature as described herein.

[0322] One or more Zyotons, with which the conditioned features are computationally collided
to enable detection and/or measurement of the analyte, are generated or obtained in step 6. The
Zyotons are generated according to one or more of the requirements for precision, accuracy,

limit of detection, limit of quantization of desired analysis results, and characteristics of the
spectral data acquisition system including: signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), system stability,
spectral resolution, spectral bandwidth, illumination process and spatial sequence (if used),

expected signal-to-clutter ratio, (SCR) due to the presence of confounders in the medium to be
analyzed, and the required signal-to-clutter increase for an accurate measurement. As Zyotons
are derived from inherently stable waveforms, the chromatic dispersion of the Zyoton
waveform, the peak power and pulse energy (defined as the product of the power of the

waveform peak and its width or the area under the peak) in its first k peak-power sorted
frequency components (where k is typically < 6), collectively control the limit of detection and
quantitation that can be achieved in one or more collisions. In various embodiments, a
reference to the “k frequency components” generally describes the first k peak-power-sorted

frequency components of a waveform such as a Zyoton, a carrier kernel, and a conditioned

feature.

[0323] In step 8, the features extracted in step 4 are conditioned, so that Zyotons and the
conditioned features become co-dependent. Collectively, we refer below to the constraints on
co-dependency imposed by the variables κDV1 , κDV2 , κDV3 , and κS E as the “Kappa Test.”

Depending on whether the testing and/or scaling is performed in the time domain or in the
frequency domain, a domain-specific value of the applicable Kappa variable is used for various
tests of co-dependency in various embodiments.

[0324] In a waveform obtained by combining two or more sinusoids, such as in the
construction of a Zyoton, construction of conditioned feature, etc., phase velocity is the

velocity of a particular phase of the waveform and can be expressed as a ratio of the wave’s
angular frequency over wavenumber, i.e.,

For Zyotons constructed using soliton

waveforms, the dispersion velocity is same as their phase velocity. In contrast, group velocity is
the phase velocity of an envelope representing the combination of the two or more sinusoids,
and can be expressed as

The dispersion velocities of a Zyoton and a conditioned

feature are generally proportional to the time domain amplitudes of the sideband peaks thereof.

[0325] Assume that during the collision process, a conditioned feature waveform CFi ,
corresponding to a feature Fi , is propagating with dispersion velocity ω1 , and a Zyoton Zi is

propagating with dispersion velocity ω2 . Further assume that the collision of the two
waveforms produced a modified Zyoton Zi ′, propagating with dispersion velocity ω3 . The
difference between the pre- and post-collision dispersion velocities of the Zyotons, i.e., the
magnitude of (ω2 – ω3 ) should be less than a preset Kappa parameter κDV3 , if the conditioned
feature waveform CFi and the original Zyoton Zi are co-dependent. If a Kappa test is performed
in the time domain, the velocity can be obtained as either the L1 norm or the L2 norm of the
time-domain amplitudes of a selected number of sideband peaks of the two Zyoton waveforms

Zi and Z′i .

[0326] Optionally, a Kappa test can be performed pre-collision, by comparing the velocities of
the conditioned feature and the original Zyoton, i.e., ω1 and ω2 , respectively. As a conditioned
feature is generally constructed to have only a fraction of the energy of the original Zyoton, ω1
is typically only a fraction of ω2 . As such, in comparing ω1 with ω2 , either one or both of the

velocities are scaled, and it is tested whether the magnitude of a difference between the
velocities, after scaling one or both, is less than a Kappa parameter κDV2 .

[0327] As described below in various embodiments, the modified Zyoton Z′i is renormalized to
produce a renormalized Zyoton Z′′i , having dispersion velocity ω4 that is comparable to the
dispersion velocity ω1 of the conditioned feature CFi . The energy of the renormalized Zyoton is
also expected to be comparable to that of the conditioned feature. Therefore, in some
embodiments, Kappa test can be performed by comparing the velocities of the renormalized

Zyoton and the original Zyoton, i.e., ω4 and ω2 , respectively. Here again, as the renormalized
Zyoton is expected to have only a fraction of the energy of the original Zyoton, ω4 is typically
only a fraction of ω2 . As such, in comparing ω4 with ω2 , either one or both of the velocities are
scaled, and it is tested whether the magnitude of a difference between the velocities, after

scaling one or both, is less than a Kappa parameter κDV1 . In some embodiments, κDV1 can be
the same as or approximately equal to κDV2 . In general, the difference in the velocities to be
compared is an absolute difference, i.e., a magnitude of the difference regardless of whether
one velocity is greater than or less than the other is compared with an applicable Kappa
parameter.

[0328] As described above, co-dependency condition can be tested pre-collision, i.e., by
testing whether |^ T * (ω2 ) - (ω1 ) | is less than a Kappa designated κDV2 , where αT is the scaling
factor applied during testing to the velocity of the original Zyoton. As described above, the
velocities can be compared by scaling ω1 instead of or in addition to scaling ω2 . In order to
satisfy this test, a nominal scaling coefficient αC is applied to achieve a pre-selected ratio (αZ )
of spectral energy of Zyoton to the spectral energy of a conditioned feature. The ratio αZ can
be, e.g., 100; 500; 1,000; 2,000; 3,500, etc. In some embodiments, the spectral energies in
determining the ratio are computed using only a limited number (e.g., 2, 6, 8, 15, etc.) of
frequency components of the Zyoton and the conditioned feature. The nominal scaling
coefficient αC is applied to the original Zyoton or to the conditioned feature, or to both
waveforms such that the pre-selected ratio (αZ ) of spectral energies of the Zyoton and the
conditioned feature are achieved.

[0329] The term nominal scaling coefficient is used because different features from the same or
different spectra from the same or different media to be analyzed are likely to result in
somewhat different scaling coefficients to establish the ratio ^ Z of spectral energy of the
Zyoton to the spectral energy of the conditioned feature prior to the first collision. Generally,
the following condition is imposed on the ratios of the nominal scaling coefficient:

respectively denote the maximum and minimum scaling coefficients encountered to achieve a
desired spectral energy ratio ^ Z (e.g., 1000) with an ^ ^ ^(e.g., 0.001). The parameters ^ Fi_MIN
and ^ Fi_MAX

are any members of a set of all spectral energy scaling coefficients
^required in a collision computing sequence used to analyze spectral features

from a spectroscopically analyzed sample in the frequency domain. It is to be understood that
these coefficients

and ^ Z may be computed and applied in the time domain or

in the frequency domain, and are distinct from the computing-coefficient ^തdescribed below in
the discussion of the collision operator.

[0330] Another important co-dependency condition is that the width of the post-collision
Zyoton waveform divergence be less than a preset threshold ^. A width of a Zyoton waveform
can be described as a time lag between any two phases of a Zyoton waveform, such as time
lags t1, t2, and t3 depicted in FIG. 14A. After collision, one or more of these widths can
change, as in t1’, t2’, or t3’ shown after a collision in FIG. 14B, but the second co-dependency
condition requires that each of these differences, i.e., ∆t1 = t1’-t1, ∆t2 = t2’-t2, and ∆t3 = t3’t3, be less than^^.

[0331] The selection of values for ^ and ^ are related to the collision grid, bandwidth of the
Zyoton, and peak energy of the Zyoton. As the values of ^ and ^ bound the post-collision
spectral energy change that can occur to preserve Zyoton properties, they also bound the
original spectral energy of the colliding entity, i.e., the conditioned feature waveform for the
first collision by imposing a design constraint on the carrier kernel spectral energy. The number
and specifics of frequency components and their amplitudes of the carrier kernel are thus
constrained by ^ and ^. An increase in the ^ and ^ values may allow for an increase in the
amplitude(s) of the first k frequency components, as well as the number k of analyteinformation representing components that are used in the pre-collision and post-collision
computations described below. Once ^ and ^ are established, the properties of the optimized

carrier kernel used for conditioning the features can be locked. Exemplary values for κDV2 and ^
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for noninvasive glucose measurement are 0.6 X 10 and 1.4 X 10 , respectively, as
determined, for example, by an L2 norm. The parameters κ and ^ are generally represented as
unit-less numbers.

[0332] These conditions generally need to be met for every conditioned feature-Zyoton pairing.
If these two co-dependency conditions are not achieved, the collisions may not have
computational utility or the collision operator may become unstable. In various embodiments,

the variables κDV1 , κDV2 , κDV3 , and κS E are used as tests of collision integrity before the first
collision iteration as a limit of the difference in dispersion velocity (or spectral energy) between

the Zyoton and the conditioned waveform. Thereafter, before and/or after one or more
subsequent collision iterations, these variables can be used as tests of collision integrity
between the Zyoton and a modified Zyoton or between a Zyoton and a renormalized Zyoton.

Optionally, these variables can also be used to test a limit of the difference in dispersion
velocity (or spectral energy) between the Zyoton and the carrier kernel, when they are initially
synthesized, in order to verify their codependency. Upon completion of the conditioning
process, each conditioned feature can be represented in the computer memory as a

parameterized waveform. One or more Zyotons and one or more conditioned features are
computationally collided in step 10.

[0333] Typically, the absorption energy loss due to the analyte is much less than that due to
one or more confounders, and the total energy losses due to the analyte and confounders are
significantly smaller than the loss due to scattering and/or dispersion of the radiation in the
medium. As such, the signal-to-clutter ratio (SCR) of a signal corresponding to the energy loss

due to the analyte of interest to the overall energy loss due to confounders and scattering is
-4
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often very low – e.g., as small as 10 or 10 . By tuning the Zyotons, the collision operator, one
or more parameters thereof, and the modulation of the feature to a required SCR increase, the
energy loss represented by the feature can be amplified, without introducing noise or distortion,
in one or more collisions, and can then be measured.

[0334] One key objective of the Zyoton tuning process is to configure the Zyoton such that
energy loss estimated from a Zyoton collided with a specific conditioned feature, after the one
or more prescribed number of collision iterations, is strictly monotonic, that is, trending in the
same direction throughout the entire interval, as the concentration of the analyte in the sample
over the analyte concentration range of interest, when the feature concentrations and computed

energy loss are represented as ordered pairs. It is to be understood that the term monotonic,
while used here in the sense of a constantly increasing trend of a data set in which the analyte
concentrations are constantly increasing, can also be used to describe the constantly decreasing

trend of a data set in which the analyte concentrations are constantly decreasing. The collision
process can be thus described as a monotonic transformation of an acquired spectroscopic

dataset. A calibration table and/or curve can be used to determine concentration of the analyte
in the medium according to the amplified energy loss or change, as represented by the final
result of one or more collision iterations yielding a monotonic response.

[0335] In various embodiments, several collision iterations are used to expand the dynamic
range of the estimated spectral energy changes so that greater precision can be obtained during
the post-collision projection process for predicting analyte concentration. Specifically, in
various embodiments, the collision process is iterative in which the first collision iteration in a
collision sequence is between a Zyoton and a conditioned feature. Subsequent collision
iterations may be between the renormalized output of the preceding collision (i.e., a

renormalized Zyoton) and the same or a different Zyoton. Whenever more than one collision
iteration is used (i.e., the number of iterations N >1), the colliding entities are usually a

renormalized Zyoton and the original Zyoton or a new Zyoton.

[0336] Different Zyotons may be used to collide with different conditioned features. Different
features extracted from varying regions of the original source data can have vastly varying

differences in their measurement scale, sometimes varying over several orders of magnitude.
With such variations, in some embodiments, the co-dependency condition cannot be achieved
using the same Zyoton for all selected spectral features. Thus, different Zyotons are designed
and tested to ensure that each conditioned feature and Zyoton pair satisfies the codependency
condition described above.

[0337] The analyte in the medium to be analyzed generally induces a change in the measured
parameters of the medium (such as absorption or emission of energy) relative to those
parameters if no analyte were present in the medium. This change is represented in the
acquired spectral data of the medium and, hence, in one or more extracted features. The

Zyotons, the conditioning of the features, and the collision operator are designed such that one
or more collisions in step 10 generally induce a measurable change in one or more properties
(e.g., spectral energy reduction due to incident light absorption by the analyte in the measured
spectral bandwidth) of the waveform resulting from the collisions. In step 12, after a preset

number of collisions between a conditioned feature and the corresponding Zyoton have been

completed, such change in the resulting waveform is computed to determine the net spectral

energy gain or loss for each collided feature. In some embodiments, the process is configured
to be represented as an energy gain, but represents a loss in spectral energy due to absorption of

energy by the analyte.

[0338] Following a collision process involving one or more collision iterations, the changes in
the properties of the post-collision waveform (the modified Zyoton) before and after the
collisions may be analyzed as a mechanism to infer properties of the feature. Impacted

properties may include changes in propagation velocity, peak energy, dispersion velocity, and
changes in the spectral envelope. These changes can be quantified through changes in the

spectral energy of the modified Zyoton generated after each collision relative to the spectral

energy of the original Zyoton. In the first iteration, at least a portion of the energy of the
feature that is represented by the conditioned feature is transferred to the modified Zyoton and

then to the renormalized Zyoton. In subsequent collision iterations, the energy of the feature is
transitively transferred from a renormalized Zyoton generated in a previous iteration to a
renormalized Zyoton generated in the current iteration.

[0339] In effect, the collision computing process examines how the energy from the incoming,
uncharacterized feature interacts with the properties of the stable Zyoton waveform to produce

a post-collision waveform with the analyte information content of the original feature.
Depending on how the conditioned feature waveform itself has been influenced by the
underlying analyte concentration, and by confounders and the media, its interaction with the
Zyoton can be different. As such, a Zyoton can be described as a nonlinear amplifier system
and a feature as a perturbation. The repeated collision process is thus a protocol for
characterizing analyte properties and estimating concentration in the uncharacterized samples.

[0340] The absorbed spectral energy, represented as a net gain in the energy of a modified
Zyoton relative to the energy of the original Zyoton, is transformed into an analyte
concentration using a projection operator. Projection is a generalized process of representing
the average estimated post-collision spectral energy absorption in terms of net, renormalized
spectral energy changes corresponding to an uncharacterized sample, and associating these net

energy changes with those corresponding to known, analyte levels (represented in a “reference
system”), as described below in detail. The reference system may or may not have any physical

relationship with the samples being analyzed. For example, in non-invasive glucose

measurement, as described below, the reference system may be a collection of tissue simulating

dispersive liquid or gel samples (also referred to as “phantoms” or “tissue phantoms”), and
containing specified glucose concentrations. The projection operator can relate the observed
spectral energy absorbed in spectra from uncharacterized human subjects to known

concentrations of glucose in an Intralipid fat emulsion or gel-based tissue phantom system. To

this end, calibration curves can be used to relate the two disparate systems. As a generalized
mechanism, projection can be accomplished by mapping or transforming the computed post-

collision spectral energy absorption to an absolute reference system of known concentrations.
Projection may optionally involve transforming the estimated spectral energy change (gain or

loss) through one or more intermediate systems through the use of calibration curves prior to
projecting the spectral energy change onto the reference system.
Collision Computing Process

[0341] With reference to FIG. 15, in various embodiments, collision computing is performed
for selected features, sequentially or in parallel. Features may be conditioned and introduced
into the collision computer as one-dimensional vector data objects including one or more
numerical vector elements. Prior to introduction into the collision computer at step 4, the

complete spectrum (or other data set) may be preprocessed and standardized. The features are

transformed at step 6 into a spectral waveform using a form of frequency modulation called the
conditioning process.

[0342] An optional preprocessing performed on feature data involves numerical scaling of the
feature data amplitude vector with respect to another reference data vector. The reference data

vector can be derived from an in-line, in-measurement property used to compensate for
variability in the measurement. This may be done in systems where there is high measurementto-measurement variability during the acquisition of feature data (such as when the acquisition

involves the detection of NIR light diffusely reflected from tissue). During preprocessing, the
raw sensor data can be transformed into a data representation that is appropriate for the followon conditioning and collision computing processes. As an example, the acquired raw sensor
data could be in the form of discrete counts, current, voltage or some form of flux intensity,
with values ranging from a minimum to a maximum as defined by the sensor’s dynamic range.
The sensor or data acquisition platform may be optionally equipped with a hardware reference
channel that can simultaneously collect raw reference data, also in the form of discrete counts,

current, voltage or some form of flux intensity under a fixed condition (such as dark current or

when there is no sample exposed to the sensor). The preprocessing step can combine sensor
data and its reference counterpart to create a data object (“absorbance” or “pseudo-absorbance,”
as described below) that can be used in subsequent computation. One example is the

preprocessing of diffusely reflected spectral intensity amplitudes by combining them with
reference amplitudes to transform the intensity data into absorbance or transmittance
representations in spectroscopic analysis.

[0343] The standardization step can involve computations that are implemented to further
transform the preprocessed data to remove the effects of sensor to sensor variability, variability
due to data formats and variability due to hardware changes or degradation. Standardization
generally helps to ensure syntactic integrity and can enhance semantic equivalence of the data,

irrespective of differences in the hardware that was used to collect it. Both preprocessing and
modulation are described in detail below.

[0344] An optional frequency modulation may be performed as part of the sensor data
conditioning process at step 6. This frequency modulation step, referred to as an optional

“precursor frequency modulation,” has a different purpose compared to preprocessing and
standardization. In dealing with sensor measurements to observe materials where interference

from clutter is high (SCR << 1), frequency modulation may be used as a mechanism to expand
the observability state space, i.e., observable states from which the properties of the material
(e.g., an analyte) can be classified, quantified, or inferred. By coupling the sensor data features
or preprocessed, standardized sensor data features with carriers of different frequencies in a
precursor modulation, the state space over which the data are analyzed can be transformed so as

to increase the probability of detection of the amount, event, material or property of material of
interest. Unlike the conventional frequency modulation in signal processing where a carrier
wave is used to encode the signal or information by varying the instantaneous frequency of the
wave, the precursor modulation can increase the observability space of events and materials.

[0345] The conditioned feature is then introduced into the collision computer at step 4, along
with a complementary entity – the collision waveform or Zyoton, generated at step 8 using the
criteria described above. The synthesis of the Zyoton and the carrier kernel used to generate the

conditioned feature is also described below. Within the collision computer, the conditioned
feature waveform and Zyoton waveforms are represented as waveforms propagating toward
each other on a collision grid. During the collision at step 4, the conditioned feature wavefront

collides and couples with the Zyoton wavefront, thereby changing the properties of the Zyoton

and producing a resulting waveform called a modified Zyoton. The Zyoton and the feature
waveforms are fed into the collision computer that performs bracketed interactions between the
two propagating waveforms and, in particular, the colliding wavefronts, producing the new
post-collision waveform i.e., the modified Zyoton waveform. Unlike conventional modulation
techniques, which typically involve multiplication and/or convolution operations, the bracketed
interaction operator involves conditional operations and is non-invertible.

[0346] The amplitudes of the Zyoton and/or the conditioned feature may be optionally
modified prior to the collision thereof, e.g., to ensure the co-dependency conditions described
above, and the Zyoton and/or conditioned feature components may be optionally shifted and
aligned prior to the collision thereof. Phase modulation may be applied to the modified
Zyoton. The collision operation is controlled, as described below, such that a measureable
change occurs in a property (e.g., spectral energy) of the modified Zyoton relative to the

corresponding property of the original Zyoton, and the change is attributable to the
corresponding property of the feature, as represented by the conditioned feature. To this end,

various collision operators such as shifting, scaling, phase rotation, number of iterations, etc.,
can be determined at step 12 based on the properties of the medium to be analyzed, the analyte,
the sensor, and the computing system.

[0347] In various embodiments, the conditioned feature waveform may be unused after the first
collision at step 10. A second collision may occur, at step 4, between the post-collision
modified waveform following renormalization thereof (called the renormalized Zyoton), and
the original Zyoton or a different Zyoton. The different Zyoton, in general, is selected such
that it is co-dependent, as described above, with the renormalized Zyoton. Similarly, additional
collisions can be performed between the waveform resulting from the previous collision, after

renormalization thereof, and the original Zyoton or a different Zyoton.

[0348] In generalized collisions, one of three additional collision modalities can be
implemented: (i) successive collisions between the original conditioned feature and the postcollision modified and renormalized Zyoton waveform from the preceding collision; (ii)

successive collisions between the original conditioned feature with a new Zyoton waveform;
and (iii) successive collisions between the post-collision modified and renormalized waveform
from the previous collision and a new Zyoton waveform. Whenever successive collisions are
described, a renormalization process described below is generally included as an integral part

of the iterative collision process. The renormalization, in general, includes energy scaling
and/or removal of one or more frequency components, and redistribution of the energy of the
removed component(s). When a modified Zyoton is renormalized and collided with the
original Zyoton in a subsequent iteration, the energy scaling that is applied can be different

from the energy scaling applied when the modified Zyoton is renormalized and collided with
the original conditioned feature.

[0349] The measurable changes in post-collision waveform properties relative to the
corresponding property of the original Zyoton, e.g., the net gain in spectral energy of the
coupled waveform (i.e., the modified Zyoton and/or the renormalized Zyoton), as computed

using the difference between the spectral energy of the Zyoton waveform and post-collision
modified and renormalized Zyoton waveform following one or more collisions, can be used to
estimate the presence and concentration of an analyte in a medium.

[0350] An example illustrating the utility of this technique is the non-invasive estimation of
glucose (an analyte of interest) in human skin tissue, using optical diffuse reflectance

spectroscopy, whereby the concentration of glucose can be determined based on the
measurement of selective spectral absorption of energy when skin is illuminated with nearinfrared radiation. The analyte concentration can be determined by computing the spectral

energy distribution of the post-collision Zyoton waveforms after all collision iterations are
completed. The spectral energy gain between the energies of the modified Zyoton obtained
after the last iteration and the original Zyoton, as represented by the spectral energy of the last
renormalized Zyoton, is related to the feature properties as represented by the conditioned
feature waveform properties. The collision process is used to estimate how much of the loss of
energy of the incident NIR in the original feature waveform is due to the presence and
concentration of the analyte. In a properly selected and designed Zyoton, carrier kernel, and
collision operation, an ultra-small net energy loss due to absorption by the analyte can be

detected and amplified on a dynamic range that extends to as much as fourteen orders of

magnitude, using Zyotons with frequency bandwidths in the MHz region.

[0351] One embodiment, used for a non-invasive analyte measurement, employs 20,000
repeated collisions to estimate the net energy gain due to absorption at the feature level and to
overcome the high level of interference from confounders. In some embodiments, the collision
operator may be modified at step 16, if required, and then the result is re-introduced into the
collision computer at step 4, for the next collision at step 10. In some embodiments, the

collision operator is not modified between one or more or all of the subsequent collision
iterations. The process is repeated until the required number of collisions are completed, as

determined at step 14, and the results flow at steps 18, 20 to the next step for estimating the net
energy loss due to absorption.
Post-Collision Renormalization

[0352] With reference to FIG. 16, the spectral energy of a post-collision result (e.g., a Zyoton
perturbed by a conditioned feature) is computed at step 6 to estimate the change due to the
presence and concentration of material exhibited in the spatial, temporal, or spectral window

defined by the feature. For systems with several collision iterations, the output after each
collision is generally renormalized in steps 8, 10, and 12 before a subsequent collision can
occur.

[0353] This renormalization is performed for two reasons: (i) removal of the energy of the
original Zyoton, and (ii) redistribution of energy lost by a truncation operation. All collisions

following the first collision may be between a Zyoton and a renormalized, modified Zyoton
resulting from the preceding collision interaction, so the original spectral energy of the Zyoton
needs to be removed from the modified Zyoton prior to the next collision by properly scaling

the frequency domain amplitudes of the analyte-information representing (e.g., the first k)
frequency components.

[0354] In statistical field theory and quantum field theory, the pileup of contributions from a
large number of measurement scales involved in a measurement problem can lead to
intractability of measurements. A renormalization of the measurement scales can address the
intractability associated with a large number of measurement dimensions in problem solving, as
described in K.G. Wilson, “The renormalization group: critical phenomena and the Kondo

problem,” Reviews in Modern Physics, 47, 4, 773 (1975). The collision computing process
does not generally involve analysis of direct measurements of an analyte at different
measurement scales and, as such, unlike the renormalization employed in statistical fields

theory and quantum fields theory, the renormalization described herein is directed to
readjustment of the observable, e.g., the spectral energy, across successive iterations.

[0355] In general, collision computing also transforms signal detection and quantitation to a
spatio-temporal (space-time) framework, which allows waveform interactions which may not

be fully accounted for or modeled, and may include approximations used for numerical stability

in computation. The term framework is used here as the space-time scale for implementing
collisions and may not be related to the space-time dimension associated with acquiring the

data. The framework can be a computational framework, or it may be related to the apparatus

for implementing a collision computer such as a digital computer, graphic processing unit
processor, or optical computer, or any such examples implemented in firmware.

[0356] The result of every collision interaction is baselined observable energy scalar i.e., the
spectral energy gain of the modified Zyoton relative to the spectral energy of the original

Zyoton as estimated from a fixed subset of frequency components. The spectral energy of the
original Zyoton selected from a database 1, and used in the collision, is determined at step 2.

That spectral energy is used in step 8 to determine a normalization coefficient, so that the

energy of the original Zyoton can be removed from the modified Zyoton at step 10.

[0357] As described above, the second objective of the renormalization is truncation of the
modified Zyoton, so that the renormalized Zyoton can be effectively collided again with the
original Zyoton, or with another Zyoton. New frequency components can be created in the

transition and non-analyte information representing bands during a collision iteration. The

introduction of these components may cause a change in dispersion velocity and/or divergence,

so that the co-dependency condition may not be satisfied for the next collision iteration. As
such, one or more of these components may be removed during truncation of the modified
Zyoton. In general, subportion(s) of the non-analyte information representing and/or transition
portions (these terms are described below) of the modified Zyoton are removed, and the energy

thereof is redistributed among the surviving subportions. This energy redistribution can be
achieved via amplitude balancing at step 12. If renormalization is implemented in the
frequency domain, the amplitude balancing can compensate for the impact of any removal of
one or more frequency components of any entity participating in a collision.

[0358] The truncation generally results in a loss of spectral energy of the modified Zyoton. The
energies of the removed frequency components of the modified Zyoton are computed and re-

distributed across the surviving frequency components of the modified Zyoton. This is
implemented using an amplitude balancing operation at step 8. Specifically, in the frequency
domain, the amplitude re-balancing (or re-distribution) operation entails distribution of the

removed spectral energy contribution from the removed frequency components over the
remaining m and j frequency components of the modified Zyoton. Thus, the frequency domain

amplitudes of the surviving m and j components are adjusted at step 8 during the

renormalization process.

[0359] Alternatively or in addition, renormalization may further include an additional
truncation of the modified Zyoton to select the length thereof. To this end, relatively smalleramplitude frequency components of the modified Zyoton may be removed to ensure that the

frequency-domain length of the renormalized Zyoton waveform matches the frequency-domain
length of the original Zyoton and/or a new Zyoton with which the renormalized Zyoton is to be
collided. This truncation may also be followed by an additional amplitude balancing operation
in step 12, in which the amplitudes of all the remaining m and j frequency components of the
truncated modified Zyoton are adjusted to compensate for the energy of the frequency

components removed in the additional or alternative truncation process. This renormalized

post-collision Zyoton waveform may then be reused in the next collision iteration as described
with reference to FIG. 15. Renormalization can be implemented in the time domain by
modifying the time-domain velocity and/or dispersion velocity of the modified Zyoton.

[0360] In general, the renormalization of the post-collision waveform of the modified Zyoton
allows removal therefrom of the energy contained in the original Zyoton after each collision
iteration so that energy changes can be successfully accumulated in a multi-collision protocol

for quantifying analyte presence and concentration. In some embodiments, two renormalization
parameters are derived using spectra generated from a model of waveform propagation over a

collision grid. The first renormalization parameter includes a set of numbers associated with the
respective amplitudes of every frequency-domain component of the waveform, matched to the
length of the truncated (e.g. down-sampled) result after collision. The first renormalization
parameter modifies the frequency domain amplitudes of the surviving frequency components,

such that the spectral energy of all frequency components of the modified Zyoton, ignoring the
first k analyte-information representing components, is the same as the spectral energy of all
but the first k frequency components of the conditioned feature used in the collision. This can
be tested by comparing the spectral energy of all but the first k components of the renormalized
Zyoton with the spectral energy of all but the first k components of the conditioned feature.

[0361] The renormalization process also computes a second parameter, i.e., a renormalizing
scaling factor, which changes the frequency domain amplitudes of the first k components to

provide the next waveform for the next collision. The renormalizing scaling factor is designed
such that, the frequency domain amplitudes of the first k frequency components of the

renormalized modified Zyoton are within 0.1%, 1%, 5%, 10%, 20%, 30%, or 50%, 100%, etc.,
of the frequency domain amplitudes of the first k frequency components of the conditioned
feature. As a result, the energy of the renormalized modified Zyoton becomes substantially

similar to that of the conditioned feature just prior to collision and is within 0.1%, 0.4%, 1%,

2%, 5%, or 10%, etc. of the energy of the conditioned feature. This can also ensure that the
Kappa test of co-dependency condition is satisfied for the next collision iteration. In some
embodiments, this computation is done up to the fifteenth decimal digit for high precision and

to accommodate SCR below 0.0001. In some embodiments that employ only a single iteration
of a collision operation, if renormalization is performed, the frequency domain amplitudes of
the first k frequency components of the renormalized modified Zyoton are adjusted such that
the resulting energy of these k components can be up to two or three orders of magnitude of the
energy of the corresponding frequency components of the conditioned feature to expand the
dynamic range of energy change Applications where only one collision iteration is used in

conjunction with renormalization include classification of analyte levels into 3, 5, 7, 12 etc.,
bands or regions.

[0362] The renormalization process allows accumulation of energy changes generally only due
to absorption of energy by the analyte in each feature. The purpose is to transform all the
energy changes to a relative scale and dynamic range which can then be projected onto analyte
concentrations using a dataset that provides concentration-specific references. FIG. 17 shows

the morphological envelope of an exemplary Zyoton and conditioned feature used in collision
computing. FIG. 18 shows the Zyoton and the conditioned feature waveform on a “spatiotemporal” grid and the Zyoton waveform before a collision. FIG. 19 illustrates the progression

of a collision between the conditioned feature and the Zyoton wavefronts during a collision.
FIG. 20 shows the modified Zyoton after the collision. FIG. 21 shows the modified and
renormalized Zyoton after the collision and preceding the next collision in a multi-iteration
collision protocol. FIG. 22 shows the modified and renormalized Zyoton after a finite number
of N collisions in a multi-iteration collision protocol. FIG. 23 shows a typical energy gain
trajectory due to the net spectral energy change resulting from analyte-specific absorption

evolving over several collision iterations in a collision computer for two features drawn from
samples with two different material concentrations (for example, tissue glucose). The two

curves show the amplification resulting from collision computing.

[0363] With reference to FIGS. 24-27, the collision and renormalization processes are
illustrated schematically in the time domain. FIG. 24 illustrates a collision between a Zyoton Zi

1 schematically represented by a bell-shaped envelope and a conditioned feature (^^^) 8. In
the time domain, a Zyoton typically includes several peaks such as those shown in FIG. 12A,
which, together, can be represented schematically by an envelope such as that shown in FIG.

24. Each Zyoton peak itself can be a schematic envelope, i.e., each peak can be a group of one
or more peaks, as shown in FIG. 12B. The conditioned feature may initially have length L’ in
the time domain, while the zyoton has length ^ in the time domain. The length of the
conditioned feature 6 is adjusted, e.g., by interpolation, down-sampling, and/or truncation, to
match the length ^ of the Zyoton to allow the collision therebetween. The result of the first
collision is shown in FIG. 25 as a modified Zyoton envelope14,

The energy of

the modified Zyoton is E1 , the energy of the original Zyoton is E0 , and the energy gain (
or loss, where (E1 -E0 ) is less than zero, is proportional to ∆E, i.e., is the energy of the analyteinformation representing portion of the conditioned feature ^^^. FIG. 25 shows that the

modified Zyoton with energy E1 still has length ^ . In some instances, however, the length of
the modified Zyoton can be different from ^ , e.g., the length can be

[0364] In FIG. 26, the modified Zyoton

is renormalized to a renormalized

Zyoton Ν(Ω1 ), 20. The renormalization includes removal of the energy of the original Zyoton
and redistribution of the portion of the modified Zyoton removed by truncation. The energy of
the analyte-information representing portion of the renormalized Zyoton is ∆^ 1 . The
renormalized Zyoton Ν(Ω1 ), 20 is collided again with the original Zyoton Zi , to yield the new
modified Zyoton shown in FIG. 27 as

22, having energy

the new modified Zyoton relative to the original Zyoton, i.e.
energy ∆

. The energy gain of

is proportional to the

of the analyte-information representing portion of the renormalized Zyoton

which is proportional to the energy ∆E of the analyte-information representing portion of the

conditioned feature.

[0365] In each subsequent collision iteration, the energy gain of the modified Zyoton generated
in that iteration relative to the energy of the original Zyoton, represented by

for the n-

th collision iteration, is proportional to the energy of the analyte-information representing
portion of the renormalized Zyoton generated in the previous collision iteration, i.e., ∆^ ^, which

itself is transitively proportional to the energy ∆E of the analyte-information representing
portion of the conditioned feature.

Features, Collision, Renormalization, and Energies

[0366] In FIG. 9, EI represents the spectral energy of the radiation incident upon a medium, in
a wavelength band

For simplicity, EI is assumed to be constant across all wavelength

bands and, as such, the spectral energy of the incident radiation (e.g., in the near infra-red
region of the electromagnetic spectrum) in another wavelength band

is also EI . In the

medium (e.g., a portion of skin), a portion of the incident radiation is absorbed by one or more
confounders. That portion can be less than 1%, 2%, 5%, 10%, etc. A portion of the incident
radiation, e.g., less than 0.1%, 0.2%, 0.6%, 1%, 1.5%, 3%, 7%, etc., may be absorbed by an

analyte of interest, and is denoted by EA . In some instances (e.g., in tissue measurement), an
additional portion of the radiation may be scattered within the tissue and lost, and is considered

to be the lost portion EL . A portion of the incident radiation is not absorbed by the analyte, any
confounders, or otherwise lost (e.g., due to scattering) present in the medium, and is reflected
from (or passes through) the medium. The reflected radiation can be detected by a detector.

[0367] The analyte of interest may absorb radiation at some wavelengths and may not absorb
the radiation, at least at a significant level, at some other wavelengths. For example, in FIG. 9 it
is assumed that the analyte absorbs radiation in the wavelength band

designated as

Analyte Feature F1, and that the analyte does not substantially absorb radiation in the

wavelength band [

designated as Non-Analyte Feature F2. For the Analyte Feature F1,

the energy absorbed by the analyte is EA 1 , the energy absorbed by one or more confounders is

EC 1 , energy lost (i.e., absorbed by elements of the medium other than the confounders and the
analyte) is EL 1 , and energy reflected by the medium and detected by the detector (denoted EO 1 )
is ER 1 . For the Non-Analyte Feature F2, the energy absorbed by the analyte is EA 2 (which could

be a negligible amount), the energy absorbed by one or more confounders is EC 2 , energy lost is

EL 2 , and the energy reflected by the medium and detected by the detector (denoted EO 2 ) is ER 2 .
Therefore:

In the equations above, EI is known, and EO values can be obtained by direct measurement
from the detector. EL , EC , and EA , are unknowns for each feature.

[0368] The spectral energy of feature F1 is represented by ∆
spectral energy of a conditioned feature is also represented

Zyoton and the collision operator are designed such that after the first collision between the
1

Zyoton and conditioned feature, the energy of the modified Zyoton (EZ ) changes relative to the
energy of the original Zyoton (

but the change corresponds, in substance, only to

or

^ ^ ^ , and not as much to ^ ^ ^ . In this way, ^ ^ ^ and/or ^ ^ ^ can be extracted, even though

is

unknown.
[0369] In both

, yp

y,

are amplified

using a conventional nonlinear amplifier, in the difference between amplified ∆^ ^ and
amplified ∆^ ଶ , the difference between EL would dominate. Collision computing can selectively
amplify ^ ^ ^ and/or ^ ^ ^ and not EL , so that the difference between ∆^ ^ and ∆^ ଶ can be used to
determine the energy absorbed by the analyte, which in turn can be used to determine
accurately the analyte concentration.

[0370] Referring to FIG. 10A, in one embodiment, radiation of energy EI is directed to a
medium and the radiation reflected by the medium is detected at a detector. An absorbance
spectrum “O,” representing EO across a range of wavelengths, is derived from the detected
1

2

radiation. Waveforms L, C , C , and A represent, respectively, the absorbance spectra
1

corresponding to the radiation lost (representing EL ), the radiation absorbed by a confounder C
1

2

2

(representing EC ), the radiation absorbed by a confounder C (representing EC ), and the
radiation absorbed by the analyte A (representing EA ). In general, the properties of the medium,
1

2

which may determine the radiation that is lost, the concentrations of the confounders C and C ,
1

2

and the concentration of the analyte are not known. As such, the absorbance spectra L, C , C ,
and A are also not known. These absorbance spectra, however, are the components of the
absorbance spectrum O, which can be derived from the radiation detected at the detector. In

FIG. 10A, spectra corresponding to two confounders are shown for illustration. In general, a
medium may include no confounders, only one confounder, or more than two (e.g., 3, 5, 8, etc.)
confounders.

[0371] The observed spectrum O is divided into several (e.g., 2, 4, 5, 10, 15, 18, 24, 32, 50,
etc.) regions called features. With reference to FIG. 10B, a feature F1 includes a region O1 of
1

2

the observed absorbance spectrum O. Feature 1 also includes regions L1 , C 1 , C 1 , and A1 of the
1

2

absorbance spectra L, C , C , and A, respectively. Here again, the spectrum O1 includes the
1

2

spectra L1 , C 1 , C 1 , and A1 , but these individual spectra are not known. The spectrum L1

1

2

represents EL 1 ; spectrum C 1 represents ^ ^ భ ^ ; spectrum C 1 represents ^ ^ మ^ ; and spectrum A1
represents EA 1 . FIG. 9 also depicts the energy absorbed by one or more confounders as EC 1 . In

general, for N confounders, the absorption is additive and can be expressed as

where N ≥ 0. This additive absorption is non-invertible and components

generally cannot

be accurately recovered using a linear transformation, spectral deconvolution, or other passive
signal processing technique.
1

2

[0372] Although the actual spectra L1 , C 1 , C 1 , and A1 are not known, from spectroscopic
analysis of the analyte alone (in the solid or liquid phase or in solution), also referred to as a
“pure component spectrum,” certain parameters of features from these spectra, called spectral
parameters (such as the amplitude envelope or spatial frequency distribution obtained by

computing a Fourier transform of a feature vector), can be determined. Pure component spectra
represent the absorbance-wavelength relationship for the analyte of interest and/or for one or
more confounders.

[0373] A carrier kernel, with at least an order of magnitude higher spatial frequency compared
to the frequencies associated with Fourier transformed feature F1, is modulated using the
waveform O1 that is called a feature waveform and that represents the feature F1 . As an
example, a system with an expected concentration range of about three orders of magnitude
could require a five-to-six order of magnitude range in post-collision spectral energies, and a
carrier kernel with a 1 MHz to 100 MHz bandwidth would generally be suitable. The various
spectral parameters are used to select one or more parameters of the carrier kernel and/or one or

more parameters of the modulation. The desired target dynamic range of post-collision spectral
energies and precision desired for the measurement determine the fundamental frequencies and
number of frequency components of the carrier kernel, collectively called modulation
parameters. The modulation of the carrier kernel by the feature waveform O1 yields a
modulated waveform called a conditioned feature.

[0374] In general, a conditioned feature includes several components, each of which is
associated with a different spatial frequency. The modulation parameters are selected such that
different frequency component combinations of the conditioned feature represent different
spectral energies associated with the feature. For example, with reference to FIG. 10C, in the

conditioned feature F1 , some frequency components represent
2

the energy absorbed

by the confounder C at the wavelengths defining the feature F1 . Similarly, some frequency

components represent

some frequency components represent EA 1 ; and some frequency

components represent EL 1 .

[0375] With reference to FIG. 10D, in some instances, the frequency components representing
the energy absorbed by the analyte and the energy components representing the energy
absorbed by one or more confounders (e.g., confounders 1 through N1 of a total of N

confounders, where N1 < N), overlap. Some other frequency components, such as Ec

Ni+1

,

represent the energy absorbed by the confounders (N1+1) through N, and yet other frequency
components represent the lost energy. With reference to FIG. 10E, the frequency components

(some of which are fundamental frequencies and some of which are harmonics of those
fundamental frequencies) representing the lost energy may overlap with the frequency
components representing the energy absorbed by one or more confounders, e.g., confounders

N2 through N of a total of N confounders, where N2 ≥ 1. The term frequency components is
used here to describe the sinusoidal spatial frequency components that make up a waveform.
Such waveforms result from “adding” together the series of sine wave frequencies that would
result from a Fourier transform of the waveform. Thus, whatever its shape, a complex
waveform can be split up into its individual spatial frequency components.

[0376] The representation of a particular energy

a combination thereof, or

EL 1 ), is a function of: (i) the number of frequency components representing that particular
energy in the modulated waveform (i.e., the conditioned feature); (ii) the frequencies of those
frequency components; and (iii) the amplitudes of those frequency components. In general, for
the j-th feature (denoted F j), the relationship between the frequency components and their
respective contribution to an energy such as ^

^

^ ^

, EA j , EL j , where i denotes the i-th confounder,

is not known. If it were known, a simple Fourier analysis of the conditioned feature would

suffice to reveal the various energies of interest including EA j .

[0377] The parameters of a Zyoton with which the conditioned feature is collided and the
parameters of the collision operator are also selected using the spectral parameters, i.e., the
parameters derived from pure component analysis based on published or experimentally

measured pure component spectra. If published spectra are used, knowledge about the noise of
the measurement system and the sources of the noise can be used. The frequency bandwidth
and amplitude envelope of the b Zyoton sideband peaks shown in FIG. 12C depend on the
morphological profile (e.g., the frequency spectrum of the second derivative of the waveform)

of the pure component absorption spectrum waveform features. FIGS. 28A and 28B show the

pure component absorbance spectra for the analyte and one confounder of interest: glucose and
collagen, respectively. FIGS. 29A and 29B show the first derivative of pure component

absorbance spectra for the analyte and one confounder of interest: glucose and collagen
respectively. FIGS. 30A and 30B show the second derivative of pure component absorbance
spectra for the analyte and one confounder of interest: glucose and collagen respectively,

computed from the result of FIGS 29A and 29B.

[0378] As can be seen from FIGS. 30A and 30B, the two second derivative graphs for the two
compounds have different characteristics. The frequency components and bandwidth of the

pure component spectra and/or the first, second, or higher-order derivatives thereof, obtained
by taking a Fourier transform of the selected waveform and by determining the range of the
frequency components in the Fourier transform, can be used in determining the Zyoton
frequencies and carrier kernel frequencies for conditioning the feature data, as described below.

[0379] In the example of glucose, the second derivative of a feature such as FIG. 30A, after
10

16

optional interpolation by an amount of about 2 to 2 , is added to random noise with a root

mean square (rms) amplitude of the random noise set to be 1000 times the rms amplitude of the
second derivative, to yield a combined second derivative waveform. In one embodiment, the
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random white noise used is a colored grey noise with a C-weighting and correlation time of 10
seconds, but other weightings and/or correlation times could also be used. In the preceding
condition, the rms amplitude of the second derivative of the analyte is calculated by taking the

square root of the sum of the squares of the instantaneous amplitude values of the second

derivative (amplitude as a function of wavelength) over a window size that is twice the length
of the feature in the time domain.

[0380] The frequency bandwidth of the resulting combined waveform (noise + the second
derivative of the interpolated data vector) and the relationship among the frequency component
amplitudes over the wavelength region corresponding to the features are used to establish the
bandwidth and frequency components of the carrier kernel, as described below. Thus, the

Zyoton and carrier kernel frequencies are related to the frequency components of the analyte
pure component spectrum or the first, second, or higher-order derivatives thereof, with added
noise.

[0381] Specifically, as Zyotons are derived from inherently stable waveforms, the chromatic
dispersion of the Zyoton waveform, the peak power, and the pulse energy in its first k-peak-

power sorted frequency components (where k may be < 6), may collectively control the limit of

detection and quantitation that can be achieved in one or more collisions. Therefore, in some
embodiments, Zyoton waveforms are generated that are soliton based and show analyte-

specific absorption effects more strongly in changes in the spectral energy of the first k
frequency components and scattering effects more strongly in changes in the spectral energy of
the j frequency components. As mentioned previously, the total set of frequency components
for the Zyoton is defined as H = k+m+j where k > 0, m ≥ 0 and j > 0, and the k and j frequency
components, i.e., the analyte-information representing and non-analyte information
representing components do not overlap.

[0382] Once the number of frequency components that can yield an estimate for analytespecific absorption with the desired performance parameters (e.g., accuracy, precision, dynamic
range) is established (e.g., 6 in one embodiment for non-invasive glucose measurement), the
parameters of the collision grid, e.g., the bracket length in terms of numbers of frequency
components of both the conditioned feature or renormalized Zyoton, as described below, grid
spacing for propagation of the Zyoton waveform, a window length, etc., are computed. In
various embodiments, the window length specifies a total number of points (in the time
domain) or a total number of components (in the frequency domain) of the original Zyoton,
conditioned feature, and/or renormalized Zyoton that are used in the collision operation.
Examples of these parameters for a noninvasive glucose measurement are a window length of
-6

2048 and a grid spacing of 10 seconds. The grid spacing can be additionally based on
characteristic of the computing system, e.g., available numerical range and precision, available
processing capacity and time, etc.

[0383] The window length for the collisions is generally set such that at least those frequency
components of a conditioned feature (and a renormalized Zyoton) that are used in the
computation of spectral energy change due to analyte-specific collision interactions can be
propagated. Changes in the spectral energy of acquired features due to scattering losses may be
intentionally filtered out from the post-collision spectral energy computations through the use
and choice of the window length that is smaller than the length of all of the data object
containing the frequency components of the Zyoton waveform.

[0384] Limiting the collision window length can thus reject incorporation of scattering-related
spectral energy changes by filtering out the non-analyte information representing spatial

frequency components (e.g., L > 2048, where L < H = k+m+j) present in the conditioned feature
which generally represent the frequencies related to scattering events. The length of a resulting

modified Zyoton vector after a collision is typically greater than L (in the frequency domain)
and greater than ^ (in the time domain, as described with reference to FIGS. 24-27), and may
contain additional frequency components as a result of the conditional bracketed interactions
described below. These additional components may be removed by truncation during
renormalization. Each collision interaction in one collision iteration, as described below, may

correspond to a point on the collision grid and can describe at least in part the propagation of
the two colliding waveforms. In the time domain or in the frequency domain, the length of the
collision grid can take on values such as 10, 100, 1000, or up to 1,000,000 grid points or more.

[0385] Thus, the original Zyoton and the collision operator are synthesized such that the first k
frequency components of the modified Zyoton resulting from the collision between the original

Zyoton and the conditioned feature can represent a feature energy component to be quantitated.
For example, referring to FIG. 9, in one instance the first k frequency components may
represent EA 1 , i.e., the energy absorbed by the analyte at the wavelengths associated with

Feature F1. In another instance, the first k frequency components may represent,

the

1

energy absorbed by the confounder C at the wavelengths associated with the Feature F1. The
first k frequency components may also represent the total energy absorbed by two or more, or
all confounders, e.g., EC 1 . In some instances, the first k frequency components of the
conditioned feature may represent essentially the total energy absorbed by the analyte and by

one or more confounders, e.g., (EA 1 + EC 1 ). In general, with a properly designed Zyoton and
collision operator, the first k frequency components do not represent the lost energy EL 1 .

[0386] In a collision computer, in the first iteration, the original Zyoton and the conditioned
feature, each of which represents a traveling waveform in the computer memory, and are

synthesized as described below, are computationally collided. This collision is “nearly elastic.”
In a perfectly elastic collision between a Zyoton and another waveform, the dispersion velocity
of the Zyoton after the collision would be the same as the dispersion velocity of the Zyoton
before the collision. This would typically occur only when a Zyoton collides with another

soliton waveform.

[0387] In a generally inelastic collision, the post-collision dispersion velocity of a Zyoton
colliding with another waveform would be significantly different (e.g., greater than 1%, 2%,
5%, 10%, 20%, etc.) than the dispersion velocity of the original Zyoton, and the Zyoton may be
destroyed during the collision. In the nearly elastic collision described herein, the colliding
waveforms, i.e., a Zyoton, and a conditioned feature or a renormalized Zyoton colliding with

the Zyoton, are constructed such that during the collision the conditioned feature or the
renormalized Zyoton perturb the Zyoton only within specified limits. These limits are
generally established by the limits on a permissible change in dispersion velocity, as specified
by one or more Kappa parameters and/or by a permissible change in waveform divergence, as
specified by the divergence parameter ^. In general, the difference between the velocity of the
original Zyoton and the velocity of the modified Zyoton resulting from the collision is limited

to a specified threshold numerical limit, which can be tested using a suitable Kappa test as
described above. In various embodiments, to ensure a near-elastic collision, the collision
operator is constructed such that the divergence of the post-collision waveform, i.e., the

modified Zyoton, is not greater than a pre-set divergence parameter ^, as described in detail
below.

[0388] As such, in various embodiments, the difference between the pre- and the post-collision
dispersion velocities, i.e., a scaled velocity of the original Zyoton and the velocity of the

renormalized Zyoton do not exceed a specified numeric threshold, denoted κDV1

.^A

similar

constraint can also be applied to the difference between the scaled dispersion velocity of the
original Zyoton and the velocity of a conditioned feature, where the threshold is designated

κDV2 . For noninvasive glucose measurement, where the spectral energy of the Zyoton
waveform before scaling is about three orders of magnitude higher than the spectral energy of
the conditioned feature waveform, an example of the threshold κDV2 is 1 x 10 .
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Velocities of Zyotons and Conditioned Features

[0389] The frequency domain amplitudes of the k, m, and j frequency components of an
original Zyoton are denoted Ak , Am , and Aj , respectively. The frequency domain amplitudes of

the corresponding k, m, and j frequency components of a co-dependent conditioned feature are
denoted as ak , am , and aj, respectively. Once Ak are chosen, the corresponding ak can be

determined using a scaling coefficient ^ . The scaling coefficient ^ may be selected such that
the two co-dependency conditions are satisfied. Specifically, the difference between the scaled
velocity of the original Zyoton and the velocity of the conditioned feature do not exceed a
specified threshold κDV2 , and the divergence of the post-collision modified Zyoton do not
exceed a specified threshold ^. The velocity condition can be tested by scaling the velocity of
the conditioned feature instead of or in addition to scaling the velocity of the original Zyoton.
A suitable Kappa threshold may be used accordingly.

[0390] In various embodiments, if the κDV2 test fails, the frequency domain amplitudes of the
frequency components of the conditioned feature are adjusted by applying a scaling coefficient
to the corresponding frequency domain amplitudes of the frequency components of the original
where Ak , Am , and Aj are vectors.

[0391] The time-domain amplitudes of the Z peaks of the original Zyoton are denoted as
and the time-domain amplitudes of the CF peaks of the conditioned feature are denoted as
The respective velocities of the original Zyotons and the conditioned feature are functions of

८ ^ and ঁ

^ி

, respectively, denoted as

respectively. Once a conditioned

feature is generated, the velocity-based co-dependency condition can be tested in the time

|

is the scaled velocity of the

original Zyoton. In the time domain, the velocity of a waveform associated with the collision

process (e.g., a Zyoton, a conditioned feature, a modified Zyoton, and/or a renormalized

Zyoton) can be computed as L1 or L2 norm of the amplitudes of a selected number of sideband
envelopes, such as those of a Zyoton that are shown in FIGS. 12A-12C. In the frequency
domain, the velocity of a waveform can be represented by L1 or L2 norm of the frequency

domain amplitudes of the first k, i.e., the analyte-information representing components of the
waveform.

[0392] As discussed above, αC is the nominal scaling coefficient applied to achieve a desired
ratio (αZ ) of spectral energy of the Zyoton to the spectral energy of a conditioned feature
computed using a fixed number (e.g., 6 in one embodiment) of k frequency components, by

adjusting the amplitude of the frequency components of the Zyoton so that the spectral energy
difference between the scaled Zyoton and the conditioned feature is less than κDV2 . As noted

above, depending on whether the testing and/or scaling is performed in the time domain or in
the frequency domain, a domain-specific value of the applicable Kappa variable is used in
various embodiments.

[0393] The term nominal scaling coefficient is used because different features from the same or
different spectra, from the same or different samples, are likely to result in slightly different
scaling coefficients to maintain a fixed relationship, αZ , between the spectral energy of Zyoton
and spectral energy of the conditioned feature prior to the first collision. The following
condition is imposed on the nominal ratio: | (αC - ^ Fi_MAX

) / αC | ≤ e.g., 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, or 1.0,

and | (αC - ^ Fi_MIN ) / αC | ≤ e.g., 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, or 1.0, where ^ Fi_MIN , ^ Fi_MAX respectively

denote the maximum and minimum scaling coefficients required to achieve the desired ratio of
the spectral energy of the conditioned feature to the spectral energy of the Zyoton, computed
using a preset number of frequency components, for all conditioned features to be collided with
the same Zyoton. In some embodiments, | (αC - ^ Fi_MAX ) / αC | ≤ 0.1 and | (αC - ^ Fi_MIN ) / αC |

≤ 0.1.
Examples of Waveform Energies

[0394] It is to be understood that in this disclosure, the terms “strongly absorbing” and “weakly
absorbing” spectral regions (or similar terms, such as “high absorbing” spectral regions and
“low absorbing” spectral regions) as used in connection with the measurement of an analyte,
refer only generally to absorption within the pure-component spectrum of a substance which
may be either an analyte or a confounder. Thus, for a particular substance, the spectral regions
which are strongly absorbing generally have a higher level of absorbance than the spectral
regions that are weakly absorbing, but those terms do not imply any sort of strict mathematical

relationship between the absorption values of the two regions, nor do they imply any
relationship among the absorption values of two different substances. In some cases, a region
identified as strongly absorbing in one context could be considered weakly absorbing in a
different context and vice versa. For example, in a general broad region of low analyte
absorption, some sub-regions may have higher absorption than some other sub-regions.
Similarly, high analyte absorption can be significantly low, in absolute terms, relative to a low
confounder absorption.

[0395] Similarly, the terms “analyte regions” or “analyte features” and “non-analyte regions”
or “non-analyte features” as applied to spectral regions or features, refer only generally to
variations in absorbance due to the analyte. Generally, the absorbance of an analyte in an

analyte feature is greater than in non-analyte features, but in some cases, the absorbance of the
analyte in a non-analyte feature or spectral region may be actually higher than the absorbance
in an analyte feature or region. This situation can occur because the designations “analyte
feature” and “non-analyte feature” may take into consideration the absorbance of one or more

confounders, or even a dominant confounder. As noted above in describing “strongly
absorbing” and “weakly absorbing” spectral regions, the terms “analyte regions” or “analyte
features” (e.g., GL features, for glucose measurement, PPG features for PPG measurement,

etc.) and “non-analyte regions” or “non-analyte features” (e.g., NO-GL features, NO-PPG

features, etc.), as applied to spectral regions or features, do not imply any sort of strict
mathematical relationship between the absorption values of the analyte in those regions or

features. Rather, they serve to describe the manner in which the regions or features are used, as

further described below.
[0396] The table below describes energies at various stages for a feature in a spectral region
where the analyte, if present, is known to absorb strongly, using nominal example values to
illustrate the process.

Table 3

[0397] The table below describes energies at various stages for a collision involving a feature
in a spectral region where the analyte, if present, is known to absorb weakly. This feature could

be from a spectral region where confounders show high absorption, using nominal example
values to illustrate the process.
Table 4

[0398] In the same example, the “net renormalized spectral energy gain,” after N collisions, for
a feature pair (with one feature covering the analyte absorption spectral region and a second
feature covering a spectral region where the analyte is known not to absorb strongly, but with

strongly absorbing confounders), can be computed as ^ e = 1.060 – 0.004 = 1.056. Using
calibration tables, this result value, i.e., 1.056, can be used to obtain the concentration of the

analyte present in the sample as used in this example.
Amplitude Notation

[0399] In the table and discussion below, upper case letters represent Zyoton amplitudes; lower
case letters represent conditioned feature amplitudes. Plain symbols without any prime
represent the original Zyoton; symbols with a single prime represent a modified Zyoton; and
symbols with double prime represent a renormalized modified Zyoton. Symbols representing

the k-th iteration, representing a collision between the original Zyoton and the renormalized
Zyoton generated after the (n-1)-th collision, include superscript “(n).” For the sake of
convenience, the superscript (1), indicating the modified and renormalized Zyotons generated
after the first collision, is omitted. Ordinary, non-stylized letters represent frequency domain
amplitudes; stylized letters represent time domain amplitudes. Thus:

Co-Dependency of Waveforms

[0400] In various embodiments, the nearly elastic collision described herein satisfies two
conditions: (i) that the collision must not be perfectly elastic, and (ii) that the collision must not

be generally inelastic. According to the first condition, the collision is not perfectly elastic so
that the original Zyoton and the post-collision, modified Zyoton are not identical. Specifically,
with reference to FIG. 11, the collective energy of the first k frequency components of the
modified Zyoton, denoted by scalar E_A'k

is greater than the collective energy of the first k

frequency components of the original Zyoton, denoted by scalar SE_Ak . The spectral energy
E_Ak

can be computed as the L1 or L2 norm of the amplitude vector Ak , and the spectral

energy E_Ak

can be computed as the L1 or L2 norm of the amplitude vector A′k . Similarly, the

spectral energy of the conditioned feature, denoted SE_Ak , can be computed as the L1 or L2

norm of the amplitude vector ak .
[0401] In general, the dispersion velocity of a waveform (also called the velocity) is
proportional to the spectral energy thereof. Therefore, the velocity of a Zyoton is proportional

to the L1 or L2 norm of the frequency-domain amplitudes of all k, m, and j components of the
Zyoton, represented by the combined amplitude vector [Ak , Am , Aj ]. In many embodiments, the
spectral energy of the k components (the analyte-information representing components) is

significantly greater than the spectral energy of the m transition components and the j non-

analyte information representing components. As such, in some embodiments, the velocity of a
waveform associated with a collision is proportional to the spectral energy of the analyteinformation representing k components of that waveform.

[0402] Thus, in some embodiments the velocity of the original Zyoton, denoted v( Z), is
represented by ^^_^ ^ . The velocity of the conditioned feature, denoted v( CF), is represented
by ^^_^ ^ . Therefore, in various embodiments, the second requirement of near elasticity, i.e.,
the collision must not be inelastic, can be met by synthesizing the Zyoton and the carrier kernel
and, optionally, by scaling the Zyoton, such that the scaled velocity of the Zyoton is not
different from the velocity of the conditioned feature by κDV2.
as:|^
்

This test can be expressed

∗ ^^_^ ^ െ ^^_^ ^ | ^ ^ ^ ^ ଶ . Instead of scaling the velocity of the Zyoton, or in addition

to such scaling, the velocity of the conditioned feature can be scaled during this test.

[0403] In the time domain, the dispersion velocity of a waveform is proportional to the L1 or
L2 norm of the sideband peaks excluding the highest peak by amplitude. The velocity can be
approximated by a selected number of prominent sideband peaks instead of considering all
peaks. Therefore, in some embodiments the velocity of the original Zyoton, v(Z), is
represented by the L1 or L2 norm of the sideband amplitudes ^८ ଶ , . . . , ८ ^ ^, where the
ೋ

amplitude ८^ of the highest peak of the Zyoton waveform is excluded. There is no requirement
for one-to-one or direct correspondence between the first k frequency components of a Zyoton
and the ^^ ^peaks of the time-domain Zyoton waveform. Similarly, the velocity of the
conditioned feature, v(CF), can be represented by the L1 or L2 norm of the sideband
amplitudes ^ঁ ,. . . , ঁ
2

^^^

^,

where the amplitude ঁ

1

of the highest peak of the conditioned feature

waveform is excluded. As such, in some embodiments, the velocity test to ensure the second
requirement of inelasticity can be expressed as: ห^ ் ∗ ฮ^८ ଶ , . . . , ८ ^ ^ฮ െ ฮ^ঁ ଶ , . . . , ঁ
ೋ

^^ ಷ

^ฮ ห ^

^ ^ ^ ଶ . The double bars represent the L1 or L2 norm of the amplitudes. The scaling factor ^ ்
and the Kappa parameter ^ ^ ^ ଶ can take on different values based on whether the test is
performed in the frequency domain or in the time domain.

[0404] After the first collision iteration, a modified Zyoton is generated. The co-dependency
of the original Zyoton and the modified Zyoton can be tested in the frequency domain, to
ensure that the collision was near elastic, by testing the condition: |^^_^
In the time domain, velocity test can be performed as:

หฮ ^८

ଶ

^

െ ^^_^ ′^ | ^ ^ ^ ^ ଷ .

, . . . , ८ ^ ^ฮ െ ฮ^८ ′ଶ , . . . , ८ ′^ ^ฮ ห ^
ೋ

ೋᇲ

^ ^ ^ ଷ . The Kappa parameter ^ ^ ^ ଷ can take on different values based on whether the test is

performed in the frequency domain or in the time domain. In addition, the divergence test can

be performed in the time domain by determining the widths of selected b peak envelopes of the
original Zyoton, denoted [^1 , ^2 , . . ., ^b ] and the widths of the corresponding peak envelopes of

the modified Zyoton, denoted [^′1 , ^′2 , . . ., ^′b ]. FIG. 19 depicts ^1 , ^2 , and ^3 as t1, t2, and t3,
and δ1 ’, δ2 ’, and δ3 ’ as t1’, t2’, and t3’. For each peak-envelope pair, a difference can be
computed. In some embodiments, the divergence condition is satisfied if ห^ ^ െ ^ ′^ ห^ ^, for
each p = 1, . . ., b. In some embodiments, an L1 or L2 norm of the differences (^ ^ െ ^ ′^ ) may
then be computed. If the L1 or L2 norm is less than the specified threshold ^, the divergence
condition is determined to be satisfied.

[0405] After the modified Zyoton is renormalized, the co-dependency of the original Zyoton
and the renormalized Zyoton can be tested in the frequency domain, to ensure that the next
collision iteration would be near elastic, by testing the condition | ^ ் ∗ ^^_^ ^ െ ^^_^ ′′^ | ^

^ ^ ^ ଷ . Instead of scaling the velocity of the Zyoton, or in addition to such scaling, the velocity
of the renormalized Zyoton can be scaled during this test. In some embodiments, the scaling
coefficient ^ ் used to scale the velocity of the original Zyoton, represented in the frequency
domain by the spectral energy of the analyte-information representing k components of the
original Zyoton, may be different than that used when the co-dependency between the original

Zyoton and the conditioned feature was tested, to account for the difference between the
energies of the conditioned feature and the renormalized Zyoton. In some embodiments, the

difference between the values of ^ ^ ^ ଶ and ^ ^ ^ ଷ can account for this energy difference. In
some embodiments, the values of ^ ^ ^ ଶ and ^ ^ ^ ଷ can be the same. In the time domain, the

velocity test between the original Zyoton and the renormalized Zyoton can be performed as:

ห ∗ ฮ^८ ଶ , . . . , ८ ^ೋ^ฮ െ ฮ^८ ′′ଶ , . . . , ८ ′′^ ^ฮ ห ^ ^ ^ ^ ଷ . Here again, the scaling factor ^ ் and the
ೋᇲᇲ

Kappa parameter ^ ^ ^ ଷ can take on different values based on whether the test is performed in

the frequency domain or in the time domain.

[0406] After the first collision between the original Zyoton and the conditioned feature, in
some embodiments, the subsequent collisions occur between a renormalized Zyoton from a

preceding iteration (typically the previous iteration), and the original Zyoton or a new Zyoton.

For the i-th collision iteration, the velocity of the original Zyoton, if used in that iteration, is

v(Z). The velocity of the other colliding waveform is the renormalized Zyoton from the
previous collision iteration, and the velocity thereof is denoted v(Z′′( i -1) ). The velocity of the

modified Zyoton generated in the i-th iteration is denoted v(Z′i) and the velocity of the
renormalized Zyoton generated in the i-th iteration is denoted v(Z′′i). As described above, these
velocities can be computed in the frequency domain or in the time domain.

[0407] Optionally, prior to the i-th collision iteration, the velocity test
^^^

ᇱᇱ

^^ି ^ ^

∗ ^^^^ െ

^ห^ ^ ^^^ is performed. Optionally, after the i-th collision iteration, but before the

ห^ ^ ^ ^ ଷ is performed.

corresponding renormalization, the velocity test

Optionally, the divergence test using the envelope peaks of the original Zyoton Z and the
modified Zyoton Z′i is performed. Optionally, after the renormalization corresponding to the ith collision iteration, the velocity test | ^ ் ∗ ^^^^ െ ^^^

ᇱᇱ

^

^| ^ ^ ^^^ is performed. One or more

tests may be performed in each collision iteration and in different collision iterations, different
tests may be performed. The collective objective of these tests, however, is that each collision
iteration is near elastic as described above, and that the colliding waveforms are co-dependent.

[0408] To illustrate a collision of the two traveling waveforms in the frequency domain, the k,

m, and j frequency components of both the Zyoton and the conditioned feature are depicted (as
shown in FIG. 11) as ordered from left to right. A Zyoton or a conditioned feature can be
represented as frequency components increasing from left to right or could be represented as
frequency components increasing from right to left. The ordering of the frequency components
is based on the power spectral densities (PSDs) of the respective frequency components. In

some embodiments, the PSD of the k components > the PSD of the m components > the PSD

of the j components. In some embodiments, the PSD of the k components < the PSD of the m
components < the PSD of the j components.

[0409] The conditioned feature and the original Zyoton are synthesized such that the increase
in the collective energy of the first k frequency components of the original Zyoton due to a
collision is proportional to the collective energy represented by the first k frequency

components of the conditioned feature. As described above, the first k frequency components

of the conditioned feature may capture EA 1 ,

ൌ

∑^^ୀ ^ ^ , where there are a total of N confounders and n < N, or (EA 1 + ^ ^^^^ ). As such, after
^^^
the first collision,

^ ^^^^ , and

‖
‖
‖
‖
( ^ ′ ^ െ ^^^ ^ can b e proportional

to any one o f E A1 , E C1 , ( E A1 + E C1 ) ,

represent

the concentration of a material (e.g., the analyte, a combination of the analyte and at least some
confounders, a single confounder, or a combination of at least some confounders) in the

medium. Therefore, a change in the spectral energy of a post-collision result (e.g., a Zyoton

perturbed by a conditioned feature) relative to the spectral energy of the original Zyoton can be

used to estimate the concentration of material exhibited in the spatial, temporal or spectral
window defined by the feature.

[0410] According to the second condition, the collision is not generally inelastic, i.e., at a
minimum, the collision operation does not introduce into the modified Zyoton any new
frequency components within the first k frequency components that were not present in the
original Zyoton. Introduction of such frequency components can represent energies that are not

related to the energies absorbed by the analyte and any confounders. Therefore, if any such
frequency

components

are introduced,

the difference

‖
‖
‖
‖
( ^ ′ ^ െ ^^^ ^ may not accurately

represent the concentration of material exhibited in the spatial, temporal, or spectral window

defined by the feature. A Zyoton design rule requires that the conditioned feature and the
Zyoton not introduce new frequency components in the set of the first k Zyoton frequency
components. In some embodiments, this is ensured by scaling the Zyoton waveform energy to
be approximately three or more orders of magnitude higher than the spectral energy of the
conditioned feature with which it is collided.

[0411] In an embodiment for glucose measurement, where: (i) the absorbance level due to the
analyte may be less than 0.01% of the total absorbance, and (ii) there can be up to a three
orders of magnitude dynamic range of the analyte (i.e., glucose) concentration range, in the first

collision, the threshold value ^ ^ ^ ଶ used to ensure that the Zyoton energy is at least three orders
-6

of magnitude greater than the energy of the conditioned feature can be 1x10 . Recall, the
Kappa threshold is also used in the velocity test described above, to ensure the co-dependency

of the Zyoton and the conditioned feature to be collided therewith. In general, the threshold ^
can be decreased as the collision iteration count is increased. Thus, as the number of collision
iterations increases, the amount of dispersion permitted in each iteration can become smaller.
[0412]

While

any one

the difference

‖
‖
‖
‖
( ^ ′ ^ െ ^^^ ^ after the first collision

can represent

E M1 (i.e.,

^ ^^^^ , and (EA 1 + ^ ^^^^ )), the accuracy of such representation

can be improved, especially when the signal-to-clutter ratio (SCR) is low, using several
collision iterations. In various embodiments, the elasticity of a single collision, as measured by

κDV1 , which corresponds to a collision between the original Zyoton and a renormalized Zyoton,
is generally inversely proportional to the SCR. Low SCR generally implies that the value of

κDV1 for insuring compliance with co-dependency condition is small, e.g., a value of 1x10- 6

-3

-8

-4

used for a SCR of 10 or a value of 1x10 for a SCR of 10 and, as such, the change in the
velocity of the modified Zyoton, and the corresponding renormalized Zyoton, relative to the
velocity of the original Zyoton is small. For an order of magnitude reduction in SCR, the
threshold κDV1 may be generally reduced by two orders of magnitude. As the permitted change
in the dispersion velocity after one collision is small, the observed change in energy after one
collision, i.e., (‖ ^ ′^ ‖ െ ‖ ^^ ^ ‖ ^, is also small. Therefore a single collision iteration may not be

sufficient to produce a discernible change in the spectral energy due to analyte absorption
estimated using the first k frequency components. The energy change after a single collision

may be only visible if k were large or if the window length approaches the total number of
frequency components of the conditioned feature. The latter case, however, can represent
change in energy due to not only analyte and/or confounder absorption, but also due to energy
loss or absorption of energy in the medium. Therefore, several collision iterations may be
required to induce a change in the spectral energy computed using the first k frequency
components to discern and characterize changes due to absorption by the analyte and/or one or

more confounders.

[0413] In one embodiment, the subsequent collisions involve the modified Zyoton and the
original Zyoton. Therefore, before the next collision, the modified Zyoton is renormalized to

remove therefrom the spectral energy of the original Zyoton so that the gain in the energy of
the original Zyoton caused in the next iteration is proportional substantially only to EM 1 , as
represented by the modified Zyoton produced in the subsequent iteration. As used herein,
substantially means the contribution from noise and/or clutter is no more than 0.01%, 0.2%,

0.5%, 1%, 10%, etc. As explained above, in applications with extremely low SCR (e.g., SCR <
-4
‖
‖
‖
‖
1 0 ) the ( ^ ′ ^ െ ^^^ ^ may b e nearly

zero post renormalization.

This can lead to numerical

instabilities in the computation, such as divide-by-zero instabilities. To prevent such
instabilities, book-keeping is employed, e.g., by ensuring that after each collision, or at least

after a selected number of successive iterations (e.g., 2, 3, 5, 10, 25, 50, etc.), the total change
between the energies of the first k frequency components of the modified Zyoton and the

energy of the first k frequency components of the original Zyoton monotonically increases.
This change may be tracked as a change in the ratio of energies of the k frequency components

of the modified Zyoton and original Zyoton from a starting value of unity (i.e., 1) or 100%.

[0414] In addition, post-collision renormalization can compensate for the impact of any precollision up-scaling of any entity participating in a collision (e.g., the Zyoton, the conditioned

feature, and/or the renormalized Zyoton from the previous iteration) or the down-scaling of any
of these entities by the factor ^ഥ^, as described below. For example, the down-scaling of the
modified Zyoton waveform, to obtain a renormalized Zyoton, removes some of the inherent
waveform energy.

[0415] As described above, this renormalization computation typically targets two objectives in
the same computational step. Specifically, in the first objective of renormalization, it is
necessary to remove the spectral energy of the original Zyoton. In addition, it is often necessary

to compensate for the energy of frequency components that were removed in any post-collision
down-sampling step, also called truncation. Without this compensation, numerical artifacts and
energy inaccuracies may be introduced into follow-on collision iterations. The first aspect of
the renormalization is generally directed to the removal of the energy of the k components of
original Zyoton from the modified Zyoton, often producing a renormalized Zyoton in which the

amplitudes of the first k frequency components are similar to the respective amplitudes of the

first k frequency components of the conditioned feature.

[0416] The second aspect is generally directed to preserving the energy contributions of any
frequency components in the modified Zyoton that were removed post-collision for
computational efficiency, and/or to ensure that the subsequent collision iterations would be

near-elastic, as described above. In particular, any new frequency components that are
transition (i.e., m) components and/or non-analyte-information representing (i.e., j)

components, can cause a subsequent iteration to be inelastic. As such, one or more of these
new frequency components are removed, but the energy thereof is redistributed among the
surviving m and/or j components. Alternatively or in addition, one or more transition
components and/or one or more non-analyte-information representing components that were

present in the original Zyoton and/or the conditioned feature may be removed, and the energy

thereof may be redistributed among the surviving m and/or j components.

[0417] Therefore, referring again to FIG. 11, the amplitudes of all of the k, m, and j
components of the modified Zyoton, denoted ^^ ′^ ൌ^ ′^1, . . . , ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^, are scaled using a

renormalized scaling vector ^ത, computed based on the amplitudes of the k components of the
original Zyoton and the corresponding k components of the modified Zyoton. In some

embodiments, the scaling vector ^തis based on a ratio S1 of the spectral energy of the k

components of the original Zyoton and the spectral energy of the corresponding k components

of the modified Zyoton, expressed as:

‖^

^^

ൌ

ฮ^

ೖ

ೖᇲ

‖
ฮ

. In some embodiments, this can cause the

respective amplitudes of various or all components of the renormalized modified Zyoton,
denoted ^^ ′′^ ൌ^ ′′^1, . . . , ^ ^ ^ ′ ^ ^′^ to be within 10%, 20%, or 50%, etc., respectively, of
the amplitudes of the corresponding frequency components of the conditioned feature, denoted
^ ^
^ ൌ^^1, . . . , ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^. Thus:

^A′′^ ൌ ^A ′^ ⇒ ^^1,
^^

. . . , ^ ^ ^ ′ ^ ^′^ ^ ^^1, . . . , ^ ^ ^ ^

^^

(9)

In some embodiments, the a preset amount of energy, e.g., E* is removed. To this end, a pre1

2

k

set scaling vector S1 = [S1 , S1 , . . ., S1 , . . ., S1

k+m+j

] may be used to scale the amplitudes of the

components of the modified Zyoton [A′]. The energy level E* can be selected according to the
energy of the original Zyoton or independently thereof.

[0418] The cardinality of the transition components of the modified Zyoton, denoted m′, and
the cardinality of the non-analyte-information representing components of the modified
Zyoton, denoted j′, indicate that the modified Zyoton may have some new transition and/or
non-analyte-information representing components. Any of these transition and/or non-analyteinformation representing components, including new and/or previously existing ones, may be
removed during truncation. The amplitudes of some or all of the surviving transition and/or
non-analyte-information representing components of the modified Zyoton may then be adjusted
further using another scaling factor S2 , such that the spectral energy of the surviving m and j
components of the renormalized Zyoton is approximately equal to the spectral energy of all of
the transition and/or non-analyte-information representing components of the modified Zyoton
after scaling thereof but its truncation. Thus:

where ^^

ᇱ
^,^

^்

represents a modified Zyoton as truncated. The scaling factor S2 may be based

ோ

on the ratio

[0419] A subsequent collision between the original Zyoton and the renormalized modified
Zyoton yields a second modified Zyoton. The spectral energy of the first k frequency
components of the second modified Zyoton is denoted ฮ^

‖ ^ ‖ ^ can represent ^
^

^ଶ^

ெ^

ᇱ
^ଶ^
^

ฮ, and the difference

, which is a refined estimate of EM 1 , i.e., a refined estimate of any one
+ ^ ^^^^ ). After a selected number of iterations,^N, which

can vary from one embodiment to another, as described below, ^

^Գ ^

ெ^

can provide an accurate

estimate of the energy absorbed at the wavelengths associated with the feature F1 by the
concentration of a material in the medium to be analyzed. As described above, in the general

case, the material can be only the analyte, a single confounder, a combination of one or more
confounders, or a combination of the analyte and one or more confounders.

[0420] The above described process can be repeated for another feature F2 to obtain ^

^Գ ^

ெଶ

. In

some embodiments, the two features F1 and F2 are selected such that there is a difference

between the absorption of at least one constituent of the material (i.e., the analyte and/or at least

one confounder) in the respective wavelengths bands of the two features. Therefore, the
difference between ^

^Գ ^

ெଶ

and ^

^Գ ^

ெ^

or a function of these two variables can be used in

determining the concentration of the constituent that absorbs differently in the two wavelength
bands. In one embodiment for noninvasive glucose measurement, in which the analyte does not
absorb substantially in the wavelength bands of the Feature F2 and if the total absorption of the
confounders remains substantially unchanged between the wavelength bands of Features F1

and F2, and where ^
^

^Գ ^

ெଶ

^Գ ^

ெ^

represents (EA 1 +EC 1 ) and ^

^Գ ^

ெଶ

represents EC 2 , the difference (^

^Գ ^

ெ^

െ

) can represent EA 1 , which can be used in determining the concentration of the analyte.

These specific conditions generally may not be true, however. Therefore, particular functions
or relations, as described below, based on the estimates of energies corresponding to one or
more features and/or one or more feature pairs can be used to determine more accurately the
concentration of the analyte.
Synthesis of Zyotons and Carrier Kernels

[0421] With reference to FIG. 10B, a feature is generally related to the intensity of radiation
reflected from or transmitted through a medium, or to the absorption of incident radiation

within the medium to be analyzed, corresponding to a specified range of wavelengths [^1, ^2],
also called feature boundaries. Typically, a feature (e.g., Feature F1) does not have a smooth
profile as shown in FIG. 10B. Examples of intensity and absorbance spectra are shown in
FIGS. 31A and 31B. The features obtained from any of these spectra, typically have a sawtoothed, somewhat jagged profile, such as that shown in FIG. 32. Such a profile generally

results from sampling errors, device and detector noise, ADC discretization artifacts, and/or

path length effects of summing absorbance from many individual NIR photons. Noise in an
intensity spectrum produced from radiation collected at a detector typically results from several
sources. The quantization error of the analog-to-digital converter (ADC) is one source. Another

source of noise is the variation in total travel distances of individual photons as they propagate

through a medium to be analyzed (e.g., the skin tissue), and this variation in combination with
scattering losses within the medium can introduce measurement noise in a received or detected

intensity spectrum.

[0422] Moreover, the noise in an intensity or absorbance spectrum may not be uniform across
the spectrum, and may vary according to the wavelength. As such, the noise in a feature within
the wavelength range [^1, ^2] can be non-uniform and may vary non-monotonically with the
wavelength. The variations in noise across a spectrum can be determined by the difference
between any single spectrum and a mean spectrum obtained from multiple spectra generated
using the same incident radiation and medium. FIG. 31A provides an example of a diffuse
reflectance intensity and FIG. 31B shows the associated absorbance from a NIR spectrum from
human skin. An example of noise in a captured spectrum is shown in FIGS. 33 through 35.

[0423] FIG. 33 provides an example of a set of mean-centered absorbance spectra to show
instrument related spectral variability as a function of NIR wavelength. FIG. 34 shows an

example of wavelength-by-wavelength RMS noise, based upon a set of spectra. FIG. 35 depicts
a difference between a single spectrum and the mean spectrum and provides an illustration of
the variation in noise across wavelengths. FIG. 36 shows the scaled intensity and absorbance
spectra associated with a single feature on the same plot. As shown in the legend for FIG. 36,

different absorbance and intensities profiles have been normalized by multiplying with
different factors. The ultra-weak absorbance of pure-component spectrum of glucose, in the
feature region delineated by 1540 nm to 1554 nm, has been multiplied by a factor of 10,000 to
plot at the same scale as the absorbance from confounders: fat (multiplied by factor of 8) and
water (multiplied by factor of 2). These scaled absorbances for glucose and the confounders fat
and water are overlaid on the same plot. The legend provides all the factors used for
normalizing the spectra (in intensity or absorbance units) to plot them on the same graph.

[0424] The fluctuations in the feature absorbance profiles shown in FIG. 36 typically result
from sampling errors, device and detector noise, analog-to-digital conversion (ADC)
discretization artifacts, and path length effects of summing absorbance from the travel-path of

many individual NIR photons launched in each illumination of the sample. A feature such as
that shown in FIG. 36, thus may have both periodicity and frequency content.

[0425] The process of generating a conditioned feature begins with the synthesis of a Zyoton
waveform and a carrier kernel waveform. The Zyoton is generated using a number of frequency
components. The first k (e.g., six) frequency components are selected, e.g., for measuring the

energy absorbed by an analyte (such as energy absorbed by glucose in tissue), according to
pure component spectrum of the analyte and the characteristics of instrument noise, such as the
RMS value in the amplitude domain, power spectral density in frequency domain, and/or

periodicity.

[0426] In various embodiments, the selected frequency components are related to frequencies
of radiation that are absorbed strongly by the analyte and those absorbed weakly or negligibly
by the analyte. The analyte-specific frequency components may be selected following a Fourier
transform of the selected spectral feature either before or after an optional interpolation, a sort
of the frequency components by peak power, and a selection of the first k (e.g., 6) frequency
components. A Fourier transform of a feature includes sinusoidal waveforms at different
frequencies/frequency components that, when summed, represent the feature waveform.

[0427] The feature data extracted from the spectrum has low spatial frequency content, often
due to a limited data vector length. The spatial frequency content may therefore be insufficient
to characterize changes in the feature properties due to analyte concentration and interference
from confounders. Coupling the feature with a complex carrier kernel with a higher spatial
frequency content can provide additional degrees of freedom to characterize the underlying
analyte. Pre-cursor modulation 10 in FIG. 37 of the feature can also increase the degrees of
freedom by increasing the bandwidth of the feature waveform prior to modulating the carrier
kernel. Different features, associated with different wavelength regions, with different
underlying analyte concentrations generally modulate the carrier kernel differently.

[0428] A carrier kernel typically includes k high amplitude frequency components, where k ≥
1, and j low amplitude frequency components, where j > 1, and may include m mediumamplitude components. While the specific values of the amplitudes of these frequency

components can be selected according to the amplitudes of the frequency components of the

Zyoton to be used in the collision process and/or other parameters of the collision process, the
amplitudes of the k high amplitude (also called high energy) frequency components of the

carrier kernel are typically two or three orders of magnitude greater than the amplitudes of the j
frequency components of the carrier kernel. The high energy k frequency components are
employed primarily for extraction of the energy absorbed by the analyte from a feature.

[0429] The carrier kernel may optionally include m frequency components (called medium
energy components or transition zone components) having amplitudes that are generally two to
three times the amplitudes of the low energy j components. The Zyoton used during the

collision process also has high energy k components, low energy j components and, optionally,

medium energy m components. Likewise, a conditioned feature generated by modulating the
carrier kernel by a feature also has the high energy k components, low energy j components

and, optionally, medium energy m components. During various frequency-domain
implementations of the collision process, the respective Zyoton and conditioned feature

components are amplitude sorted. Therefore, the discussion below usually refers to the high-

energy components of a waveform (e.g., a Zyoton, a carrier kernel, a conditioned feature, a
modified Zyoton, a renormalized Zyoton, etc.), as the first k frequency components or the first
k components.

[0430] In various embodiments, the first k frequency components of a Zyoton are determined
by examination of the second derivative of the pure component spectrum (e.g., glucose) in
order to identify areas of the greatest rate of change of energy absorption within the features
derived from the spectrum. For example, FIG. 28A depicts an absorbance spectrum of glucose,
and FIG. 30A shows the second derivative of that absorbance spectrum. The ratio of the
magnitude of the second derivative in the regions that correspond to high and low analyte
absorption regions (as shown in FIG. 28A) may be used to establish the relation (e.g., relative

ratio of magnitudes of first k frequency components of the Zyoton and/or the carrier kernel)
between the first k frequency components, as described below with reference to FIG. 38.

[0431] The second derivative may also be used, as discussed below, as an indicator of how
confounder interference will distort high and low absorbing regions in the frequency domain
for the specific wavelength region from which features are selected. In the absence of noise, the
second derivative can be used to provide a numerical classifier for identifying the areas of
greatest change in either of the high and low absorbance wavelength regions of the pure

component spectrum of the analyte. Use of the second-order derivative is generally described in
Ferraty, F. and Vieu, P, “The Functional Nonparameteric Model and Application to
Spectrometric data”, Computational Statistics, 17(4), 2002, which shows that by taking the

second- and higher-order derivatives, one can focus on curvature rather actual values taken by
functions to build more robust classifiers and improve prediction performance in the presence

of noise and other uncertainties.

[0432] The number k, i.e., the cardinality of the set of high-energy components, can be
determined by estimating the number of frequency components required to separate (as defined
below) spectral regions of the second derivative corresponding to higher and lower absorbing

regions of the pure component spectrum in the presence of at least three orders of magnitude of
added RMS pseudo-random noise (PRN). Commonly known techniques for generating pseudo-

random noise may be employed and addition is typically represented as wavelength-bywavelength addition of the PRN value to the pure component absorbance amplitude value. In
various embodiments discriminant classification is further used to develop a quadratic
discriminant class ifier using combinations of different numbers of frequen cy components, i.e.,
using 2, 3, 4,…k components.

[0433] A quadratic classifier can be used to separate two or more classes of objects or events
by a quadric surface (where quadric is any D-dimensional hypersurface in (D + 1)-dimensional

space defined as the locus of zeros of a quadratic polynomial). In coordinates x1 , x2 , ..., xD + 1 , the
general quadric is defined by the algebraic equation:

(11)
T

where x = (x1 , x2 , ..., xD + 1 ) is a row vector, x is the transpose of x (a column vector), Q is a (D +
1) × (D + 1) matrix and P is a (D + 1)-dimensional row vector and R a scalar constant. The
values Q, P and R are often taken to be over real numbers or complex numbers. The set of
“vectors of observations” used in the discriminant analysis includes features drawn from the
selected regions of the second derivative waveform combined with noise (PRN), each of which
is associated with a higher or lower absorption region of the analyte pure component spectrum.

[0434] To generate the vectors of observation to be used in discriminant analysis: (i) the values
of the second derivative of the pure comp onent absorbance spectrum, to which PRN has been
added, in the high and low absorbance regions as defined above, are extracted and copied into
two new vectors HighAbs and LowAbs respectively; (ii) in some embodiments, the HighAbs
and LowAbs vectors from the pure component absorbance spectrum for th e analyte are then
both up-sampled to the twice the up-sampled length used for up-sampling a spectral feature

vector (e.g., 2*2048 = 4096) as used in collision computing. The resulting vectors are denoted
as up-sampled-HighAbs and up-sampled-LowAbs vectors respectively; (iii) up-sampled

HighAbs and up-sampled LowAbs vectors are then Fourier transformed into spatial
frequencies. The results are denoted as F{Up-sampled HighAbs) } and F{Upsampled

LowAbs}vectors.

[0435] Additional steps include: (iv) magnitude sort F{Upsampled HighAbs} and
F{Upsampled LowAbs} on the basis of the amplitude of frequency compo nents to yield

F’{Upsampled HighAbs} and F’{Upsampled LowAbs} vectors; (v) construct observation test

vectors, to be used in discriminant analysis test, by selecting subsets of F’{Upsampled
HighAbs} and F’{Upsampled LowAbs} vectors with variable number of frequency
components such as v=2,3,4,….k components, where each value v is a candidate k value; and

(vi) optionally repeat this sequence of step (i)-step (v) 2, 5, 10, 50, 100, or 500 times, where
different amounts of random noise are added to the pure component spectrum to generate
different test sets of observation vectors of different numbers of frequency components.

[0436] The value of “k” may then be set to the number of components that can separate the
high and low absorbance noisy second derivative regions of the analyte pure component
spectra, in the case of a single test, or the maximum number of components that are required to

separate these high and low absorbing regions in repeated tests. In various embodiments, the
quadratic discriminant technique is used to build a classifier that can associate combinations of

frequency components with the absorption regions associated with an analyte of interest. In
general, high and low absorbing spectral regions are said to be separated when the result of the

discriminant classifier, normalized to a value of 1, is less than 0.1, 0.2, or 0.5.

[0437] In one embodiment, the number of high energy components (k) of the original Zyoton
(and of the carrier kernel, as well), where the k high energy components represent absorption
by the analyte, is determined using: (a) the Fourier transform of a noisy signal obtained by
adding a certain amount of noise to the second derivative of the analyte pure component
spectrum, and (b) discrimination classification. With reference to FIG. 39, the pure component
spectrum of the analyte of interest, denoted XA, is obtained in step 2. This spectrum is
typically generated using the source of radiation and the detector (e.g., an optical probe,
examples of which are described below) to be used in the non-invasive measurement system.

The spectrum XA may be optionally interpolated in step 2. In step 4, a second derivative of the
spectrum XA, denoted XA′′ is obtained.

[0438] Pseudorandom noise N is added to the second derivative XA′′, in step 6, to obtain a
A

A

A
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noisy signal S . The noise N can be gray noise with a correlation time of 10 seconds, and
may have a root-mean-squared (rms) value that is a multiple of (e.g., 100, 1000, 1500, 5000,
10,000 times, etc.), the rms value of the noise introduced by the sensor, i.e., the noise of the
spectrum signal XA. Alternatively, the rms value of NA can be a multiple of the RMS value of

the first or higher-order derivative of XA. In step 8, Fourier transform of the noisy second
A

derivative signal S is computed to identify the various frequency components therein. These

components are sorted by amplitude in step 10, though in some embodiments, this step is
optional.

[0439] Discriminant classification is performed in step 12 to determine the value of k, i.e., the
cardinality of the set of high-energy components of the Zyoton and the carrier kernel.

Specifically, k is set to be equal to the number of frequency components of the noisy signal that
are needed to separate the high and low absorbance regions as defined above. Thus, the
determination of k for the Zyoton (and for the carrier kernel, as well) is based, at least in part,
on the SNR of the measurement system. In some embodiments, the value of k may be
incremented by a suitable integer constant, e.g., 1, 2, 4, etc. The actual frequencies of the k
Zyoton and the carrier kernel frequencies are generally determined by the selected Zyoton
family/generator and need not be related to the frequencies of the components of the noisy
second derivative signal. In summary, k is concluded when the discriminant classification
technique using k-components can separate regions of the second derivative of the pure

component spectrum corresponding to higher and lower absorbance regions of the pure
component spectrum in the presence of noise.

[0440] The next m (e.g., 4, 6, etc.,) frequency components are designed as a transition zone to
the lower amplitude j frequency components. The discriminant classification technique may be
used to determine m, i.e., the number of frequency components in the transition zone of the
Zyoton (and the carrier kernel, as well). With reference to FIG. 40, pure component spectra
from one or more confounding materials, e.g., urea and collagen if glucose is the analyte of
interest, are added in step 4 to the pure component spectrum of the analyte (XA) obtained in

step 2, to produce a composite spectrum, denoted XC, in step 4. The second derivative of the
composite spectrum XC, denoted XC′′, is obtained in step 6.

[0441] In step 8, XC′′ is further combined with random white noise N (e.g., colored grey noise
C
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with correlation time of 10 seconds) having an rms value equal to a multiple (e.g., 100, 1000,
2500, 10,000 times, etc.), the rms value of the signal-to-noise ratio of the second derivative of
the composite spectrum, i.e., XC′′, where all the absorbances of the confounders are normalized
C

to the maximum absorbance of the analyte. In some embodiments, the rms value of N is a
multiple of the rms value of XC, a first derivative thereof, or third and higher-order derivatives
C

of XC. In some embodiments, the rms value of N is a multiple of the rms value of sensor
noise, i.e., the rms value of the pure component spectrum of the analyte XA, or a first or

higher-order derivative of XA. The number m of the frequency components required to

separate, according to the discriminant classification described above, the spectral regions of

the second derivative of the composite spectrum, with added noise, where the separated
spectral regions correspond to higher and lower absorbance regions of the pure component

spectrum of the analyte can be determined in steps 10-14. The discriminant classification in

step 14 may include several trials of different candidate values of m. This provides the number
of frequency components k+m. The discriminant analysis used to determine the number m of
the medium energy components is similar to the discriminant analysis described above that is
performed in the determination of the number k of the high-energy components. In finding m,

however, the candidate values for the length of the observation vectors for discriminant
analysis are set to be of length k+1, k+2, k+3, . . . , k+m frequency components.

[0442] For the determination of j, a dominant confounder may be used in the analysis. For
example, if glucose is the analyte of interest, the spectrum of water (generally known to have

much higher absorbance than glucose in tissue) can be used to create additional distortion. With
reference to FIG. 41, the pure component spectrum of the analyte (i.e., XA), one or more

confounders, and the water spectrum (all normalized to the absorbance of water, because the
water spectrum dominates the spectrum of glucose) are combined to obtain a composite
+

spectrum or signal, denoted XC in steps 2 and 4. In step 10, the second derivative of this
composite spectrum, denoted XC ′′ is mixed with random noise N having, e.g., the A+

+
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+

weighting and correlation time of 10 seconds. The noise N is constructed such that the rms
+

value of N is a multiple of (e.g., 400, 800, 1000, 2000, 7500, 12,000, times, etc.), the rms value
of the SNR of the second derivative of the composite spectrum XC ′′.
+

+

+

[0443] In some embodiments, the rms value of N is a multiple of the rms value of XC , a first
+

derivative thereof, or third and higher-order derivatives of XC . In some embodiments, the rms
+

value of N is a multiple of the rms value of XC used to determine m, or the rms value of the
pure component spectrum of the analyte XA, or a first or higher-order derivative of XC or XA.
Fourier analysis followed by discriminant classification are applied in steps 10-14, as in the
determination of the values of k and m, to determine the number j of the low-energy
components required to separate the spectral regions of the second derivative with added noise

corresponding to regions of higher and lower absorbance of the analyte pure component
spectrum, as described above. Including the water spectrum generally increases the range of

the frequency components beyond those corresponding to the random noise from scattering.
Because of the magnitude of the absorbance of the dominant confounder (water), very small

local variations in in its concentration typically manifest as noise in the absorbance that are

added to the noise contribution from light scattered by the medium.

[0444] In some embodiments, instead of adding a dominant confounder, random white noise
denoted N

++

(e.g., grey colored random noise with, e.g., A-weighting and correlation time of

-6

+

10 seconds) with a magnitude that is a multiple (e.g., 20, 50, 100, 125, times etc.) the noise N
that was added in step 8 is added in step 16 and, optionally, pure component spectra of one or

more confounders are also added to the pure component spectrum of the analyte XA. Thus, the
rms value of the noise N

++

can be 100,000 times the rms value of the SNR of the second

derivative of the analyte pure component spectrum without confounders, i.e., the signal XA′′.
In some embodiments, the rms value of N

++

is a multiple of the rms value of XA, a first

derivative thereof, or third and higher-order derivatives of XA. In some embodiments, the rms
value of N

++

+

is a multiple of the rms value of XC , or XC used to determine m, or a first or
+

higher-order derivative of XC or XC. Instead of adding a dominant confounder spectrum,
such as water spectrum, such noise may be added to increase the frequency range to include the
scatter-related frequency components.

[0445] The discriminant analysis used to determine the number j of the low energy components
is similar to the discriminant analysis described above that is performed in the determination of

the number k of the high-energy components and the number m of the medium energy
components. In finding j, however, the candidate values for the length of the observation
vectors used for the discriminant analysis are set to be of length k+m+1, k+m+2 , . . . , k+m+j

frequency components.

[0446] After the values of the number of Zyoton and carrier kernel components in the high,
medium, and low energy regions, i.e., k, m, and j, respectively, are determined, the actual

components of the waveforms are selected. With reference to FIG. 38, the bandwidth and/or a
+

morphological profile of the noisy signal S (generated in step 8 of FIG. 41) is computed in

step 2 (of FIG. 38). A Zyoton waveform family and/or a generator is selected in step 2
according to the morphological properties of: (a) the pure component spectrum of the analyte,
optionally combined with the pure component spectrum/spectra of one or more confounders, or

(b) the first or higher-order derivative of the pure component or combined spectrum, optionally
with added noise. The following examples illustrate the selection of a waveform family and/or
generator.

[0447] If the spectral bandwidth of the signal used in step 2 is high, e.g., greater than 1kHz,
100 kHz, 1 MHz, 100 MHz, etc., high spectral bandwidth Zyotons can be synthesized using
waveform families such as solitons; vortex-solitons; wavelets; or multi-color soliton and/or,
optionally, using waveform generator functions such as harmonic oscillators or chaotic
attractors.

[0448] If the spectral envelope of the signal used in step 2 is symmetrical, Zyotons with
symmetrical spectral envelop can be synthesized using waveform families such as solitons;

wavelets; ridgelets; or multi-color solitons and/or, optionally, using generator functions such as
cyclostationary series or Lyapunov functions. On the other hand, if the spectral envelope of the

signal used in step 2 is monotonic, Zyotons with a monotonic spectral envelop can be
synthesized using waveform families such as solitons; autosolitons; similaritons; wavelets;
curvelets ; ridgelets; bions; or elliptic waves and/or optionally, using generator functions such
as Frobenius manifolds; harmonic oscillators; Hermite polynomials; polynomial sequences ;

asymptotic Hankel functions; or Neumann spherical functions. If the spectral envelope of the
signal used in step 2 is random, Zyotons with a random spectral envelop can be synthesized
using waveform families such as solitons; multi-color solitons; Ricci solitons; or
nonautonomous similinear wave equations and/or, optionally, using generator functions such as

random number generators.
[0449] If the peak spectral energy of the signal used in step 2 is greater than a selected
threshold, Zyotons with high peak energy can be synthesized using waveform families such as

solitons; autosolitons; self-compressing similaritons; vortex-solitons; multi-color solitons;

and/or, optionally, using waveform generators such as Gamma functions; Riemann Zeta
functions; polynomial sequences ; spatial random fields; spherical harmonics; chaotic attractors

; exponential attractors; or evolution equation of exponential attractors.
[0450] If the spectrum of the signal used in step 2 has linearly distributed amplitudes, Zyotons
with a linear amplitude distribution can be synthesized using waveform families such as
solitons; autosolitons; similaritons; wavelets; curvelets; ridgelets; and/or, optionally, using

waveform generators such as Gamma functions; Riemann Zeta functions; polynomial
sequences; or spherical harmonics. If the spectrum of the signal used in step 2 has non-linearly

distributed amplitudes, however, e.g., exponentially distributed amplitudes, Zyotons with an
exponential amplitude distribution can be synthesized using waveform families such solitons;
vortex-solitons; multi-color solitons; and/or, optionally, using waveform generators such as

Fractals; poweroid coupled with sinusoidal functions; chaotic attractors; exponential attractors;

evolution equation for polynomial nonlinear reaction-diffusion equation; evolution equation for
Kuramoto-Savashinsky equation; or evolution equation of exponential attractors.

[0451] In step 4, “k” high energy components are obtained from the selected Zyoton
family/generator. This process is repeated in steps 6, 8, respectively, to obtain the m transition
components and the j low energy components. Each component (e.g., the i–th component) can

be represented in terms of its frequency ^ (i) and frequency-domain amplitude A(i).

[0452] In some embodiments, a base Zyoton obtained from a Zyoton family/generator may be
represented in the time domain, as described above, as:
ି
^ ே (xt) = 2 ^௫^^^^^௫^1 ^ ^ ^

^

(12)

By applying the Fourier transform to this time-domain representation, the frequency
components thereof can be determined. These frequency components of the base Zyoton, each

represented as an amplitude-frequency pair <^

∗

∗

^,

Ω ^>, sorted by the amplitude, can be

expressed in terms of k, m, and j as shown in Table 6:
Table 6

[0453] The amplitude-sorted components of the base Zyoton can be grouped into high,
medium, and low-energy components (i.e., k, m, and j components) according to the amplitudes

thereof. The boundaries between the high-energy and the medium-energy components and

between the medium-energy and low-energy components are not absolute, and can change,
depending on the embodiment. Thus, the designations of one or more frequency components to
a particular group can change.

[0454] Using the value of k, computed, e.g., as described with reference to FIG. 39, the first k
components of the base Zyoton, i.e., the components {<^

∗

∗

^,

Ω ^ >, . . . <^

∗

∗

^ ,

Ω ^ >} may be

selected to be included as the high-energy k components in the Zyoton to be synthesized.
Using the value of m, computed, e.g., as described with reference to FIG. 40, the first m
components of the base Zyoton from the medium-energy group thereof, i.e., the components

{<^

∗

∗

ঋା ^ ,

Ω ঋା ^ >, . . . <^

∗

∗

ঋା ^

,

Ω ঋା ^ >} may be selected to be included as the medium-energy

m components in the Zyoton to be synthesized. Similarly, using the value of j, computed, e.g.,
as described with reference to FIG. 41, the first j components of the base Zyoton from the lowenergy group thereof, i.e., the components {<^

∗

∗

ঋା ^ ା ^ ,

Ω ঋା

^ ା ^

>, . . . <^

∗

∗

ঋା ^ ା ^ ,

Ω ঋା

^ ା ^

>}

may be selected to be included as the medium-energy m components in the Zyoton to be
synthesized. In general, ঋ ^ ^; ^ ^ ^ ; and ঊ^ ^.

[0455] In some embodiments, the amplitudes A(i) of the Zyoton thus formed, require no
further adjustment. In other embodiments, however, the amplitudes of these components,

initially set to be ^

∗
^

according to the selected components of the base Zyoton, are adjusted in

step 10. These adjustments may be performed according to the ratio of the average, median,
minimum, or maximum magnitude of the second derivative in the regions that correspond to
high and low analyte absorption wavelength regions. To this end, the pure component
spectrum XA of the analyte of interest is partitioned into a number of wavelength regions,

where each wavelength region corresponds to a particular range of wavelengths [^ 1 , ^2 ] of the
spectrum XA. The wavelength regions are thus similar to features but, in general, features

correspond to wavelength regions of the spectral signals obtained from a medium to be
analyzed. The wavelength regions described herein are generally derived from pure component
spectra.

[0456] Some of these wavelength regions, where the absorption of energy by the analyte of
interest is high are designated as analyte wavelength regions. Some wavelength regions, where
the absorption of energy by the analyte is low, are designated as non-analyte wavelength
regions. The terms high absorption of energy and low absorption of energy should be
understood in the context of analysis, as described above. One or more of the several analyte

wavelength regions are selected to interact (via conditioning thereof) with the Zyoton and the
carrier kernel to be synthesized. The number of the selected analyte wavelength regions is n.
Each of these n selected analyte wavelength regions is denoted Fi, and is paired with a
corresponding non-analyte wavelength region denoted NFi, forming n wavelength region pairs
FP.

[0457] For each wavelength-region pair FPi, two regions of the second derivative of XA, i.e.,
XA′′, are identified, where the first region of the second derivative corresponds to the
wavelength boundaries of Fi, i.e., [^1 i , ^2 i ], and the second region of the second derivative
corresponds to the wavelength boundaries of NFi. A ratio Ri of the average, median,

minimum, or maximum magnitude of the first region of the second derivate to the average,
median, minimum, or maximum magnitude of the second region of the second derivative is
then computed. These steps are performed for each of the n wavelength-region pairs, to obtain

n ratios. The maximum and minimum of these ratios, denoted Rmax and Rmin are then
computed.

[0458] The amplitudes of the k Zyoton components, i.e., the high-energy or analyteinformation representing components, are then selected such that the pair-wise ratios thereof
max

are distributed in the range [R

min

,R

]. In particular, if the amplitudes of the k Zyoton

components are [A1, A2, . . ., Ak], A1 is designated a specified value, e.g., (1,000; 1,600;

4,000; 10,000; 50,000; 125,000, etc.). In some embodiments, the value of the amplitude ^
the base Zyoton may be retained. A2 is then selected such that A1/A2 = R
ratio value R2 less than R

max

min

but greater than R

max

∗
^

of

. An intermediate

is then selected, and A3 is selected such as

A2/A3 = R2. Another intermediate ratio value R3 less than R2 but greater than R

min

is then

selected, and A4 is selected such as A3/A4 = R3. The amplitudes of the k Zyoton components
are thus selected such that, finally, the ratio A(k-1)/Ak = R
are distributed in the ascending order, in the range [R

min

min

,R

.
max

In some embodiments, the ratios
]. In various embodiments, the

distribution of ratios, i.e., the selection of the intermediate ratios R2, R3, etc., can linear,
quadratic, or exponential, for example.

[0459] In various embodiments, the amplitudes of the j frequency components, i.e., the nonanalyte-information representing components, may be selected randomly as a fraction (e.g., in a
th

range from about 1/100 to 1/1000 ) of the amplitude of any of the k Zyoton components. In
some embodiments, the amplitudes of the j components can be a percentage such as 2%, 5%,

10%, 50% of the amplitudes of the k components. The amplitudes of the m transition
component can be a multiple (e.g., 2, 3, 5, 10, etc.) of the amplitude of any of the j Zyoton
components. The (k+m+j) frequency components may then be sorted by amplitude in step 12.
In the time domain, a Zyoton thus constructed is a traveling waveform that can be perturbed if
collided with another waveform such as an unmodulated carrier kernel or a conditioned feature.
The perturbation generally results in a change in the morphological profile of the Zyoton, e.g.,
a change in dispersion velocity, divergence, etc. Without a collision with another waveform,
however, the Zyoton can propagate substantially unperturbed, i.e., without a substantial change
in dispersion velocity, divergence, etc., at least over a preselected distance, such as the length
of a collision grid (e.g., 2000 points; 10,000 points; 20,000 points; 100;000 points; or more) in

the time domain. Substantial in this context can be a more than 0.001%, 0.005%, 0.02%, 0.1%,
1%, 5%, 10%, 20%, etc. change in a parameter of interest such as dispersion velocity over the
distance of propagation.

[0460] The frequency components of the carrier kernel may be selected to correspond to those
of the Zyotons in step 14. In general, the amplitudes of the k, m, and j components of the
carrier kernel are selected such that the spectral energy of the carrier kernel is only a fraction
(e.g., 1/100, 1/1,000, etc.) of the spectral energy of the Zyoton. In some embodiments, the
amplitudes of the frequency components of a Zyoton are determined as described above, and

then the amplitudes of the corresponding frequency components of the carrier kernel are set
using a constant scaling factor such as 0.25, 0.2, 0.1, 0.08, 0.03, 0.01, etc.

[0461] In some embodiments, the scaling factor is selected such that the Zyoton and the
unmodulated carrier kernel are co-dependent. This can be achieved by applying a Kappa test to
these two waveforms. In particular, if a magnitude of a difference between a scaled velocity of
the Zyoton and the velocity of the carrier kernel is not greater than the value of a Kappa
parameter ^SYN , used during synthesis, the Zyoton and the carrier kernel are likely co-

dependent. The co-dependence typically cannot be ascertained during waveform synthesis
because a conditioned feature obtained by modulating the synthesized carrier kernel with one

or more features, and used in a collision operation, typically has a different energy and velocity
than that of the carrier kernel.

[0462] In various embodiments the parameter ^SYN is similar to the parameter κDV2 discussed
above. In performing the above-described Kappa test, the velocity of the unmodulated carrier
kernel may be scaled during the comparison, instead of or in addition to scaling the velocity of
the Zyoton. The Kappa test using the parameter ^ SYN can be performed in the time domain or
in the frequency domain. If this Kappa test fails, the frequency-domain amplitudes of the
frequency components of the Zyoton, the carrier kernel, or both, may be scaled using a scaling
coefficient ^ SYN , which is similar to the normalized scaling coefficient αC discussed above,
such that the Kappa test would succeed using the adjusted Zyoton and/or the carrier kernel.

[0463] An example of some of the frequencies and amplitudes in a carrier kernel for the k, m,
and j components is shown in Table 7 below.
Table 7
Region

Frequency

Frequency Component Amplitude

K

M

J

(KHz)

(dBm/Hz)

218.7

625.4878

277.4

260.5532

317.2

233.3075

123.4

233.3075

87.16

194.6868

412.9

194.6868

497.3

38.5267

511.1

38.5267

732.42

35.9625

614.9

35.9625

507.2

33.6208

843.1

33.6208

328.6

25.5264

1832.4

6.3816

7322.1

5.0936

5376.2

5.0936

11236.5

4.0355

9032.5

4.0355

18043.1

3.8207

7344.5

3.8207

11264.4

2.5359

14090.2

2.5359

9433.7

1.2619

…

…

[0464] In the table above, the first six frequency components are the k components, the next
seven components are the m components, and the rest are a subset of the j frequency
components. To design a carrier kernel, a desired amplitude profile for the k, m, and j
components is set. The example relationship among the amplitudes described here, assigned to

their respective frequency components, was established for an embodiment of glucose

measurement, such that all the frequency components interact and mix with the selected
Zyoton. A function generator and/or a waveform synthesizer can generate the carrier kernel

from the frequency components selected as described above. The carrier kernel is then
modulated using the feature waveform to obtain a corresponding conditioned feature. In some

embodiments, a time-domain representation of the carrier kernel is discretized into a selected
number (e.g., 2048) of points.

[0465] A feature as extracted from an absorbance spectrum may be initially represented as a 32
point waveform. FIG. 32 shows an absorbance profile of a single feature, extracted from a
-1

-1

reflectance intensity spectrum in the region between 6493 cm (1540 nm) and 6433 cm (1554
nm). The initial feature length here, as extracted from an absorbance spectrum, is 32 data points
-1

-1

(60 cm ) for a resolution of the spectrum of 2 cm (including the two endpoints of the spectral
range). In various embodiments, that feature waveform is up-sampled to the length of the

carrier kernel (e.g., 2048) using e.g., spline interpolation to match the length of the two
waveforms. FIG. 42 shows the feature absorbance of FIG. 32, up-sampled by interpolation to
2048 data points from the initial 32-data point spectral feature. This up-sampling may be done
to match the length of the carrier kernel and Zyoton waveforms, and is followed by the optional
precursor frequency modulation described above. Features can be obtained from

reflectance/intensity signals and then such features can be transformed into absorbance-

representing features. Alternatively, as described above, the reflectance/intensity signal can be
transformed into an absorbance signal and the features can be obtained therefrom.

[0466] A Fourier transform is then applied to the up-sampled and optionally modulated feature
(also called a feature vector) to obtain a Fourier transformed feature. FIG. 43 shows an example
of the first 10 frequency components associated with the up-sampled feature shown in FIG. 42.
A Fourier transform of the carrier kernel is also generated to obtain a Fourier transformed
carrier kernel, which includes the k, m, and j frequency components, as described above. In
some embodiments, the Fourier transformed feature and carrier kernel are convolved to obtain

a Fourier transformed conditioned feature waveform. In some embodiments, the carrier kernel
is frequency and/or phase modulated by the original or up-sampled feature, to obtain the

conditioned feature. This modulation can be performed in the time (wavelength) domain or in
the frequency domain. If the modulation is performed in the frequency domain, a time-domain
representation of the conditioned feature waveform can be generated using the inverse Fourier

transform of the frequency-domain representation of the conditioned feature, e.g., the result of

a convolution of the Fourier transformed carrier kernel and the Fourier transformed up-sampled
feature.

[0467] In various embodiments, the co-dependency between a Zyoton and a conditioned
feature to be collided therewith is achieved by ensuring that: (i) an absolute difference between

their respective dispersion velocities is less than a specified threshold κDV2 , and (ii) divergence

of the envelopes of a selected number of sidebands of the modified Zyoton created as a result
of a collision is less than another specified threshold ^^As described above, the first condition
can be tested prior to a collision between the original Zyoton and the conditioned feature, using
the constraint variable κDV2 . Additionally, or in the alternative, the first condition may be
tested post collision, between the original Zyoton and a modified Zyoton using the constrain
variable κDV3 , or between the original Zyoton and a renormalized Zyoton, using the variable

κDV1 . It should be noted that while κDV1 , κDV2 , κDV3 , and ^ may optionally take on different
values, they all serve to enforce the co-dependency conditions.

[0468] The first type of constraints, κDV1 , κDV2 , and κDV3 , are related to the dispersion velocity,
which can be represented in the time domain as the amplitudes of the selected sideband peaks

of the time-domain representation of the waveforms considered, as discussed above. In the
frequency domain, the dispersion velocity can be represented by the amplitudes of the first k

frequency components or, as described above, by (‖ ^ ′^ ‖ െ ‖ ^ ^ ‖ ^. The second type of
constraint, ^, is related to the divergence of the sideband envelopes which may be caused by the
introduction of new m and/or j frequency components in the post-collision modified Zyoton –
which can result in a subtle change in the morphology (e.g., the overall shape) of the modified
Zyoton.

[0469] In general, the dispersion velocity can be described as the velocity with which the
narrow-band peak envelope of a Zyoton (e.g., the strongest peak of the underlying soliton
kernel as shown in FIG. 12A) propagates in a medium over time, ignoring higher order
chromatic dispersion and nonlinear effects such as those arising from the propagation of lower
amplitude pulses (or higher frequency components) in the Zyoton. Chromatic dispersion of the

Zyoton generally results from the introduction of new m and/or j frequency components and the
nonlinear effects from changes in the amplitudes of the m and/or j frequency components.

Energies associated with peaks at these new frequencies can distort the shape of the waveform.

The computation of dispersion velocity of solitons, which can be used to analyze Zyotons, is

discussed in Haus and Ippen, “Group velocity of solitons,” Optical Letters 26 (21), 1654

(2001), the entirety of which is incorporated herein by reference.

[0470] Changes in the post-collision dispersion velocity, i.e., the dispersion velocity (or the
velocity) of a modified Zyoton can be constrained by the asymmetric energy relationship
between the conditioned feature waveform and the Zyoton waveform, or between the
renormalized Zyoton waveform from the previous iteration and the Zyoton, as described above,
where the energy of the Zyoton may be three or more orders of magnitude more than that of the

conditioned feature and/or the renormalized Zyoton. In various embodiments, the conditioned
feature waveform and the renormalized Zyoton can be scaled (as described below in the

collision equation) to a small fraction of the total spectral energy of the selected Zyoton, in
order to achieve the desired energy balance.

[0471] As described above, the introduction of additional m and/or j frequency components can
change the shape of the modified Zyoton relative to the shape of the original Zyoton. This
shape divergence can be described as a change in the width of the post-collision Zyoton

waveform envelope. FIGS. 14A-14B are time-domain representations of a Zyoton and a
modified Zyoton resulting from a collision of the Zyoton and a conditioned feature. FIG. 14A
shows that the time-domain length of the original Zyoton is ^ and FIG. 14B shows the timedomain length of the modified Zyoton is ^ ^ . The post-collision, pre-renormalization timedomain length of the modified Zyoton can be stated as ^ ^ ൌ^ ^ ∆^^ , where ∆^^ is the width of
divergence after the first collision. In order for the collision to be nearly elastic, ∆^^ is required
to be less than a specified threshold ^^^An example of a numerical value of ^^is ^/100.

[0472] The renormalization can change the width of the modified Zyoton such that the width of
the renormalized Zyoton is reset to ^ . Such renormalization can be achieved via truncation
and/or re-sampling in the time domain. If the modified Zyoton is represented in the frequency
domain, re-sampling can be implemented by performing an inverse Fourier transform of the

frequency components of the modified Zyoton, followed by truncation and/or down-sampling,
to adjust the width of the modified Zyoton. Then a Fourier transform followed by an amplitude

sort of the frequency components can establish the amplitudes that may be used to obtain the
renormalized Zyoton. The co-dependency condition requires that the amplitude vectors
described above and/or the corresponding frequency components be selected during the
synthesis of the Zyoton and the carrier kernel such that conditions described above in terms of

the thresholds κDV1 , κDV2 , κDV3 and ^ are satisfied.

Formation of Conditioned Features

[0473] The process for ensuring co-dependency is related to the process of synthesizing a
carrier kernel, as described above, and to the process of generating one or more conditioned
features. FIGS. 44A and 44B respectively show the distribution and a detailed profile of base

frequencies used in the synthesis of one carrier kernel. FIG. 44A shows the plot of base
sinusoidal frequencies as a function of a frequency index, that can be used to generate the
carrier kernel. FIG. 44B illustrates the distribution of the first 16 frequencies as an example. A
frequency index is created by sorting the frequency components on the basis of the amplitudes
of their Fourier components.

[0474] In one embodiment, pure-component spectra of the analyte of interest over the
wavelengths of interest are deconstructed into spectral fragments (also referred to as
wavelength regions or spectral regions of). The boundaries of these spectral fragments
generally correspond to those of spectral features to be used to generate conditioned features

using the carrier kernel. The pure-component-spectra-based spectral fragments can be used to
determine the values of one or more Kappa parameters described above. To this end,

interpolation and/or pre-cursor modulation are optionally applied to the spectral fragment. A
carrier kernel is modulated using the spectral fragment to obtain a conditioned fragment. The
conditioned fragment is collided with a Zyoton, and a change in dispersion velocity of the

modified Zyoton relative to the dispersion velocity of the original Zyoton is computed.
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[0475] Noise such as randomly generated gray noise with a correlation time of 10 seconds
may then be added to the spectral fragment. The amount of noise can be a fraction of (e.g., 2%,
25%, 50%, etc.), equal to, or a multiple of (e.g., 2, 5, 10, 100, 1000, 10000 times, or more) the
expected and/or measured noise of the non-invasive measurement system. The abovedescribed steps may then be repeated using the noisy spectral fragments to obtain
corresponding changes in the dispersion velocity of the modified Zyoton. The steps of adding
noise, generating a conditioned fragment, colliding it with a Zyoton, and computing a change in

the dispersion velocity may be repeated for different amounts of noise. The parameter κDV1
may then be set according to these observed changes. For example, κDV1 can be a minimum,
average, median, or maximum of different observed changes in the dispersion velocity. Other
Kappa parameters discussed above can be set relative to κDV1 .

[0476] FIGS. 45A through 45D illustrate the distribution of carrier kernel frequencies and their
frequency components in the time and frequency domains. The profile of the full carrier kernel

and a zoom-in to the high-amplitude frequency components are shown. FIG. 45A shows the
time domain representation of a carrier kernel waveform generated using the frequencies shown

in FIG. 44A. FIG. 45B provides a distribution of carrier kernel waveform frequency
components, specifically a distribution of the amplitudes of these components, as a function of
spatial frequency. FIG. 45C shows a time-domain representation of the waveform shown in

FIG. 45A, down-sampled to 2048 data points. The down-sampling is optional and a downsampled waveform may include less than 2048 (e.g., 2000, 1024, 1000, 600, 512, 200, etc.) or

more than 2048 (e.g., 3000, 5000, 10,000, 40,960, etc.) points. FIG. 45D shows the
distribution of the spatial frequencies of the down-sampled carrier kernel waveform and
amplitudes of the frequency components as a function of spatial frequencies.

[0477] In ordinary frequency modulation (FM), a signal modulates the frequency of a carrier
wave where the modulated output does not have any nonlinear dependence on the original
signal. In various embodiments described herein, the carrier kernel is frequency modulated by a
feature. The carrier kernel is created with several selected frequencies, and the result of

modulation by the feature creates a nonlinear relationship to the feature. A non-linear
relationship is achieved because the carrier wave is a summation of several frequencies instead
of a single one. Other types of modulation, e.g., amplitude modulation, phase modulation, etc.,
and/or combinations of two or more modulation techniques can be used to modulate a carrier
kernel using a feature.

[0478] In general, a carrier kernel includes a set of distinct carrier frequencies ^ഥ^ ൌ^ ^^^ ,
^^ଶ

,...,
^^

ே^

^, where NK is the number of component carrier frequencies in the kernel.

Optionally, there are several harmonics of each frequency

^^^

embeded in the carrier kernel. As

stated above, the feature data extracted from a spectrum has low spatial frequency content,
generally due to a limited data vector length of the feature. This spatial frequency content is

often insufficient to characterize changes in the feature properties due to low analyte
concentration and interference from confounders. Coupling the feature with a complex carrier
kernel with a high spatial frequency content, after an optional precursor modulation, can
provide additional degrees of freedom to characterize the underlying analyte. Different
features, associated with different wavelength regions, with different underlying analyte
concentrations and corresponding absorption of energy, modulate the carrier kernel differently.

When the carrier kernel, modulated by the feature (and thus transformed to a conditioned
feature) with an expanded range of spatial frequencies, is collided with the Zyoton (which also

has an expanded range of corresponding spatial frequencies), the analyte absorption properties
can be extracted and amplified. In some embodiments, the same carrier kernel is used for all
features, regardless of the wavelength regions from which those features are derived. Different

carrier kernels and/or different Zyotons can be optionally used for different features.

[0479] A set of carrier frequency component amplitudes̅ ^ ൌ^^ ^ , ^ ଶ , . . . , ^ ே ^ is associated
^

ഥ

with ^^ . As described above in the discussion of Zyoton and carrier kernel synthesis, the choice
of the frequencies

^^^

for i = 1, . . ., NK , and NK relate to the relationship between absorbing and

non-absorbing feature wavelength regions in the Fourier transform of the analyte’ s pure
component spectrum, and/or noise characteristics of the feature, and by the anticipated
confounder interference, as expressed by the SCR. Specifically, the selection of at least some of

the carrier kernel frequency components was described above, relating them to the number of
components of a frequency-component based discriminant classifier required to overcome the

introduced distortion of the second derivative of the pure component spectrum for an analyte of
interest in the presence of confounders and added random noise. All the frequency components

and their amplitudes can be provided to a signal generator or synthesizer to generate the carrier
kernel waveform.

[0480] Spectral features need to be appropriately prepared before modulating a carrier kernel
by those features. FIGS. 46A through 46C show a feature prepared in the absorbance domain
and the distribution of spatial frequencies and their amplitudes in sorted order. In particular,
FIG. 46A shows the absorbance spectrum of a feature, which can obtained by transforming an
intensity spectrum obtained from a sensor, as described below. FIG. 46B shows all frequency
components of the feature in the amplitude-sorted order, and FIG. 46C shows the first ten

frequency components of the feature in the amplitude-sorted order.

[0481] When a carrier kernel is modulated by a feature waveform, a Fourier transform of the
resulting conditioned feature typically includes more than NK frequency components. In
general, the modulated carrier kernel, i.e., the conditioned feature includes ^ ^ ^ ^

^ி

^ ^^ ி

^

frequency components. The first k frequency components represent the energy absorbed by the
analyte and/or one or more confounders. The amplitudes of these frequency components are
denoted ^ ^ , ^ ^

^ಷ

, and

^^^ ಷ

, as depicted in FIG. 11. The Zyoton with which the conditioned

feature is collided generally includes ^ ^ ^ ^

^

^ ^^ ^ frequency components, and the amplitudes

of the frequency components of the Zyoton are denoted ^ ^ , ^ ^ , and ^ ^ , as also depicted in
ೋ

ೋ

FIG. 11. The respective frequency components of the Zyoton and the conditioned feature,
however, need not have exactly the same frequencies.

[0482] FIGS. 47A through 47D illustrate the distribution of frequencies and the normalized
amplitudes of the frequency components of a conditioned feature after modulation of the

waveform by a feature. All of the frequency components of the conditioned feature waveform,
sorted by amplitude, are shown in FIG. 47A. The analyte-information-representing k
components of the conditioned feature are shown in FIG. 47B. FIG. 47C zooms in to the
transition zone or mid-amplitude range m components of the conditioned feature, and FIG. 47D

zooms in to non-analyte-information representing j components of the conditioned feature.

FIGS. 48A and 48B show a time-domain representation of the conditioned feature having a
frequency domain profile shown in FIGS. 47A through 47D. A zoom-in to the overall timedomain profile of the conditioned feature waveform from FIG. 48A is shown in FIG. 48B.

[0483] FIGS. 12A through 12C show the morphological profile and amplitude envelopes of an
example one-dimensional Zyoton, derived from solitons, and corresponding to the Zyoton_D1
(shown in FIG. 49). FIG. 12A shows a time-domain representation of the Zyoton and FIG. 12B
shows a zoomed-in representation of the Zyoton. FIG. 12C shows the primary peak in the time
domain, and selected b sideband peaks on both sides of the primary peak. FIGS. 50A through
50C show time-domain representations of other Zyoton waveforms that may be used in

collision computing. Specifically, these Zyotons waveforms correspond, respectively, to
Zyoton D3, Zyoton D1, and Zyoton MM1 (shown in FIG. 49).

[0484] FIGS. 51A through 51C show the frequency domain representation of the different
Zyoton waveforms, i.e., Zyoton_D1, Zyoton_D3, and Zyoton_MM1. These frequency-domain
representations correspond, respectively, to the time-domain representations shown in FIGS.

50A through 50C. FIG. 51D shows a zoom-in to the frequency components of Zyoton_MM1.
FIGS. 52A through 52C show the profile of amplitude-sorted frequency components for the
Zyoton waveforms Zyoton_D1, Zyoton_D3, and Zyoton_MM1, respectively.

[0485] In various embodiments, the parameters ^ and ^ (as described below in the collision
equation), are applied to the Zyoton and/or conditioned feature waveform vectors. In various
embodiments, for computational efficiency, Zyotons are expressed as one-dimensional

traveling waves in the x, y or z dimension over time. The Zyotons may be synthesized,
however, using complex-valued waveform families (e.g., solitons) and/or generator functions
that are plane-wave, i.e., two-dimensional constructs (having x and y dimensions over time), or

even three-dimensional constructs (having x, y, and z dimensions over time). As the
corresponding Zyotons may be represented as one-dimensional traveling waveforms, a
compensating mechanism may be employed for this dimensional simplification between
Zyotons and the travel models of the waveforms from which they are derived. As an example,
iρ

a general form of a two-dimensional soliton plane wave is S(x, t) = Ae e

i( k x − ω t )

, where A is a

positive constant called the amplitude, ρ∈ [0, 2π) (which symbolizes that ρ can vary from 0 to 2

π) is called the initial phase, k and ω are two real–valued parameters called the wave number
^

and the angular frequency, and

is the number of waves per unit length, while

ଶగ

ఠ

is the

ଶగ

number of waves per unit time. For one-dimensional Zyotons, the dispersion velocity along the

propagation axis is expressed as

ఠ ^^^

.

^

[0486] In various embodiments, the collision operation is notionally one-dimensional, but the
complete collision operations may need to be planar or three dimensional. Therefore, a phase

rotation operation can capture the phase distribution effects. In some embodiments, a total
phase rotation space of 2^^ is set for the entire collision process. The total 2^^ phase rotation is

then divided by the number of collision iterations, to compute the rotation on a per collision
iteration basis. This can compensate for the random variability in the collision process that may

result from restricting the collision operation to a single dimension.

[0487] The power spectral density profile of the unscaled Zyoton (Zyoton_D1) is shown in
FIGS. 53A-53B. An amplitude-sorted frequency component profile of a conditioned feature to
be collided with Zyoton_D1 as shown in FIG. 53C. FIGS. 54A through 54C respectively show
amplitude time-domain profile, frequency distribution, and power spectral density profile of

Zyoton_D1 waveform, prior to a collision. The scaling coefficient ^ z was used match the
spectral energy ratio of the Zyoton waveform to the spectral energy of the conditioned feature
as described above. FIGS. 55A and 55B show the amplitude-sorted frequency component

profile of a modified Zyoton waveform obtaining by colliding the scaled Zyoton_D1 with the
conditioned feature described with reference to FIG. 53C. A zoom-in to the amplitude-sorted
frequency component profile of the modified Zyoton is shown in FIG. 55B.

Construction of the Collision Operator

[0488] With reference to FIG. 56, in various embodiments, one or more of certain specific
analysis objectives, 2a, 2b, 2c, 2d, and 2e are used for the selection of waveform families
and/or waveform generators to be used in Zyoton and/or carrier kernel synthesis, and/or in the
synthesis of Zyoton and/or carrier kernel waveforms. One or more of these objectives may also

be used in selecting parameters for conditioning the extracted features, and the parameters
defining the process of collision computing. The analysis objectives include: analyte detection
sensitivity, i.e., how small a change in analyte quantity is required to be detected, the output
concentration precision, and the accuracy of measurement with respect to a reference standard
for the analyte.

[0489] One or more sensor parameters, such as resolution, sampling interval, dynamic range,
sensor bandwidth, and the expected clutter absorption (i.e., expected signal-to-clutter ratio
(SCR) increase that is required), may also be used for Zyoton and carrier kernel synthesis
and/or in the selection of collision parameters and configuration of the collision computer. The
specific Zyoton waveform selection depends on the expected required signal-to-clutter increase
and the overlap between the signal and clutter observables. Both magnitude and shape
similarity between the analyte and the confounders overall may drive the selection of the

waveform families and/or generator functions used in Zyoton synthesis, as described above.

[0490] One or more of the sensor resolution, drift, precision, and noise characteristics may be
used to set the number of frequency components of the synthesized Zyoton waveform to be
used in the spectral energy computations as well as the number of frequency components of the
carrier kernel waveform used for feature conditioning. The relative scale of peak energy of the
Zyoton waveform and its co-dependent conditioned feature waveform are used in the
determination of the scaling coefficients and scaling vectors for the conditioning process and
for the collision process. The number of collision iterations required is generally proportional to
the expected required SCR increase. In some embodiments, the number of collision iterations
may be increased by a partial or full order of magnitude for each order of magnitude increase in
the expected required SCR.

[0491] The number of collisions (also referred to as collision count parameter) may be set
depending on the sensor signal-to-noise characteristics. In some embodiments, the number of
collisions is initially set to 100 when the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the sensor is 1000:1. As

an example, the SNR of a spectroscopic standard can be determined by the ratio of power of a
selected band (e.g. a 1 nm band) at a wavelength of interest (e.g., 1650nm) to the ratio of

background power in the same band using an NIR Diffuse Reflectance Standard with known
reflectance value. The collision count parameter may be altered during calibration of the

collision computer to accommodate sampling variability. The number of collisions is generally
increased by an order of magnitude if the SNR of the sensor or SCR decreases by an order of

magnitude. For example, in an embodiment for non-invasive glucose measurement in tissue,
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with SCR of 10 , a collision count of 20,000 was used with a sensor SNR of 10 . In a similar
manner, the number of collisions can be decreased if the SNR and/or SCR were to increase.
The minimum number of collision iterations required is one. In various embodiments, the
expected required SCR increase is determined by analyzing expected overlap and energy
absorption due to dominant confounders which have spectroscopic absorption peaks in the

same region as the analyte in the spectral bandwidth where the spectrum is acquired.

[0492] As described above, the specific properties of the collision process that are selected to
estimate accurately the presence, absence, concentration, and/or rate of change of concentration

over a fixed time interval (e.g., in seconds or minutes) of an analyte include the selection (or
synthesis) of the collision waveform or Zyoton 10, which depends, at least in part, on the

expected required SCR increase. This includes the selection of a base family of usable
waveforms and the setting of one or more Zyoton parameters during synthesis thereof.
Selecting the collision parameters, 20, includes selecting the number of collision iterations to

be performed to assess the net absorption of energy due to the analyte of interest, and setting
the collision operator, i.e., the delay shift, scaling, and phase adjustment parameters. The
interaction between the frequency components of a conditioned waveform and a co-dependent

Zyoton waveform generally provides a robust estimate of energy changes due to selective
energy absorption by the analyte. In some embodiments, the net energy change is an energy
gain in successive collision iterations. The collision computer can be configured and the
colliding waveforms can be constructed such that the energy change in successive collision
iterations is an energy loss.

[0493] In general, the collision between a Zyoton and a conditioned feature or between a
Zyoton and a renormalized Zyoton resulting from the previous collision iteration creates a
finite-range frequency component perturbation. As scattering due to the medium is inherently
random, but statistically bounded in time and space, in some embodiments, Zyoton waveforms

are selected that are soliton-based and which show absorption effects more strongly in the
analyte-information representing k frequency components, which in some embodiments are

high-amplitude components. The scattering effects are generally represented more strongly in
non-analyte information representing j frequency components, which in some embodiments are

low-amplitude components. The total set of frequency components of the Zyoton is described
as H = k+m+j where k > 0, m ≥ 0, and j > 0, and k and j frequency components generally do

not overlap.

[0494] Such a Zyoton waveform can be constructed, as described above, using the pure
component spectra of analytes (such as glucose) and pure component spectra of one or more
confounders, including dominant confounders, and by modeling the scattering effects, if any, of
the medium to be analyzed. The wavelength dependent absorption and scattering properties of
the medium may be modeled in order to synthesize the Zyotons and carrier kernels to be used
in the collisions. This knowledge from bio-optical models and chemistry generally yields
suitable waveform families and generator functions for synthesizing Zyoton waveforms, and
can also guide the number of frequency components that are used in the estimation of analytespecific absorption energy.

[0495] Once the number of frequency components that can yield a robust estimate for analytespecific absorption is established for the analyte-information representing (i.e., k), transition
(i.e., m), and non-analyte information representing (i.e., j) regions of the Zyoton and carrier
kernel waveforms, (e.g., k = 6, 7, 10, etc., in some embodiments for non-invasive glucose
measurement), the parameters of the collision grid can be computed. In addition, for
computational efficiency and to limit the computer memory requirements, windowed and/or

bracketed interactions may be used to implement the waveform collisions.

[0496] In various embodiments, the window length is set such that interaction of frequency
components that are used in the computation of spectral energy changes due to the analyte-

specific spectral absorption can be propagated from one collision to the next. In some
embodiments, the window length is set such that the frequency component changes resulting

from scattering effects are substantially eliminated during the truncation operation built into the
collision process. In some embodiments, variations in the scattering properties of the medium
may contain analyte information and, as such, at least some frequency components
corresponding to the scattering properties of the medium may be retained. The renormalization
performs a truncation according to the window length. Optionally, the collision parameters can

be altered, 30, during the collisions. Specifically, one or more properties of Zyotons may be
modified and the constraints or boundary conditions for the collision operation, e.g., the Kappa

parameters described above, may be modified, to ensure that each collision is a valid

interaction.

[0497] The overall process of constructing a collision computer can be summarized as follows:
(a) Frequency components of the second derivative of a signal generated from pure component
spectra, or frequency components of the pure component spectra themselves or of the first or

other higher order derivatives of the pure component spectra, with added random noise may be
used to determine the numbers (k, m, and j) of frequency components of the carrier kernel; (b)
The same analysis can be used to determine the numbers (k, m, and j) of frequency components
of the Zyoton, as well; (c) The spectral properties (e.g., bandwidth, morphology, etc.) of the
signals and/or frequency components in step (a) above can be used to select a suitable Zyoton

family; (d) The frequency of the peak component of the Zyoton can be any frequency within
the family that supports the bandwidth of the signals and/or frequency components; (e)
Frequencies of other Zyoton components can be selected according to the numbers k, m, and j.

[0498] Moreover, (f) Frequencies of the frequency components of the carrier kernel in some
embodiments must match respective frequencies (e.g., within a value σ, where σ is defined as:
^^

) of the corresponding Zyoton components, where BW is the bandwidth of the carrier

ଶ ^^ ା ^ ା ^ ^

kernel (in Hz) and k, m and j refer to the number of frequency components of the carrier kernel
as described above; (g) The amplitudes of the frequency components of the Zyoton and the

carrier kernel determine the relative spectral energies of the Zyoton and the carrier kernel. (h)
The amplitudes of the respective time-domain waveforms corresponding to the frequency
components determine the respective velocities of the Zyoton and the carrier kernel.

[0499] During the collision iterations, truncation of a modified Zyoton, i.e., the removal of one
or more frequency components of the modified Zyoton during the post-collision
renormalization may cause the renormalized Zyoton (which is typically the “feature proxy” for

the next collision), to be clipped. The amplitudes of the surviving components of the
renormalized Zyoton frequency components are generally rescaled to reintroduce the effect of
this clipping. In various embodiments, renormalization performs the rescaling (also called
amplitude balancing).

[0500] Some Zyotons, however, have severe nonlinearities and such rescaling is difficult to
apply to a modified Zyoton. Therefore, in some embodiments, the rescaling is applied to the
original Zyoton waveform instead, to offset the clipping of the modified Zyoton that was

performed to obtain the renormalized Zyoton, which is then collided with the original Zyoton

as rescaled, in the next collision iteration. This may allow for a consistent, repeatable correction

to be applied in each collision iteration, so as to ensure the co-dependency of the colliding
waveforms. Truncation of the modified Zyoton (and downscaling thereof to remove the energy
of the original Zyoton), to obtain a renormalized Zyoton, and a modification of the original
Zyoton instead of amplitude rebalancing of the renormalized Zyoton, can improve the
computational efficacy of the collision process and/or may reduce latency in producing the

result for real-time analysis of sensor data.

[0501] In some embodiments, e.g., for glucose detection, the Zyoton properties are not changed
between collisions, i.e., the same Zyotons are used. The collision operator is also not altered. In
some configurations of the collision computer, however, the collision operator may be modified

after each successive collision for certain applications. The selection of the parameters as
described above generally specifies the collision computer 50.

[0502] As a Zyoton represents a traveling wave, its instantaneous amplitude coefficients (i.e.,
the absolute value of the magnitude of amplitude peaks as a function of different frequencies in
the envelope of the waveform at a particular time where the envelope function of wave has a
smooth curve outlining its extremes, as shown in FIGS. 12A-12C serve as initial conditions for
analyzing propagation behavior through a propagation medium over time. In various
embodiments, the Zyotons are synthesized such that numerical differences in propagation
properties before and after collision are small and propagation of the Zyoton remains

substantially unchanged in terms of the dispersion velocity and divergence thereof.

[0503] To ensure that Zyoton properties are preserved, i.e., the Zyoton is perturbed but only
within certain limits, the post-collision velocity of the modified Zyoton is compared to that of
the original Zyoton. Unless the difference is within a given threshold κDV3 , the original Zyoton
and the modified Zyoton are not acceptable for additional collisions, and the collisions are not
“nearly elastic,” as described above. In some embodiments, the modified Zyoton is
renormalized and the velocities of the original and renormalized Zyotons can be compared to
ensure that the difference therebetween does not exceed the threshold κDV1 . In addition, it is

also tested whether divergence of the modified Zyoton is not greater than the threshold ^. If the
kappa and tau tests are both met, the collision is determined to be nearly elastic, and the
perturbation of the Zyoton is determined to be within limits specified by the kappa and tau
parameters. In some embodiments, the collision operator is constructed such that the

divergence test need not be performed explicitly. In various embodiments, the velocity and

divergence tests may be performed in the time domain and/or in the frequency domain and,
accordingly, the various kappa and tau parameters may take on suitable values.

[0504] If the velocity difference and/or the divergence are outside the respective thresholds, the
Zyoton may be sub-optimal as a collision entity. A new Zyoton may then be selected or
synthesized, or the feature data may have a gross artifact and may be examined. One or more
new features may be obtained from additional samples.

[0505] In some embodiments, in addition to selecting/synthesizing Zyotons and carrier kernels
and configuring the collision computer, the extracted features are conditioned for collisions
using the process shown in FIG. 37. In particular, in some embodiments, a selected feature 4 is
modulated in step 10 using a signal such as 16.5 Hz, 30 Hz, 75 Hz, 125 Hz, 500 Hz, 1 kHz, 40

kHz, 100 kHz, 260 kHz, 1 MHz, or a signal having even higher frequency. This modulation in
step 10, called precursor modulation, is optional. The precursor modulation can be amplitude,
frequency, or phase modulation or a combination of any two or all three of these. Alternatively,
or in addition, in some embodiments, the feature is interpolated at step 10, to match its timedomain length with that of the carrier kernel. The interpolation of the feature is also optional.
The feature (which may be pre-cursor modulated and/or interpolated) is used to frequency
modulate a carrier kernel at step 30, to turn that feature into a conditioned feature. To this end,

frequency modulation is performed.

[0506] As described above, in some embodiments, the spectral properties of one or more
spectral fragments obtained from one or more pure component spectra are used in the synthesis

of the Zyoton and/or carrier kernel. In general, a spectral fragment is the portion of a spectrum
between two wavelengths within the total wavelength range of the spectrum. The wavelength
boundaries of these spectral fragments may correspond to the wavelength boundaries of one or

more features to be conditioned using the carrier kernel. In some embodiments, the spectral
properties (e.g., bandwidth, frequency distribution, etc.) of the spectral fragments are obtained
at step 20 by applying a Fourier transform to a spectral fragment of the pure component spectra

of the analyte of interest and/or one or more confounders typically present in the medium to be
analyzed. Examples of analytes and confounders include glucose, urea, fat, collagen, water, if
the medium to be analyzed is tissue or blood; gases such as radon, helium, etc., if the medium
or environment to be analyzed is the atmosphere of the earth, another planet, etc.; or a
chemical, if the medium to be analyzed is water in a reservoir, ocean, etc.

[0507] In step 22, one or more carrier kernels are synthesized using the spectral properties
obtained in step 20 and/or additional properties such as the expected required SCR increase,

and/or the SNR of the system to be used for data acquisition and measurement. In some
embodiments, these various properties are used to synthesize a carrier kernel directly, while in

some embodiments, these properties are used to design a Zyoton. A Zyoton may be obtained

from a database 50, and the properties thereof (e.g., the frequency distribution, amplitude
profile, and numbers of k, m, and j components) may be determined at step 55. As described
above, a carrier kernel may then be synthesized according to the properties of the Zyoton such
that the carrier kernel and the Zyoton are co-dependent.

[0508] Based on the selection of a Zyoton to be used in collision, a co-dependent carrier kernel
is selected, e.g., in terms of the frequency components and amplitude profile thereof, in step 24.

The selected carrier kernel is modulated in step 30 using the feature, which may be precursor
modulated and/or interpolated, to obtain a conditioned feature. The conditioned feature may be

resampled at step 0 to match its length with that of the Zyoton. The resampling may result in

removal of one or more frequency components that were not included in the carrier kernel
and/or the Zyoton, but were introduced by the modulation in step 30. The modulation in the
step 30 may be performed in the time domain or in the frequency domain.

[0509] The conditioned feature may then be adjusted to ensure co-dependency thereof with the
Zyoton. If the adjustment is performed in the time domain, the time-domain amplitudes of the
envelope peaks of the conditioned feature are adjusted such that the absolute difference
between the velocity of the conditioned feature and the scaled velocity of the Zyoton is not
greater than a kappa parameter κDV2 . If the adjustment is performed in the frequency domain,
the frequency domain amplitudes of the k, m, and j components of the conditioned feature are
adjusted such that the absolute difference between the spectral energy of the analyte-

information representing k components of the conditioned feature and scaled spectral energy of

the k components of the Zyoton is not greater than a frequency-domain value of kappa
parameter κDV2 . Alternatively or in addition, the velocity/spectral energy of the conditioned
feature may be scaled and, accordingly, a suitable kappa parameter can be used to adjust the

conditioned feature. The numeric scaling coefficient that establishes the spectral energy of the
Zyoton with respect to the spectral energy of the conditioned feature, is denoted αZ .

[0510] In one embodiment for non-invasive glucose measurement, the various parameters
described above were selected such that: (i) the spectral energy of the conditioned feature was

th

adjusted to match 1/100,000 the spectral energy of the Zyoton with which the conditioned

feature was to be collided. (ii) the conditioned feature waveform was propagated on a 10,000
point grid, and (iii) in this embodiment, precursor modulation using a modulation signal at a
frequency of 16.5Hz was used in step 10.

[0511] The optional precursor modulation in step 10 is different from modulation of the carrier
kernel in step 30. In systems having low instrument resolution, low SNR, and/or low SCR, (i)
the number of k frequency components selected is typically greater than six, in order to create a
collision computing system that may achieve the desired accuracy, and (ii) the frequency of the
signal used for the optional precursor modulation in step 10 is also generally greater than 16.5

Hz, generally to bring the frequency components of the feature to a range comparable to those
of the Zyoton and the carrier kernel. For example, the modulating frequency used for a system
where the SNR is reduced by an order of magnitude and resolution reduced by a factor of two
is 100 KHz.

[0512] In various embodiments, the collision grid is not related to the wavelength or
wavenumber scale associated with the acquired data from which the features are generated.
Instead, it is typically related to the maximum of the cardinality of the total set of Zyoton
frequency components used in collision computing. The extracted feature can be treated as a
one-dimensional data object including a vector of numbers. Once conditioned, the feature can

represent an object on a spatial grid. The collision process is generally implemented on a
spatio-temporal collision grid having a time dimension and at least on spatial dimension, such
as x, y, or z dimension, that captures waveform propagation over time and a distance. The

spatio-temporal collision grid can thus represent traveling waveforms, i.e., the Zyoton, the

conditioned feature, and the modified and renormalized Zyotons. The number of spatial
dimensions of the collision grid is equal to the number of spatial dimensions of the waveforms

used in the collisions. Thus, if the waveforms are planar, the collision grid has two spatial
dimensions. If the waveforms have three spatial dimensions, the collision grid also has three

spatial dimensions and the time dimension. The conditioned feature, the Zyoton, the modified
Zyoton, and the renormalized Zyoton, are all travelling waveforms on the spatio-temporal
collision grid. A single collision iteration may analyzed over e.g., a 1,000; 2,000, 5,000;

10,000; 20,000; 100,000 point collision grid.

[0513] The carrier kernel and the Zyoton properties are related and the two are co-dependent,
because, among other reasons as described above, they both depend on the expected required

SCR increase and/or the SNR of the measurement system. Thus, both waveforms are
dependent on the expected SCR increase required to discern energy loss due to absorption at
the feature level. For some media/environments to be analyzed, the expected required SCR
increase can range from four to six orders of magnitude using Zyoton frequency bandwidths of
hundreds of kHz to tens of MHz. In some embodiments, the carrier kernel may optionally be
frequency matched to the Zyoton or may have a higher frequency bandwidth.

[0514] As described above, a conditioning process is applied to all of the features of the
acquired spectra, which generally involves frequency modulation of a carrier kernel. Unlike a
constant-frequency carrier signal typically used in typical amplitude modulation (AM) or
frequency modulation (FM), as in modulation of radio-frequency (RF) signals, the carrier
kernel modulated by the feature is a complex waveform itself, having several frequency
components having different amplitudes. A carrier kernel has three specific properties: (i) it is
frequency matched, at least to some degree, to the Zyoton; (ii) the Zyoton is designed so that its
properties are unchanged within limits specified by dispersion velocity and divergence
parameters when collided with the conditioned feature, in terms of morphology and peak
frequency components. As the preservation of Zyoton properties is a key design constraint, the
carrier kernel modulated by each feature is selected such that Zyoton propagation after collision
is not significantly altered, as specified by the dispersion velocity and divergence parameters;
and (iii) the carrier kernel is constructed to mitigate interference from random noise, sampling
variability, and other measurement transients in the feature and to improves the dynamic range
of measurements.

[0515] Modulation of a carrier kernel generally provides smoothing of random noise in the
feature and can increase dynamic range of measurement at the same time. An example of a
waveform family used to generate a carrier kernels, denoted G(t), is:
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The constant k in the above equation (which is different from the number of analyteinformation representing components k in a carrier kernel and/or a Zyoton), is set to 2000 in
some embodiments so that the conditioning process can eliminate sampling-related transients

that may occur.

[0516] A conditioned feature denoted as a Feature Waveform (FWi) in the collision equation
below, i.e., a carrier kernel modulated using a feature, must optionally match the time-domain
length of its paired Zyoton (Zi). But the two, the Zyoton waveform and the conditioned feature
waveform, have typically different lengths in the time domain. To match the morphology,
including the waveform lengths, a conditioned feature may be down-sampled as described

above in step 40 (FIG. 37), e.g., from 10,000 points to 2,000 points. Additionally, or in the
alternative, the Zyoton can be down-sampled to match the lengths of the two waveforms. In
some embodiments, the conditioned feature and/or the Zyoton are up-sampled so that the

lengths of their time-domain representations match. Optional truncation of FWi is

implemented to prune the collision spatio-temporal grid, e.g., for computational efficacy. The
choice of collision grid parameters is related to the selected properties of the Zyoton. For
example, the length of the collision grid must be greater than the length of a time-domain

representation of the Zyoton.

[0517] As described above, the co-dependency condition requires the change in post-collision
dispersion velocity to be less than a threshold κDV1 . The collision grid can establish a reference

scale for the variable κDV1 . In general, the parameter κDV1 is inversely proportional to both the
time and space dimensions of the collision grid. This has the general effect of numerically

establishing κDV1 as a target value for each system.

[0518] Amplitude adjustment of the conditioned feature is typically performed as described
above, generally to adjust the amplitudes of the frequency components of the conditioned
features FWi to a fraction of the peak amplitudes of all Zyotons that may be used in the

collision. Amplitude adjustment completes the feature conditioning process, and is

implemented for all features e.g., those extracted from all acquired spectra in a multiple

illumination sequence (MIS), as described below.

[0519] The collision operation generally entails six steps. The first step is initialization of the
collision time scale. The next step is computation of the collision-computing parameters. The
generalization of the collision operator is given by equation (13):
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[0520] The term k denotes collision iteration count in the above equation, and covers the case
that includes only a single collision, as well as multiple (or N = k > 1) collisions, where N is the
total number of collision iterations, and is a collision-computing parameter.

[0521] Variable tk ranging from 1 to k denotes the index on the grid for collision, with tk ,
representing the kth point on the grid. k typically ranges from 1 to 100,000 depending on the
signal-to-clutter increase desired.
^

ഥ
ଓ, ^ ଓ^ ௧ೖషభ are the renormalized
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[0522]

Ω^^^

results

o f (k-1) th collision

that is used in the k th

collision. The collision iterations can be performed in the time domain or in the frequency
domain.

[0523] In the time domain, the collision-computing parameter ^തdenotes the scaling vector.
The scaling depends on the desired dynamic range in the post-collision energy change desired.
In one embodiment, the scaling vectors are chosen to amplify the change in detected energy
over a dynamic range that extends over eight orders of magnitude. Such a dynamic range can
be required, e.g., if the original feature were extracted from a spectrum acquired from a human
subject with tissue glucose concentrations varying between 20 mg/dl and 600 mg/dl. In the

mathematics of Zyoton wavefront propagation dynamics, the scaling vector relates to the speed
at which the zyoton wavefront propagates in media, some of which may be anisotropic or time-

varying. In physical terms, the scaling vector ^ത, can control the speed of the Zyoton wavefront
propagation, and thus controls the amplification applied to the spectral energy of the
conditioned feature during the collision operation. Values of elements of ^തtypically range
5

-5

between 10 and 10 , depending on the amplitude of the Zyoton waveform peaks in the time
domain.

[0524] The collision-computing parameters of delay and phase rotation can mitigate noise.
Some portion of the noise may be correlated with the overall measurement system, e.g., the

radiation emission and detection subsystem. Some portion of the noise, e.g., noise resulting
from properties of the medium to be analyzed, may be uncorrelated to the overall measurement
system. ^ ̅ denotes the delay shift vector used to align the elements of the Zyoton and the
conditioned feature wavefronts. The delay ^ ̅ and phase rotations ^ may be optionally applied to
the time-domain representation of the Zyoton or conditioned feature. Zyoton morphology is
related to the delay shift parameter, in that specific zyotons may have substantial numbers of
closely-related frequency components that require an appropriate selections of ^ ̅. This delay is

related, in the glucose example, to the actual spectral wavelength resolution of the instrument
used to acquire the spectrum from which the feature is extracted, with lower resolutions
requiring larger delay values. This same ^ ̅ may be used if all features have the same cardinality
in terms of the number of spectral elements, e.g., 32 points in the noninvasive glucose
embodiment. If the cardinality or feature length is different, then a different ^ ̅ is used for each
feature. This delay can also capture the expansion of the frequency bandwidth in the original
̅
feature

b y the optional

precursor

modulation

b y the conditioning

operation.

Physically,

^

compensates for the delay in transferring energy from principal frequency components of the
original feature and those of the Zyoton. The numerical elements of the delta vector are related

functions of the length of the Zyoton waveform in the time domain, and to the amount of sensor
noise.

I f a delay

is not desired,

all values

̅
o f ^ ^are set to null. Proper

̅
^ selections

allow

precise

time-scale alignment of the feature waveform and Zyoton in the computer memory prior to
collision.

[0525] Collision-computing parameter ^ represents the phase rotation applied to the Zyoton in
the time domain, with values below π radians and typically ranging between 0.1 radian and
0.0001 radian. If no phase rotation is to be applied, then ^ is set to 2 π radians. In addition to
compensating for the dimensional deficiency of the zyoton described above, phase rotation is
used to eliminate the impact of spectrum-to-spectrum variations of random noise in the data,
changes in scattering which could be due to changes in the medium, and changes in the

absorption of confounders whose absorption overlaps with that of the analyte in the spectral

region as of the feature.
[0526]

Optionally,

̅ ^ and

^
^ are used to insure

that the kappa

test i s met in the time domain.

Collision-computing parameter ̅^^ denotes the optional scaling vectors for the conditioned
feature wavefront, and can be used if the Zyoton is not scaled in performing the Kappa test. If

scaling is not desired, all values of̅ ^ are set to unity. The̅ ^ scaling generally impacts the

amplitude of the time-domain peaks of the conditioned feature waveform, and can adjust the
velocity of the conditioned feature waveform. Implicitly, this results in the scaling of the
frequency domain amplitudes of the conditioned feature, leading to an adjustment of the energy
of the conditioned feature waveform.
[0527]

Collision-computing

parameter

^
^ denotes

the optional

scaling

vectors

for the

renormalization of the modified Zyoton following the collision. If scaling is not desired, all the
values

^
o f ^ are set to unity.

^
This ^ scaling

o f amplitudes

o f the modified

Zyoton

i s used t o

adjust its velocity in the time domain, and results in the scaling of frequency domain
amplitudes of the renormalized modified Zyoton, and thereby and adjusts the energy of the
Zyoton. In various embodiments, this scaling is done so that kappa tests, e.g. κDV1 and/or κDV3
tests, are met in the next collision iteration. The scaling vectors ̅ ^ and ^^ are not necessarily
related; the former is used in testing the velocity condition of the two co-dependency
conditions, and the latter is used to adjust the velocity during renormalization.

[0528] The parameter ^ represents the fully conditioned Zyoton vector prior to a collision,
wherein the conditioning operation includes of scaling using ^ത, and delay-shift ^ and phase
rotation ^ operations. The parameters ^ത, ^ and ^ are interrelated and chosen such that the
spectral energy change during a collision between, for example, a feature with strong analyte
signal and one with weak analyte signal content derived from the same spectrum could be
separated by six to eight orders of magnitude. Calibration set data, using known concentrations
of the analyte of interest in a calibration medium, can be used to derive these parameters.
Improper or inconsistent selection will yield limited utility in detection of analytes in the
presence of confounders and biological or instrument noise. If no scaling, delay shift or phase
rotation is applied, then ^ is set to unity. Typically ^^is set to unity for in-vitro analysis
embodiments where the medium is much simpler than in the tissue glucose embodiment.
തതതതത

[0529]

The parameter

^ represents

the fully

conditioned

feature-derived

wavefront

^ ^ ^ vector

prior to a collision, wherein the conditioning operation includes optional scaling using ̅ ^, and
delay-shift ^ operations. The coefficients^̅ ^ and shift ^ are selected in the similar manner as for
the Zyoton Wavefront. The collision operator, Zyoton design and selection, feature
conditioning and collision operator parameters are codependent. The parameters ̅ ^ and ^ are
interrelated and chosen such that the spectral energy change during a collision between for
example, a feature with a strong analyte signal and one with a weak analyte signal content
derived from the same spectrum can be separated by six to eight orders of magnitude during a

collision. Calibration set data, using known concentrations of the analyte of interest in

calibration media are used to derive these parameters. If no scaling or delay shift is applied,

then ^ is set to unity.

[0530] As discussed herein, scaling takes two forms in the collision process. Prior to the first
collision, the spectral energy of a Zyoton waveform is initially designed set to a multiple of the
spectral energy of an expected conditioned feature. After a collision, the modified Zyoton is

renormalized, which entails down-scaling in the frequency domain. The design of the carrier

kernel and zyotons is an iterative process, and the initial waveforms chosen are refined as
indicated by performance of the collision-computing process. The scaling vectors need to be
computed prior to and after each collision, and are feature dependent.

[0531] The collision-computing parameter η denotes the bracket operator to which the delayshift ^ is applied during collision. It represents the localization parameter for the collision.
Different bracket lengths, e.g., of 100, 1000, or 2000 may be used. For example, a bracket
length of 2000 frequency components is used for non-invasive measurement of the
concentration of some analytes. If no bracket operator is applied then, η is set to unity and the
collision reduces to a phase rotation with a shift delay operation.

[0532] The collision-computing parameter ^ denotes the compression operator applied to the
collision process. This is used to squeeze the result (i.e., down-sample) the results of the
wavefront to a fixed length post-collision. If no compression is applied, then ^ is set to unity.
തതതതത

The generalized

collision

operator

Ω^^^

ഥ^
^, ^ ^^ achieves

a localized

excitation

o f the Zyoton

wavefront, propagating in a system with constant velocity and colliding with a feature-derived
wavefront such that the feature-wavefront presents a modulating influence on the stable
Zyoton. The energy transfer, i.e., loss during the collision, is related to the energy of the feature

wavefront.

[0533] The collision grid is established prior to the collision. Optional scaling of the Zyoton by
^ഥ
^is also performed prior to the first collision. Any optional scaling of the conditioned feature

waveform by ̅ ^ is also conducted prior to collision. Alignment of the frequency components,
achieved via delay and phase shift operations, is performed during collisions. The alignment
could optionally be performed before or after the collisions in the frequency domain as well.
The collision-computing parameters, including phase shift, delay, bracket, compression are
used during the collision process.

[0534] Bracketing in the time domain can be achieved by truncating the time-domain
representations of a Zyoton waveform, a conditioned feature, and/or a renormalized Zyoton

according to the time-domain length of the bracket. However, bracketing in the frequency

domain is preferred. Alternatively or in addition, bracketing in the time domain can restrict the
zyoton dimensionality and/or or phase. The selected points of a time-domain waveform
generally result in a corresponding bracket in the frequency domain. As such, in various

embodiments, bracketing is implemented in the frequency domain by selecting a subset of fixed

number of frequency components k, m, and j of the conditioned feature. The frequency domain
bracket length specifies the total number of frequency components of a waveform that are
selected. In various embodiments, the k components are not removed during the truncation that
is performed during the implementation of a bracket. A key difference between truncation as

part of renormalization and frequency domain bracketing is that in renormalization the energy
of the removed components is redistributed, while in bracketing such redistribution is not done
because frequency components (typically the j components) from the Zyoton and the

conditioned feature or renormalized Zyoton are removed.

[0535] During the overall collision process, the truncation operation is optionally performed at
three steps: In step (i) during the feature conditioning process when convolving the feature with

the carrier kernel for the purpose of making a conditioned feature and the Zyoton the same
length in the time domain, and optionally for computational efficacy as truncation reduces the
size of the collision grid; in step (ii) during the collision operation, through the bracketing
operation in the frequency domain to constrain the set of resulting frequency components to
capture energy changes in the spectral feature due to absorption by the analyte and to delete

frequency components that are only related to random scattering losses; and in step (iii) during
the renormalization step, in the frequency domain, to remove frequency components that not
are not related to energy absorption by the analyte.

[0536] In some embodiments, the collision process may be implemented in the frequency
domain, where the symbol ⊗ represents a bracketed interaction operator which effects the

collision process described below. The bracketed interaction typically involves from one to
several thousand frequency components of the Zyoton and the conditioned-feature waveforms.
For computational efficacy, efficient use of storage, and to immunize the system against
random noise, typically only selected frequency components are used in the post-collision
energy change computations. The bracketed interactions are set such that all frequency

components in the conditioned feature waveform and original Zyoton that contribute to the

computation of energy gain are used.

[0537] More importantly, the truncation window (or the number of frequency components
retained after collision) is typically chosen to be long enough to accommodate all the frequency
components of original waveforms that are likely to contribute to the computation of the energy

gain due to the analyte over the complete set of collisions in each collision iteration and over all
collision iterations. For example, in one embodiment where the energy computation uses 6 to

20 k-frequency components, but involves 20,000 collisions, the number of retained frequency
components was chosen to be 1,000, after several trials, to amplify energy absorbed by the

analyte while eliminating the absorption of energy by confounders and the effects of scattering

and random noise.

[0538] The table below describes different stages of the overall collision process for different
types of collisions. (All operations are assumed to occur in the frequency domain):
Table 8

[0539] Collision computing provides a mechanism whereby a source waveform is collided,
(through the pseudo-convolution process described above in a computer processor) with a
Zyoton, a waveform constructed to function as an energy amplification mechanism. The

medium properties may be constant or time-varying (due to diffusion, flow, etc.). Also, the
medium may be isotropic or anisotropic, and of uniform composition or spatially varying
composition.

Process of Collision Computing:

[0540] As described earlier, a Zyoton is a traveling waveform, i.e., a Zyoton has a temporal
dimension and at least one spatial dimension. A representative Zyoton Z includes k high

energy components having amplitudes and frequencies as: (A1 , ^ Z 1 ), (A2 , ^ Z 2 ), . . . , (A k , ^ Z k ),
where k > 0; optionally, m medium energy components having amplitudes and frequencies as:

(Ak + 1 , ^ Z k + 1 ), (A k + 2 , ^ Z k + 2 ), . . . , (Ak + m , ^ Z k + m ), if m > 0; and j low energy components having
amplitudes and frequencies (Ak + m + 1 , ^ Z k + m + 1 ), (Ak + m + 2 , ^ Z k + m + 2 ), . . . , (A k + m + j , ^ Z k + m + j), where j >

0. A representative conditioned feature CF that is to be collided with the representative Zyoton
Z, where CF is also a traveling waveform, generally has at least k+m’+j’ frequency
components: (CA1 , ^ CF1 ), (CA2 , ^ CF2 ), . . . , (CAk , ^ C F k ), (CAk + 1 , ^ C F k + 1 ), (CA k + 2 , ^ C F k + 2 ), . . . ,
(CAk + m ’ , ^ C F k + m ’ ), (CAk + m ’ + 1 , ^ C F k + m ’ + 1 ), (C Ak + m’+ 2 , ^ C F k + m’+ 2 ), . . . , (CAk + m ’ + j’ , ^ C F k + m ’ + j’ ), where
m’+j’ ≥ m + j.

[0541] FIG. 17 illustrates the collision between a representative zyoton Z and a representative
conditioned feature CF on a synthetic “collision space-time” domain grid. FIG. 18

symbolically depicts the synthetic-domain collision, where the wavefronts of Z and CF collide
at a synthetic line of collision on the synthetic space-time grid at time t0 . In the real time

domain, the velocity of a Zyoton is several times (e.g., a few hundred, a few thousand, a few

hundred thousand times, etc.) greater than the velocity of the conditioned feature. Therefore, in
the real time-domain collision, the conditioned feature is virtually stationary relative to the
Zyoton, and during collision, the Zyoton sweeps across the conditioned feature.

[0542] In various embodiments, the Zyoton-conditioned feature collision is computationally
implemented in the frequency domain. To this end, a magnitude spectrum of the frequency
components of a Zyoton can be obtained by applying a Fourier transform to a time-domain

Zyoton waveform, and, similarly, a magnitude spectrum of the frequency components of a
conditioned feature can obtained by applying a Fourier transform to a time-domain conditioned
feature waveform. Zyotons synthesized from generator functions, polynomial sequences, or

one or more waveform families enumerated above, are first generated as numerical sequences,
where the elements of the numerical sequence are considered to be analogous to a time domain
representation of the Zyoton.

[0543] In various embodiments, the frequency-domain collision of Z and CF is implemented
using the respective sorted magnitude spectra thereof, i.e., magnitude spectra sorted by
amplitudes. In a frequency-domain collision, the frequency components of the Zyoton interact
(“collide”) with selected components of the conditioned feature in a carefully controlled
process called bracketed collision interaction. A pictorial representation of the collision process
is shown in FIG. 57 in a synthetic grid, i.e., regardless of the domain of implementation, where

the components of the zyoton Z are shown as moving from left to right, and the components of
the conditioned feature, CF move from right to left toward a line of collision or interaction at
the center.

[0544] Each successive row, moving from top to bottom, represents one “time unit” of this
synthetic grid, i.e., the in the top row, the two components Z1 and CF1 have not yet interacted;

on the second row Z1 and CF one have interacted, indicated by “Z1CF1” in the center. The
“Z1CF1” designation and similar designations “ZiCFi” in the subsequent rows in FIG. 57 does

not imply a conventional convolution or a simple multiplication of the two elements. Rather
this designation symbolically represents the collision interaction between elements Zi and CFi.
In actuality, the collision interaction with each Zi involves more than one conditioned feature
components, as controlled by the collision bracket length, as described below, but in the

symbolic representation only CFi is shown for clarity. At the right of the second row is shown

a new frequency component, Z’1, of the modified Zyoton. Here again, in actuality as described
below, a number of new modified Zyoton components may be produced in each collision
interaction, but only one is shown in this symbolic representation for clarity.

[0545] Each pair of components interacts successively as described below, producing new
frequency components of the modified zyoton, Z’2, Z’3, etc., from the interaction. These new
components include the energy transferred from the conditioned feature to the modified Zyoton

during the collision process. FIGS. 46A-47B depict a sorted (in descending order) magnitude
spectrum of a Zyoton. The Y axis shows the amplitudes and the X axis shows frequencies
according to an index and not actual frequencies because in a sorted magnitude spectrum, the

frequencies are typically not in a sorted order.

[0546] In the representations of Zyotons and conditioned-feature described above, without the
loss of generality:
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[0547] The Zyoton and the conditioned feature to be collided therewith are constructed,
however, such that for each of the k components: หΩ
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Ω^ ி

ೖ

௩

, is within (i.e., neither greater than nor less than) 0.05% of the frequency of the Zyoton,

denoted Ω

ೖ
^௩

^

^

. Furthermore, for each of the m components:

ൌ^^ ^ 1^, . . . , ^^ ^ ^^, and for each of the j components:
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^ ൌ^^ ^ ^ ^ 1^, . . . , ^^ ^ ^ ^ ^^. Collectively, we define the constraint imposed by ^k , ^m
and ^j as Epsilon Tests. In various embodiments, ^^ can range from 0.001 up to 0.025, and

^^

can range from 0.001 up to 0.1. Thus, if ^^ = 0.025, for each m component, having a
component index ^ , the frequency of the conditioned feature, denoted Ω^ ி
^

^

௩

, is within 2.5%

of the frequency of the Zyoton, denoted Ω^ ௩^ . Similarly, if = 0.1, for each j component,
^^

having a component index ^ , the frequency of the conditioned feature, denoted Ω
^

within 10% of the frequency of the Zyoton, denoted Ω
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, is

.

[0548] In some situations, a conditioned feature CF may have extra m and/or j components. In
one example, the Z has six k components (Z1-Z6), three m components (Z7-Z9), and five j
components (Z10-Z14). The CF to be collided with Z has six k components (indexed CF1-

CF6), but four m components (CF7-CF10), and six j components (indexed CF11-CF16). In
such cases the frequency relationship | Ω^ ௩^ െ Ω^ ி
^^

Ω

^ ௩ೕ

^

௩

| ^ ^ Ω ^ and หΩ
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^௩
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^ ி௩ೕ

ห^

is imposed as before for the corresponding Z and CF components identified by the
m

j

indices v and v . For some CF components, however, there is no corresponding Z component.

In the foregoing example, CF10, an m component, does not correspond to Z10, which is a j
component of the Zyoton. The Epsilon Tests are nevertheless satisfied in various embodiments
for these unmatched components by ensuring that the frequency of an unmatched CF
component of the “m” group is within ^m of at least one m component of Z. Similarly, it is
ensured in various embodiments that the frequency of an unmatched CF component in the “j”
group is within ^j of at least one j component of Z. For example, CF10 must be within ^m of
any one of Z7 through Z9, and each of CF15 and CF16 must be within ^j of any one of Z10
through Z14. If this condition is not met, the kappa test(s), described elsewhere, may fail and a
redesign of either the zyoton, the carrier kernel, or both, may be required.

[0549] The conditioned feature is obtained via a frequency modulation of the carrier kernel by
the feature. The feature may have been optionally frequency modulated, using a pre-cursor
modulation signal such as a sinusoidal signal having a frequency of 16.5 Hz, 60 Hz, 100 Hz,
1.2 kHZ, 100 kHz, 175 kHz, etc. Even if frequencies of all k (and m and/or j) components of
the carrier kernel are initially selected to be identical to the corresponding Zyoton component
frequencies, this modulation can create slight differences between the frequencies of the k (and
m and/or j) components of the conditioned feature and those of the unmodulated carrier kernel .
The amplitude/magnitude sorted Zyoton and conditioned feature, where the frequencies of the
respective Zyoton and conditioned feature components are related according to ^^ , ^^ , or

,
^^

are denoted F(Z) and F(CF), respectively.

[0550] The frequency-domain collisions are implemented on a frequency domain collision
grid, with collision coefficients including a collision grid length K ^ (k+m+j) and a bracket
length CB < (k+m+j). If the collision begins at the interaction step g0 on the collision grid, at

step g(i) the frequency component FZ(i)) of the Zyoton F (Z) interacts with a corresponding
frequency component FCF(i) of the conditioned feature F (CF). Note that these interaction steps

do not necessarily correspond to the real time associated with the traveling waveforms in the
time domain. In a computer implementation, the time period between successive grid points,

i.e., computation steps can be set to the reciprocal of the length of the Zyoton frequency vector
used in the collision times the square of the length of the collision bracket, i.e., time period =
^
^^ ା ^ ା ^ ^∗^ ^

^^.
మ

“Time” here is the duration of computation/interaction steps involved in a

collisions that includes all interactions between Zyoton and conditioned feature frequency

components during a single iteration of the overall collision process. A single collision

iteration can produce a maximum of (K-^)*CB frequency components of the modified Zyoton,

where ^ represents a shift-delay. If no shift-delays are needed, ^ is equal to zero. The
frequency-domain collision grid can therefore be represented as a numerical vector of time

points or indices {g0 , g1 … g( K - ^ )*CB }. This number of interaction steps in a single collision
iteration is different from the number of steps required in an element-by-element
multiplication, and in a conventional convolution, as well, for the reasons described below.

[0551] The collision interactions can be carried out in configurations ranging from completely
parallel implementation, where each Zyoton frequency component interacts simultaneously

with each conditioned feature frequency component from the corresponding bracketed set of
CF frequency components, to a completely sequential implementation, where each operation in
each interaction occurs one at a time, in sequence. In various embodiments, the number of grid
points of the collision grid in the frequency domain can vary depending on the computational

configuration employed, but more grid points are generally required as the configuration
becomes more sequential.

[0552] The collision-computing coefficient, ^ ≥ 0, is an index shift parameter (i.e., it shifts
frequency components of the Zyoton) or a delay coefficient in frequency domain collisions. If ^
takes values greater than 0, it can result in shifts of the Zyoton frequency components that
interact with the frequency components of the conditioned feature.

[0553] With reference to FIGS. 38-41, in one example, N=k+m+j = 10 and CB=4, and ^ = 0,
and, as such, collisions can be performed for the Zyoton components Z1 through Z7. The
collision grid length K=N-CB+1 is 7, for a partially sequential, partially parallel
implementation. The minimum number of interaction steps, however, is (K)*CB where each

frequency component interaction is performed in a sequential manner over all K Zyoton
components and associated K brackets of CF components; or K where each CF component of
the collision bracket interacts with the corresponding Zyoton component in parallel. In this
example, the shift coefficient ^ is zero. For computational efficacy, a collision grid can be set to
be evenly spaced with a time interval of 1 picosecond, 1 nanosecond, 1 microsecond, 1
millisecond, or 1 second, up to 1 minute. In some embodiments, the time interval is set to be
less than

^
^ ^ ା ^ ା ^ ^∗ ^ ^

^^seconds.

మ

[0554] The result of a collision interaction between the Zyoton Z and the conditioned feature
CF according to various embodiments, when converted back to the time domain, is a noninvertible combination of the Zyoton and the conditioned feature. In the frequency domain,
this interaction can be described as bracketed conditional amplitude multiplications between
each Z and a set of CF components, and conditional summations of the amplitudes of two or
more components resulting from the bracketed multiplication. As described below, the
conditions for the conditional amplitude multiplication and for the conditional amplitude
summations are whether the frequencies of interacting components match.

[0555] For the conditional multiplication, the amplitudes of a pair of Z and CF components are
multiplied if and only if the frequencies of those two components satisfy an applicable Epsilon
test. The applicable Epsilon value (i.e., ^^ , ^^ , or

) is determined according to the energy
^^

group (i.e., k, m, or j) to which the Z component of the interaction belongs. Similarly, for a
conditional summation the amplitudes of two or more resulting components of the overall
collision interaction are summed if and only if the frequencies thereof satisfy the Epsilon test
applied to the Zyoton component with the largest magnitude. The conditional multiplications
and summations generally makes the collision interaction non-invertible. While conventional
modulations techniques are generally invertible, the overall collision process described herein,
which may additionally include scaling, shifting, and/or phase rotation of frequency
components, is not a conventional modulation, and is generally not invertible.

[0556] Post-collision, the modified Zyoton generally includes new frequency components that
were not present in the original Zyoton and the conditioned feature. Interactions between the
Zyoton and the conditioned feature described below may introduce new frequency components,
but because of the amplitude mismatch between the frequency components of the Zyoton and
those of the conditioned feature, the amplitudes of those new frequency components are

typically smaller than the amplitudes of the k components of the Zyoton. The renormalization
process is designed to remove some of these components via truncation.

[0557] The frequency-domain collision of the Zyoton and the conditioned feature may then be
expressed in the form of a pair-wise (i.e., component by component) conditional multiplication
of the (optionally shifted, scaled, and/or phase-rotated) components of the zyoton by all the
components of the conditioned feature within a bracket. This can be expressed as:

^ ′^^ ^ ൌ∐^ ^ ∐
ᇱ

^

௧ିఋା ^ ^
௧ିఋ

^

ி

^^ത ^ ^ ൬
^ ^^^^

ష^

^ ^^

^^ ^^ ^^^^^^^^^ ^ ^ , ^ ൌ0, 1, . . . , ^^ ^ ^^ ^ ^ െ ^ ^ (14)

where F’ (Z’) is the unsorted magnitude spectrum of modified Zyoton frequency components
produced by the collision, and may include additional frequency components. The operator
^

^. .

^^^

∐

represents the set of conditional co-products that includes the product terms resulting

from the interactions between a single Zyoton component Zg with all the conditioned feature
CFg, CFg+1, . . . , CF(g+CB-1) over the bracket

length

CB, and the operator

∐ ^

^ ^

components

^

..

represents the conditional co-product over the interactions of all the components of the Zyoton

Zg1, Zg2, . . ., ZK , with all the conditioned feature components within the respective brackets [g1 ,
g1+CB-1 ], [g2 , g2+CB-1 ], . . . [gK , gK+CB-1 ] that occur during all the steps of a single collision. The
term co-product generally refers to one or more multiplications and sums of the products.
Unlike the conventional co-product, multiply-add, and/or multiply-accumulate operations,
however, these co-products are conditional, as described herein.

[0558] A bracketed conditional multiplication operator, ^ , of Zg p and [CF gp, CFgp+1 , . . . ,
CF(gp+CB-1) ] can yield [Z’gp, Z’gp+1 , . . . , Z’ (gp+CB-1) ] as follows:
Case (a) Zgp is a k component: By the construction of Z and CF, as described above, the
frequencies of the pair ^ Zgp and ^ CFgp must satisfy the ^k test. Therefore, the frequency of the
result of an interaction between Zg p and CFg p , which would produce the modified Zyoton

component Z’g p , is designated the frequency ^ Zgp ; thus, ^ Z’gp = ^ Zgp . The amplitude of Z’g p is
ᇱ

computed as ^ ^ ^ ൌ^ ^ ^ ൈ^ ^ ^ .

[0559] For the remainder of the collision bracket, i.e., for each CF component CFgp+ l , where l =
1 . . . CB-1, unless the frequencies ^ Zgp and ^ CFgp+

l

satisfy the ^k test, no interaction between

Zg p and CFgp+ l occurs. If the ^k test would succeed for a particular value of l, by construction,

^ Zgp+ l would be within ^k times ^ Zgp. In this situation, the shift-delay operator, as described
below, may be applied and, interaction of the collision bracket may not occur with either Zg p
and Zgp+ l . Thus, in general, for the k components, Zg p interacts only with CFg p in the collision

bracket and not with CFgp+ l, l = 1 . . . CB-1. Thus, no new k components are generated, in
general.

[0560] Case (b) Zgp is an m component: By the construction of Z and CF, as described above,
the frequencies of the pair ^ Zgp and ^ CFgp must satisfy the ^m test. Therefore, Zg p and CFg p
would interact, producing a modified Zyoton component Z’g p . The amplitude of Z’g p is
ᇱ

computed as ^ ^ ^ ൌ^ ^ ^ ൈ^ ^ ^ . If the frequencies ^ Zgp and ^ CFgp satisfy the stricter ^k test, the

frequency of Z’g p is designated the frequency ^ Zgp ; thus, ^ Z’gp = ^ Zgp . Otherwise, the
frequency designated to of Z’g p is the sum of ^ Zgp and ^ CFgp .

[0561] For the remainder of the collision bracket, i.e., for each CF component CFgp+ l , where l =
1 . . . CB-1, unless the frequencies ^ Zgp and ^ CFgp+

l

satisfy the ^m test, no interaction between

Zg p and CFgp+ l occurs. If the frequencies satisfy the ^m test, a new modified Zyoton component
ᇱ

Z’gp+ l is generated, and the amplitude thereof is computed as ^ ^ ^ ൌ^ ^ ^ ൈ^ ^ ^ . If ^ Zgp and

^ CFgp+

l

satisfy the ^k test, the frequency of Z’gp+ l , i.e., ^ Z’gp+ l , is set to ^ Zgp ; otherwise ^ Z’gp+ l =

^ Zgp + ^ CFgp+ l . If all CF components in the collision bracket satisfy the ^m test, CB-1 new
modified Zyoton components would be created. If no CF component in the collision bracket
satisfies the ^k test, however, all of the newly created modified Zyoton components would be

designated frequencies according to ^ Z’gp+ l = ^ Zgp + ^ CFgp+ l . Unless all of these frequencies
strictly match (i.e., they satisfy the ^k test) with frequencies of the original Zyoton and/or

conditional feature, the modified Zyoton would have one or more new frequencies. Often, one

or more but not all of the CF components of the bracket may interact with ^ Zgp and one or
more new frequencies may be generated.

[0562] Case (c) Zgp is a j component: By the construction of Z and CF, as described above, the
frequencies of the pair ^ Zgp and ^ CFgp must satisfy the ^j test. Therefore, Zg p and CFg p would

interact, producing a modified Zyoton component Z’g p . The amplitude of Z’g p is computed as
ᇱ

^ ^ ^ ൌ^ ^ ^ ൈ^ ^ ^ . If the frequencies ^ Zgp and ^ CFgp satisfy the stricter ^k test, the frequency of
Z’g p is designated the frequency ^ Zgp ; thus, ^ Z’gp = ^ Zgp . Otherwise, the frequency designated
to of Z’g p is the sum of ^ Zgp and ^ CFgp .

[0563] For the remainder of the collision bracket, i.e., for each CF component CFgp+ l , where l =
1 . . . CB-1, unless the frequencies ^ Zgp and ^ CFgp+

l

satisfy the ^j test, no interaction between

Zg p and CFgp+ l occurs. If the frequencies satisfy the ^j test, a new modified Zyoton component
ᇱ

Z’gp+ l is generated, and the amplitude thereof is computed as ^ ^ ^ ൌ^ ^ ^ ൈ^ ^ ^ . If ^ Zgp and

^ CFgp+

l

satisfy the stricter ^k test, the frequency of Z’gp+ l, i.e., ^ Z’gp+ l , is set to ^ Zgp ; otherwise

^ Z’gp+ l = ^ Zgp + ^ CFgp+ l . If all CF components in the collision bracket satisfy the ^j test, CB-1
new modified Zyoton components would be created. If no CF component in the collision
bracket satisfies the ^k test, however, all of the newly created modified Zyoton components

would be designated frequencies according to ^ Z’gp+ l = ^ Zgp + ^ CFgp+ l . Unless all of these
frequencies strictly match (i.e., they satisfy the ^k test) with frequencies of the original Zyoton
and/or conditional feature, the modified Zyoton would have one or more new frequencies.
Often, one or more but not all of the CF components of the bracket may interact with ^ Zgp and
one or more new frequencies may be generated.

[0564] After the bracketed interactions for all Zyoton components are generated, the
components of the modified Zyoton are amplitude sorted, and designated as k, m, j components

according to the amplitudes thereof. Thereafter, all of these components are compared in a

pairwise manner. For a component designated as a k component, if the frequency of that
component matches with the frequency of any other component, i.e., the frequencies satisfy the

^k test, those two components are merged. To this end, the amplitudes of these two
components are summed the sum is set as the amplitude of one of the components in the

matching pair, and the other component is removed. In some embodiments, the component that
is retained is designated the greater of the frequencies of the components of the pair. In some

embodiments, the lesser frequency may be designated to the retained component, while in some
embodiments, the frequency of the retained component is not changed.

[0565] In the pairwise comparisons, for a component designated as an m component, the
frequency comparison and conditional merging, i.e., conditional sum of the amplitudes, is
performed as described above, except the ^m test is applied instead of the ^k test. In the
pairwise comparisons, for a component designated as an j component, the frequency

comparison and conditional merging, i.e., conditional sum of the amplitudes, is performed as
described above for a k component, except the ^j test is applied instead of the ^k test. The
retained components may be amplitude sorted, yielding a modified Zyoton.

[0566] To illustrate the collision interactions, with reference to FIGS. 58A-58D, for the Zyoton
component Z1, the collision bracket includes the CF components: {CF1, CF2, CF3, CF4}.
With reference to FIG. 58B, the only collision interaction that occurs for the component Z1,
however, is Z1CF1, because CF1 is the only CF component in the bracket that satisfies the ^k

test. For the Zyoton component Z2, the collision bracket includes the CF components {CF2,
CF3, CF4, CF5}. Only the Z2CF2 interaction occurs, because CF2 is the only component in
Z2’s bracket that satisfies the ^k test with respect to Z2. Similarly, for the Zyoton component
Z3, only the Z3CF3 interaction occurs. In each of these interactions, the amplitude of the
resulting modified Zyoton components, denoted Z1′, Z2′, Z3′, respectively, are the respective
products of the amplitudes of the corresponding Z and CF components. For example, the
amplitude of Z1′ is the product of the amplitudes of Z1 and CF1. The frequency of Z1′ is set to

be the frequency of Z1 because, by definition, the frequencies of Z1 and CF1 satisfy the ^k test.

[0567] In FIG. 58B, this is illustrated by the computation of Z’1, Z’1_1, Z’1_2, and Z’1_3. As
the bracket length is 4, the collision bracket corresponding to Z1 includes four CF components,
namely {CF1, CF2, CF3, and CF4}. By construction, the frequencies of Z1 and CF1 satisfy the

^k test and, as such, Z’1 is designated the frequency of Z1, 260 kHz. In some embodiments, the
frequency of the Zyoton component is chosen as the frequency of the modified Zyoton
component, if a k component of the Zyoton is involved in the collision interaction. Otherwise,
if an m or j component of the Zyoton is involved, the frequency of either the Zyoton component
or the conditioned feature component may be chosen as the frequency of the resulting modified
Zyoton component. The amplitude of Z’1 is the product of the amplitudes of Z1 and CF1. Z1
conditionally collides with the other CF components in the bracket, but the frequencies of these
CF components do not satisfy the ^k test when compared to the frequency of Z1 and, as such,
the results of these unperformed interactions are shown as shown as “--” entries. The
interaction of Z1 and CF2 fails to meet the ^k test and, hence, the corresponding entry Z’1_1 is
designated “--”; similarly, Z’1_2 and Z’1_3 are also designated “--”. The frequency of Z’1 is
the frequency of Z1, and no k components having new frequencies are created.

[0568] With reference to FIG. 58C, for the m component Z5, the collision bracket includes the
CF components {CF5, CF6, CF7, CF8}. The components Z5 and CF5 interact because their
frequencies satisfy the ^m test. There is no interaction between Z5 and the components CF6
and CF7, because the pairs (Z5, CF6) and (Z5, CF7) do not satisfy the ^m test. The components
Z5 and CF8 interact, however, because they satisfy the ^k test. Thus, the collision of Z5 with
the CF components within Z5’s collision bracket produces two modified Zyoton components,
namely, Z5′ and Z5′_3. The amplitudes of these two modified Zyoton components are
determined by the product of the amplitudes of Z5 and CF5 and the product of the amplitudes
of Z5 and CF8, respectively.

[0569] The components Z5 and CF8 satisfy the stricter ^k test and, as such, the frequency of
Z5′ is set to be the frequency of Z5. While the components Z5 and CF8 satisfy the ^m test, they
do not satisfy the ^k test and, as such, the frequency of Z5′_3 is set to be the sum of the
frequencies of Z5 and CF8. As such, a modified Zyoton component having a frequency

different from the frequencies of any of the Zyoton and conditioned feature components is
created. The amplitudes of these new components are most likely to be within the m region of

the modified Zyoton, but depending on the amplitudes of Z5,CF5, and CF8, one or both of
these amplitudes may be in the j region of the modified Zyoton. In general, because the mcomponent amplitudes are much lower than the k-component amplitudes, the new component
magnitudes typically do not reach the magnitude region of the k components.

[0570] With reference to FIG. 58D, for the j component Z7, the collision bracket includes the
CF components { CF7, CF8, CF9, CF10}. Here again, by construction, the frequencies of Z7
and CF7 satisfy the ^j test and, as such, an interaction between these two components is
permitted. That interaction produces the modified Zyoton component Z’7. The components

CF8 and CF9 do not satisfy the ^k test with respect to Z7 and, as such, these two CF
components do not interact with Z7. The component CF10 satisfies the ^k test, however, and
interacts with Z7, producing the modified Zyoton component Z’7_3.

[0571] As described above, the amplitude of Z’7 is the product of the amplitudes of Z7 and
CF7, and the amplitude of Z’7_3 is the product of the amplitudes of Z7 and CF10. Neither CF7
nor CF10 satisfies the stricter ^k test and, as such, the frequency of Z’7 is set to be the sum of
the frequencies of Z7 and CF7 (i.e., 510 kHz), and the frequency of Z’7_3 is set to be the sum
of the frequencies of Z7 and CF8 (i.e., 480 kHz). While 480 kHz is a new frequency, the
frequency of Z’5 is 500 kHz. Z’5 is likely an m component of the modified Zyoton, and the
components Z’5 and Z’7 satisfy the ^m test. Therefore, these two components can be merged.

As Z’5 is the larger component by amplitude, the amplitude of Z’5 is reset as the sum of the
initially computed amplitude of Z’5 (i.e., 1482) and the amplitude of Z’7 (i.e., 12.54). Thus,
the new amplitude of Z’5 is set to be 1494.94. The merged component Z’7 is removed from
the modified Zyoton. In this example, the frequency of the retained component Z’5 is not
modified, and remains to be 500 kHz. In some embodiments, the larger of the frequencies of
the two components may be designated to the retained components. In other embodiments, the
smaller frequency may be designated, and in some embodiments the frequency of the removed

component may be designated to the retained component.

[0572] In general, for each of K Zyoton components, up to CB modified Zyoton components
may be generated initially, as described above, for a total of (K*CB) initial modified Zyoton
components, where CB is the bracket length. Frequencies of these components are checked
pairwise to determine pairs having matching frequencies, where the match can be determined
according to the applicable Epsilon test. To determine the applicable Epsilon test, for a pair of
components of the modified Zyoton that are under evaluation for a possible frequency match,

the energy region (i.e., the k, m, or j region) to which the component having the greater
amplitude likely belongs is determined. If the component likely belongs of the k region, the ^k

test is applied. If the component likely belongs to the m region, ^m test is applied. Otherwise,
the ^j test is applied. The matching pairs are merged, similarly as Z’5 and Z’7 are merged, by
summing the respective amplitudes thereof. Two or more initially generated modified Zyoton
components may be conditionally merged together. In various embodiments, the final
components of the modified Zyoton, obtained after conditional merging, are sorted by

amplitudes. The conditional merging typically removes one or more modified Zyoton

components. The renormalization process describe above may additionally remove one or
more components of the modified Zyoton and may redistribute the energy of such additionally
removed components.

[0573] As described above, these collision interactions, even during a single iteration of the
overall collision process, typically results in new modified Zyoton frequency components
having frequencies that are not present in the original Zyoton and/or the conditioned feature in
the j and k regions.

[0574] In general, in the bracketed interaction, the Zyoton components are ordered by
amplitudes thereof and, as such, gp through gp+K-1 correspond to the component indices of Z.

One or more new frequencies may be associated with the modified Zyoton components
identified by the indices Z’g p l through Z’gp_(CB-1) , for all gp in the range from 1 through K. All
of these modified Zyoton components may be sequentially indexed from 1 through K+U, where
U is the number of new components of the modified Zyoton in the m and j regions. All of the
K+U components of the modified Zyoton are not necessarily amplitude-sorted after the
collision interactions. As such, the collision of Z and CF produces modified Zyoton

components that are not necessarily magnitude sorted. In some embodiments, prior to

renormalization, these components are sorted according to the amplitudes thereof. The
frequencies of the k components of the Zyoton Z are preserved during the generation of the

modified Zyoton, as described above, and these k components are not removed by truncation
during renormalization.

[0575] In Expression (14) for the collision operation, optionally, one or more of the collision
computing parameters: shift delay ^ ; scaling vector α
ഥ; and phase shift ^ ; are applied to the
^

^

^

Zyoton frequency components in the frequency domain. The superscript “f” indicates that the
collision computing parameters are frequency-domain coefficients; and each ^ represents a
frequency component undergoing interaction at a time point on the collision grid. Sorting the
components of F’ (Z’) on a descending amplitude order yields the resulting magnitude

spectrum of the modified Zyoton F’ (Z’).
^

[0576] As shown in the expression for F’(Z’), the collision computing parameter shift delay ^
is optionally introduced as an integer shift delay in the index of the Zyoton components that
^

interact with the components of conditioned feature or modified zyoton. Values of ^ can range

from 0 thru k-1 where k is the number of k-frequency components. As an example, shift delay
^

^ may be used in Zyotons derived from waveforms such as parabolic-similaritons; wavelets ;
curvelets; ridgelets; or elliptic waves, any of which can yield multiple components which are

very close in frequency to each other, or yield groups of components that are close in frequency
to each other.

[0577] With reference to FIG. 59A, the three k components of the Zyoton are close in
frequencies. The closeness for the delay shift operation need not be determined by the ^k test
and, instead, another suitable threshold such as frequency difference of no more than 0.2%,
0.5%, 1%, 2% etc., of the larger or smaller frequency can be used to determine the closeness.
If such close frequency components are observed, the collision process may start by setting the
shifting value equal to the number of close components minus one. Thus, in the example

shown in FIG. 59A, ^ = 3. In one embodiment, the collision begins not with the component
Z1, but with the component Z3. The bracket of the CF components to be collided with the
component Z3, however, is not shifted. Instead, the collision bracket for Z3 includes the CF
components {CF1, CF2, CF3, CF4}. Once the value of the shift-delay ^ is set, it is uniformly

applied for all collision interactions. Thus, the collision bracket for the Zyoton component Z8
includes the CF components {CF6, CF7, CF8, CF9}.

[0578] In some embodiments, the first of the close Zyoton components may be used and the
remaining components or not used in the collision process. Instead, the collision continues

with the next Zyoton component in the ordered set that is not determined to be close in
frequency. In some embodiments, the center component is selected and the remaining close
components are not used in the collision process. Here again, the collision continues with the

next Zyoton component in the ordered set that is not determined to be close in frequency. For
each of these collisions, the corresponding bracket of the CF components is shifted by the
delay-shift value ^. For example, FIG. 59B shows that the collision of Z2, the center
component, is performed using the bracket {CF1, CF2, CF3, CF4} and the next collision
operation involves the Zyoton component Z4, which is not close to Z1, Z2, and Z3, and the

collision bracket for Z4 is {CF2, CF3, CF4, CF5}. The center component can be determined
according to the frequencies of the close components or according to the amplitudes of the

close components.
^

[0579] The phase shift ^ shown in the expression for F’(Z’) can be introduced, either as a
constant phase shift (which reduces to a scalar) in the frequency domain; or as a rotation vector

where the amplitude of each frequency component of the Zyoton ^ ^^^^

collision is multiplied by a variable phase shift coefficient ^
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[0580] For subsequent (second and later) collisions, the frequency components of the
conditioned feature would be replaced by the frequency components of the renormalized
modified zyoton, and the other collision computing coefficients would optionally remain
unchanged. The expression can be written as:
∐ ^ ∐ ௧ିఋା
F ’(Z’’) ൌ ^ ^ ௧ିఋ

^^

ி
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ி
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^ ^ , t ൌ0 , 1 , . . . , ^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ െ 1(15)

where Z’’ is the new resulting modified zyoton, Z’ is the renormalized modified zyoton
resulting from a previous collision, and other terms are as defined above.

[0581] Post collision, the sorted magnitude spectrum of modified zyoton F’ (Z’) would have
more than k+m+j terms and would include any new frequencies created. For example,
depending on the modality of the interaction, the co-product term of multiplying a frequency
component of Zyoton ^ Z with a corresponding frequency component of the conditioned feature

^ C F could result in new frequency components with frequencies similar to those of the
colliding entities, but with substantially reduced amplitudes compared to those of the original
zyoton. When all the resulting frequency components are amplitude sort-ordered, the k

frequencies remain as the highest amplitude components, with the newly-created frequencies

appearing in lower energy bands.

[0582] The collision thus does not create new frequency components in the energy range of the
first k components of the modified Zyoton, and may only increase the collective spectral energy
of those k components. Similarly, the forced frequency alignment described above, after
applying a combination of delay, phase shift and scaling operations, ensures that no new

frequency components, sort-ordered in the range of original k components, are generated,
because the new frequency components generated by the modulation have amplitudes ordered

substantially below the original k components. The new frequency components generated by

the collision process are removed by truncation of the amplitude-scaled frequency components
as part of renormalization.

[0583] The different tests that are performed in the time domain and frequency domain during
various optional stages of collision between the Zyoton (Z) and conditioned features (CF), for
all three of: the case of one specific embodiment for non-invasive glucose; for embodiments for
analytes where the SCR, SNR, concentration, or intensity of signal may be different from those
in noninvasive glucose; and for other embodiments only; are summarized in the table below.
Table 9

Operation / Test

Glucose

Embodiments for

Other

Embodiment

analytes with

embodiments

differing
conditions

velocity of CF, or the velocity
of CF is scaled up and is
compared with the velocity of

Z
The above test (kappa test) can

Yes, by comparing Yes

be performed in the frequency

the amplitudes of

domain

the frequency

Yes

components.

If the time domain kappa test

No, failing the

No, failing the

No, failing the

prior to the first collision fails,

kappa test

kappa test

kappa test

the velocity of either Z , CF, or

generally requires

typically requires

typically requires

both, can be adjusted by

a redesigned Z or

a redesigned Z or

a redesigned Z or

scaling the frequency domain

carrier kernel.

carrier kernel.

carrier kernel.

During a frequency-domain

Yes, if it began

Yes, if it began

Yes, if it began

collision, the spectral energy of

with that spectral-

with that spectral-

with that spectral-

Z remains much greater (e.g.,

energy ratio.

energy ratio.

energy ratio.

Yes

Yes

Yes

amplitudes, so that the test
passes.

1,000 times, etc.) than the
spectral energy of CF, and of

the renormalized modified
zyoton that replaces the CF.
Prior to the first frequencydomain collision, an Epsilon
Test is satisfied for all the k, m

Iterative Collision Process

[0584] With reference to FIGS. 60A-60B, an original Zyoton (Z) is obtained from a synthesizer
or a Zyoton database in step 2. In step 4, a co-dependent carrier kernel (CK) is obtained from a
synthesizer or a carrier kernel database. A single database may store one or more Zyotons and
one or more carrier kernels. A feature (F1), generated as described above, is obtained in step 6
from a feature generator (described below). The feature may be optionally modulated by a precursor modulating signal (e.g., a 16.5 Hz signal, a 50 Hz signal, a 1 kHz signal, a 100 kHz
signal, a 225 kHz signal, etc.). In step 8, the carrier kernel (CK) is modulated using the feature
F1, to obtain a conditioned feature (CF1).

[0585] In step 10 a Kappa test is performed to ensure that the original Zyoton (Z) and the
conditioned feature (CF1) satisfy the co-dependency test. To perform this test in the frequency
ி

domain, the scaled spectral energy ^ ௧ ^^^^ of the original Zyoton may be compared with the
ி

spectral energy of the conditioned feature ^^^^1^, where ^ ௧ is the scaling coefficient. The

superscript F identifies that this scaling coefficient is applied in the frequency domain, and the
subscript t indicates that this scaling coefficient is applied while performing a test. The
properties of the actual waveforms Z and CF1 do not change by applying this scaling

coefficient. If the difference between the two spectral energies is less than or equal to a
specified threshold ^, (as described above), the co-dependency condition is satisfied. This test
can also be performed in the time domain, where Z and CF1 are represented as time-domain
waveforms, and the velocities of the two time-domain waveforms are computed. If the scaled
velocity of the original Zyoton and the velocity of the conditioned feature are within a specified
threshold, the co-dependency condition is satisfied.

[0586] If the Kappa test fails, the frequency domain amplitudes of the original Zyoton are
ி

actually scaled in step 12 according to a scaling factor ^ ^ ^ , where the superscript F identifies
again that this scaling factor is applied in the frequency domain. The subscript pc indicates that

ி

this scaling factor is applied prior to the collision operation. The scaling factor ^ ^ ^ can change
the frequency-domain amplitudes of one or more components of the original Zyoton Z.
Alternatively, a scaling factor can be applied to the conditioned feature. In some embodiments,
both the conditioned feature and the original Zyoton may be changed. Regardless of the
waveform to which the scaling coefficient is applied, one or both waveforms Z and CF are
scaled such that the Kappa test, i.e., the velocity test between the original Zyoton Z and the
conditioned feature CF1 is satisfied. In some embodiments, e.g., those in which the collisions
are performed in the time domain, a scaling factor is applied to one or both waveforms in the
time domain.

[0587] In some embodiments, a sensor provides a soliton based spectrum and the features
derived from such spectra are soliton based. In these embodiments, precursor modulation is
performed to modulate the soliton-based features, e.g., using a modulating signal having a

frequency of a few hertz, a few hundreds of hertz, a few kHz, a few MHz, or more. In some
embodiments, these modulated features can be collided directly with a Zyoton, without
generating a conditioned feature. Therefore, a Kappa test may be applied directly to the Zyoton

and the modulated feature, to test co-dependency therebetween.

[0588] The Kappa parameter used in this testing, denoted ^F is similar to the parameter κDV2
used in testing the co-dependency between a Zyoton and a conditioned feature. In performing
this Kappa test, the velocity of the Zyoton and/or the velocity of the precursor-modulated
feature may be scaled. The Kappa test using the parameter ^F can be performed in the time
domain or in the frequency domain. If this Kappa test fails, the frequency-domain amplitudes
of the frequency components of the Zyoton, the precursor-modulated feature, or both, may be
scaled using a scaling coefficient αC , such that the Kappa test would succeed using the adjusted
Zyoton and/or the precursor-modulated feature.

[0589] After the co-dependency condition is satisfied, the first collision interaction between the
original Zyoton and the conditioned feature is performed in step 14, which yields the first

modified Zyoton Z1′. As described above, the collision operator also includes an optional
scaling operator. The collision interactions, as described above, can generate a modified
Zyoton having frequency-domain amplitudes greater than the amplitudes of the Zyoton. Also,
some of the frequency component amplitudes of the Zyoton are significantly greater than some
amplitudes of the conditioned feature due to scaling of the Zyoton relative to the conditioned

feature prior to the collision. For example, in some embodiments spectral energy of Zyoton is

3

set to be 10 times relative to the spectral energy of the conditioned feature which generally
results in large scaling of frequency domain amplitudes of the modified Zyoton in the k-region.

The scaling operator applied during the collision interactions scales the amplitudes to control
the overall dynamic range of the amplitudes, so that a computer can perform the processing
efficiently and with the required precision. Thus, the scaling operator is customized to the
computing apparatus and may adjust the waveform properties primarily to facilitate
computations using the selected computing apparatus. The scaling factor ^

^^

ி

on the other hand

actually adjusts the properties of the waveforms to be collided so that they become co-

dependent.

[0590] After the first collision, whether the original Zyoton Z and the first modified Zyoton Z1′
are co-dependent is determined in step 16. In a frequency-domain implementation, the spectral
energy of the original Zyoton ^^^^ is scaled using a scaling factor

and the scaled spectral

ᇱ

energy is compared with the spectral energy ^^^ ^of the first modified Zyoton. If the two
energies are within the Kappa threshold the first co-dependency condition, i.e., the velocity test
is satisfied. Similar to step 10, this test can be performed in the time domain. The co-

dependency also requires that the divergence of the post-collision waveform, i.e., the first
modified Zyoton Z1′, be within a specified threshold ^. This condition is also tested in the step
16. In some embodiments, the collision interactions and the Epsilon tests in particular, can
ensure that the divergence condition is satisfied and, as such, the divergence test is not
performed explicitly in the step 16. If either test fails, it is determined that the selected Zyoton
is not suitable for collisions with the particular conditioned feature CF1. Therefore, a new

original Zyoton may be selected in step 18, and the collision process can restart from step 10,

with the new original Zyoton.

[0591] If both the velocity and divergence tests succeed, the first modified Zyoton Z1′ is
renormalized in step 20. As described above, renormalization includes removing the energy of
the original Zyoton from a modified Zyoton, which may be performed in step 22.
Renormalization may also include truncating the modified Zyoton, and redistributing the

aggregate energy of the components removed during truncation, among the surviving m and j
frequency components of the renormalized Zyoton, such as the first renormalized Zyoton Z1′′.
Truncation and redistribution (also called amplitude balancing or rebalancing) may be
performed in step 24. Either step 22 or 24 can be performed before the other renormalization

step.

[0592] The renormalization process is controlled such that the energy of the renormalized
Zyoton is on the scale of the energy of the conditioned feature. The renormalized Zyoton is
then collided again with the original Zyoton in a subsequent collision iteration. Therefore, to
ensure the co-dependency between the first renormalized Zyoton Z1′′ and the original Zyoton

Z, a Kappa test is applied to these two waveforms, in step 26. In the frequency domain, the
scaled spectral energy of the original Zyoton,

is compared with the spectral energy of

Z1′′, denoted^^^^1 ′′^. If the absolute difference is less than the parameter ^, the next iteration
of the collision may be performed. This test can also be performed in the time domain.

[0593] If the Kappa test fails, it is determined that the energy represented by the conditioned
feature CF1 cannot be extracted using the first original Zyoton Z; a new original Zyoton is
selected in step 28. The collision iteration may start again at step 10 using the new original

Zyoton and the conditioned feature CF1. If the Kappa test in step 26 succeeds, a collision
interaction is performed in step 30 between the original Zyoton Z and the first renormalized

Zyoton Z1′′, which yields a second modified Zyoton Z2′. Whether the original Zyoton Z and
the second modified Zyoton Z2′ are co-dependent is determined in step 32, similarly as in the
step 16. If one or both co-dependency tests fail, a new original Zyoton may be selected in step
34, and the collision process may restart from the step 10. Otherwise, i.e., if both codependency tests in step 32 succeed, the second modified Zyoton Z2′ may be renormalized in
step 36. The step 36 is similar to the step 20, and includes the energy removal step 38 and the
truncation and redistribution step 40. The renormalization yields a second renormalized

Zyoton Z2′′.

[0594] In step 42, which is similar to the step 26, the co-dependency between the original
Zyoton Z and the second renormalized Zyoton Z′′ is tested. If either or both tests fail, a new
original Zyoton may be selected in step 44 and the overall collision process may restart in step

10. Otherwise, the next collision iteration (i.e., steps 30-42) may be performed using the
original Zyoton (Z) and the second renormalized Zyoton Z′′. This iterative collision process

may continue for the specified number of iterations N, as described above.

[0595] Thereafter, in various embodiments, the renormalized spectral energy gain of the
renormalized Zyoton produced after the N iterations is computed. This energy gain generally
corresponds to the spectral energy loss represented by the conditioned feature CF1, which
corresponds to the energy absorbed by the analyte of interest and/or one or more confounders

in the wavelength range associated with the feature F1. The entire process 6000 may then be
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^ 1 that is matched
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F1, to compute

the
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spectral

energy

gain associated

with ^ 1 . The two energy

gain values

may b e

used, as described above, to compute net renormalized spectral energy gain (NRSEG) for the
feature

pair

〈
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^1, ^ 1 . This overall

process

6000 is typically

repeated

for different

feature

pairs.

The original Zyoton used to collide with the two features of a particular feature pair is generally

the same. Different original Zyotons may be used, however, for different feature pairs.
System for Collision Computing

[0596] With reference to FIG. 61, a non-invasive measurement system or a collisioncomputing system 6100 includes a sensor 6102. The sensor includes a radiation source 6104
and a detector 6106. The radiation source 6104 can be selected according to the medium to be
analyzed 6108 and/or an analyte to be detected and/or quantitated. For example, in-vivo or in-

vitro measurements of compounds such as glucose, cholesterol, etc., or for measurement of
properties such as heart-beat rate, the radiation source 6104 can be an NIR radiation source. In

other situations, e.g., for detection/measurement of an atmospheric gas, the radiation source
6104 can be, e.g., an X-ray source, a gamma-ray source, an ultra-violet radiation source, a
source of visible light, an acoustic/SONAR source, or an electromagnetic radiation source such
as a RADAR. The detector 6106 is configured to receive the radiation reflected from and/or

transmitted through the medium to be analyzed 6108. The sensor 6102 also includes an analogto-digital converter (ADC) 6110, to convert the received radiation into a digital signal, also

called the sensor signal.
[0597] The sensor signal is received by a feature generator 6112, which includes a spectrum
generator 6114. If the spectrometer is a Fourier transform (FTIR) spectrometer, the spectrum
generator may convert the frequency components of the sensor signal, e.g., via an inverse

Fourier transform to a spectral signal or spectrum (e.g., intensity spectrum) corresponding to
the sensor signal. In some embodiments, the spectrum generator 6114 may transform the
initially generated spectrum into a different form. For example, an intensity spectrum may be

transformed into a corresponding absorbance spectrum. Typically, the intensity and
absorbance spectra represent absorption of the energy transmitted by the radiation source 6102
to the medium to be analyzed 6108 by an analyte and/or one or more confounders in the
medium, and losses due to scattering.

[0598] The feature generator 6112 also includes a feature extractor 6116, which divides the
spectrum generated by the spectrum generator 6114 into one or more regions determined

according to wavelength or wavenumber ranges. The individual portions of the spectrum

corresponding to these region(s) are called features. The absorption of energy by the analyte
and one or more confounders may vary according to the wavelength of the incident radiation
and, as such, some features may represent strong absorption of the incident energy by the
analyte relative to that by one or more confounders. Such features are generally called analyte
features. Some features may represent weak absorption of the incident energy by the analyte

relative to that by one or more confounders, and such features are generally called non-analyte
features. The feature extractor 6116 may generate one or more analyte features and one or

more non-analyte features. In some embodiments, an optional pairing module 6118 pairs one
or more analyte features with a respective non-analyte feature.

[0599] The features are prepared for collision by the feature conditioner 6120, which may
include a precursor modulator 6122 that modulates a feature using a modulating signal (e.g., a
waveform having a frequency of 16.5 Hz, 1 kHz, 100 kHz, etc.) from a waveform database
6124. The modulator 6126 receives a carrier kernel from the waveform database 6124 and
modulates the carrier kernel using a feature or a pre-modulated feature, to obtain a conditioned

feature. As described above, each feature represents the energy absorbed by the analyte and/or

one or more confounders, typically in the presence of noise and along with scattering losses, in
the wavelength region associated with the feature. Therefore, the conditioned features derived
from one or more features and one or more carrier kernels also generally represent the energy
absorbed by the analyte and/or one or more confounders, along with noise and scattering losses,

in corresponding wavelength regions.

[0600] The collision computer 6130 receives one or more conditioned features and one or more
Zyotons from a Zyoton database 6132. In order to perform a collision between a selected

Zyoton and a conditioned feature, for each frequency component of the selected Zyoton, the
bracketed-collision module 6134 performs the collision operations (e.g., the conditional
multiplications of amplitudes, conditional sums of frequencies, and conditional sums of

resulting amplitudes, as described above), using frequency components of the conditioned

feature in the corresponding bracket thereof. After the collisions with a specified number of
Zyoton components are completed, a modified Zyoton is obtained which may be renormalized
by the renormalization module 6136. Before, during, and after the collision process one or

more co-dependency tests (i.e., the velocity (Kappa) tests and divergence (tau) tests) and
Epsilon tests for collision computations can be performed by the collision condition testing

module 6138. The Epsilon tests may be performed by the bracketed collision module 6134, as

well. As described above, in various embodiments, the operations of the bracketed collision
module 6134 and the renormalization module 6136 may be repeated for a specified number of

collision iterations. In general, a renormalized Zyoton may be iteratively collided with the
original Zyoton or with a different Zyoton. Alternatively, a renormalized Zyoton may be

collided with the conditioned feature.

[0601] After the specified number of collision iterations are completed, the projector 6140 may
receive one or more renormalized Zyotons. The NRSEG module 6142 may compute net,
renormalized spectral energy gain (NRSEG) using the received renormalized Zyoton(s), which
may correspond to pairs of features. The NRSEG module 6142 may also compute normalized
NRSEG values, as described above. The AG module 6144 may compute absorption gradients

and normalized absorption gradients (NAGs) from the NRSEG values computed by the
NRSEG module 6142. The projection conditions testing module 6146 may test various
conditions such as monotonicity of the computed NRSEG values across illumination states, etc.

Based on these tests, the NRSEG module 6142 and the AG module 6144 may reject one or
more feature pairs, as described below.

[0602] The quantitation module 6148 can receive a mapped projector curve set from a mapped
projector curve set database 6150 and may use an NAG value to select a suitable projector

curve from the curve set. The quantitation module 6148 may also use a normalized NRSEG
value and the selected projector curve to determine a quantity (e.g., concentration) of the
analyte of interest. Based on the measured quantity, the quantitation module 6148 can
determine whether the analyte is present or absent in the medium to be analyzed 618. For

example, the analyte may be determined to be present if the analyte quantity or concentration is

greater than a specified threshold. Further details of the process of projection are described
below.

[0603] The presence and the quantity can be presented to a user on a display device 6160. The
display can be in a binary form, such as “Detected” or “Not Detected;” “Yes/No;” or other
suitable symbols. Additionally or in the alternative, the display can indicate the measured

quantity e.g., as an absolute value, a percentage, or a percentile rank. The display can also

indicate a concentration band such as a designated “High,” “Medium,” or “Low” band, a color

code such as “Red,” “Yellow,” “Green,” corresponding to a concentration band etc. The
number of concentration bands can be two, three, five, seven, ten, etc.

[0604] In different embodiments, the various components of the non-invasive measurement
system (the collision-computing system) 6100 may be included in one or more physical units.
In one embodiment, all system components are included in a single unit, such as a hand-held
unit. With reference to FIG. 62, the overall non-invasive measurement system 6200 includes a
front-end module 6202 and a back-end module 6204. The front-end and back-end modules are
in electronic communication with each other via a network 6206, such as a private, physical
and/or wireless network, the Internet, and/or a combination thereof.

[0605] The front-end module 6202 includes the sensor 6102, the display 6160, and a
transceiver 6262. The back-end module 6204 includes the feature generator 6112, the feature
conditioner 6120, the collision computer 6130, and the projector 6140. The back-end module

6204 also includes a communications module (not shown). In this embodiment, the front-end
module 6202 collects data from the medium to be analyzed 6108, transmits it to the back-end
module 6204 for processing of the collected data, and displays the received results. In the

embodiment illustrated with reference to 6202, the overall system may be operated as a hosted
service, where the front-end module collects data and displays results, while the back-end

module performs the operations necessary to obtain the results.

[0606] With reference to FIG. 63, in another embodiment, a front-end module 6202 includes
the sensor 6102, the display 6160, the feature generator 6112, the feature conditioner 6120, and
the transceiver 6362. The back-end module 6304 includes the collision computer 6130 and the
projector 6140, and also a communications module. In this embodiment, the front-end module

6302 collects data from the medium to be analyzed 6108, generates conditioned features and
transmits the conditioned feature data to the back-end module 6304 via the network 6306 for

processing of the conditioned features, and displays the received results.

[0607] It should be understood that in various embodiments the non-invasive measurement
system (the collision-computing system) 6300 may include more than one front-end units
and/or more than one back-end units, and that other combinations of the various system
components across the front-end unit(s) and back-end unit(s) are possible. Any of these system
components (except for the radiation source 6104 and the detector 6106) can be implemented

using custom hardware, e.g., application-specific integrated circuit(s) (ASIC(s)), fieldprogrammable gate array(s) (FPGA(s)), etc.

[0608] Any of the components and sub-components of the non-invasive measurement system
(the collision-computing system) 6100 (except for the radiation source 6104 and the detector

6106) may also be implemented using software, such as embedded software and/or software
that can be downloaded, optionally compiled and/or interpreted, and executed on one or more
processors. One or more system components and sub-components can be implemented in part
using a hardware module and partially in software.

[0609] With reference to FIG. 64, a component (e.g., the feature conditioner 6120) or a subcomponent (e.g., the bracketed collision module 6134, the AG module 6144, etc.) can be

executed by a processing module 6402 having a processor 6404 and a memory module 6406.
The instructions to implement the particular component or subcomponent may be stored in the
memory module 6406. Such instructions can be pre-loaded in the memory module 6406, or the

processing module 6402 may receive such instructions from the server 6408. The server
includes a processor 6410 and a memory module 6412. The processor 6410 may retrieve the
instructions from the memory module 6412 and may transmit those instructions to the

processing module 642 via a network 6414.

[0610] In some embodiments, all operations of the component or the subcomponent may be
performed by the processor 6404. In some embodiments, the processor 6404 may transmit data

to be processed to the server 6408 and the processor 6410 may perform one or more of the
operations associated with the component or the subcomponent to be implemented.
Zyoton and Carrier Kernel Synthesis System

[0611] The process of synthesizing the Zyotons and carrier kernels to be used for collision
computing are described above with reference to FIGS. 38-41. Some of the components of the
non-invasive measurement system (the collision-computing system) 6100 (FIG. 61) are used to
synthesize Zyotons and carrier kernels. With reference to FIG. 65, in the waveform synthesis
system 6500, the sensor module 6102 is used to obtain radiation corresponding to an analyte of
interest from a controlled medium 6502. In some embodiments, the controlled medium 6502

may include a diluting substance such as distilled water and a pre-measured quantity of the
analyte. The spectrum generator 6114 of the feature generator module 6112 generates a pure
component intensity or absorbance spectrum for the analyte. The feature generator 6112 may

generate one or more feature pairs, for optionally determining the amplitudes of the high
amplitude k components of a Zyoton. In some embodiments, the k components have higher

power than the m and j components.

[0612] The Zyoton component cardinality module 6504 determines the respective cardinalities

k, m, and j of the high, medium, and low energy components of a Zyoton. To this end, the
Zyoton component cardinality module 6504 includes a derivative generator 6506 that can
generate first, second, and/or higher-order derivatives of a spectrum received from the feature

generator 6112. The noise generator 6508 generates noise according to the properties of the

received spectrum and/or a derivative thereof, and the mixer 6510 combines the spectrum and
the noise to produce a noisy signal. The spectrum analyzer 6512 determines the frequency
components of the noisy signal via Fourier analysis. The discriminant classifier 6514 initially

determines the number k of the high-energy components required in a Zyoton.

[0613] In a subsequent iteration, the controlled medium is modified to include pre-measured
quantities of one or more confounders, and the process described with reference to FIG. 40 is

carried out using the sensor 6102, the feature generator 6112 and the Zyoton component
cardinality module 6504, to determine the number m of the medium-energy components
required in the Zyoton. In this iteration, the spectrum generator 6114 provides a spectrum
corresponding to pre-measured quantities of the analyte and one or more confounders.

[0614] The controlled medium may then be modified to include a pre-measured quantity of a
dominant confounder, and the process described with reference to FIG. 41 is carried out using

the sensor 6102, the feature generator 6112 and the Zyoton component cardinality module
6504, to determine the number j of the low-energy components required in the Zyoton. In this
iteration, the spectrum generator 6114 provide a spectrum corresponding to pre-measured
quantities of the analyte and one or more confounders of which one is a dominant confounder.

Alternatively, in some embodiments, instead of using a dominant confounder, the noise
generator 6508 generates noise as described with reference to step 16 of the process described

using FIG. 41, and the number j of the low-energy components required in the Zyoton is
determined.

[0615] After the cardinalities k, m, and j of the high, medium, and low energy components of
the Zyoton are determined, various properties of the one or more spectra generated by the
spectrum generator 6114 and/or properties of one or more noisy signals generated by the mixer
6510 are analyzed by the spectrum analyzer 6512. Using these properties, such as bandwidth,
amplitude distribution, etc., the Zyoton synthesizer 6520 selects a suitable Zyoton family or a

Zyoton generation function from a database 6522. If a Zyoton generation function is selected,
a function generator is used to generate the base Zyoton. Otherwise, the selected Zyoton

family provides the base Zyoton. The base Zyoton provides the high, medium, and low-energy
components, in terms of frequencies and amplitudes thereof, that can be included in the Zyoton
to be synthesized.

[0616] The Zyoton synthesizer 6520 selects k high-energy components of the base Zyoton, m
medium-energy components of the base Zyoton, and j low-energy components of the base
Zyoton, to construct a new Zyoton. In some embodiments, the Zyoton synthesizer 6520 selects

a number of features of the pure component analyte spectrum and the corresponding portions of
a derivative of the pure component spectrum to compute the ratios of the amplitudes of the
high-energy k components, as described above. The Zyoton synthesizer 6520 may then set or
adjust the amplitudes of the one or more k components of the Zyoton, and may also set or
adjust the amplitudes of the one or more m components and/or one or more j components of the

Zyoton.

[0617] The carrier kernel synthesizer 6530 receives the values of the frequencies of the k, m,
and j Zyoton components and uses a waveform generator 6532 to generate frequency
components at the received frequencies. The carrier kernel synthesizer 6530 then sets or
adjusts the amplitudes of these frequency components such that the spectral energy of the

carrier kernel is approximately equal to a selected fraction (e.g., 1/100; 1/500; 1/800; 1/1,000;
1/2,400; etc.) of the spectral energy of the Zyoton. In some embodiments, the carrier kernel
synthesizer 6530 may set or adjust the amplitudes of the frequency components of the carrier
kernel as a pre-selected fraction (e.g., 0.06, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.23, 0.5, etc.) of the amplitudes of
the corresponding components of the Zyoton. The Zyoton synthesizer 6520 may store the
synthesized Zyoton in the Zyotons database 6540, and the carrier kernel synthesizer 6530 may
store the synthesized carrier kernel in the carrier kernels database 6542.

[0618] These waveforms can be used by a non-invasive measurement system (a collisioncomputing system), such as the system 6100 described above with reference to FIG. 61.
Because some of the components of the non-invasive measurement system (the collision-

computing system) 6100 (FIG. 61) are used for synthesizing Zyotons and carrier kernels, the
synthesized waveforms can account for one or more properties of that system such as sensor
noise, resolution, sensitivity, etc.

[0619] One or more components or sub-components of the waveform synthesis system 6500
can be implemented using hardware, software, or a combination thereof, as described above in

describing the system 6100. The software components can be implemented using a computer
system such as that described with reference to FIG. 64.
Mapped Projector Curve Set Generation System

[0620] Some of the components of the non-invasive measurement system (the collisioncomputing system) 6100 (FIG. 61) can be used in a system for generating the initial unmapped
projector curve set using a reference medium (e.g., tissue phantom) and the projection sets

using a measured medium (e.g., human subjects), and to map the projection sets onto the
individual projector curves. With reference to FIG. 66, the mapped projector curve-setgeneration system 6600 includes the sensor 6102, the feature generator 6112, the feature

conditioner 6118, and the collision computer 6130. To facilitate operation of these
components, the system 6600 also includes the waveform database 6124 and the Zyoton
database 6132.

[0621] The sensor 6102 is used to obtain radiation from a reference medium 6602 (e.g., tissue
phantom), having a known quantity of analyte (e.g., glucose). The projector curve set
generator 6670 includes the NRSEG module 6142, which computes the NRSEG values
corresponding to the reference concentrations of the analyte. After ensuring monotonicity
across illumination states and/or for different reference concentration values, using the

monotonicity testing module 6672, a relationship between the NRSEG values and reference
concentrations is determined by the projector curve set generator 6670. This relationship can

be depicted as a composite curve. The projector curve set generator 6670 can perform the
change in slope analysis described above and generate individual projector curves, as further
described above. These unmapped individual curves may be flipped as described above and

stored in the unmapped projector curve set database 6674.

[0622] The sensor 6102 is also used to obtain radiation from a measured medium 6604 having
a known quantity of analyte (e.g., glucose). The measured media can be one or more human
subjects, where the analyte is measured, and the quantity thereof is thus known, using a
reference system such as an invasive measurement system, in addition to measuring it with the

non-invasive measurement system 6100 (FIG. 61). The projection set module 6676 includes
the AG module 6144 of 6100. The AG module is used to compute absorption gains (AGs) or
normalized absorption gains (NAGs) after optionally testing monotonicity of various NRSEG

values across illumination states for one or more feature pairs using the monotonicity testing
module 6672.

[0623] The projection set module 6676 generates one or more projection sets corresponding to
one or more ranges of analyte concentrations measured using the reference system. The
projection set module 6676 also computes the ranges of AGs/NAGs corresponding to each
projection set (e.g., minimum and maximum AG/NAG values for each projection set). The
projection set module 6676 receives the unmapped flipped projector curve set, and the mapping
module 6678 associates the computed AG/NAG ranges with the corresponding individual

projector curves, to produce a mapped projector curve set. The projection set module 6676

may store the mapped projector curve set in the mapped projector curve set database 6680.

[0624] The mapped projector curve set can be used by a non-invasive measurement system (a
collision-computing system), such as the system 6100 described above with reference to FIG.
61 to quantitate and/or detect the analyte of interest via non-invasive measurements. One or
more components or sub-components of the waveform synthesis system 6600 can be
implemented using hardware, software, or a combination thereof, as described above in

describing the system 6100. The software components can be implemented using a computer
system such as that described with reference to FIG. 64.
Measurement of Glucose in Tissue Using Near-infrared Spectroscopy

[0625] Numerous attempts, as described above, have been made over several decades to
measure glucose in tissue using measurements with optical spectroscopic instrumentation, even
including fiber optical sensing probe variants with multiple sources and/or multiple detectors.

Some approaches used absorbance values in specific wavelength windows to attempt the

separation of a glucose signal from confounders, with corresponding data processing, while

other approaches used entire spectral regions and a variety of multivariate data processing
techniques.

[0626] The collision computing approach described herein, however, rather than attempting to
separate the glucose signal from confounders using just absorbance data and geometric
variations in tissue, generally accumulates, post-acquisition, spectral energy changes from
spectral regions, extracted via one or more collision iterations, and uses them to extract the

signal due to glucose as distinct from that due to the confounders. As described above, this is

achieved, in part, by colliding once or several times carefully modified spectral regions

(conditioned features) with selected waveforms having a certain propagation structure and that

are unrelated to the data-acquisition domain (Zyotons) to isolate and amplify the spectral
energy from different compounds, allowing an enhancement of signal to clutter (glucose to
other absorbing molecules). A mapping or projection of this analyte signal can yield clinically
accurate glucose measurements using the noninvasive system. Although the following example
describes the noninvasive measurement of glucose in tissue, as described below, data from

other sources such as those depicted in FIG. 67 can all be transformed so that they can be
processed using a collision computer.

[0627] Near-Infrared (NIR) spectroscopy is one commonly used modality for characterization
of organic and organometallic analytes, including those found in human tissue. When a sample
is illuminated using near-infrared light, this technique utilizes the measurement of intensity of

absorption by molecules. As the wavelength of NIR absorption bands is somewhat separated

for different types of chemical bonds, NIR spectroscopy can be used to estimate analytes in
complex matrices with some degree of selectivity. The absorption of NIR light as it passes
through a medium to be analyzed such as human tissue, generally varies linearly with the
distance the light travels, denoted l; with the concentration of the absorbing substance, denoted

C; and with ^, a characteristic constant for each substance at a given wavelength (known as the
molar extinction or molar absorption coefficient).

[0628] The attenuation of NIR light due to a given material can be expressed by the BeerLambert law, whereby the Absorbance ^ = log(I0 /I) = ^ x C x l where Io represents the intensity

of incident light and I denotes the intensity of the light transmitted through the medium. For
example, if 90% of the incident light is absorbed, and 10% is transmitted, the absorbance is 1.0.

A similar expression can be used for converting light reflected by the medium, designated Ir to
obtain a similar absorbance value, A = log(I0 /Ir ). This quantity is formally designated “pseudoabsorbance,” but the use of the term “absorbance” to describe this quantity is in common use in
near-infrared spectroscopy.

[0629] The propagation of NIR light in human tissue is generally attenuated by the
combination of absorption, scattering, and reflection of NIR photons. Absorption and scatter in
tissue are generally dependent on the wavelength, while reflection may depend on the angle
between an incident NIR light beam and a tissue surface, and differences in refractive indices

of the materials on either side of the interface. Absorption may occur variably at different
wavelengths, depending on the molecular properties of all substances in the light path.

[0630] When NIR light is scattered in tissue, the collisions between photons and atoms,
molecules, or physical structures in the tissue are elastic, implicating that no energy is lost due
to the scattering event; the photon merely changes direction. It should be understood that the
elastic collisions in this context are the collisions between photons and atoms/molecules in the
tissue, and not between two co-dependent waveforms. The direction in which a scattered

photon travels is generally dependent upon the wavelength of the light and the size of the
scattering particle. If the photon crosses a boundary where the two layers have different

refractive indices, the direction of travel of the photon may be further altered.

[0631] A Beer-Lambert expression for a sample can be written by using the absorption
coefficients of all substances ^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^^^ ^in the tissue in the travel path of NIR light, multiplied
by the concentration of each substance, as: ^ ^^^^^^^ x C^ +^^^ x C^ ^^^^^ x C^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^ x C^ ^^x l.
However, as multiple photons are launched in a typical spectroscopic imaging system, the
optical path length l is not the same for all photons due to scattering. Also, the numbers of

different molecules in the tissue these photons may encounter cannot be accurately estimated,
owing to spatial variations in the composition of tissue. In fact, as a practical matter, there is no
unique path length through a scattering medium such as tissue, but a distribution of path

lengths. The net effect is that scattering both increases and broadens the range of path lengths

and thus the total attenuation (photon loss), leading to a risk of errors in analyte-specific
absorption estimation.

[0632] Thus, deconvolution of total attenuation of light to analyte-specific absorption generally
cannot be accurately achieved, even with multiple measurements. This particularly applies to

non-invasive spectroscopic methods for tissue spectroscopy using different arrangements that
may include transmission-mode (using contralateral source-detector configuration), and either a
specular reflectance mode or a diffuse-reflectance mode (using ipsilateral source-detector
configurations). Inversion, i.e.,, the extraction of quantitative component information of tissue

spectroscopic data from the total absorption observed to the concentrations of components, is
typically an ill-posed, ill-conditioned problem and generally cannot be solved by linear

deconvolution methods, including a technique called matched filtering.

[0633] These problems are usually inherent to various types of spectrometers, including
dispersive and interferometric NIR spectrometers. Other challenges stem from interference
from confounders: other substances which may be present in the same or significantly greater
concentrations compared to an analyte, may have the same or substantially higher molar

absorptivities, and may absorb in or around the same spectral region as the analyte. The
variable pathlength issue described above can also lead to unknown scattering losses. Because
the water content of tissues is typically very high, and water is a very strong absorber in the
NIR, the absorption of water can have a particularly large optical effect, and small local
variations in water concentrations, across even small distances in tissue, can lead to large
absorbance errors relative to the total absorbance due to an analyte such as glucose.

[0634] When NIR light is directed at tissue, some light is reflected from the surface in a
process called specular reflection, and the amount of this reflection is typically determined by

the angle between the illumination and the surface, and any differences in refractive indices at
the interface where the light is introduced to the tissue. Light which penetrates into a scattering
medium such as tissue may be re-emitted by a process known as diffuse reflection, and the
distribution of re-emitted light may depend on the angle of illumination and the nature of the
scattering medium. If the re-emitted light distribution intensity corresponds to the cosine of the

angle between the illumination and the surface, the material is described as exhibiting
Lambertian diffuse reflection.

[0635] Various embodiments described herein facilitate the measurement of clinical analytes
generally known to be present in the blood, interstitial fluid, tissue, and cellular compartments,

with a dynamic range of concentrations from below picomoles/liter to tens of moles/liter. The
techniques described herein can be applied to samples in solid, liquid, or gas phases.
Alternatively, or in addition, embodiments of the methods and systems described herein can be
used to analyze the blackbody thermal emission spectrum of tissue (in the mid-IR region) to
quantify the presence of glucose, where the spectrum is influenced by the tissue composition
and the glucose concentration. As in the case of absorption spectroscopy, the well-defined
fingerprint spectrum of glucose in the mid-IR region may be confounded and modulated by
thermal emissions from other interfering substances and the background tissue thermal
emission. Collision computing described herein can nevertheless isolate the analyte (e.g.,

glucose) signal, i.e., the emission due to glucose as separated from both the emission due to the
interfering substances and background emission.

[0636] Clinical analytes may be analyzed in-vitro, using data derived from observing standard
body fluids such as blood, urine, cerebral spinal fluid (CSF), sweat, saliva, tears, dialysate,
synovial fluid, amniotic fluid, or cyst fluid. In-vitro analysis can be implemented on
measurements made on exudates, internal secretions or transudates. Such analysis has

significant clinical utility in areas such as screening, monitoring, diagnosing, therapy,
remediation, transplantation and personalized outcome-focused coaching.

[0637] Various embodiments described herein can be used to characterize clinical analytes invitro and/or in-vivo by analyzing data obtained through spectroscopic measurement of, e.g.,
skin tissue. In-vivo measurements can be obtained using sensors that make physical contact
with the skin, such as optical, electro-optical, electromagnetic, electrical, magnetic,
radiological, or ultrasonic sensors; or in a “standoff” mode where the sensor does not make
physical contact with the skin or tissue. Distances in standoff imaging may range from few
nanometers to a few meters.

[0638] Clinical measurements with high medical or therapeutic utility that can be made using
collision computing as implemented in various embodiments include, but are not limited to:
detecting the presence or absence of an analyte; assessing the concentration of an analyte in an
unknown sample; tracking and monitoring concentration changes of the analyte over time;
comparing relative concentrations of the analyte across different areas of tissue, subjects and
test populations; monitoring the instantaneous or time-averaged rate of change of analyte
concentration; and measuring the spontaneous depletion, spontaneous regeneration, forced
depletion or forced replenishment of the analyte. During the process of measurement, a
contacting sensor may alter the properties of the medium (e.g., contact or pressure induced
changes upon skin contact). Also, the medium may be subject to external electromagnetic,

magnetic, thermal, chemical, mechanical, vibration, external forces or stress which are typically
observed as coherent or non-coherent spectral noise or transients in the data. Various
embodiments described herein can account for these variations..

[0639] The generalized collision-computing process for spectroscopic non-invasive
determination of analyte concentration in a medium (e.g., the glucose content of tissue) changes
the old paradigm of classical spectral feature analysis, which uses a variety of methods that are
generally considered to be equivalent to computation of the Fisher-information matrix, which

may then be used to calculate covariance matrices associated with a likelihood estimate. A
Fisher information matrix may be used as a technique for selecting features from spectral data
that carry information about the analyte.

[0640] In one sense, various known techniques can be described as “training by priors,” such as
using training data from human subjects, and then applying a “goodness of fit” or Fisher
information metric that attempts to minimize the variance expected value or other likelihood

statistic of the observed information, to select one or more features to estimate the analyte
concentration. Fisher information is generally known in the field of information theory as a

method to measure the amount of information that an observable (such as a spectral feature)
carries about an unknown parameter of interest on which the characteristics of the feature

depends. It is commonly defined and expressed as the “variance of the score,” or the expected

value of the observed information. For a class of problems where the signal-to-noise or signalto-clutter ratio is below a threshold, the Fisher information metric, applied directly to

observations, often yields sub-optimal observable selection (e.g., the selection and length of
spectral features), and tends to be a poor predictor of the parameter of interest (e.g., glucose

concentration in tissue).

[0641] To offset the limitation of classical Fisher information measures for spectral feature
selection based on experimental “data from priors” (i.e., spectral measurements from human
subjects with different glucose concentrations) a process of feature modulation, as described

above, is used in various embodiments. The conventional “data from priors” process uses, in
general, a trial selection of spectral features and algebraic transformations in an attempt to yield

monotonic, consistent separability of samples, as ordered by their analyte concentration
reference measurements in the Fisher information space. Instead, various embodiments

employing collision-computing can establish both the separability and monotonicity of the
modulated spectral features in the Fisher information space. Initial feature sets may be selected

based on knowledge of the absorption spectra of the analyte and known or expected
confounders, and may be selected to include spectral regions of both higher analyte absorption
and lower analyte absorption, as described above.

[0642] The procedure then can be summarized as follows: Select a carrier kernel such that
when coupled with a feature, it can deliver an increase of up to three orders of magnitude in the
amplitude of the analyte-information representing k frequency components (high amplitude

components in various embodiments) of a Fourier transformed feature after one or more

collisions, as described above. The selection of the carrier kernel is based at least in part, on the

frequency components of a spectral signal corresponding to the analyte and/or first or higherorder derivatives thereof, typically with added noise. The expected analyte (e.g., glucose)
concentration range is implicitly used in the selection of the carrier kernel, as the value of the
variable k is set in various embodiments by estimating the number of frequency components
required to separate higher and lower absorbance regions of the spectral signal corresponding

to the analyte, i.e., a transformed pure component spectrum of the analyte, in the presence of up
to three orders of magnitude added RMS random colored noise, as described above.
Information about feature morphology, i.e., the frequency component profile of a feature, may

also be used in synthesizing the carrier kernel, as described above.

[0643] In one embodiment for glucose measurement, a carrier kernel waveform included 128
frequency components in a frequency-domain representation thereof. Features from a set of ten
optical spectra (acquired from tissue phantoms with known glucose concentrations separated by

about 40 mg/dl), were used to modulate the selected carrier kernel waveform. Sets with
concentration separation as low as to 10 mg/dl can optionally be used. A spectrum acquisition
-1

-1

system with a spectral resolution of 2 cm led to a candidate feature length of 8 cm .

[0644] The Fisher information matrix was calculated using non-invasively acquired spectral
data from human subjects participating in a clinical study, with reference glucose values
ranging from 50 mg/dl to 450 mg/dl as measured by a reference method . The observed Fisher

information matrix (I) is the negative of the inverse of the expected value of the Hessian matrix
-1

H, or I(^ ) = -H(^ |Zn ) where ^ is the observed parameter (e.g., reference glucose
measurement) and Z is the set of n spectral feature observations in the dataset. Computation of
TM

the Hessian Matrix can be performed using utilities in software packages such as Matlab

and

TM

Mathematica . The gradient of a Fisher vector (FV), computed from the Fisher information

matrix, for tissue phantoms separated by 40 mg/dl reference glucose concentration, can be used
to separate the samples of tissue phantoms.

[0645] If the separation of the gradients of the FV is less than a threshold (e.g., sec (^/9)
radians, having a numerical value of 0.111111), it was determined that Fisher information

matrix failed to separate the tissue phantom samples. In that event, the feature length can be
increased, e.g., doubled and/or the number of frequency components in the carrier kernel

waveform can be increased, e.g., doubled. The increasing of the feature length and the
increasing of the carrier kernel waveform frequency component may be performed in an

alternating sequence.

[0646] If monotonicity of glucose concentration values determined via collision computing
with reference glucose concentrations is not achieved with a carrier kernel waveform of a
selected size (e.g., the size in terms of the number of frequency components can be 512, 1000,
-1

2048, 4000, etc.), and a selected feature length (e.g., 60 cm ), then the feature start location
-1

may be shifted e.g., by the smallest selected feature length such as 8 cm up to a maximum of

-1

48 cm in either direction from the initial feature start position. In some embodiments, a set of
-1

22 features with length of 60 cm and a carrier kernel waveform with 2048 frequency
components yielded acceptable separation results for a set of tissue phantoms with reference

glucose concentrations separated by 40 mg/dl.

[0647] Features may be selectively paired, for example, to emphasize differences between the
spectral properties of the analyte and the confounders, or to reflect differences in the level of

absorption by the analyte at different wavelength regions. Zyotons are generally chosen with

morphology such that their peak frequency component energy (i.e., the spectral energy of the
analyte-information representing k components) is large enough so that when collided with a

conditioned feature derived from any of the selected data features, the Zyoton would be
perturbed but within limits specified by the dispersion velocity and divergence parameters, as
described above.

[0648] In some embodiments, a single carrier kernel is selected to be used for conditioning all
features. The frequency-domain amplitudes of the frequency components of the carrier kernel

are scaled to establish the spectral energy of the conditioned feature waveform to be around
1/1,000 to 1/100,000 (i.e., αZ = 0.001 to 0.00001, as described above) of the spectral energy
th

th

of the Zyoton. After the selected carrier kernel is modulated by the features, a test may be
performed to determine if collisions performed using the Zyoton and the conditioned features

can separate the spectral energy levels between two or more tissue phantom samples with
known differing levels of analyte concentration. If the separation cannot be achieved, a new
carrier kernel waveform may be selected or synthesized. In some embodiments, for different
features, different carrier kernel waveforms are selected and are paired with different Zyotons,
according to the general selection process described herein.

[0649] During a selected number of collisions, first between a Zyoton and the conditioned
feature, and then between the renormalized Zyoton (obtained by renormalizing the resulting

waveform from the collision called the modified Zyoton) and the original or another Zyoton,
the spectral energy of the modified Zyoton and/or the renormalized Zyoton is tested to
determine if the energy of selected frequency components of the waveform after each collision

iteration (or at least a specified number of collision iterations such as 2, 3, 5, 6, 10, 25 etc.) is

changing (i.e., increasing or decreasing) in a monotonic fashion. If this monotonicity is not

achieved, a new Zyoton (and/or a new carrier kernel) may be selected and the monotonicity test
(and the separation test if a new carrier kernel waveform is selected) may be repeated. When

the monotonicity condition is met, and a selected number of collisions between the Zyoton and
the conditioned feature are completed, the spectral energy of the final waveform, i.e., the final
renormalized Zyoton is used in various embodiments to determine the presence or absence of
the analyte or to calculate the analyte concentration, or a change in the concentration.

[0650] In spectral signals obtained from NIR radiation received from a tissue sample, the
energy loss due to the analyte is typically much less than that due to one or more confounders,
and the total energy losses due to the analyte and confounders are often significantly less than
the loss due to scattering and/or dispersion of the radiation in the tissue. As such, the signal-toclutter ratio (SCR) of a signal corresponding to the energy loss due to the analyte of interest to
the overall energy loss due to confounders and scattering can be very low, e.g., often as small
-6

as 1x10 . By tuning one or more of the Zyotons, the collision operator, one or more parameters

thereof, and the carrier kernel waveform modulated by the feature, to an expected required SCR
increase, the energy loss represented by the feature can be amplified without introducing noise

and/or distortion in one or more collision iterations, and can thus be measured.

[0651] One objective of the Zyoton tuning process is to configure the Zyoton such that energy
loss estimated from a Zyoton collided with a specific conditioned feature, after one or more
selected number of collision iterations as described above, is monotonically increasing, that is,
unidirectional with the concentration of analyte in the sample, as measured by a reference

system, over the analyte concentration range of interest, when the analyte concentrations and
measured energy loss are represented as ordered pairs. The collision process can be thus
described as a monotonic transformation of an acquired spectroscopic dataset. A calibration
table, curve, or set of curves can be used to determine accurately the concentration of the
analyte in the medium to be analyzed according to the amplified energy loss or gain, as
represented by the final result of one or more valid collisions, where the validity of the collision
iterations can be verified by monotonicity, as described above.

[0652] The collision process is not only used to assess absorption energy changes in the NIR
band due to analyte presence but also to deconvolve those energy changes from attenuation due
to scattering losses resulting from the medium and absorption from confounder molecules. A
single collision iteration may be adequate to deconvolve these changes with high confidence in

some situations. Many situations typically require several (e.g., 10; 100; 500; 1000; 2000;
10,000; 100,000; or more) collision iterations. By varying the phase of one or more of the

frequency components of one of the colliding entities, e.g., a Zyoton, in each successive

collision, artifacts due to random noise, instrument drift and instabilities, sampling errors, and

ambient conditions can be filtered out. The phase operator may be applied in the time domain

or frequency domain. In the frequency domain phase changes are introduced as scaling of
frequency components in the collision step. Also, several collisions can be used to expand the
dynamic range of estimated spectral energy changes so that greater precision can be obtained

during the post-collision projection process for estimating the analyte concentration. In a
sequence of several (e.g., N) collisions of well-designed entities, the renormalized energy gain
increases (or energy loss decreases) monotonically over a subsequence of successive collision

iterations of a specified cardinality n, where 2 ≤ n ≤ N. At the end of the N collisions, a

cumulative net, positive gain or loss is achieved in various embodiments.

[0653] Utility can be optionally derived from the use of a single collision iteration. For
example, while accurate glucose concentrations are typically not easily determined with a

single collision iteration, the glucose range can be classified in a “glycemic wellness”
application for an individual as “low,” where the glucose level is approximately below 80

mg/dl, “normal,” where the glucose level is approximately between 80 mg/dl and 180 mg/dl, or
“high,” where the tissue glucose is approximately over180mg/dl. The net, renormalized spectral
energy gain obtained after a single collision iteration can be used to classify the tissue glucose
in such a glycemic wellness regime.

[0654] Different Zyotons may be used to collide with different conditioned features. As
described above, different features extracted from spectral regions where analyte absorption
occurs relatively strongly and regions where absorption occurs more minimally can have large

differences on the absorbance scale. These differences for analytes of interest can vary over
several orders of magnitude. With such variances in absorption properties, the co-dependency
condition cannot be easily achieved using the same Zyoton for all features. Thus, in some
embodiments, different Zyotons are designed and tested to ensure that each conditioned feature

and Zyoton pair satisfies the co-dependency condition described above. As also described
above, the classification of features into “strongly absorbing” and “minimally absorbing”
regions is only approximate. In some cases, the features represented as being from “minimally
absorbing regions” may be from regions that correspond to substantial analyte absorption but

which also correspond to substantial absorption from confounders.

[0655] By absorbing radiation, the analyte in the medium generally causes a change in the
amount of radiation reflected by the medium or transmitted therethrough relative to the

radiation that would be reflected or transmitted therethrough if no analyte were present in the
medium. This change is generally represented in the acquired spectral data of the medium and,

hence, in one or more extracted features, but is usually hidden in frequency components of
extremely low amplitude. The Zyotons, the conditioning of the features, and the collision
operator are constructed such that one or more collisions generally induce a measurable change

in one or more properties (e.g., the spectral energy loss due to absorption of the incident
light/radiation by the analyte in the selected NIR spectral bandwidth) of portions of the
waveform resulting from the collisions. After a preset number of collisions between a
conditioned feature and the corresponding Zyoton have been completed, as described above,
such change in the resulting waveform is measured to determine the net spectral energy
gain/loss due to each conditioned and collided feature.

[0656] In various embodiments, during a collision process involving one or more collisions, the
changes in the properties of the Zyoton waveform before and after collision are analyzed as a

mechanism to infer properties of the feature. As described above, impacted properties include
changes in propagation velocity, peak energy, dispersion velocity and changes in the spectral
envelope as represented, at least in part, by divergence and/or a change in the time-domain
length of the waveform or the number of frequency components therein. These changes are
quantified through measurement of changes in the spectral energy of the resulting waveform
after each collision, the difference being that in the first collision the conditioned feature
waveform and Zyoton waveforms collide, and in subsequent collision the Zyoton collides with
the renormalized result of the prior collision, which includes the effect of the feature.

[0657] In effect, the process examines how the conditioned feature alters the properties of the
Zyoton waveform, i.e., the collision yields changes in the energy of the Zyoton waveform.
Depending on how the conditioned feature waveform itself has been influenced by the
underlying analyte absorption, and by absorption and scattering due to confounders and the
medium to be analyzed, the impact on the Zyoton can be different. A Zyoton can thus be
described as a nonlinear amplifier system and a feature as a perturbation. In general, the
iterative collision process is thus a protocol for characterizing analyte properties and estimating
analyte concentration in uncharacterized samples.

[0658] One specific embodiment of a non-invasive measurement system employing collision
computing generally described above is now discussed for non-invasive glucose detection and
measurement in human tissue using diffuse reflectance NIR spectroscopy, where the radiation

sources and detectors are both in contact with the skin. The distances of different sources from

one or more detectors are different and, as such, this approach can be called “tomographic
spectroscopy.”

[0659] For non-invasive measurement of an analyte using spectral absorption in tissue in the
NIR region, the presence and/or concentration of the analyte can be determined by using the
collision process described herein to estimate the net photon energy losses due to absorption by

the analyte molecules. The energy losses due to the confounders can be significantly larger
(e.g., two, three, five times, etc., or even one to four orders of magnitude larger) than the
energy absorbed by the analyte of interest. The scattering losses can also be high, often more
than two, four, ten, etc., orders of magnitude greater than the energy absorbed by the analyte.
For example, for non-invasive measurement of blood glucose concentration, empirical
measurements and bio-optical simulation models for skin and sub-cutaneous tissue show that

over 99.9% of photon energy losses are due to scattering and due to absorption from molecules
other than glucose. The mechanism of scattering and scattering losses were described above.
The scattering losses generally depend on the attenuation coefficient for the medium, and the
wavelength of incident light.

[0660] This embodiment employing collision computing exploits three fundamental differences
in scattering and absorption losses during light propagation through tissues: First, human skin
has a layered structure, and there are well-understood compositional differences in the nearsurface skin tissue layers. For example, the epidermis or outer layer has large amounts of
protein but is generally lacking in glucose, the intermediate dermis layer has larger amounts of
glucose, the lower subcutaneous layer has a preponderance of fats, and the different layers have

varying protein structures present. Thus, both scattering and absorption properties are different
for the different layers. By designing an imaging strategy and combining features obtained
from the measured spectra that target different tissue layers, absorption and scattering effects
were separated on a per-layer basis.

[0661] Second, each chemical compound has a wavelength-specific characteristic “fingerprint”
or spectral signature. However, in the near-infrared region, these spectral signatures are often
not distinctive because the absorption bands are broad and overlap frequently. Scattering and
absorption energy losses from other compounds can create intensity changes in the same

regions as the analyte, thereby further obscuring the analyte absorption signal. Collision

computing generally allows for recapturing a weak signal where such a spectral fingerprint is

available but cannot be clearly distinguished from other substances using conventional
techniques. A pathological case is where other substances have the identical spectroscopic
fingerprint as glucose and are present in substantial concentrations. The two may then become
indistinguishable. However, there are no known substances with identical absorption profiles

present in concentrations high enough to cause significant errors in the measurement of glucose
in the tissue layers interrogated using the spectroscopic tomographic process described above,
thereby rendering this technique generally applicable to the practical, non-pathological
situations.

[0662] Third, the wavelength dependency of scattering in human tissue is largely different
from the absorption profile. Scattering losses follow a different mechanism, having values that
generally increase with decreasing wavelength. This property is generally in effect at the

feature level and generally applies to all features. In various embodiments, the Zyoton
waveforms are synthesized with the ability to separate wavelength-dependent attenuation from
the patterned attenuation of absorption, which can allow for elimination of this major source of
clutter.

[0663] Post-processing of collision results from all features and all tissue compartments
focuses on exploitation of the first and second properties described above. Also, the scattering
properties of the various tissue compartments are generally dependent on both time and

physiology, and cannot be accurately estimated in many situations. However, the distribution
for scattering attenuation typically follows a normal distribution, and this normal distribution
manifests in the spectra as random noise. The parameters of the distribution can be different in

each layer and among different subjects. The generalized collision protocol, specifically with
the variations in phase and delay for the collision operator described above, can overcome these
sample-to-sample differences in scattering that may manifest as random noise artifacts.

[0664] In various embodiments, in order to measure the analyte concentration accurately, a
three step process is used, where each step may employ collision computing: (i) estimation of
the net energy absorbed in each extracted feature due to analyte presence; (ii) net energy
absorbed in all the features from a single spectrum acquired during a multiple illumination

sequence (MIS) (as described below), and; (iii) the net energy absorbed, as estimated from
multiple spectra acquired corresponding to each illumination state in an MIS (all the spectra
acquired may be employed).

[0665] As described here and below, in some embodiments, an illumination state is
implemented by turning on several sets of illumination sources (each set corresponding to a
particular illumination state), geometrically arranged in concentric rings around a detector. Let
the simultaneous turn-on condition of one or more illuminators in a set (e.g., individual
illuminators in a ring; groups of illuminators in one or more rings; all illuminators in a ring; or
all illuminators in multiple rings), correspond to an “illumination state,” denoted Rt .
1

2

3

n

Furthermore, an illumination sequence is designated as I , I , and I , where each I , i.e., an
illumination state, can be any combination of simultaneous turn-on of one or more rings (sets of
illumination sources, in general).

[0666] In one example, features F1 and F2 were captured and selected from reflectance spectra
n

acquired corresponding to each illumination state I during an illumination sequence, having
three illumination states. In this example, step (i) described above involves the determination of

∆^ corresponding to F1 or F2 based on each I , i.e., based on
n

or based on

e ଶ ,^and ∆e ଶ . In some embodiments, the determination of ∆^ requires analysis of a feature
ଶ

ଷ

pair. In such embodiments, the determination of ∆^ may be based on any one feature pair but
not on all feature pairs in step (i).

[0667] Step (ii) described above involves the determination of ∆^ ^∆e ^ ^
^

i.e., energy

corresponding to illumination state I and both features F1 and F2; ^∆e ^ ^ ∆e ଶ ^; and^^∆e ^ ^
ଶ

1

ଶ

ଷ

If additional features are available, they may also be used in the determination of ∆^.
Step (iii) involves the determination of ∆^ using ∆^ , ∆^ , and ∆^ , where ∆^
^

ଶ

ଷ

^

is the energy

change absorbed using two or more spectra corresponding to two or more repeats of at least one
n

of the illumination states (i.e., I , where n = 3, in this example) for each feature (i.e., F1 and F2
in this example). In different embodiments, ∆^

^

can represent an aggregate or an average of
n

the energies computed for the repeats of a particular illumination state I . For simplicity, the
numerical value of the net, renormalized, spectral energy gain that is described in detail below,
for a “feature pair” is referred to as “NRSEG.” In some embodiments, the NRSEG can be a
value less than zero, where collision iteration(s) are constructed to produce modified Zyoton(s)
that have less spectral energy than the original Zyoton.

[0668] Illumination sequences are often useful because the resulting NRSEGs can be used to
directly generate additional metabolic, clinical, and anatomical attributes. For example,
NRSEG obtained from an illumination sequence for non-invasive glucose detection also
enables identification of non-glucose containing tissue such as the stratum corneum layer and

rejection of unsuitable samples. With this approach, spectroscopic measurements from the
palm of the hand may be rejected if the skin tissue contained an unusually thick stratum
corneum layer.

[0669] The post-collision ∆^ term corresponds to the net energy absorbed by the analyte in the
features. Also, a distinction between steps (ii) and (iii) is as follows: Step (ii) involves a single
spectrum for each illumination state. For example, if the sequence is (R1), (R1+R3), (R3), and
(ALL Rings) (where R1 stands for Ring 1, R2 stands for Ring 2, etc.), for each illumination
state in this sequence, only one spectrum is collected while performing Step (ii) and in
computing the energies in that step. However, while performing Step (iii) and in computing the
associated energies, optionally multiple spectra are acquired for each illumination state. For
example, ten spectra for each of (R1), (R1+R3), (R3), and (ALL Rings). Either the spectral
intensities or the spectral absorbances can be added and averaged for the entire spectra, or each
spectrum can be deconstructed into features, and then ∆^ computed for each feature, after
which all ∆^^ can be averaged.

[0670] The process of analyte estimation may additionally include a spectrum standardization
step for compensating variability due to the optical sampling process, ambient factors (e.g.,
temperature, humidity) that may impact analyte absorption, and variability in optical coupling
between the optical sensor/detector and the medium. In non-invasive analyte measurement
using spectra obtained by NIR illumination of skin, normalization may also be provided for
variability in tissue hydration (a strong spectral confounder), variability due to demographic
differences such as age, sex, skin pigmentation, skin thickness, skin topography, and fat
content, and sampling inconsistencies due to variability in sensor contact with the skin.

[0671] Using a spectroscopic measurement system such as that shown in FIGS. 68 through 70,
with several illumination states, normalization may be performed through a differential
comparison of spatially resolved spectral measurements from different rings. In one example,
the difference between two different ring absorbance measurements is utilized and optionally
ratioed, wavelength by wavelength, to a third ring or to “ALL Rings.” Another normalization
procedure may utilize multiplicative scatter correction which may be windowed over selective
wavelength ranges, across all the illuminations in an MIS, to provide a set of template spectra
representative of a calibration data set, as described below.
Creation of a Calibration Curve Set with Tissue Phantoms

[0672] Synthetic media called tissue phantoms are engineered, calibrated, time-stable, tissuelike materials for calibrating, comparing and assessing NIR spectroscopic imaging system
performance. The bulk phantom material may include, for example, gelatin, Intralipid (a
synthetic emulsion of triglycerides in water that mimics the scattering properties of tissue),

polystyrene beads of defined size and optical properties, and application-specific compounds.
Well engineered tissue phantoms have variability, absorption, and scattering bulk properties
comparable to those observed when imaging human tissue with the same instrument. In order
to use these phantoms as part of a calibration set, it is important that the scattering and
absorption properties of the tissue phantom match reasonably well those of the actual medium

in which the analyte concentration is to be measured, such as human tissue. Concentrations of
known confounders in these phantoms typically range from zero to twice their highest
anticipated concentration in actual tissue, with the exception of water, which in tissue is often
close to its maximum concentration. Each different concentration level of the analyte of interest
and confounders defines an independent, unique sample.

[0673] Thus, predefined absorbance and scatter properties can be constructed in a volume of
liquid or solid material, and complex tissue phantoms can be constructed to capture variations
of analyte concentration, tissue layering and optical properties. A calibrated set of tissue
phantoms, each with a representative reference glucose concentration measurement to assess
monotonicity of estimated spectral energy gains due to glucose absorption with concentration,
may be used in Zyoton design, as described above, and in calibration and optimization for noninvasive glucose measurement at the desired precision and accuracy.

[0674] In an embodiment for the noninvasive measurement of glucose in tissue, analyte
detection and quantitation estimation is made on the basis of computing the net relative
perturbation in the renormalized spectral energy gain of the Zyoton waveform resulting from
collisions with each feature extracted from a spectral region corresponding to relatively strong

glucose absorption (“GL features”), compared to the perturbation in the renormalized spectral
energy gain of the same Zyoton waveform resulting from collisions with a different spectral
feature extracted from a region corresponding to less strong glucose absorption (“NOGLfeatures”). In other embodiments, for other analytes of interest, a similar process is

employed with respect to feature(s) extracted from spectral region(s) corresponding to
relatively strong analyte absorption, called analyte feature(s), and feature(s) extracted from

spectral region(s) corresponding to relatively less strong glucose absorption, called non-analyte
feature(s).

[0675] This process may be repeated for each illumination state. As the analyte absorption and
scattering in human skin tissue are both known to be pathlength and wavelength dependent, and
different GL and NO-GL features represent different average levels of analyte absorbance, their
renormalized spectral energy gain aggregated over the N collisions is further standardized in
this embodiment to obtain the net, renormalized spectral energy gain (NRSEG).

[0676] This standardization can be achieved by colliding the Zyoton with the carrier kernel γ,
frequency modulated by the same frequency (e.g., 16.5 Hz or 100 KHz in specific
embodiments) used to modulate the GL and NO-GL features, but without the use of any feature
data. As described above, only the amplitudes from the k frequency components are used in the
spectral energy computations in some embodiments. Thus, the NRSEG due to analyte (e.g.,
glucose) presence is given by:

∆
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represents the relative renormalized spectral energy gain
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of the Zyoton waveform (^^^ ^^resulting from collisions (with a collision iteration count of N)
with a conditioned feature extracted from the analyte-absorbing region of the acquired
spectrum (e.g., ^ ^ ி ^^vis-à-vis the renormalized spectral energy gain of the same Zyoton
^

waveform, (^^^ ^,^resulting from collisions with a different feature extracted from a region
known to be minimally absorbing (i.e., ^ ^ െ ^ ^ ி ^, for each illumination state.
^

[0677] As described above, an illumination state generally represents simultaneous turn-on
condition for all the separate illumination sources in an entire illumination set (ring or rings),
^ ௧, where t =1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, or “ALL Rings” (where “ALL Rings” corresponds to illuminating
all rings at the same time, e.g., 6 in a 6-ring illumination system), for illuminators similar to
those shown in FIGS. 68 through 70. To reemphasize, “illumination state” is generally
expressed in terms of which rings are illuminated. An illumination sequence (also called

multiple illumination sequence (MIS)), is a sequence [R t ], of multiple illumination states, Rt ,
where an illumination state can be an illumination of a single ring or the illumination of two or
more rings. For example, [Rt] can be:
(R1), (R2), (R3), (R5), (ALL); or
1

2

3

4

5

(I ≜ R1), (I ≜ R2+R3), (I ≜ ^R4+R5), (I ≜ ^R5), (I ≜ ^ALL).

[0678] The number of unique illumination states is denoted M. One or more illumination states
may be replicated, as described below. In either of the two examples above, M = 5, including
the illumination state ALL rings. In general, M can be less than or greater than 5. In a different
embodiment, where only three rings of illumination are used, the Illumination States in the MIS
could be described as R1, R2, R3, and “All Rings,” and M would equal 4.

[0679] An example of paired features ^ ^ ி , ^ ^ െ ^ ^ ி
^

^is

F-GL-1, F-NOGL-1, as defined in

^

FIG. 49; and, the corresponding zyoton^^^ given by Z-kernel-E1, Z-kernel-D1, Z-kernel-S1,
and Z-kernel-MM1, corresponding to the illumination states of rings R1, R2, R3, and ALL
Rings.

[0680] In Equation (16) the term ∆ റ^

represents the renormalized spectral energy

^ ீ ^ ಷ ^ ,^^^^, ோ
^ ^^

gain of the zyoton waveform (^^^ ^^resulting from collisions (with a collision count N) with a
conditioned feature extracted from the analyte-absorbing region of the acquired spectrum, e.g.,
(^^

ி

^

^. The symbol “∆ റ^^” indicates a vector over

Rt = 1, 2, 3, ALL. The term^∆ റ^

is

^ ீ ^ ಷ ^ ,^^^^, ோ
^ ^^

computed using the results of applying the collision-operator (defined above) as
തതതതത തതതത

Ω^^^^^ , ^^^ ^

over

Գ collisions.

௧^

[0681] The term ∆ റ^
^ ேைିீ

is the cumulative renormalized spectral energy gain of the
^ ಷ ^ ,^^,^ ோ
^ ^^

same zyoton waveform, (^^^ ^,^resulting from collisions with a different conditioned feature
extracted from a region known to be minimally absorbing (i.e., ^ ^ െ ^ ^ ி ^, and
^

∆ റ^
^ ேைିீ

is computed using the results of applying the collision-operator (defined
^ ಷ ^ ,^^,^ ோ
^ ^^

above)

over

n = 1,.., Գ collisions.

^

[0682]

The term

∆ റ^ ேைିீ
^^^^

^ ಷ ^ ,^^^^, ோ
^ ^^

i n Equation

(16) represents

the renormalized

spectral

energy gain of the zyoton waveform (^^^ ^^resulting from the first collision with a conditioned
feature extracted from the minimally analyte-absorbing region of the acquired spectrum, e.g.,

(^^ െ ^ ^ ி ^. Thus, in the unique case in which only one collision is used, the equation above
^

simplifies to:

[0683] The term ∆ റ^^^,^^^^,^ ோ^^ is the renormalized spectral energy gain of the same zyoton
^

waveform, (^^^ ^, due to collisions with the carrier kernel Υ, that has been frequency modulated,
in the same manner as the GL and NO-GL features. No feature data are used in this
computation of ∆ റ^^^,^^^^,^ ோ^^ . Therefore, this term is independent of Rt and, in fact, is generally
^

constant across all values of Rt . This term is computed using the results of applying the
^ ഥതതതത^

collision-operator

(defined

above)

Ω Υ, ^^^

[0684] In various embodiments, this term, ∆

l = 1,..,^ Գ collisions.

௧^ over

, i.e., the NRSEG due to

^^

^ ீ ^ ಷ ^ , ^ேைିீ

^ ಷ ^ ,^^. ோ
^ ^^

analyte absorption, is computed for all (p, q) pairings of GL-p and NO-GL-q features
exemplified in FIG. 49, for a particular illumination state Rt , where t = 1, 2, 3 or ALL Rings (as
in this example). The computation for all feature pairings is then repeated in some
embodiments for all illumination states.

[0685] Optionally, if the signal-to-clutter (SCR) ratio is relatively high, e.g., above 0.1, features
need not be selectively paired with other features (e.g., from wavelength regions of differing
absorption) to compute the post-collision net renormalized spectral energy gain. Therefore, in
some embodiments, the post-collision results of the analyte and non-analyte features (e.g., the

GL and NO-GL features as shown in FIG. 49) are not paired. Examples of applications where
relatively high SCR may be encountered include in-vitro analysis of blood or body fluid
analytes where the samples to be analyzed have been pre-amplified using biochemical assays,

or blood analysis using fluorescence assays using detection techniques such as high affinity
fluorescence tags. In-vivo examples include analysis of data from invasive, implanted
fluorescence tags. Thus, the NRSEG

due to analyte presence in a feature Fp for an

illumination state Rt can be computed using:
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where the terms

^ ^ ^,^ோ
^ ^^

are described above.

[0686] In spectroscopic systems constructed using multiple sources and single detection
element or single illumination element and multiple detection elements, averaging may be

required to process repeat spectra or replicated sequences of illumination states, denoted as

“replicates.” For example, an optical imaging system configured as in FIG. 69, includes a
central detection fiber and concentric rings of NIR illuminators, R1 through RK . Table 14 below

provides the dimensions and measurements of an embodiment corresponding to this
configuration.

[0687] Let the state where an entire ring of illuminators of Ring 1, surrounding the detection
element is turned on, be denoted as R1. In a similar vein, {R1, R2, R3, ALL} represents a

sequence where Ring 1, Ring 2, Ring 3 and ALL Rings are turned on sequentially. A sequence

{R1, R2, R3, ALL, R1, R2, R3, ALL} represents a “replicate” where the entire sequence {R1,
R2, R3, ALL} is repeated. Another example of a replicate sequence is {R2, R3, R4, R1, ALL,
R2, R3, R4, R1, ALL, R2, R3, R4, R1, ALL}, where a different sequence of illuminators is
turned on and repeated three times. Additionally, {R1, R1, R2, R2, R3, R3, ALL} represents a
sequence where Rings R1, R2, and R3 are “repeats” but ALL is a singleton with no replicate.

In the sequence {R1, R2, R3, ALL, R1, R2, R3, ALL}, M = 4, and the number of replicates,
denoted U, is equal to 2. In the sequence {R2, R3, R4, R1, ALL, R2, R3, R4, R1, ALL, R2,

R3, R4, R1, ALL}, M = 5 and U = 3.

[0688] Let the set of NRSEGs from all pairings of GL-p and NO-GL-q features be denoted by
^∆

^^

^^,^,^ ோ
^ ^^

^ where p =1,…, P, and q =1,…,Q. To process repeats, NRSEG is computed for all

pairings of GL and NO-GL features for each illumination state, Rt , that is repeated. Say an

illumination sequence presents up to U repeats for certain illumination states, where u≥1 and u
= 1, .. ,U. NRSEG for the feature pair (p,q) is then ^∆

^^

^^,^,^ ோ
ா ^ೠ
^^
^ ,ோ

^ for the repeat REPu

associated with state t or the t-th illumination state including two or more rings (e.g., R2 and

R4) for all p =1,…, P, and q =1,…,Q.

[0689] The set of U repeated NRSEG values from all pairings of GL-p and NO-GL-q features
are then averaged in some embodiments to yield sets ^∆
pairs (p,q). As an example, the cardinality of the set ^∆

^^

^^ ̅ ,^ത, ^ோ
^ ^^

^^

^^ ̅ ,^ത, ^ோ
^ ^^

^ corresponding to all feature-

^ corresponds to the number of

distinct feature pairings as shown in FIG. 49, is 88, i.e., 22 times for each illumination state Rt
where ^ =4, and where the number of feature pairs, denoted ^ , is 22. Each value in the set is

averaged over the corresponding U repeats, and the averaging of repeats for each illumination
state is performed prior to normalization of NRSEG for use in the Projection operation
described below.

[0690] This ^∆

^^

^^ ̅ ,^ത, ^ோ
^ ^^

^ set corresponds to the NRSEG for all features, averaged for all

repeats, for all illumination states for the sample over the entire spectral bandwidth covered by

the GL features. Monotonicity of the NRSEG values of each feature pair across different
illumination sets is tested, and feature pairs having non-monotonic NRSEG values are rejected
in some embodiments. The remaining feature pairs having monotonic NRSEG values across
illumination states are generally called “acceptable” feature pairs.
^

[0691] Next, a weighting transform is applied in some embodiments to the NRSEG values ^ ^
for i=1,2,…^^ ^^to normalize all the feature pairs to provide an appropriate weighted
contribution to the NRSEG, denoted “normalized NRSEG” for each concentration. Each

normalized or weighted NRSEG appears as a data point by itself. From these, outliers may be
omitted and a mean of the weighted NRSEG values may be used in further computations. Here,

^ denotes the cardinality of the total set of feature pairs, the superscript i indicates the i-th
feature pair, and subscript C represents a particular analyte concentration in the set of tissue
phantom concentrations, e.g., {0mg/dl, 20 mg/dl, 40 mg/dl,….,900 mg/dl}. Thus, C can be 40
mg/dl, 80 mg/dl, 180 mg/dl, etc.

[0692] The normalized NRSEG values ^

^

may then be computed for all ^ feature pairs, or,

^

alternatively, all of the acceptable feature pairs, as defined below, for each sample of the tissue
phantoms using the product term given by:

^

^

ൌ
^^ ^ ∗ ^^ ൫
^^^,^^ ൯
^

^^

^

(19)
th

where ^ ൫
^^^,^^ ൯ is a numerical weighting coefficient, associated with an i feature pair i(p,q)
where p and q represent the GL and NO-GL feature comprising the pair. The weighting
coefficient for the feature pair (p,q), i.e., ^ ൫
^^^,^^ ൯is calculated using the pure component
absorbance spectrum of the glucose analyte (as shown in FIG. 28A) and the knowledge of
spectral boundaries of the GL feature p and NO-GL feature q (as exemplified in FIG. 83).
^

The product of ^ ^ and ^ ൫
^^^,^^ ൯is defined as a “normalized feature pair.”

[0693] In the term
^^^^^^^^^^^^^

^
ൌ ∑^ୀ ^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^,
^

^^^

^

^^^

(20)

the variable W corresponds to the window width (number of distinct absorbance values) of
each feature, ^^^, ^^ is the lth wavenumber of feature, f, and ^^^^^^^^^^^^^

is the

absorbance of the pure component spectrum at wavenumber ^ , and the integration is
performed separately for both the p and q features. Then,
^୫ ୟ^^^^௩^^^^^^^^^^^

^ ൫
^^^,^^ ൯ൌೠ,ೡ

൫^ ௩^^^^^^^^^^^^

⁄ ^ ௩^^^^^^^^^^^

^

ೠ

⁄ ^ ௩^^^^^^^^^^^^

such that a dimensionless quantity, max ௨,௩^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^^
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൯

⁄ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^

௨

௩

^ is the

maximum of the ratio of average absorbance of any GL feature u to its associated NO_GL
feature v (over the total feature-pair set as shown, e.g., in FIG. 49), computed using the glucose

pure component spectrum shown in FIG. 28A. The terms, ^^^^^^^^^^^^^
^^^^^^^^^^^^^

q

p

and

, which refer to the average absorbance of features p and q computed using

the above definition of Avg^^^^^^^^^^, can be used to compute the dimensionless number

൫
^^^^^^^^^^^^^

^

⁄ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^

^

൯.

[0694] In summary, in various embodiments, the weighting coefficient

may be used

to scale all acceptable feature pairs from any one illumination state to normalized feature pairs
that have the correct net contribution to the NRSEG corresponding to each glucose
concentration. Weighting coefficients can also be defined using minimum, maximum, or

median value of the absorbance over the region of interest of the pure component spectrum
corresponding to the feature.

[0695] In one embodiment where the number of total available feature pairs = 22, the number
of illumination states is 4, and the number of computed NRSEG (un-weighted) is 88. These 88
values are used to determine monotonicity and slope in order to determine which feature pairs
are acceptable. The acceptable feature pairs are then weighted as discussed above and outliers
are removed that are more than two standard deviations away from the mean.
As an example, if the number of acceptable feature pairs is 17, one illumination state, e.g., R2,
may be selected, and the respective weights may be applied to the 17 NRSEG values
corresponding to R2, for the acceptable 17 feature pairs, to obtain 17 normalized NRSEG
values. From these 17 normalized NRSEG values, outliers (e.g., > 2 times the standard
deviation away from the mean), may be removed. If the number of outliers removed is 3, the
mean of the remaining 14 normalized NRSEG values may be used to determine two segments
(or only one segment, if the corresponding analyte concentration is the lowest or highest), of
the composite projector curve. It should be understood that the numerical values described

above are illustrative only, and that in different implementations, the numbers such as the total
number of feature pairs, the number of acceptable feature pairs, the statistical threshold for

outlier rejection, etc., can be different.

[0696] FIG. 71 shows one embodiment of the overall process of derivation of a mapped
projector curve set with NAG boundaries. Feature pairs corresponding to different, known
concentrations of the analyte (e.g., glucose) in a synthetic medium (e.g., tissue phantom) are
obtained at step 30. The concentration values can be adjusted according to an expected
dynamic range of the analyte in the media to be analyzed. An embodiment of a collision

computer, as described above, is used to obtain NRSEG values for each feature pair at step 40.
An NRSEG-analyte concentration curve is then generated at step 40 using the computed
NRSEG values. At step 45, slopes of the curve are computed, and at step 50 non-linearities in

the slope, i.e., changes in the slope (also called discontinuities), as described below, are
determined. These changes in the slope can be used to partition a single composite slope into a
number of intervals, each interval corresponding to individual slopes and projector curves. At

step 55 the number of curves in a projector curve set is determined.

[0697] In some embodiments, the NRSEG-analyte concentration curve is generated as a linear
regression using a logarithm (base 10, base e, etc.) of the NRSEG values and the known or
measured analyte (glucose) concentrations in the set of tissue phantoms. The measurements can

be obtained using a reference measurement system such as an system that measures analyte
(glucose) concentration in a sample. Thus, logs of the NRSEG values are regressed against the
known/measured glucose concentration of tissue samples. In determining the number of
individual projector curves in step 55, in one embodiment piecewise computation of the slopes
of the regression lines over samples separated by 10 mg/dl (or 5 mg/dl, 20 mg/dl, 25 mg/dl, 40
mg/dl, etc.) sub-intervals over the entire range of glucose concentrations of the tissue phantoms
is performed. This entails generation of linear regression coefficients between the logs of the

NRSEG values and the known/measured glucose concentration of the tissue phantoms, as

shown in FIG. 72. Steps in the generation and parameterization of all individual projector
curves included in a projector curve set are described with reference to FIG. 73.

[0698] As an example of piecewise computations of the regression slopes, the slope of a linear
regression line between the logs of the NRSEGs for tissue phantoms with 20 mg/dl and 40
mg/dl glucose concentrations was computed from all samples with those concentrations and
averaged over all the non-excluded replicates (described below), on a normalized feature by

feature basis, as described below. The range of concentration from 20 mg/dl to 40 mg/dl is one
such piecewise sub-interval.

[0699] FIG. 72 illustrates this process. The log of the normalized NRSEG values for several
feature pairs (where the NRSEG value of a particular feature pair prior to normalization is
based on an average of the corresponding NRSEG values over all replicates), measured for a
tissue phantom with a glucose concentration of 20 mg/dl are shown plotted as points 50, and
the corresponding points for a tissue phantom with a glucose concentration of 40 mg/dl are
shown as points 52. In general, there can be up to ^ (e.g., 22) times M (e.g., 4) normalized
NRSEG values, where all ^ feature pairs are acceptable and each set of ^ values corresponds

to one of the M illumination states.

[0700] In the generation of a projector curve set, in some embodiments, only one set of up to ^
normalized NRSEG values is used. For example, in one embodiment, the illumination state
R2, i.e., Ring_2, of the illumination/detection probe is selected, and the corresponding NRSEG
values from the acceptable features pairs are normalized, as described above, in the generation
of the projector curve set. Any feature pairs whose normalized NRSEG values are different
according to a threshold (e.g., a deviation from the mean by more than one, two, three, etc.,
standard deviations, a deviation from the mean by more than a threshold specified as an
absolute limit or a percentage, etc.) (points 56) may be omitted from the regression calculation
as outliers. A regression line 54 is drawn through the mean of all remaining points at each

concentration and becomes the piecewise sub-interval for the projection curve between 20
mg/dl and 40 mg/dl.

[0701] With reference to FIG. 73, in general, this process is repeated (steps 10 through 35) for
the normalized NRSEG computed using all tissue-phantom samples (“sample pairs”) at various
concentration sub-intervals, e.g., 10 mg/dl and 20 mg/dl, 40 mg/dl, 50 mg/dl, 50 mg/dl and 60
mg/dl, and so on, up to the pair of samples between 800 mg/dl and 900 mg/dl in the tissue
phantom calibration dataset 30 in FIG. 71, wherein the sample pair sets may be arranged in
order of increasing glucose concentrations. The piecewise sub-intervals used over the total
concentration range may have different sub-interval ranges such as 10 mg/dl, 15 mg/dl, 20
mg/dl, 40 mg/dl, etc. As several feature pairs may be processed at each concentration, in some
embodiments the normalized NRSEG for each feature pair in a piecewise sub-interval is used
as shown in FIG. 73. NRSEG values without normalization thereof may also be used in some

embodiments. The projector curve set is typically based on all of the feature pairs (FP) or all

the acceptable feature pairs and all individual projector curves.

[0702] In general, each tissue-phantom sample, except those tissue-phantom samples at the
lowest and highest concentrations, may be used to generate two regression sub-intervals: (i) in
the piecewise sub-interval preceding that concentration; and, (ii) the piecewise sub-interval
succeeding that concentration. For example, if the sub-interval length is set to 10mg/dl, the
NRSEG for all features at the concentration of 70 mg/dl would be used in the regression slope

computation when considering the piecewise sub-interval 60 mg/dl to 70 mg/dl, as well as the
sub-interval 70 mg/dl to 80 mg/dl. A linear regression slope for each piecewise sub-interval,
based on all feature pairs for those samples, is computed.

[0703] In various embodiments, a straight-line section of the composite projector curve in each
sub-interval (e.g., the sub-interval [20 mg/dl, 40 mg/dl]) is determined by plotting a linear
regression line between the log of all the non-omitted normalized (i.e., weighted) NRSEG
^

values ^ത
(for i = 1, 2, 3…, ^ ), for the tissue phantom with a glucose concentration of 20
ଶ^
^

mg/dl, and all the non-omitted, normalized (i.e., weighted) NRSEG values ^ത
(for i = 1, 2,
ସ^
3…, ^ ) for a tissue phantom with a glucose concentration of 40 mg/dl. This process is
illustrated with reference to FIG. 72, and was described above. In particular, for each

concentration C (e.g., 20 mg/dl, 40 mg/dl, etc.), all ^ (e.g., 22, in one embodiment) the log of
the normalized NRSEG values are plotted, the outliers according to a threshold as described
above are omitted, and the respective means of the remaining log values of the normalized
NRSEG values is used to determine the corresponding regression lines.

[0704] With reference to FIG. 74, assume that at a glucose concentration of 20 mg/dl, four
feature pairs, ^

^

ଶ^^

,^

ଶ
ଶ^^

,^

ଷ
ଶ^^

, and ^

ସ
ଶ^^

^

ଶ

ଷ

yield normalized NRSEG values ^തଶ ^ , ^ത
, ^ത
, and
ଶ^
ଶ^

ସ

^തଶ ^ . Also assume that at glucose concentration of 40 mg/dl, four feature pairs,
^

ଷ
ସ^^

, and ^

ସ
ସ^^

ଶ

^

ଷ

ଶ

^

ସ^^

,

ସ

provided normalized NRSEG values ^ത
, ^ത
, ^ത
, and ^ത
. Monotonicity
ସ^
ସ^
ସ^
ସ^
^

requires that for at least one feature pair, the NRSEG value prior to normalization, ^ത (for j =
ସ^

^

1, 2, 3, 4) be greater than the corresponding feature pair ^ത (for j = 1, 2, 3, 4). It is necessary to
ଶ^

ensure that the slope of each such line is positive, that is that the normalized NRSEG ^

^
^

monotonically increasing with glucose concentration. If monotonicity is not confirmed,
alternate feature pairs must be selected.

is

[0705] Table 10 below illustrates projector curve set generation in some embodiments where
an NIR data collection subsystem has M illumination states Rt = 1, 2, . . ., M. There are a total
i

of ^ feature pairs FP , where i ranges from 1 through ^ . For analyte concentration Ck
i

corresponding to a particular tissue phantom, for each feature pair FP , for each repeat of each
illumination state Rt, an NRSEG value is computed using collision computing. For the analyte
i

concentration Ck , for each feature pair FP , for each illumination state Rt, the NRSEG values
^^

computed for all repeats of Rt are averaged to obtain an averaged NRSEG value ^ ^ .
ೖ

^^

[0706] Monotonicity of ^ ^ is tested across all illumination states Rt , i.e., R1 through RM and,
ೖ

in some embodiments, only those features pairs that exhibit monotonicity are accepted for
further processing. For all the accepted feature pairs, the averaged NRSEG values
corresponding to any one illumination state (e.g., R2 , R3 , (R2 +R4 ), etc.) are selected, and are
^

represented as ^ ^ . Each of these averaged NRSEG values corresponds to a particular accepted
ೖ

feature pair, and is weighted using a weight W(i (p, q)) associated with the corresponding
^

^

feature pair, to obtain a normalized NRSEG value ^ത
ൌ^ ^ ൈ^^^ ^ ^ , ^ ^ ^. The computation
^
ೖ

ೖ

^

of the weight is described above. The computation of ^ത
is repeated for different analyte
^
ೖ

concentrations Ck using different phantom tissue samples.

Table 10

[0707] Referring again to FIG. 73, the slopes of these piecewise linear regression lines (at step
40) correspond to sub-intervals of increasing glucose concentrations. The concentration subintervals chosen are non-overlapping and do not have any gaps. If the concentration-sample

pair set does not include samples separated by 10 mg/dl, then the next largest sub-interval
available is used for computing the piecewise regression slopes. For example, the sub-interval
100 mg/dl to 120 mg/dl was used in one example, as no sample was prepared with 110 mg/dl
concentration. This generally ensures that there are no gaps between the regression curves

corresponding to different concentration boundaries.

[0708] All the individual regression lines corresponding to different glucose sub-intervals over
the entire range of concentration spanning 20 mg/dl to 900 mg/dl, as shown in FIG. 75, are then
concatenated to form a continuous, strictly increasing, single graph whose Y axis represents the
log of the mean of normalized NRSEG values after outlier elimination, due to NIR absorption
by the analyte, and where the X axis represents the concentration of the analyte corresponding
to sub-interval boundaries. This continuously increasing function is computed and shown in
FIG. 76.

[0709] In various embodiments, a change in the value the slope of the continuous function
constructed by concatenating the these linear regression lines over discrete piecewise sub-

intervals, (an empirically determined slope-change value that balances the need for smoothing
of individual variations of slope against the number of intervals) is treated as a point of
discontinuity in the NRSEG response to the concentration of the analyte. The change in the

value of the slope can be specified as an absolute change or as percentage (e.g., 10%, 20%,
50%, 60%, 100%, 150%, 200%, etc.) of the instantaneous slope. The points of slope change,
where the change in slope is greater than 50%, of the continuous concatenated curve are shown

in FIG. 76. The points of slope change describe intervals of the composite curve, and the
segments of the composite curve between a pair of consecutive points of change is called an

individual projector curve. An individual projector curve may correspond to one or more subintervals.

[0710] In various embodiments, the continuous function, for all sub-intervals of tissue phantom
reference concentrations extending over the entire concentration range, as shown in FIG. 72, is

deconstructed into individual functions or curves where the first function extends from the
lowest concentration to the concentration identified as the first slope discontinuity. The second
function extends from the concentration associated with the first slope discontinuity to the

second slope discontinuity, and so on, until the entire range is covered, as illustrated in step 40
of FIG. 73. The composite curve of NRSEG vs. concentration, incorporating the contribution of
all feature pairs, is partitioned into several individual projector curves, where each individual

curve is identified by a change in the slope (as described above) from the previous curve. It is
to be understood that any suitable threshold value for a change in slope can be used to identify
the boundaries of individual projector curves. For example, changes in linear regression line
slopes of greater than 5%, 10%, 20%, 60%, etc., or an absolute difference in slope of greater
than a specified threshold can be used to identify the boundaries of individual projector curves.

[0711] In general, if there are Na distinct reference concentration values, there could be up to
(Na -1) concentration sub-intervals and, accordingly, there would be up to (Na -1) regression line
segments of the composite projector curve. The composite projector curve that is a

concatenation of the (Na -1) segments can be partitioned into a set of Ng individual projector
curves, where

^^

^ ^

^^

െ 1^. A partition boundary or a boundary of an individual projector

curve, ^ P , can be identified where the slope of an individual projector curve or regression line
segment changes by more than a specified threshold relative to the slope of an adjacent
individual projector curve or regression line segment. An individual projector curve, ^ P , may
include only a single regression line sub-interval corresponding to a single concentration subinterval (e.g., from 20 mg/dl up to 30 mg/dl, where the interval length is 10 mg/dl), or may
include more than one regression line sub-intervals. For example, a certain individual projector
curve may combine the regression line segments corresponding to the concentration intervals
[60-70], [70-80], and [80-90] mg/dl into a single interval [60-90]. In some embodiments, the

slope of an individual projector curve is determined by plotting a new regression line that
includes the log of the normalized NRSEG values for all feature pairs obtained as sub-intervals

that include 60, 70, 80, and 90 mg/dl.

[0712] In general, the projector curve is an invertible, one-to-one function (i.e., the curve
cannot be intersected at more than one point by a vertical or horizontal line). Intersection by a

vertical line at two different points would mean that there are two different net energy gain
values for the same concentration. Intersection by a horizontal line at two different points
would mean that for two different concentrations the net energy gain is the same. For a one-toone mapping, neither condition can be true.

[0713] FIG. 77 shows a “flipped” concatenated (also called composite) projector curve, where
known analyte (glucose) concentration was the independent variable (and is now plotted on the
Y axis on the logarithmic scale) and the log of the normalized net, renormalized spectral energy
gain was the dependent variable (and is now plotted on the X axis on a linear scale), as
described below. With reference to FIG. 73, as the next step in the parameterization of the

individual projector curves (step 50), the axes of the composite projector curve are reversed,
such that the response variable or Y axis represents the analyte (glucose) concentration and the
logarithmic values of the normalized NRSEG is the explanatory variable represented on the X

axis, to yield a “flipped projector curve,” as shown in FIG. 77. The log of the value of the
averaged, normalized NRSEG values is also referred to as the log of the net analyte signal
(NAS) on the X axis of FIG. 77.
[0714] The overall processes of generating a flipped projector curve set that is described above
is summarized below in a pseudo-code form.

Select any one illumination state (IS) (also called illumination pattern)

For each concentration value Ck {
For each feature pair i {
Compute NRSEG, averaged over all repeats of the selected illumination
i

state, i.e., y

^

Compute normalized NRSEG, ^ത, by applying a weight W(i, (p, q)

corresponding to the feature pair

}
^

From all ^ത across all feature pairs, remove outliers
Compute mean of normalized NRSEGs of the remaining, i.e., acceptable feature

pairs denoted

^^ೖ

.

}
For each analyte concentration Ck in C1 through CK-1 {
Draw a regression line segment joining

^^ೖ

and

^^ೖశభ

. Alternatively, generate

^

^

a regression line segment using ^ ^ over all acceptable feature pairs, and ^ ^
ೖ

ೖశభ

over all acceptable feature pairs.
}
Concatenate all regression line segments to obtain an composite projector curve

Deconstruct the composite projector curve to obtain individual projector curves (i.e., the
projector curve set

Flip the composite projector curve
Measurement of Human Tissue for a Calibration Set

[0715] One or more calibration sets are generated to transform the net, renormalized spectral
energy changes accumulated in the modified Zyoton waveform to the analyte concentration.
For example, in the case of non-invasive glucose measurement, calibration data are generated
in two steps, as described below.

[0716] In the first step, described above, a series of in-vitro experiments is performed whereby
different, known concentrations of the analyte of interest are added to tissue phantoms which
are then spectrally imaged using the same sensor hardware and illumination sequence that are
used for analyzing glucose in human subjects. The spectra from these tissue phantom samples
are processed by the collision computing process to ensure that the resulting, computed spectral
energy changes (e.g., gains) are monotonically increasing or decreasing with an increase or
decrease in the concentration of the analyte. When monotonicity is achieved (by refinements of

the components of the collision computing process, if necessary) a composite projector curve is
generated between concentration (as the independent variable) and spectral energy gain (as the

dependent variable), as described above.

[0717] In the second step, a series of paired measurements are made on one or more human
subjects, where tissue spectra are acquired along with paired reference glucose values, which
may be obtained using a conventional invasive technique requiring a blood sample. Two terms
are used to describe the accuracy of results in such an experiment: ARD and MARD. ARD,
expressed as a percentage, is the “absolute relative difference” of a single result from a
reference value: ARD = |(reference value-experimental result)/reference value)| x 100. MARD,

also expressed as a percentage, is the mean of more than one absolute relative difference values
for either an individual or for multiple subjects: MARD = Average of all (|(reference valueexperimental result)/reference value)|) x 100. In general, the reference values can be obtained
using a single human subject or more than one (e.g., 2, 5, 9, 11, 15, etc.) human subjects.

[0718] In one embodiment that demonstrated glucose estimation accuracy with a MARD under
15%, such paired measurements are taken within one minute of each other, as glucose was
found to be increasing or decreasing at rates as high as 8 mg/dl per minute, as in the case of
people with type 1 diabetes who use insulin. Spectral energy gains due to glucose absorption in
subjects’ tissue using NIR diffuse reflectance measurements are then estimated using this
collision-computing technique, at the same time the reference glucose measurement was also

taken. The conditioning and collision computing processing for tissue spectra from human
subjects is essentially the same as that used for processing spectral data from tissue phantoms.

If monotonicity between reference glucose concentration and NRSEG is not achieved, then
processing of the data is further refined by modification of Zyotons, collision parameters,
number of collisions, selection of frequency components in the spectral energy computation, or
changes to the collision operator between collisions.

[0719] As described above, changes to the collision operator are achieved by modifying a
combination of one or more parameter that include the collision grid bracket length (η^, or the
bracketed interaction operator (^ ), or revising the shift delay window (^), or the phase operator
(^), or optionally the compression operator (^), to adjust the length of the collision window. As
described above, changes to the collision operator can be used to increase the tolerance of the
measurement to both coherent and non-coherent noise in the acquired sensor data due to

unpredictable changes to the medium, unpredictable drift in the sensor (e.g., detector or
illumination elements), and also to address changes in the confounder concentrations that
impact SCR, and to address time-varying scatter losses. Changes in the collision operator can

be made to avoid the need for additional data or reacquisition of a calibration dataset due to
failure to achieve monotonicity between analyte reference concentration and the net,
renormalized spectral energy changes obtained through collision computing. One or more of
the preceding collision operator parameters may be revised to achieve a monotonic relationship
of spectral energy gain by the modified Zyoton over the glucose analyte concentration range.
Once monotonicity has been achieved in the calibration dataset derived from human subjects,
the spectral energy levels are projected against, or recast in terms of energy absorption levels
observed, as described above, in the tissue phantoms with known glucose concentration, to
derive a calibration set. The process is described in detail below.

[0720] In estimating tissue glucose concentration in human subjects, the averaged (over repeats
of respective illumination states) NRSEG for all features, extracted from all replicate spectra
for all illumination states is first computed as described below. Optionally, other estimators
such as L2 norm, median, and maximum likelihood (MLE) ratio can be used instead of
averaging. This averaged NRSEG is then transformed into an estimated “glucose value”
through the projection process shown in FIG. 78. The projection process is a generalized
method and is applicable to determination of concentration of any analyte of interest such as
urea, collagen, or lactate. For analytes that absorb in different NIR bands, different detectors or
sources may be used.

Projection Process

[0721] Projection can be generally described as the process of representing the equivalence of
the averaged NRSEG due to an analyte of interest (e.g., glucose) in one measurement system
(e.g., tomographic diffuse reflectance spectroscopy) in one medium (e.g., human skin tissue) to
the estimated, averaged NRSEG observed from another medium (e.g., synthesized tissue
phantoms created with different known levels of the analyte), and imaged using the same

sensor or instrument measurement system, in conjunction with the same processing (e.g., the
same Zyotons, the same Zyoton collision operator, the same feature boundaries and the same
feature conditioning process, all of which are described above).

[0722] As shown in FIG. 78, using tissue spectra, the NRSEGs are computed for all feature
pairs for all illumination states and are averaged over all repeats of the respective illumination
states on a feature pair by feature pair basis. For each of the feature pairs for each sample found

to be acceptable as defined below, a Normalized Absorption Gradient (NAG) numerical value
is computed (step 20) to select the appropriate mapped individual projector curve, from a set of

several mapped individual projectors curves included in a mapped projector curve set. In some
embodiments, there may be only one individual mapped projector curve in the mapped

projector curve set. Once the applicable mapped projector curve is selected, it is used to

transform the NRSEG into an analyte concentration in step 30. The analyte concentration 40
can be output to the user, or further used in computation of clinical, diagnostic, screening,
therapy effectiveness or regimen monitoring or wellness analytics; alarms provided to users,
their care-team, friends and family; population analytics; and longitudinal analysis. Details on
processes for computing NAG, developing and using the mapped projector curve set (step 25)

are described below.

[0723] In some embodiments, laboratory synthesized tissue phantoms in the form of liquid
suspensions or gels serve as calibration systems for projection. Projection, in general, is a twostep process: (i) The first step includes the design and optimization of “mapped projector
curves,” based on experimental data and samples, collected using both tissue-phantom and
human subjects, associated with known analyte (e.g., glucose) concentrations, as described with
reference to FIG. 71, and (ii) the second step includes the use of a mapped projector curve set,

to transform the Normalized Absorption Gradient derived from the averaged NRSEG in
acceptable feature pairs, as estimated from uncharacterized spectra (e.g., uncharacterized
human tissue spectra) using the collision computing process, to determine the analyte levels.

[0724] The projector curves for analyte quantitation may be developed in a different medium
than the uncharacterized media in which the analyte is to be detected and/or measured. The
projector curves generally transform an information measure (the explanatory variable or

averaged NRSEG generated through the collision computing process) to a response variable
e.g.,, analyte concentration such as tissue glucose concentration expressed in mg/dl or mM/l).
In estimating analyte concentration in complex media, with high levels of interference from
confounders with varying levels of absorption and scattering effects, more than one projector

curve (denoted together as a “projector curve set”) may be used to cover the anticipated range
of the response variable associated with the concentration of analyte of interest. For example,
some embodiments for non-invasive glucose measurement use a nine-member projector curve

set.

[0725] As described above, the accuracy and precision of analyte concentration estimation in
unknown samples can be increased by designing the Zyoton such that the desired dynamic
range of net, renormalized spectral energy changes can be measured, and that the Zyotons,
along with properties of other waveforms involved in the collision process, and the parameters
of the collision operator, produce collisions that yield changes in the net, renormalized spectral
energy of the modified Zyoton that are monotonic to analyte concentration levels, e.g., as
described in step 60 in FIG. 71, while analyzing human subjects in generating calibration sets.

[0726] In the example of noninvasive glucose measurement, the NRSEG range is set to have a
dynamic range of 8 to 10 orders of magnitude by controlling the collision count and parameters

of the collision operator, while the actual range of glucose concentration seen in human tissue
and blood generally extends over less than three orders of magnitude. Thus, Zyotons are
designed to amplify small, linear changes in spectroscopic absorption due to changes in the
analyte concentration in the medium to large, logarithmic scale changes in the net,
renormalized spectral energy gains. As a properly configured collision operator yields spectral
energy gains that are monotonic to analyte concentration, lower values of analyte concentration
show smaller changes in post-collision renormalized spectral energy and larger analyte
concentrations yield larger post-collision renormalized spectral energies. Such nonlinear

amplification generally results from varying inelasticity of the collisions between Zyotons and
conditioned spectral features extracted from spectra of samples with varying analyte
concentrations.

[0727] The relationship between the net, renormalized spectral energy changes and varying
analyte concentrations is typically not linear over the range of glucose concentrations seen in
human tissue, thereby requiring the using of several projector curves. Instead, this relationship,
as shown below, is typically semi-linear, or linear in log-transformed space. A relationship

between a dependent and an independent variable can be defined to be semi-linear if it includes

the sum of a linear term and a low order nonlinear term. Semi-linear relationships may become
linear when one or both of the variables are converted to logarithms or plotted on a graph with
a logarithmic axis.

[0728] The mapped projector curve sets (also called projector curve sets) may be developed for
quantitation of any biochemical or chemical analyte of interest (and are not limited to the

example glucose analyte) that are also present in the tissue at the same time, and are of medical
or therapeutic value (e.g., non-invasively estimated collagen, urea, lactate, insulin, hemoglobin
and other biochemical compounds). In samples with several analytes of interest that absorb and
scatter in the same wavelength region accessible to the sensor, and where the different analytes

of interest act as confounders against each other, different configurations of the collision
operator and different projector curve sets are generally required, with one set for each analyte.

These may be called multiplexed projector curve sets.

[0729] Typically, the projector curve sets are designed ahead of their use for projection
analysis, in a batch or an off-sequence mode as described with reference to FIG. 71. The
operational use of the projector curve set may be batch-mode, off-sequence (for non-real-time

applications) or in-line for real-time analysis. Off-line and in-line here refer to analysis and

processing of acquired-data at times that are different from or concurrent with data acquisition
times.

[0730] In some embodiments, referring to FIG. 71, the design-time calibration step and
development of the projector curve set uses two experimental datasets in step 20: (a) a
calibrated set of tissue phantoms that are created with known values of the analyte (e.g.,

glucose), and (b) a set of duplicate, paired reference measurements of blood glucose in human

subjects, obtained at step 10. For the first set, tissue phantoms with a range of glucose reference
values used in one embodiment (as an input to the projector curve set design process) included
the following concentrations denoted as set C: 0 mg/dl, 20 mg/dl, 40 mg/dl, 50 mg/dl, 60
mg/dl, 70 mg/dl, 80 mg/dl, 90 mg/dl, 100 mg/dl, 120 mg/dl, 150 mg/dl, 200 mg/dl, 250 mg/dl,
300 mg/dl, 350 mg/dl, 400 mg/dl, 450 mg/dl, 500 mg/dl, 600 mg/dl, 800 mg/dl and 900 mg/dl.

Optionally, other concentrations than those listed above may be used. As the glucose
concentration or the scattering properties of the synthetic tissue phantoms may change over
time, a reference measurement of glucose concentration in the tissue phantom may be taken
within a one minute time window of imaging the tissue phantom.

[0731] The step 10 of FIG. 71 in one embodiment entails (a) acquisition of five repeated
spectroscopic measurements (called “replicates”) taken at each concentration level (enumerated

above), which includes the step of making and breaking contact with the tissue phantom
surface (in a gel or solid phase phantom) or immersion and removal (if a stirred liquid
Intralipid-based phantom was used); and, (b), duplicate, paired reference measurements of
blood glucose analyzed from an area on the dorsal side of the human subject’s arm within two
inches of where the spectroscopic human tissue data is acquired (or measurement of blood

glucose from the finger), for a group of individuals with different levels of blood glucose.

[0732] In generating some calibration datasets, the individuals included subjects with diabetes,
those at risk of diabetes (such as with prediabetes), and, healthy subjects. Again, a maximum
time lag of one minute was generally maintained between the spectroscopic tissue measurement

and an invasive glucose measurement with a reference method. To extend the range of glucose
values in the calibration set, a modified Oral Glucose Tolerance Test (OGTT) protocol and/or
meal/exercise challenge can be used in addition to daily-lifestyle measurements of the subjects.
All the preceding procedures were used to develop complete datasets for calibration purposes.

[0733] The calibration datasets having the two tissue-phantom and human constituent datasets
described above, acquired ahead of operational-use time, were analyzed using collision
computing, in step 40 in FIG. 71 (for tissue phantoms) and in step 60 (for human subjects), to

develop a mapped calibration curve set between NRSEGs, as computed from the spectral
datasets, and the true value of glucose measured in the sample using a reference measurement

system. In some embodiments, a projector curve set with boundaries of individual projector
curves determined in step 55, as described above, that is derived from a tissue-phantom
calibration dataset, is denoted as ^ P .

[0734] Similarly, the calibration sets obtained using the averaged NRSEGs, as computed from
a spectral dataset acquired from human skin tissue, and the value of glucose measured in the
subjects’ tissue using a reference system such as a high-quality blood-glucose meter, is denoted

^ H . In various embodiments, in step 70, portions of the calibration sets are associated with
individual projector curves according to the analyte sub-interval boundaries. For each portion

of the calibration sets associated with an individual projector curve, the NAG boundaries are
computed at step 75, as described below. A projection or a mapping is computed at step 80,
whereby each value over the entire range of ^ H can be represented in terms of ^ P . This

projector curve set is called a mapped projector curve sent and is denoted as^^^ ^ as in. The

construction of ^ P , ^ H and ^^ ^ is described below. The cardinality of set ^ P may range from 1
through a maximum number ^ (e.g., 5, 9, 12, 20, etc.) for an analyte with a dynamic range
extending over a number of orders of magnitude. Also, the members of set ^ P = {( ^ P , 1 ), (^ P , 2 ),
… , (^ P , Ξ ),}, where ^ is the number of individual projector curves in a projector curve set.

[0735] In some embodiments, in the steps 40, 45, 60, and 65 of FIG. 71, any feature pairs that
yield negative slopes or show a change of sign in the slope over the concentration range, as
shown in FIG. 79, are eliminated from feature pair set from further consideration. If any of the
projector curves has all the feature pairs eliminated due to lack of positive slope, then all the

feature pairs are considered suboptimal, and they are all rejected. Such a projector curve may
then be labeled as Null, and the boundaries of the adjacent projector curves may be adjusted to
subsume the entire concentration range of that nullified projector curve. In some embodiments,

an individual projector curve set to Null due to all the starting feature pairs failing the positive
slope test is considered differently from an individual projector curves re-initialized to Null
because there were no sample points acquired in the concentration sub-interval associated with

that individual projector curve.

[0736] FIGS. 80A and 80B show an example of the set of nine flipped individual projector
curves (Q1 through Q9 with associated NAG values) used in some embodiments for noninvasive glucose measurement. The curves in FIG. 80A are nonlinear with the glucose range
covered by each projector curve as shown on the composite projector curve in FIG. 77. In
these flipped curves, the glucose concentration is shown on the Y axis and the X axis shows
normalized NRSEG value obtained from the Ring 2 illumination state on a log scale. This
example shows that the curves in the flipped projector curve set can be overlapping. Such an
overlap can result from different points of slope discontinuity when all the feature pairs taken
together do not meet the monotonicity condition described above. FIG. 81 shows a single
flipped projector curve covering a range of tissue glucose concentrations as a function of

normalized net analyte signal estimated using collision computing.

Mapping of Human Tissue and Glucose Measurements to Projection Curves

[0737] Referring again to FIG. 71, the calibration sets obtained using the average NRSEG, as
computed from a spectral dataset acquired from human skin tissue, and the value of glucose

measured in the subject’s tissue using a reference system, are denoted, as described above by

^ H . One difference between how the collision-computing results are obtained from spectra
generated using a synthetic medium (e.g., tissue phantom) and how the collision-computing
results are calculated for the calibration datasets. Unlike in a tissue phantom, the glucose

concentration is only available at the time of measurement and cannot be controlled.
Therefore, in various embodiments, the interval boundaries of the portions of calibration
datasets are selected such that those boundaries can be matched with the interval boundaries of

the projector curve determined from tissue phantom samples, as determined in step 55. As
such, a particular interval of the calibration set, such as 100 mg/dl to 120 mg/dl, may contain
within it several net, renormalized spectral energy gains of several concentrations between 100
mg/dl and 120 mg/dl, such as 101, 104, 107, 110, 112, 114, 117, and 119 and (all in mg/dl), in
one example.

[0738] The NRSEG values in steps 40 and 60 (FIG. 71) are determined by combining the net,
renormalized spectral energy absorption from the entire dataset over several acceptable feature
pairs. The spectral energy absorption profiles are typically complex and non-uniform over the
concentration range, and cannot often be represented or parameterized in terms of a single
linear regression curve. They are instead represented using several projector curves, denoted by
the term projector curve set ^ P , as described above. In some embodiments for the non-invasive
estimation of glucose in human skin tissue, where calibration glucose levels may vary from 20

mg/dl to 900 mg/dl a , , a projector curve set with nine individual projector curves, as shown in
FIG. 80B, is used to fully represent the relationship between: (a) the averaged NRSEG,
individually computed over different illumination states over all acceptable feature pairs, and
then combined to compute the Normalized Absorption Gradient (“NAG”); and (b) the glucose
concentration.

[0739] Each analyte and non-analyte feature pair (e.g., GL and NO-GL feature pair) for each
tissue spectrum is first examined to determine if it is “acceptable.” FIG. 79 shows curves called
absorption gradients “AG” computed for five feature pairs FP1... FP5 from a human

spectroscopic sample. As an illustrative example, the four data points on the dashed line

corresponding to FP3 represent the prior to normalization, i.e., un-weighted NRSEG averaged

over two repeats acquired using illumination states Ring 1, Ring 2, Ring 3 and All Rings. The
specific values of spectral energy gain are given in the table below the graph in FIG. 79. The
absorption gradient computed for each feature pair, based on an illumination sequence using

four illumination states as in this example, must be monotonically increasing over those four
illumination states to be determined to be an “acceptable” feature pair.

[0740] It is noted that the dashed line in the graph corresponding to feature pair FP3 does not
have a monotonically increasing linear behavior over the four illumination states as expected
for this embodiment for this feature pair. It shows an increasing value of spectral energy gain
with Ring 2 compared to Ring 1, which then decreases for Ring 3, but again increases for the
ALL Rings illumination. This behavior is not consistent with the model of glucose presence in
human tissue, where interrogation of a thicker section of tissue would be expected to show
more absorbance due to glucose, and contravenes the response expected using tomographic
imaging described above for non-invasive glucose, which is an increasing amount of glucose
included within the photon path moving from Ring 1 to Ring 2 through Ring 3, with the
greatest amount of glucose in “all rings,” as those illuminations sequentially target the
epidermis (Ring 1), the dermis (Ring 2), the subcutaneous through the dermis (Ring 3), and all

three skin layers (All Rings).

[0741] Based on the above expected response, the feature pair FP3 in FIG. 79, is sub-optimal
and the slope of the line is not usable to use in computing a NAG for projection to select the
appropriate projector curve, and the feature pair is not acceptable. In a similar vein, FP4 and
FP5 in FIG. 79 are not acceptable feature pairs as their renormalized spectral energy gain
response also is different from what is expected in tomographic imaging. On the other hand, the
two solid lines corresponding to the renormalized spectral energy gains over different
illumination states using feature pairs FP1 and FP2 both have a positive slope, are
monotonically increasing, and match the expected behavior of NIR absorption of glucose in the
different layers of skin. FP1 and FP2 are thus both acceptable features, and the slopes of their
respective regression lines are usable for the Projection process. Feature pairs meeting the
monotonicity test are referred to as “acceptable feature pairs.”

[0742] It is to be understood that, in the context of calculating absorption gradients and the
Normalized Absorption Gradient, “monotonicity” for feature pairs is assessed by regressing the
NRSEG values for the illumination states in an illumination sequence against the distance

between the source and detector, with the additional consideration here that monotonicity is

maintained when the illumination sequence includes, for example, two sequential illuminations
using at least one ring with the same separation distance, without a reversal in direction of the
measured energy. For example, duplicates of rings as in the illumination sequence R1, R2, R2,
R3, or when a following illumination state has at least one ring with the same maximum
separation distance as the previous illumination state, as in R1, R2, R3, ALL Rings, a feature
pair exhibiting increasing or constant energy values across all the illumination states would be
considered “monotonic” and thus “acceptable.” In these cases, when the duplicate
measurements of energy for the two R2 states in the first example, or the sequential
measurements of energy for the “R3, ALL Rings” pair of illumination states in the second
example do not change direction, a feature pair with these example illumination sequences and
energy values would display a “monotonic” gradient, and the feature pair would be considered
“acceptable.”

[0743] It is also to be understood that, if the illumination states were considered in an opposite
sequence, acceptable feature pairs could also display monotonically decreasing values, and still
match the expected absorption behavior, thus becoming considered “acceptable feature pairs.”
This example also clarifies the rationale for the selection and validation of feature pairs during
design time, i.e., when the projector curves, calibration sets, and mapped projectors curves are
generated.

[0744] The slope of the regression line, as determined above over the log of the NRSEG values
for the four illumination states shown in FIG. 79, is denoted the “absorption gradient” or “AG.”
The determination of NAG, e.g., at step 40 (FIG. 82),for any sample entails two steps: Step 1 is
the computation of an absorption gradient, as above, for each acceptable analyte and nonanalyte feature pair (e.g., a GL and NO-GL feature pair) using the NRSEG averaged over one
or more ring repeats for a sample (if necessary), and Step 2 is a normalization of the absorption
gradient over all the feature pairs determined to be acceptable feature pairs (as described
below).

[0745] Referring to FIG. 82, the two steps in computation of the NAG are as follows: In step 1,
the absorption gradient computation, where the absorption gradient (AG) can be described as
the slope of the regression line computed using the log of the numerical values of the NRSEG
for all illumination states^^ ൌ1, . . , ^ over each acceptable analyte and non-analyte feature pair
(e.g., GL and NO-GL feature pair) {p, q} where p =1,…, P, and q =1,…,Q, regressed against

the total power of light delivered to the tissue in each illumination state, as measured with a
light power meter with a detection range typically centered at 1550 nm.
Table 11: Typical Value of Total Light Power for Various Illumination States

[0746] The optional step 2 of the NAG computation involves normalization of the absorption
gradients (AGs), as computed above, across all the acceptable feature pairs associated with a

sample including all spectra acquired during an illumination sequence and their replicates. Let
th

^^൫
^^,^ ൯denote the computed AG of the t acceptable feature pair 40 in Step 1 of FIG. 82. In
step 2 the separate AG values are averaged and normalized over all AG൫
^^,^ ൯for all Nt
acceptable feature pairs, by taking the average of the product term given by:
^
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where

the result^^^^

^is the Normalized

Absorption

Gradient

for the sample

(also referred

to a s

th

NAG); with AG൫
^^,^ ൯, is as defined above, i.e., the absorption gradient of the t acceptable
feature pair (p,q) associated with a sample, combining results from several illuminations of an

illumination sequence; and ^ ^ ^, ^ ^ is a numerical weighting coefficient associated with an
acceptable feature pair (p,q) where p and q represent the analyte (e.g., GL) and non analyte
(e.g., NO-GL) features, respectively. The weighting coefficient for the feature pair (p,q), i.e.,

W(p,q) is calculated as defined above, using pure component absorbance spectra of glucose (as
shown in FIG. 28A) and the knowledge of spectral boundaries of the analyte feature p and nonanalyte feature q. An example of GL and NO-GL features is shown in FIG. 83.

[0747] In various embodiments, AvgAbsorbance(f) =
average absorbance AvgAbsorbance(f), for a feature f, with a feature length of W, in wave
numbers, is the average of l pure component absorbance values (scaled to any absorbance unit),

at each discrete wavenumber position contained in the feature, such that W is the product of l

and resolution of the sensors (in wavenumbers). Thus:
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^

^^^^^^^^^^^^^

^
௩

is the

maximum of the ratio of average absorbance of any analyte (e.g., GL) feature u to its associated
non analyte (e.g., NO_GL) feature v over the total feature set, such as that shown in FIG. 83,
computed using the pure component spectrum. An example of the pure component spectrum

for glucose is shown in FIG. 28A. The values, ^^^^^^^^^^^^^

p

and ^^^^^^^^^^^^^

q

,

which generally refer to the average absorbance of features p and q computed using the above
definition of Avg^^^^^^^^^^, are used to compute the dimensionless number
൫^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

⁄

൯.

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

[0748] In summary, the weighting coefficient W is used to scale all feature pairs to have the
same net contribution for the purpose of projecting the NRSEG to analyte quantity or
concentration, averaged over all replicate illumination sequences in a tomographic acquisition.
Once the Normalized Absorption Gradient values have been computed for all acceptable
തതതതതത

feature

pairs and averaged

to obtain

^^^

, this value

is used is various

embodiments

in

selection of the applicable projector curve and in the determination of the analyte concentration
at step 10 (FIG. 78).

[0749] Referring again to FIG. 71, steps 65 through 80 show how the projector curve set
mapping, represented as ^^ ^ ∶^^ H → ^ P , is established using data from both human and tissue

phantom datasets. The human calibration dataset (including NRSEGs derived from several
pairs of tissue spectra and their associated blood glucose reference values), is partitioned into

subsets (referred to as “projection sets”), such that paired data are separated on the basis of

their reference values into the same glucose intervals as used for the tissue-phantom dataset,

i.e., the intervals defining the individual projector curve set ^ P boundaries.

[0750] The processing of NRSEGs for different illumination states obtained using collision
computing, associated with the feature pairs in the projection sets constructed using a human

dataset is typically different from those in the tissue-phantom dataset. The NAG values are

computed, as described above, in generating the projection sets, which are groups according to
the concentration values measured using a reference system, and associated with concentration
value boundaries of individual projector curves. A different net energy gain is expected due to

an expected increase in pathlength in the phantoms. Specifically, (i) as the tissue phantoms
used are one-layered system, no NAG is computed for the NRSEG obtained using tissue
phantoms for the feature pairs when different rings are illuminated. However, a check is made
for:

∆^

(24)
^ ீ ^ ಷ ^ ,ேைିீ

^ ಷ ^ ,^^,

ோಲ ^ ^

^^

for all feature pairs (p,q). This check is due to an increase in pathlength through the glucosecontaining phantom successively in rings 1, 2, 3 and ALL.

[0751] Also, the slope of the linear regression line obtained using the log values
for^∆^

, ∆^
^ ீ ^ ಷ ^ ,ேைିீ

^ ಷ ^ ,^^,

ோభ

∆^

^^

, ∆^
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^^

, and
^ ீ ^ ಷ ^ ,ேைିீ

^ ಷ ^ ,^^,

ோయ

^^

, regressed against the illumination states R1, R1, R3, ALL Rings,
^ ீ ^ ಷ ^ ,ேைିீ

^ ಷ ^ ,^^,

ோಲ ^ ^

^^

must generally be positive (or negative, if the illumination sequence is such that the successive
illumination states correspond to decreasing depth of photon paths under the skin). NRSEG
monotonicity as specific by relationship in Equation (24) may be required in various
embodiments having several illumination rings and states, e.g. R 1 , R2 , R 3 , … , R i , Ri+1 , …. RT ,
ALL where T > 1 and the ring indices 1, 2, … , i, i+1, …, T, ALL are sorted by total power
delivered to the skin by individual ring. If this slope condition is not met, the feature pair is not
an acceptable feature pair, and it may be eliminated from normalization calculations and/or
another feature pair may be selected.

[0752] In one embodiment, the paired data of tissue spectra and their corresponding glucose
concentration reference values in the human calibration dataset, are arranged according to the
same interval boundaries as computed in steps 50 and 55 in the process described with
reference to FIG. 71, and grouped into nine or fewer projection sets, depending on the range of
reference glucose values. Typically, no slope discontinuity check computations are performed
as in the case of data from tissue phantoms.

[0753] Based on the grouping results, some individual projector curves may not be associated
with any data points (i.e., they are empty and may be labeled as “Null”). This implies that no
human calibration data were obtained for such intervals. The Null labeled projectors curves
may be discarded from further consideration similarly as projections sets labeled as Null may
be discarded (in step 30 FIG. 82), as described above. The boundaries of the adjacent individual
projector curves may then be adjusted to subsume the discarded individual projector curve.

[0754] The process for generating the mapping ^^ ^ ∶^^ H → ^ P in some embodiments is shown in
FIG. 82. This process typically uses the NAG values, and generally maps the NRSEG, which
can also be denoted as the normalized net analyte signal (NAS), from human non-invasive
calibration measurements to estimate glucose levels for uncharacterized subjects. Once the
projector curve set (^ P ) has been parameterized (step 50 of the process shown FIG. 73), the
mapping ^^ ^ ^development can be completed using the process flow starting at 5 as shown in
FIG. 82.

[0755] In some embodiments, calibration sets including the NRSEG data, i.e., gain

∆

for all ^ ൌ1, . . , ^ for each analyte (e.g., GL) and non-analyte (e.g., NO-

^^

^ ீ ^ ಷ ^ ,ேைିீ

^ ಷ ^ ,^^. ோ
^ ^^

GL) feature pair {p, q} where p =1,…, P, and q =1,…,Q, are obtained at step 15 (FIG. 82). The
human calibration dataset is partitioned into subsets (called projection sets) corresponding to
the projector curves, where analyte-concentration boundaries of the subset (i.e., each projection
set) are the same as the analyte-concentration boundaries of the projector curves. Also, one or
more projection sets can be Null, as described above, i.e.., human data may not be available for
any concentration within the boundaries of that particular projector curve (e.g., 0-20 mg/dl,
640-700 mg/dl). In concentration regions such as these, where human data are not available, a
correction factor, based on the values obtained for NAG using the nearest available
concentration regions for which human data are available, may be used to extrapolate the
tissue-phantom spectral data to provide NAG values for these regions. A check for
monotonicity in the NRSEG as a function of reference glucose concentration may be made for
human samples over the total range of analyte (e.g., glucose) concentrations collected, in order
to validate the selection of feature pairs and selection of the collision computing parameters.
For example, the NRSEG for a concentration of 125 mg/dl must be greater than that for 101
mg/dl in the human calibration dataset.

[0756] The absorption gradient obtained by regressing NRSEG (on a log scale or any other
numerical scale that can linearize the regression relationship) against signal power delivered to
the medium, the source-detector distance, or the reciprocal of either, where the NRSEG values
are obtained using collision-computing or via estimation of absorption due to analyte using
another computation technique, is used to select a suitable projector curve, as described below.
The NAG can account for variations in the uncharacterized media to be analyzed, such as
variation in skin properties of one person to another and, as such, allows for the selection of a
projector curve that corresponds to the properties of the medium to be analyzed without having

to calibrate that particular medium. The use of the NAG thus facilitates universal calibration,
i.e., calibration that does not depend on the particular medium to be analyzed.

[0757] Radiation/detection systems having several detection elements and a single source, or
several illumination elements and a single detector, or several radiation sources and several
detection elements can be used in computing the NAG. The use of AG or NAG in transforming
acquired data to an analyte concentration is a robust mechanism to obtain analyte
concentrations in a medium with high levels of interference from confounders. For systems

implementing spectroscopic tomography, use of AG and NAG provides a robust mechanism
for also determining if the underlying measurement hardware is functioning properly. A null
AG value, over time, as seen in several samples can indicate a system malfunction. In various
embodiments, AG or NAG can be used in both in-vitro and in-vivo analysis of uncharacterized
samples that are spectroscopically imaged using one or more radiation sources and one or more

detectors.

[0758] Referring back to FIG. 82, for each projection set that is not labeled as Null, a check is
made at step 30 to ensure that there is at least one acceptable feature pair (pairing of analyte
(e.g., GL) and non-analyte (e.g., NO-GL) features as described above. The NAG is a weighted
average of AGs across acceptable feature pairs. Any Null projection set within ^ H , and any
projection set without at least one acceptable feature pair yielding a positive AG value, are

discarded from any further processing at step 30. The NAG computed using the normalized,
averaged AG values from all acceptable feature pairs associated with all paired sample
members of ^ H , are used to compute a range at step 50 as ^ H {^ i } < ^ iL, ^ iU > where ^ H {^ i }
th

represents the i member of the set ^ H , and ^ iL and ^ i U represent the lowest and highest value

of the NAG for the interval, over all acceptable feature pairs associated with all samples in the
interval. As indicated by the flow loops 42 and 52, this computation is repeated for all the
samples with all acceptable feature pairs for all the groups in ^ H . This process is further

illustrated with reference to FIGS. 84A and 84B below. The NAG values thus relate the
NRSEG values or the logs thereof for a projection set in ^ H to its associated member in set ^ P

through a mapping process.

[0759] With reference to FIG. 84A, a portion of the composite projector curve is partitioned
into two individual projector curves S1 and S2 . The analyte concentration boundaries of S1 and
S 2 are [g1, g2] and [g2, g3], respectively. The values g1, g2, and g3 can be obtained from a
selection of the tissue phantom samples. In one example, where the analyte is glucose, these

boundaries can be [80, 110], [110, 130], all in mg/dl. It is to be understood that a composite
projector curve may be partitioned into more than two, e.g., 5, 6, 9, 10, 12, 15, etc., individual
projector curves.

[0760] The NAG values are computed from calculation of NRSEG corresponding to analyte
concentrations in human tissue spectra. During calibration, the analyte concentrations are
measured using an invasive reference method. In one example, let the analyte concentration
values for which NAG value were computed be:

^
^^

^

^

^

^

^

^଼

^

, ^ ଶ , ^ ଷ , ^ ସ , ^ ହ , ^ ^ , ^ ^ , and ^ , the

superscript “r” indicating that these concentration values were obtained using a reference
method. After these concentrations and the corresponding NAG values are determined, it is
further determined that

^
^^

^

^

^

^

^

^

, ^ ଶ , ^ ଷ , and ^ ସ are included in the range [g1, g2] and ^ ହ , ^ ^ , ^ ^ , and

^଼

^

^ are included in the range [g2, g3]. Therefore, the concentration values

^

^

^

ଶ

ଷ

ସ

, ^ , ^ , and ^

^^

and the corresponding NAG values are associated with S 1 , and the concentration values
^

^

^଼

^

^ , ^ ^ , ^ ^ , and ^ and the corresponding NAG values are associated with S 2 . It should be
ହ

understood that fewer or more than four, and/or different numbers of value pairs can be
associated with different individual projector curves Si . In one example where the analyte is
glucose,

^
^^

^

^

^

^

^

^

^଼

, ^ ଶ , ^ ଷ , and ^ ସ ^are 83, 87, 94, and 106, respectively, and ^ ହ , ^ ^ , ^ ^ , and ^ are 112,

116, 121, and 128, respectively.

[0761] In some embodiments, the computed NAG is within the lower and upper bound NAG
values if the computed NAG is equal to or greater than the lower bound NAG value and is
equal to or less than the upper bound NAG value. In some embodiments, the computed NAG
is within the lower and upper bound NAG values if: (i) the computed NAG is greater than the
lower bound NAG value and is equal to or less than the upper bound NAG value; or (ii) the
computed NAG is equal to or greater than the lower bound NAG value and is less than the
upper bound NAG value; or (iii) the computed NAG is greater than the lower bound NAG
value and is less than the upper bound NAG value.

[0762] With reference to Table 12 below, consider an interval [110, 130] of one example of a
composite projector curve S. An individual projector curve ^ ସ

≡

^^^^^ ି ^ ଷ ^ ^

is associated with

this interval. Assume that a complete set of feature pairs includes five feature pairs, namely,
FP1, FP2, FP3, FP4, and FP5. It is to be understood that in general, there can be fewer than
five or more than five (e.g., 10, 20, 30, 50, etc.) feature pairs that can be considered for the
analysis described herein. Assume further that for the selected interval [110, 130], three
reference concentration values, namely, 112, 121, 126, were obtained using a reference

invasive method. Here again, it is to be understood that these values are illustrative only in that
different reference values and different numbers of reference values, e.g., 1, 2, 4, 6, 10, etc.,
may be obtained within a selected interval. For each reference concentration value, for each
available feature pair, the monotonicity is tested as described above.

[0763] In addition, unlike the embodiment described above, where monotonicity is tracked
only over adjacent ring illumination states, it would be possible to utilize varying illumination
states for certain samples with particular features or tissue layer thicknesses, and an

embodiment could be constructed with a probe having 6 illumination (or detector) rings. For

example, the same glucose concentration, data from person A may show monotonicity across

rings 2-3-4 while data for person B may show monotonicity across rings 3-4-5-6. Thus using

either the same features or different features, the projection system could test monotonicity
while rejecting data from rings 1, 5, and 6 for person A, and from rings 1 and 2 for person B.
Table 12

[0764] As illustrated in Table 12 above, for the reference glucose concentration value 112,
three of the five feature pairs are accepted; for the reference glucose concentration value 121,
only one feature pair is accepted; and for the reference glucose concentration value 126 two
feature pairs are accepted. For the accepted feature pairs, respective absorption gradients ^ ^
^

are computed, where the subscript ^ ^ represents the corresponding reference analyte
concentration, and the superscript i indicates the corresponding acceptable feature pair. For

^
^

^ೖ

^

each reference analyte concentration ^ ^ , the absorption gradient(s) of the acceptable feature
pairs are weighted using the weights computed as described above, and these weighted
തതതതതത

absorption

gradients

are averaged

to obtain

a normalized

absorption

gradient

^^^

^

^ೖ

. I n the

table above, the weight Wi represents the weight W(i(p,q) described above.

[0765] The individual projector curve ^ସ is associated with the minimum and maximum of all
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^ ଶ ^ , ^^^

^ ଶ^

^. This subprocess

is repeated

for each individual

projector

curve. The overall processes of generating a projection set that is described above is
summarized below in a pseudo-code form.

[0766] Similarly, the rings used in a specific embodiment to calculate NAG and NRSEG will
depend upon the selected wavelength range. For example, in a 6-ring system, in the region
above 1500 nm, only the first four rings may be used for the computation of NAG, with the
combined energy gain from rings 2 and 3 being used for glucose prediction. Below 1350 nm,

all six rings may be used to compute NAG and the mapping from NRSEG to glucose is based
upon rings 2-4, 3-5 or 2-5 depending upon the embodiment.

[0767] This process is described in the pseudo-code below:
For each individual in a group of individuals {
Perform an analyte (e.g., glucose) measurement (e.g., determination of analyte
concentration) using a reference method
Perform a corresponding collision computing (CC) measurement, where the CC
measurement is associated one or more analyte–non-analyte feature pairs, and to

perform the CC measurement, for each feature pair {
Obtain up to M NRSEG values, where M is the number of unique illumination
states (IS) such as (I1 , I2 , . . ., IM ), e.g. (R2, R3, R4, ALL), in an illumination
sequence
// Each NRSEG value is associated with a respective, particular
// illumination pattern (e.g., R4), and can be an average of NRSEG
// values across the repeats of that particular illumination pattern

Test monotonicity of the M NRSEG values across the M IS (ordered by the
amount of power delivered to the sample)
Accept only those feature pairs that satisfy the monotonicity condition

}
For each accepted feature pair {
Compute absorption gradient (AG) using the corresponding M NRSEG values

}
Compute NAG as a weighted average of AGs of all accepted feature pairs, normalized

by the weighting coefficients established on basis of the relative absorbances of the individual
features for pure component spectra for the analyte

}
Repeat for the selected individual, the above iteration at a different time to obtain a different
reference analyte measurement and a corresponding different CC measurement, and a different

NAG associated therewith
}
// At the end of this sub-process, several reference analyte measurements and
// corresponding NAG values would be obtained

Sort the pairs <ref_analyte_measurement, NAG> by analyte measurement values

For each individual projector curve Si {
Associate one or more pairs to Si according to the analyte measurement boundaries of

Si . The association can be represented as:
Si (gL , gU ) <==> Projection_Set_i [<g’L , NAG>, . . . , <g’U , NAG>],
where gL < g’L and gU ≥ g’U .

Associate min (Projection_Set_i (NAG)) and max (Projection_Set_i (NAG)) with Si.

}
Use of Projection Curves to Determine Glucose in Noninvasive Samples

[0768] For each flipped, individual Projector Curve respectively, the variables slopei and yth

intercepti denote the slope and y-intercept of the linearized i individual projector curve with

analyte (e.g. glucose) concentration on the Y axis and the log values of NRSEG on the X axis,
as shown in FIG. 80B. Thus, in general, a mapping ^^ ^ ∶^^ H → ^ P can be represented as
^

^ ^ ∶^{{ ^ H { ^ 1 } < ^ 1L, ^ 1 U > → S1{<g1L,g1U>,

slope1,

y-intercept1}

{{^ H {^ 2 }< ^ 2L, ^ 2 U > → S2 {<g2 L ,g2 U >, slope 2 , y-intercept2 } },
…,
{ {^ H {^ 9 }< ^ 9L, ^ 9 U > }→ S9 {<g9 L ,g9 U >, slope 9 , y-intercept9 } } }

},

where the variables in the set notation are as described above, with the variable i being set to 1,
2, … , 9, in one embodiment. This

^^ ^ is a set of mappings to project NRSEG values from

human subject tissue to analyte concentration values in tissue phantoms, and is used for
selecting the appropriate mapped individual projector curve, from a set of mapped individual
projector curve as shown in FIGS. 80A and 80B, prior to calculating the analyte concentration
for a subject.

[0769] In some embodiments for noninvasive glucose measurement, the NAG values for the
nine mapped individual projector curves range from a curve with NAG values of approximately
0.001 to about 11.23, as shown in FIG. 80A, from a first curve with a NAG range of 0.001 to
0.052 covering the glucose range 0 mg/dl to about 20 mg/dl, to the ninth curve with a NAG
range of 7.11 to 11.23 covering glucose concentrations from about 450 mg/dl to 700 mg/dl.

[0770] In various embodiments, the mapped individual projector curves ^^ ^ are denoted as {^ 1 ,
…, ^ 9 }. Each curve,

^ ^∈^^^ ^ ,^^spans a range associated with analyte concentration ranging
^

between a lower limit GL i l and an upper limit GL i U . Furthermore, each of the mapped
individual projector curves, represented by ^ i is associated with a NAG range given by{< ^ i L ,

^ > where i=1,..,9} and has the attribute of a range of NAG values with a <lower,upper>
iU

value pair, as described above, and as listed, e.g., in Tables 12 and 13. Thus, for a curve Si, let
the coordinates of the start pair be (giL , eiL ) and the end pair be (giU , eiU ), where
analyte concentration obtained via a reference method, and

g represents the

e represents the logarithm of the

corresponding normalized, averaged NRSEG due to absorption by the analyte in a tissue
phantom, as determined by collision computing.
Table 13
Curve Si

Glucose

Glucose

Slope of Si

Intercept of

NAG

NAG

Range

Range

(on log

Si (on log

(^ i L )

(^ i U )

(low)

(upper)

scale)

scale)

1

1

20

12.015

-5.12E-05

0.0001

0.052

2

15

60

3.6115

2.708

0.053

0.12

3

50

80

0.7522

3.912

0.121

0.36

4

70

130

0.68763

4.2484

0.361

0.60

5

120

180

0.36595

4.7865

0.610

0.96

6

180

250

0.26772

5.1909

0.961

2.40

7

220

400

0.36208

5.3889

2.41

4.70

8

350

500

0.51773

5.8101

4.71

7.10

9

450

700

1.6182

5.7618

7.11

11.23

[0771] As shown, in FIG. 80A, each of the example NAG curves generally displays a nonlinear
relationship between NRSEG and glucose concentration. These mapped individual projector

curves are semi-linear, and their log-transformed relationship (i.e., the log of the NRSEG
values against the corresponding glucose reference values), is generally linear over the interval
<gi L ,gi U > with slope i and y-intercepti . The linearized curves corresponding to the curves shown
in FIG. 80A are shown in FIG. 80B. In some embodiments, the linearized Projector curves in
FIG. 80B, with reference glucose concentration plotted on the log scale on Y axis and the log
of Ring_2_Egain* (or normalized, NRSEG from Ring 2) plotted on the X axis are used in the
overall projection process to estimate glucose concentration values.

[0772] In various embodiments, in addition to the (giL , eiL ) and (giU , eiU ) pairs, there is a min
and max NAG value associated with each ^ i . This means that NAG values mapping to each
^ ^௫

^^^

curve Si will vary in a range [^ ^

,^ ^

]. The slope of the mapped individual projector S i
^^^

maps the log of NRSEG to analyte concentration. The intervals [^ ^

^ ^௫

,^ ^

] are set by

computing AG over all Nt acceptable feature pairs for each calibration subject tissue sample,
and are associated with analyte concentration data points that fall within the boundaries of Si .
Thus, in various embodiments [^

^^^
^

,^

^ ^௫
^

] are the minimum and maximum NAG values for

the projection set associated with an individual projector curve. For example, if SK ranges from
70 mg/dL to 100 mg/dL, the data points 72, 75, 83, 90, and 96 mg/dL would correspond to SK .
^^^

Then ^ ^

would correspond to the NAG value associated with the data point with a glucose

concentration of 72 mg/dL and ^

^ ^௫
^

would correspond to the NAG value associated with the

data point with a glucose concentration of 96 mg/dl, and the Curve SK is extrapolated to cover
glucose concentrations as low as 70 mg/dl or as high as 100 mg/dl, i.e., to the boundaries of the
adjacent curves, e.g., the boundaries of the curves SK-1 and SK+1 .

[0773] In general, this range results from subject-to-subject tissue morphology and physiology
differences, sampling variability, and sensor drift in multiple samples. This means that the
estimated NAG value used to map the log of the NRSEG on to any curve Si can vary in a range

^ ^௫

^^^

[^ ^

,^ ^

], also denoted ^^ ^^ , ^ ^^ ^ to allow for sampling, experimental and other

variabilities described above.
^

^

^

^

[0774] Referring again to FIG. 84A, without the loss of generality, ^ ^ , ^ ^ ଶ ^ ^ ଷ ^ ^ ସ ^
^

^

^଼

^

^ ହ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ . Therefore, concentration boundaries ^^ ^ ^ ൌ^ ^ ,

^^^

ൌ^ ଶ ] and ^^ ଶ ^ ൌ

^ ଶ , ^ ଶ ^ ൌ^ ଷ ^ are associated with the individual projector curves S1 and S2 , respectively. The
^
map ^ ^ , ^ H { ^ 1 } can b e specified

〈^

ଶ^

, ^ ଶ^

〉.

^
〈
〉
a s ^^^, ^^^ , and the map ^ ^ , ^ H { ^ 2 } can b e specified
^

as

^

^

^

The NAGs corresponding to the reference analyte concentrations ^^ ^ , ^ ଶ , ^ ଷ , ^ ସ ^

are associated with the individual projector curve S1 , and are denoted
തതതതതത ^

^^^^

^

തതതതതത ^

, ^^^

തതതതതത ^

ଶ , ^^^
^

തതതതതത ^

ଷ ,^^^
^
^

ସ

^. Similarly,

the NAGs

corresponding

to the reference

analyte

^଼

concentrations ^^ ହ , ^ ^ , ^ ^ , ^ ^ are associated with the individual projector curve S 2 , and are
തതതതതത ଶ

denoted

^^^^

^

തതതതതത ଶ

, ^^^

ଶ

തതതതതത ଶ

, ^^^

ଷ

തതതതതത ଶ

, ^^^

ସ

തതതതതത ^

^. I n this notation,

(^^^

^

തതതതതത

, in general),

^^^

represents

the normalized absorption gradient computed as described above, the superscript “i” indicates
the particular individual projector curve with which the NAG is associated, and the subscript
“k” indicates an analyte concentration, determined using the reference system, belonging to a
member of the projection set corresponding to the i-th individual projector curve. As such, in
തതതതതത ^

the two example

o f maps

described

above,

^^^ ൌmin^^^^

^

തതതതതത ^

, ^^^

ଶ,

തതതതതത ^

^^^

തതതതതത ^

ଷ , ^^^

ସ

^ and

തതതതതത ଶ

^^^

ൌ

and ^

ଶ^

, ^^^

ଷ

തതതതതത ଶ

, ^^^

ସ

^

^ തതതതതത ଶ തതതതതത ଶ തതതതതത ଶ തതതതതത ଶ ^
ൌmax ^^^ ^ , ^^^ ଶ , ^^^ ଷ , ^^^ ସ .

[0775] It is to be understood that in some embodiments, only a single individual projection
curve is generated from synthetic calibration samples, calibration subjects, and corresponding
glucose value ranges. In these embodiments, the analyte concentration can be determined using

the average of the normalized NRSEG values corresponding to all acceptable feature pairs
corresponding to one particular illumination state. This average NRSEG value can be mapped
directly to the analyte concentration using the available projector curve, and the NAG need not

be used to select a projector curve as only one curve is available. Optionally, the NAG value
may nevertheless be computed in such embodiments to test monotonicity across different
illumination states.
Example of A Calculated Glucose Result

[0776] In some embodiments for non-invasive glucose measurement, the above calculated
average NRSEG for each illumination state of an illumination sequence describes a point.
When three single-ring illumination states are used, three NRSEG values are generated for all

feature pairs, one associated with each illumination state. In another embodiment, where there
are six illuminations states are available, up to six NRSEG values may be used in AG and NAG
computations.

[0777] The four points shown in FIG. 79 are first used to determine whether the feature pairs
are acceptable. If the slope of the curve for a feature pair is negative in some embodiments or
generally shows a reversal of direction, the feature pair is unacceptable. If the slope of the line
is positive or monotonic, the feature pair is deemed “acceptable,” and the absorption gradient

for each feature pair is determined by regressing the NRSEG for the feature pair against the
power of light injected into the tissue for each illumination state of R1, R2, R3 and ALL Rings,
and the slope of the regression line is computed as the absorption gradient (AG) for that feature
pair. In an embodiment where the “All Rings” illumination state is not used, the absorption
gradient is determined by regressing the log value of the NRSEG for each acceptable feature

pair against the source-to-detector distance for each ring, which is generally proportional to the
amount (the power) of light introduced in each illumination state.

[0778] The AGs from all acceptable features (p,q) in an spectroscopic sample are then
∗

തതതതതതതത

normalized

and averaged

a s described

above

to compute

^^^

. The superscript

“*” indicates

that this NAG value is obtained not from data relating to subjects used to generate the
projection sets and projector curves, but from data relating to a person whose glucose
∗

തതതതതതതത

concentration

is to b e determined.

The normalized,

averaged,

computed

slope

(or ^^^

) may

also be denoted by ^ . In some embodiments, a hash table mapping may be used find the
^

associated

projection

curve

Si, using

the Projector

Set Mapping

^ ^ ∶^{{ ^ H { ^ 1 } < ^ 1L, ^ 1 U > →

S 1 {<g1 L ,g 1 U >, slope1 , y-intercept1 } },{{^ H {^ 2 }< ^ 2L, ^ 2 U > → S2 {<g2 L ,g2 U >, slope2 , yintercept2 } }, …, { {^ H {^ 9 }< ^ 9L, ^ 9 U > }→ S9 {<g9 L ,g9 U >, slope9 , y-intercept9 } }such that ^ is
^^^

within the limits of [^ ^

^ ^௫

,^ ^

] associated with Si . The computed value of NAG, ^^, is used

to select the appropriate curve form the set of S1 to S9 curves. The determination of Si provides
a pair of boundaries (gi l and giU ) between which the level of glucose in the sample lies, and the
slope and intercept of the curve Si .

[0779] Once the S i has been determined, its upper and lower interval values may be used to
estimate tissue glucose concentration from spectral measurements in conjunction with the

average of all normalized Ring 2 NRSEG values, ^

ଶ
^^

^

ଶ
ଶ
ൌ
^^ ∗ ^^ ൫
^^^,^^ ൯, where ^ ^ is the
^

Ring 2 NRSEG value associated with feature-pair C in the set of all acceptable feature pairs

(p,q) , as given by equation (19) and

denotes the weighting coefficient for that feature

pair (as defined above). In one embodiment, the mapped individual projector curves shown in
FIG. 80B are used to generate glucose values from the Ring 2 NRSEG obtained using collision
computing. The Ring 2 value of Egain*, described below, was selected in some embodiments

for projection of glucose concentration because Ring 2 most accurately reflects illumination of
the dermis, which has the highest concentration of glucose. According to the structure of the
radiation/detection system used, examples of which are discussed below, different illumination
states or sets of illumination sources may be used in different embodiments.

[0780] To compute the glucose concentration level, the following relationship is used:
GL = yi + {(slopei x Ring_2_Egain*))}

(25)

where Ring_2_Egain* is the log of the NRSEG from Ring 2, averaged over all the replicates in

the illumination sequence, and normalized and averaged over all acceptable feature pairs in the
sample. The process of using the slope and intercept of the projection curve to calculate the

glucose concentration (analyte concentration, in general) is termed “interpolation,” and this use

of that term is distinct from other contexts herein, where interpolation refers to adding
additional points to a waveform to extend the length of the waveform in the time domain.

In Equation (26)
^

Ring_2_Egain*

ൌ^

തതതതതതതതതതതതതതതതതതത

where

^ ଓ^^_2_ ∆ ^ ൫^^,^ ൯=^log^^^

^

ெ

௧

ே௧

തതതതതതതതതതതതതതതതതതതതത

^ ∑ ^ ^^ ଓ^^_2_ ∆ ^ ൫^^,^ ൯∗ ^^^,

^^| ∀^ , ^ ^^^^

௧^^

(26)

ெ

∑ ^ ^^^^^

ଶ∆^ ൫^^,^

^ ^ and ^^^^_2_

൯

∆ ^ ൫^^,^ ൯is the log o f net,

renormalized spectral gain over all acceptable feature pairs (p,q), M denotes the number of
replicates,

and^^

^

^,^

^|

∀^ , ^ represents

the weighting

coefficients

that were

obtained

and also

used during the AG normalization process, as described above. The glucose value, GL is then
output as the estimated concentration of glucose.

[0781] FIG. 84B depicts flipped individual projector curves S^் and Sଶ் corresponding to the
individual projector curves S1 and S2 , respectively that are depicted in FIG. 84A. The point
“X” denotes a value ∆^, Ring_2_Egain*, obtained from a non-invasive measurement and using
an embodiment of collision computing, as described above. A value of NAG, denoted NAG*,
is also computed for this non-invasive measurement, as described above. If NAG* falls within

^^ ^ ^ , ^ ^ ^ ] associated with S1 , the flipped individual projector curve S^் , i.e., the slope of S^் ,
and the corresponding y-intercept y1 are used to determine the concentration of the analyte
corresponding to the NRSEG value ∆^, i.e., Ring_2_Egain*. If, however, NAG* falls within

^^ ଶ ^ , ^ ଶ ^ ] associated with S2 , the flipped individual projector curve Sଶ் , i.e., the slope of Sଶ் ,
and the corresponding y-intercept y2 are used to determine the concentration of the analyte
corresponding to the NRSEG value ∆^, i.e., Ring_2_Egain*.

[0782] Thus, for the same value of Ring_2_Egain* different analyte concentrations can be
obtained based on the corresponding different NAG values. In various embodiments, the NAG

values account for variations due to skin properties such as thickness, pigments contained in the
skin, etc. The NAG-based determination of analyte concentration thus allows the collision
computer to be calibrated universally, i.e., without needing individualized calibration of the

non-invasive measurement system for each individual. One of the reasons the tomographybased approach described herein yields accurate analyte values for virtually all uncharacterized
subjects is that the amount of analyte represented by the illumination state corresponding to

Ring2 can be distinguished from that represented in other illumination states. The variation
across different illumination states, represented by the NAG* may be used to select the correct

individual projection curve to estimate the concentration of the analyte.

[0783] In general, there is a one-to-one mapping between the lower and upper boundaries of ^ P
and ^ H . It was described above with reference to FIG. 82 that one or more members of ^ H can
be Null or do not have any acceptable feature pairs. A projection set not having any acceptable
feature pairs may also be designated as a Null set. In that situation, the NAG computations
used for the mapping process as described above are not available. Let such a Null member of
th

set of ^ H , a member corresponding to the r projector set, be denoted by ^ ு . For such
^

members, the range for ^ ு

^ష భ

may be extended to estimate analyte concentration over the

interval covering the lower boundary of the non-Null individual projector curve ^ ு

^ష భ

to the

upper boundary of the one or more contiguous Null members with the highest upper boundary
corresponding to ^ ு

^ శೠషభ

, where u=1, 2 …, 9 or the number of contiguous Null members of^^ ு .

[0784] One likely exception case includes the scenario where there are Null members of ^ ு

^

for the lower/lowest concentrations, such as 20 mg/dl – 40 mg/dl, 40 mg/dl – 50 mg/dl, etc.,
and for the higher/highest concentration ranges (e.g., 800 mg/dl – 900 mg/dl). In such cases, the
estimation range on the lower end and/or on the higher end is extrapolated. The higher end

extension is handled in the manner described above. For the lower end extrapolation, let a Null
th

member of the set ^ H be the w projection set be denoted by ^ ு . For such a member, the
^

range for ^ ு

^ శ భ

is extended to estimate analyte concentration over the interval covering the

lower boundary of the non-Null individual projector curve ^ ு

^షభ

to the upper boundary of the

one or more contiguous Null members, with the highest upper boundary corresponding to

^ு

^ శೠషభ

, where u=1, 2, or the number of contiguous null members of ^ ு .
^

[0785] The overall projection process can thus be summarized referring back to FIG. 73 as
follows: (a) The glucose concentrations are varied from 0 mg/dl up to 900 mg/dl in 10 mg/dl
(or other) increments, and for each concentration; (b) The NRSEGs are computed (step 15) via
collision computing for all the feature pairs extracted from tissue phantom samples with

different concentrations for the GL and NO-GL features defining the pair. This is performed for
all spectra acquired over the complete set of illuminations and for all replicates. The NRSEG
values are partitioned (step 18) into piecewise sub-intervals over the entire range of
concentrations;

[0786] Thereafter, (c) using weighting coefficients for each feature pair, computed as described
above from pure component spectra of glucose, normalized NRSEG values are obtained.; (d)
Using all the normalized NRSEG values associated with all the feature pairs for all tissuephantom samples associated with a particular sub-interval, the slope of the regression line
between the normalized NRSEG as the dependent variable and glucose concentration as the
independent variable is computed in steps 20, 25, 30, 35, and 40. A single slope is obtained for
each sub-interval;

[0787] Then, (e) The slopes are used to plot a concatenated or composite curve “ST” of
normalized NRSEG vs glucose concentration at steps 40, 45, and 15 through 40; (f) Based on
more than 50% changes in the slope of the concatenated ST curve across the range of glucose
concentration, the “points of discontinuity” in the composite (concatenated) curve are

determined; (g) Using the points of discontinuity the concatenated curve ST is partitioned into a
number of individual projector curves (e.g., ST1-ST9);

[0788] Thereafter, (h) once the individual projector curves have been determined, they are
parameterized at step 60. This entails determination of the lower and upper glucose
concentration boundaries for each individual projector curve, flipping of each individual
projector curve, and determining the slope and Y intercept of each flipped individual projector

curve. The boundaries (in terms of glucose concentration) of the flipped individual projector
curves are used in the glucose estimation process; The axes of the curve ST are flipped to

obtain the concatenated flipped projector curves (“S”) S1-S9, as shown in FIG. 77.

[0789] With reference to FIG. 85 (a) boundaries of sub-intervals of analyte concentration, (e.g.,
10 mg/dl, 20 mg/dl, 25 mg/dl, 40 mg/dl, etc., for glucose), over the expected range of variation
in analyte concentration are set in step 10; (b) Tissue phantom samples are selected for each
sub-interval in step 18, and NRSEG values for feature pairs are obtained in step 16; (c) All
NRSEG values are normalized according to the weights corresponding to the feature pairs,

computed or obtained in step 20, and the normalization is performed for all feature pairs. Non-

monotonic NRSEG values according to monotonically changing concentration values may be
excluded.

[0790] Thereafter, (d) for each sub-interval, a regression line is generated in step 40, where the
normalized NRSEG values are plotted against known analyte concentration values. Optionally,
for each feature pair, NRSEG values that are outliers, as described above, may be excluded.
The slope of the regression line is also computed in step 40; (e) The regression lines (curves in
general) are concatenated in step 50, over all sub-intervals, to obtain a concatenated or a

composite projector curve.

[0791] Then, (f) the points discontinuity in the concatenated or composite curve, as described
above, are determined at step 60; (g) The composite curve is partitioned into analyte (e.g.,
glucose) concentration intervals, according to each point of discontinuity. This may yield one,
if there are no discontinuities, or more (e.g., 3, 5, 9, 12, 15, 20, etc.) individual projector curves;

(h) The individual curves may be flipped and can be parameterized in terms of analyte
concentration boundaries, slopes, and Y intercepts.

[0792] FIG. 86 summarizes the use of a human calibration dataset to complete the mapped
projector curve set design. In this process: (a) The boundaries set for individual projector

curves using tissue phantom data and the process described above with reference to FIG. 85 are
used to establish the piecewise sub-intervals for partitioning the human calibration data in step
10. These sub-intervals may or may not be related to the fixed sub-intervals of 10mg/dl or
20mg/dl that were used in the processing of tissue phantom data.

[0793] At step 15, the NRSEGs are computed via collision computing for all the feature pairs
extracted from human tissue spectra for both GL and NO-GL features defining the pair. This is
performed for all spectra acquired over the complete set of illuminations and for all replicates.

The NRSEG are then partitioned into sets based on the boundaries established in step 10, on the
basis of invasively collected reference blood glucose values. Some sub-intervals may not have

any sample NRSEG values associated with them. As one example, the concentrations of 112,

113, 115, and 117 mg/dl may belong to a projector curve bounded by 110-120 mg/dl. The
interval of a projector curve may be a multiple of 10 mg/dl.

[0794] Then, (b) an absorption gradient is computed for each feature pair for each sample for
each interval in step 30 using the process described above. Feature pairs with a positive
absorption gradient (i.e., monotonic values of normalized NRSEGs) are considered acceptable
feature pairs; (c) The AGs of the acceptable feature pairs are further normalized at step 40,
using the weighting coefficients obtained at step 20 from pure analyte component spectra. The
same weighting coefficients that are used to compute normalized NRSEG for featured pairs in
the tissue phantom calibration data can be used to compute NAG values for each acceptable
tissue spectra feature pair;

[0795] Thereafter, (d) the NAG values for acceptable feature pairs for all spectroscopic
samples associated with an interval are used to set the minimum and maximum range of NAG

to be used in mapping human data with a particular individual projector curve; (e) The NAG
bounds computed in step 60, over all intervals or projector curve boundaries define the relation

between human tissue NRSEG and reference glucose concentrations used in the calibration
tissue phantoms. A monotonicity check is performed at step 70 to ensure that acceptable feature
pairs are valid. In summary, the NAG value is used to select the appropriate Projector Curve,

and the normalized NRSEG value from Ring 2 is used to estimate the glucose level.
Universal Calibration

[0796] Since noninvasive measurement technologies do not employ a chemical reaction
between glucose and a color-producing or electrical current-forming reagent as in conventional
invasive blood glucose testing, these technologies generally require some sort of “calibration,”
i.e., establishment of a response factor that converts a measurement made by the measurement
system into a glucose concentration result associated with a reference invasive method. Many

conventional noninvasive techniques use an “individual” (or “personalized” calibration
process) in which a response factor is calculated for each individual person making
measurements with the technique. This conventional personalized calibration may require one

or more blood glucose measurements using an invasive blood-based reference measurement—
the “calibration factor” is typically calculated and retained by the instrument for that patient.
Many of these conventional methods, owing to physiological variations in the patient over
time, usually also require periodic recalibration to prevent errors.

[0797] Some known universal calibration techniques generally employ the multivariate
techniques described above, but have typically not provided accurate, consistent, results. In
general, these known techniques do not provide robust universal calibration. For example, a

Mean Absolute Relative Difference (MARD) of 38%, which is generally considered to be
clinically unacceptable, was reported by Lipson, et al. in “Requirements for Calibration in NonInvasive Glucose Monitoring by Raman Spectroscopy,” J. Diabetes Science and Technology,
pp. 233-241, 3(2), 2009.

[0798] These known attempts at universal calibration appear to have relied on the stabilization
of the sensor or measurement device hardware; physics or physiology-based measurement
techniques for normalization; assisted blood perfusion in the tissues; sufficiency of the size of
training, validation and cross-validation datasets; and empirical adjustments of the training

error-minimization threshold, with limited success. One of the largest sources of variation
among individuals with regard to tissue glucose measurement is skin thickness. As glucose is
less than 0.1% of human tissue by weight, variations of skin properties generally produce
changes in a spectroscopic signal much greater than the changes due to glucose concentration

variations. Variances in a spectroscopic signal may be further exacerbated by thermal,
mechanical, optical and contact variations. A glucose signal measured in skin typically comes

from multiple tissue layers and from a mix of blood and interstitial fluid, with different skin
layers having different concentrations of glucose and confounders.

[0799] Various known methods, due to their inability to reject variations in absorbance in the
background signal from tissue, were often unable to see different quantities of glucose in two
different skin samples as measurable changes of absorbance in the NIR spectrum. As a result,
the apparent glucose concentration varied depending on the tissue site, with both variations of
the location and over time. In general, it is recognized that linear approaches, such as
multivariate techniques, have not provided an acceptable universal calibration.

[0800] Various embodiments described herein allow for a much more convenient and less
error-prone approach by providing factory calibration or “universal calibration:” a
measurement and calculation procedure that is sufficiently robust to allow analyte (e.g.,

glucose) measurements to be accurately made for virtually any person, without the need for any
reference calibration measurements. To successfully compensate for variations in the

composition and thickness of skin layers, the various embodiments herein can sense and adjust
the calculation for each of these components in each layer. The collision-computing approach

for non-invasive tissue glucose measurement described herein can achieve universal calibration
as described below.

[0801] Various embodiments for diffuse reflection, tomographic spectroscopic imaging
(described below) utilize several photon travel path lengths and acquire NIR absorption spectra

in different layers of skin tissue, as shown in FIGS. 87A and 87B, where the imaged layers
have varying glucose concentrations. Spatial variation in the depths of tissue interrogated using
different light path lengths (implemented by switching among different illuminator and detector
distances) is shown in FIG. 88, with the associated mean paths shown in FIG. 89. FIG. 90
shows the differences between a subject with thin skin versus a subject with thick skin. Such
embodiments of tomographic spectroscopic interrogation illumination system as described

herein offers depth controllability below the skin surface as well as on the skin surface in x and
y directions, thereby allowing a significantly improved subcutaneous tissue volume targeting.

[0802] As an example, there is a set of all GLF p and NO-GLF q , features, where p = 1, …, P and
q = 1, …, Q, represent the total number of GL and NO-GL features as described above,
extracted from spectroscopic acquisitions, and associated with subcutaneous tissue volumes of
the simplified three layered skin tissue model of FIG. 87A (as shown in FIG. 68 or FIG. 70).
Let this set be given by EVa (GLp , NO-GLF q ), DVb (GLF p , NO-GLF q ), and, SVc (GLF p , NOGLF q ), where epidermal (EV), dermal (DV) and subcutaneous tissue (SV) layers denote
subsurface regions. These tissue regions interrogated during a tomographic sequence of
illuminations are implemented in some embodiments via a fiber optical probe with a central
detection system and rings of illuminators.

[0803] Let the rings Rt: t=1,…,T such that T=A+B+C and a=1,…,A , b = 1,…,B, c=1,..C,
represent the dominant photon travel paths through the epidermal, dermal and subcutaneous

tissue layers respectively. Also, tissue volumes within EV, DV and SV may be further
comprised of multiple volumes EVa 1 , EVa 2 , …, EVa x , ; DV b 1 , DVb 2 , …. DVb y ; and, SVc 1 , SVc 2 ,

…SVcz, respectively (i.e., sub-layers), where each tissue layer is targeted by more than one
illumination source and detection receiver combination or multiple rings targeting the same
layer in the skin tissue. The total ring illuminations are then given by T = X*A+Y*B+Z*C. In
such tomographic imaging, our computed differential energy absorption for an individual
dermal volume compartment represented as:
^|
^
^
^
GLp, N O െ GLq ^∀^EVa1 GLp, N O െ GLq , EVa2,… , EVax GLp, N O െ
^
^
^|
^
^
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[0804] This expression represents an example estimator of glucose, as demonstrated in the
glucose estimation results presented below, where the MARD value for a group of subjects was
numerically less than 15%. The above expression is a representation of the net, renormalized
spectral energy estimated through the collision process for different feature pairs in different

rings. Given a design of the tomographic probe, this expression generally represents the total
result set from all features over all illuminations. Computation of the net, renormalized spectral
energy gain due to the analyte across different rings can be described by the above expression.

[0805] The probe of FIG. 91, as detailed in FIG. 92, is designed such that targeting of different
skin tissue layers by tomographic sequences EVa 1 , EVa 2 , …, EVa x , ; DVb 1 , DVb 2 , …. DVb y ;
and, SVc 1 , SVc 2 , …SVc z can be verified based on examination of acquired spectra based on
absorption of spectral bands known to be associated with biochemical compounds other than
the analyte of interest, (such as by examination of intensity and absorbance amplitude profiles
of the fat, protein and collagen bands as shown in FIG. 93 for different ring illuminations).
Profiles of absorption gradients leading to the assessment of acceptable feature pairs is a
function of the tomographic sequence and the results of the above expression, based on an
anatomical and physiological understanding of skin tissue. The use of multiple illuminationdetection pairs to target the same layer in the skin tissue, as described above (that is by
increasing the tomographic states), can expand the glucose measurement capability and
increase the ability of the system to compensate for male and female subjects with varying skin
thickness, surface texture, and changes due to aging, gender, and/or ethnic differences.

[0806] Estimation and accumulation of the net analyte (i.e., glucose) spectrum (NAS) signal,

∆

, associated with a specific ring targeting some region of EV, DV or SV,

^^

^ ீ ^ ಷ ^ ,ேைିீ

^ ಷ ^ ,^^, ோ
^ ^^

through one or more repeated collisions between appropriately conditioned features (extracted
from the spectroscopic data acquired during a multiple illumination tomographic sequence) and
the Zyoton waveforms, combined with a renormalization step can offset and compensate for
interference due to clutter and scattering losses during the propagation of light injected into the
skin during each tomographic illumination. Varying tissue volume targeting through the
tomographic spectroscopic imaging process described above allows the collision-computed
energy change values, given by the expression ∆

, to represent a robust
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estimator (an information measure) for the net analyte signal (NAS) contribution due to

glucose, or an analyte, in general. Even though it is extremely difficult to replicate the sampling
conditions during estimation to be the same as the sampling conditions during collection of

calibration data, especially as the skin location and composition can change each time contact
is made, tomographic imaging and collision-computing measurement of the NAS allows for

universal calibration.

[0807] The process of Absorption Gradient (AG) normalization described with reference to
FIG. 82 to compute NAG for the purposes of selecting an individual mapped projector curve,
തതതതതത

and the associated

computation

of^^^^

, can enhance

the accuracy

o f non-invasive

estimations

on uncharacterized human subjects by compensating for physiological and tissue differences
from the calibration subjects. This is achieved, at least in part, by weighting the differential
absorption from each acceptable feature pair drawn from different regions of the acquired
spectrum during a tomographic spectroscopic sequence of measurements that compensate for
variations in subject- and site-specific physiological and biochemical composition.

[0808] While it is an important step for delivering universal calibration in an embodiment
∗

തതതതതതതത

using

collision

computing

with multiple

features,

the computation

o f ^^^

is not required

for

embodiments using only a single feature. Normalization of the absorption gradient provides a

more robust mechanism for aggregating NAS estimates from different parts of the spectrum as
different subjects present tissues with different levels of confounders, which can degrade the
∗
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SCR to unacceptable

levels.

Computation

o f ^^^

can reduce

uncertainty

if SCR is degraded,

and provide a more robust estimation of glucose.

[0809] The Projection process described with reference to FIG. 78, by referencing an estimate
of NAS obtained through the collision computing processes on data acquired using
tomographic spectroscopy, to the glucose energy absorption measured by synthetic tissuephantoms prepared using known concentration of glucose, allows for universal calibration,

such that estimates with a MARD accuracy below 15%, even in the case of measurement of
uncharacterized subjects who were not part of any training or calibration set, can be obtained.

The equivalence of the net, renormalized spectral energy gain due to glucose in skin tissue of
any individual subject, by creating equivalence of the same level of energy absorbed due to
glucose presence in a tissue phantom, also helps to filter variations in human subject
measurements.

[0810] Tomographic spectroscopy using a number of illumination and detection elements and
optional repeat sequences, followed by collision-computing processes with renormalization of

post-collision results to obtain a glucose NAS signal estimate, then followed by a projection
process, can achieve universal calibration in human non-invasive glucose measurement in

various embodiments.

[0811] In some embodiments, for the detection and/or quantitation of analytes that are
primarily present in what may be called “sublayers” of tissue (as shown in FIG. 94), a detector

geometry with resolution of source-detector distances finer than the detector geometry shown
for a glucose embodiment in FIG. 69, can be used to differentially interrogate those sublayers.
Some examples include: detection of the presence of cross-linked collagen or other proteins

that accumulate in tissue as the result of glycation of the proteins from hyperglycemia in
diabetes, or in estimation of increase in lactate concentration that is a marker for detecting onset

or progression of sepsis, or in monitoring the occurrence or progression of melanomas or other
skin lesions. Materials related to these conditions are generally known to be present in varying
amounts in different sublayers of the epidermis known as the stratum corneum, stratum

lucidum, stratum spinosum, stratum granulosum, and stratum basale, as shown in the section in

FIG. 94. Their concentration can be determined using the collision computing methods
described here.

[0812] In various embodiments, optically targeting specific tissue regions using tomographic
analysis is accomplished by optimizing the illumination and detection dimensions for the
sublayer tissue volume of interest. For example, to target various layers of the stratum corneum

and epidermis, the illumination-to-detection distance are optimally smaller than approximately
0.5 mm and the separation of adjacent illumination-to-detection distances are optimally less
than 100 µm. In addition, due to skin layer thickness and composition differences between
measurement locations and individuals, it is beneficial to have a number of distinct
illumination-to-detection distances that enable adaptation to anatomical variations of skin.

[0813] For example, FIG. 95 represents a two-dimensional optical skin illumination and
detection interface with a single 10-µm diameter illumination area, 2, and twelve annular
collection regions, 4, each approximately 10 µm in width. The detection regions are separated

from each other by a minimum of 5 µm and the angle of collected light is limited to ±45
degrees by the collection optics. The narrow illumination and collection widths support volume

targeting by limiting the distribution of illumination-to-detection distances to a maximum range

of ±20 µm, and the close proximity of the detection regions to the illumination area enables
collection of relatively shallow penetrating light.

[0814] The use of twelve different annular detection rings, in the tomographic detector shown
in FIG. 95, allows the optical probe to apply to a wide range of skin types and characteristics,

and that the region of interest can be optically sampled in a number of measurements. The
embodiments for glucose measurements described above generally require monotonicity over a

set of three rings for all samples, but other embodiments may optionally use different
combinations of rings to establish monotonicity. Fewer or more than 12 rings can be used in

different embodiments.

[0815] A Monte Carlo simulation of skin tissue was performed with the optical probe shown in
FIG. 95. A plot of the absorbance versus tissue depth and distance from the point of
illumination for the first annular ring is provided in FIG. 96. In FIG. 95, light is launched
downward into the skin within a 5 µm diameter circle 4 at the origin (the center of the
illumination area) and diffusely reflected light is collected from the sixth circular ring from the
center, delineated as “region 6” in FIG. 95, and spanning the distance 10-12 µm from the
center. The darker regions of the plot in FIG. 96 represent higher levels of light absorption and
indicate that a very specific volume of tissue is predominantly interrogated between 35 and 50

µ m below the surface of the skin. The light absorption in the darker target zone 6 in FIG. 96 is
61.4% per unit volume higher than in the surrounding tissue.

[0816] Similarly, FIG. 97 shows the distribution of photonic absorption for the second annular
ring with depth of the sampled tissue volume 8 being between 20-30 µm, and the light
absorption in the darker target zone of FIG. 97 is 49.3% per unit volume higher than in the

surrounding tissue. A final example is provided in FIG. 98 and indicates that the third annular
ring is predominately sampling a tissue volume 10 between 45 and 70 µm below the skin
surface. The light absorption in the darker target zone in FIG. 98 is 37.8% per unit volume
higher than in the surrounding tissue.

[0817] Thus, a particular ring or a group of rings can target a specific sublayer of the skin, to
facilitate quantitation of an analyte expected to be present in that sublayer. In some
embodiments, such quantitation may require computation of absorption gradient(s) across a

number of sublayers, e.g., sublayers above and/or below the particular sublayer in which the

analyte is expected to be present. The additional sublayer(s) across which the absorption
gradient is computed can be but need not be adjacent to each other and to the particular

sublayer in which the analyte is expected to be present. Thus, absorption gradient may be
computed across two or more sublayers where at least one intervening sublayer that is not used

in the computation of the absorption gradient may be present between a pair of sublayers that
are used in such computation. To facilitate such computation, more than one
illuminator/detector rings can be illuminated according to a selected sequence, generally called
an illumination sequence. As used herein, illumination sequence may represent either or both:
a sequence according to which the illumination rings are illuminated, and a sequence according
to which the detector rings are activated for detection.

[0818] Other specific tissue regions, for instance, separation of the papillary dermis from the
reticular dermis for detection or measurement of other analytes, may be optically sampled by
further adjusting the widths of the annular rings or restricting the illumination launch angle or
the range of collection angles. In the example of the epidermis, targeting a shallow tissue
volume, the detection angle may be restricted to between 22.5 and 67.5 degrees relative to and
facing the area of illumination via an optical lens.

[0819] In summary, tomographic spectroscopy in conjunction with a non-linear collision
computing processes is used to compensate for variations among individuals (and in a single
individual over time) of the major variables in tissue glucose measurement (skin thickness, skin
color, and most variations in subsurface anatomy and physiology). Calibration techniques for
glucose measurement established with the process described herein, and with analyte
concentrations determined using different embodiments of the projection system described

above, rather than being specific for an individual, apply universally to almost all people with
different, age, gender, and ethnicity. Thus, for essentially everyone, accurate glucose (and other
analyte) measurements can be obtained without the need for a personalized calibration
procedure or the periodic recalibration that has been needed for many other known or suggested

noninvasive techniques.
Glucose Results Using Universal Calibration

[0820] In some examples, a universal calibration was initially established with tissue phantoms
having known glucose concentrations, as described above, and three human subjects with
measured reference glucose values. The results shown with reference to FIGS. 99A through
103 were obtained using this calibration for 9 subjects (whose measurements and data were not
included in the calibration process), with no adjustments or variations in the calibration for any

of the subjects. The agreement shown for the 9 subjects indicates that the universal calibration
developed produced acceptable agreement with reference measurements for all the subjects.

[0821] In various embodiments, the concentration of the analyte and, optionally, other results
derived from data-analytic processes, may be displayed on a display device and/or may be
stored in a database for subsequent communication to a user, and/or further processing. For
example, the estimated glucose values may be used for personalized insulin dosing decision,

insulin bolus optimization, insulin sensitivity, insulin resistance, glycemic resistance, glycemic
response determination, hypo- and hyperglycemia monitoring, and metabolic health

assessment. These use-cases are relevant to people with Type 1, Type 2, or gestational diabetes;

people with prediabetes, and consumers interested in wellness measurements.

[0822] To summarize the entire projection process, calibration projector curves, (as detailed
above) which are used to translate the estimated collision-computing changes derived from the
resulting waveform due to a quantity of the analyte, are generated or obtained in step 16 of

FIG. 13. For example, in the case of a non-invasive glucose measurement, calibration data is
generated in two steps. In the first step, a series of in-vitro experiments are performed whereby

different, known concentrations of the analyte of interest are provided in tissue phantoms which
are spectrally imaged using the same hardware and process as used for analyzing the analyte in
human subjects. The spectra from these tissue phantom samples are processed by the collision

computing process to show that the resulting, computed spectral energies are monotonic to the
concentration of the analyte. When monotonicity is achieved by refinements of the components
of the collision computing process, a projector curve set is generated representing concentration
(as the independent variable) and spectral energy (as the dependent variable).

[0823] In another data set, a series of measurements are made on one or more human subjects,
where tissue spectra are acquired along with measured reference glucose values. Noninvasively
measured energy change values are then computed which correspond to the reference glucose
measurements. The conditioning and collision processing for non-invasively acquired spectra is

the same as that used for processing spectral data from tissue phantoms. If monotonicity of the
computed net, renormalized spectral energy gain values in relation to the reference

concentration values is not achieved, the processing of the spectral data is further refined by
one or more of modification of Zyotons, carrier kernels, collision-computing parameters,
number of collision iterations, selection of frequency components in the spectral energy

computation, and changes to the collision operator between collision iterations. One or more of

the entities and/or parameters are revised to achieve a monotonic relationship between spectral
energy and analyte concentration. Once monotonicity has been achieved, the human tissue
spectral energy levels are projected or recast in terms of energy absorptions levels observed

from the synthetic medium (e.g., tissue phantom), as described above.
Spectra Acquisition

[0824] With reference to FIG. 104A, a spectrum acquisition system used for the detection
and/or measurement of an analyte of interest 2 in an in-vivo or an in-vitro medium 4 typically
includes an illumination source 6 for illuminating the medium 4 with NIR. The system also

includes a photo-detector 8 for detecting the attenuated reflected photons, FIG. 104A, or the

transmitted photons, FIG. 104B. An MIS may be employed by the illumination source 6 to
acquire a set of spectra reflected from varying depths of the medium 4 to estimate the analyte

of interest 2. In one embodiment, NIR radiation in the wavelength range from about 1,000 nm
to about 1,700 nm is used to illuminate the medium 4.

[0825] The output of the spectral acquisition process is a series of NIR diffuse reflectance
spectra represented as intensity vectors on a wavelength axis spanning the spectral bandwidth

of the acquisition system. A reference intensity measurement is acquired for each illumination
in the MIS using a diffuse reflectance standard, and these reference measurements are also
represented as intensity spectra on the same wavelength axis as the reflectance spectra obtained

from the medium 4. National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) certified Diffuse
Reflectance Standards are used in some embodiments to calibrate the reflectance measurement

of the system. These standards are chemically inert, with typical reflectance values ranging
from 2% to 99%, and are spectrally flat over the NIR spectrum to +/- 4%. A specific example
®

of a standard used is a Spectralon Diffuse Reflectance Standard – which is highly Lambertian,
®

with Spectralon SRM-99 reflectance material being a good Lambertian reflector for use over
the wavelength range from 250 - 2500 nm.

[0826] Some embodiments utilize a Fourier transform near-infrared (FTNIR) spectrometer (an
interferometer) as a processor of spectral NIR radiation to illuminate skin. In near-infrared

spectroscopy, NIR radiation is passed into a sample. Some of the radiation is absorbed by the
sample and some of it is either reflected (reflectance, FIG. 105A) or passed through
(transmittance, FIG. 105B). The resulting spectrum represents the ensemble molecular
absorption or transmission, creating an overall molecular fingerprint of the sample if the sample

is a pure material. In an FTNIR implemented using a Michelson interferometer (FIGS. 105A -

105B), light from the polychromatic near-infrared source, such as a halogen lamp, is collimated
and directed to the interferometer. Interferometers typically employ a beam splitter which takes
the incoming infrared beam and divides it into two optical beams. One beam reflects off of a
flat mirror which is fixed in place. The other beam reflects off of a flat mirror which is attached
to a mechanism which allows it to move a very short distance (typically a few millimeters)
toward and away from the beam splitter. The two beams reflect off of their respective mirrors
and are recombined when they meet back at the beam splitter. Because the path that one beam
travels is a fixed length and the other is constantly changing as its mirror moves, the signal
which exits the interferometer is the result of these two beams “interfering” with each other as
the mirror moves. The resulting signal is called an interferogram (2 in FIG. 106) which
represents the Fourier transform of a spectrum.

[0827] About 50% of the light may be directed towards the fixed mirror and about 50% may be
transmitted towards the moving mirror. Light is reflected from the two mirrors back to the
beam splitter and passes into the sample compartment. There, the light is focused on the
sample. The difference in optical path length between the two arms to the interferometer is

commonly known as the retardation. An interferogram is obtained by varying the retardation
and recording the signal from the detector for various values of the retardation. The form of the
interferogram when no sample is present depends on factors such as the variation of source

intensity and the splitter efficiency with wavelength. This results in a maximum at zero
retardation, when there is constructive interference at all wavelengths, followed by series of
wiggles, as shown in FIG. 106. When a sample is present, the background interferogram is

modulated by the absorption bands in the sample.

[0828] FIG. 106 depicts a typical interferogram 2 that may be acquired using a Fourier
transform near-infrared spectrometer (such as of FIG. 105B). The waveform 4 represents the
corresponding intensity spectrum along the wavelength axis after taking the inverse Fourier
transform of the interferogram, and the waveform 6 represents the corresponding absorbance
spectrum along the wavelength axis after dividing the intensity spectrum by the appropriate
reference or background spectrum. In some embodiments, in order to extract the desired

spectral features (step 4 of FIG. 37), each acquired intensity spectrum on the wavelength axis is
transformed to a corresponding spectrum on a wavenumber axis.

[0829] Wavenumber units can be denoted by (^^ ^ ^^^, ^: 1,2…
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The absorbance spectra may be displayed on the wavelength axis or the wavenumber axis.
Several features are extracted from the each of the acquired absorbance spectra acquired during
an MIS.
Feature Standardization, Deconstruction, and Conditioning

[0830] The preparation of spectral data acquired during an MIS for downstream analysis using
collision computing entails two sub-processes, each with several steps. The two sub-processes
in some embodiments are: (i) Feature Standardization, Extraction and Complementary Pairing;
and, (ii) Feature Conditioning. In various embodiments, feature standardization, extraction and
complementary pairing involves the following five processing steps:

[0831] Step (i) Spectrum standardization is performed prior to extraction of spectral features,
and applied to the entire spectrum in the intensity space. The standardization computation
depends on the dynamic range of the spectral sensor. Analog-to-digital converter (ADC)

dynamic range and gain coefficients may be set such that when the maximum available

radiation is directed to the medium, the detected peak intensities over the spectral bandwidth
(wavelength range) are adjusted to be 80% of the full dynamic range. The illumination source 6
in FIG. 104A includes a number of emitters arranged in concentric rings (as shown in FIG. 69),
and the emitters in one or more rings can be turned ON selectively. In some embodiments,
maximum radiation can be directed to the medium by turning ON all rings simultaneously.

[0832] Step (ii) The intensities detected in response to other, less than maximum illuminations
(e.g., illumination of one or more but not all rings in the illumination source example described
above), are then normalized with respect to the intensity detected when maximum radiation is
directed to the medium. Applied gain settings may be adjusted using a software interface. The

sensor firmware gains are set such that the signal-to-noise ratio is maximized, as estimated near
the mid-point of the bandwidth, e.g., at 1,350 nm. In some embodiments, an additional
standardization step involves checking for the wavelength (or x-axis) consistency. This can be

implemented by using a rare-earth oxide or other known material as a reference, using a peak in
its absorbance spectrum to align the wavelength axis.

[0833] Step (iii) Background correction generally involves subtraction of dark current
response, both from the spectra acquired during illumination of the medium to be tested and the
reference spectrum for each illuminated sequence in the MIS. The dark current over the sensor

bandwidth can be determined by measuring the detector output when it is not actively

experiencing radiation – i.e., when the NIR illumination source is turned off.

[0834] Step (iv) In the absorbance computation step, the absorbance of the detected spectrum
for each illumination in the MIS is computed using the reference spectrum associated with that
illumination. In one embodiment, if any element of the intensity vector (i.e., a point of the

intensity spectrum) obtained by illuminating the medium to be analyzed is substantially zero
-5

(e.g., the intensity value is less than 10 ), that element is set to a specified minimum value (e.g.
-5

10 ). Using this modified intensity spectrum for the medium, the absorbance spectrum can be
computed, element by element, e.g., as the negative of the log to the base 10 of the ratio of the
intensity value of an element in the modified intensity spectrum for the medium to the intensity
value of the corresponding element in the associated reference intensity spectrum.

[0835] In some embodiments, outlier spectra may be rejected using further computations, if
certain conditions are satisfied. For example, in some cases, the minimum minus maximum

absorbance in a specified region of the spectrum should be less than a specified threshold, e.g.,
0.6. In some cases, the average absorbance over a specified range of wavenumbers is compared
with the average absorbance over a different range of wavenumbers. If the difference between
the two averages is greater than a specified threshold, the entire absorbance spectrum is
considered an outlier and may be discarded.

[0836] Step (v) Features are then extracted from the various absorbance spectra. To this end,
FIG. 107 shows pure component spectra A-E for selected analytes and confounders (e.g., water,
collagen, glucose, urea, and fat). A pure component spectrum is an absorbance spectrum for a

substance (e.g., an analyte or confounder) and can be acquired by either using the pure material

or dissolving the substance in distilled water, and measuring a solvent-corrected absorbance
spectrum for the substance. In the case of a mixture of substances, pure component spectra for

each of the substances are determined and compared, and wavelength regions (termed
“features”) containing concentration information for the substances can be determined by

inspecting the spectra. For example, the feature bands 20-26 and 42 are selected to represent

concentration information for the analyte and confounding substances.

[0837] In various embodiments, the features are divided into (a) features that cover the spectral
region(s) in which the analyte of interest substantially absorbs incident radiation described as
Con_AN features, (called “GL” features in the embodiments for glucose measurements); and

(b) those that do not cover the spectral regions in which the analyte substantially absorbs
radiation, though one or more confounders may absorb, even strongly, called NegCon_AN

(designated as “NO-GL” features in the embodiments for glucose measurement). It is to be
understood that both Con_An/GL and NegCon/NO-GL features generally include energy
absorbed by one or more confounders, as well as energy lost to noise from variations in the
concentrations of these confounders and from scattering.

[0838] In the embodiment for glucose measurement, the GL and NO-GL features are
selectively paired. This pairing is complementary, in that net differential loss in spectral energy
in a feature from a region in which the analyte absorbs energy can be paired with a feature
extracted from the same spectrum in a region in which the analyte only minimally absorbs
energy, and these wavelength regions pairs can be used to estimate the net energy specifically
absorbed by the analyte, as described above.

[0839] A seven- step process is used in some embodiments for the selection of features for
analyte determination using collision computing. Step 1 – An initial minimum feature length

of 4 (i.., len = 4) is chosen and a sliding window interval of 4 index positions is chosen (i.e.,

shift=4) . The start of first feature (F0 ) is set to the first vector index s0 position, i.e., i.e., the
lowest wavelength or highest wavenumber, of the individual spectrum acquired in the
sequence, i.e., Fi = { sj , .., s j+len } where Fi is the i-th feature with start position of j; and Fi+1 = {

sk+shift

, ..,

s k+len+shift }with k as the start position of the previous feature. F0 = { s0 , s1 , s2 , s3 } ;

Also, the boundaries of analyte absorbance (i.e., glucose absorbance) from the absorbance
spectrum are established for regions corresponding to the first, second, or any other spectral
harmonics of the analyte (known as “overtone regions”) known to be covered by the spectrum

(e.g.,., 1050 nm and 1700 nm). Denote ^ 1 = { ^l1 , ^u 1 } ; ^ 2 = { ^l2 , ^u 2 } where ^ 1 , ^ 2 ,…

denote the regions covered by the first overtone (the second spectral harmonic), the second
overtone, and any higher-order overtones of fundamental glucose absorbances that appear in
the NIR spectrum , with lower and upper spectral boundaries given by ^l1 and ^u 1 and so on.

[0840] Step 2 – A set of features is generated by sliding the feature start position by the sliding
window interval. The process is repeated till the entire spectrum is spanned and selection of the
next feature would exceed the last vector index of spectrum. Let the total set of features be
denoted by {F0 , F1 , …, Fn }. Step 3 – Spectral energy of each feature in {F 0 , F1 , …, Fn } is
computed for the entire feature vector. Let the set of spectral energies be denoted by{E 0 , E 1 , …,
E n }.

[0841] Step 4 – The features are partitioned into two sets: “GL” features, which represent
spectral regions of relatively high glucose absorbance, and “NO-GL” features, representing
spectral regions where glucose absorbs minimally (these two sets correspond to the
PosCon_AN and NegCon_AN sets described above, in general), and correspond to features that
are generally within the boundaries of known glucose overtone region absorption wavelengths
(e.g., 1500-1700 nm and 1050-1180 nm) and those that are generally outside the boundaries of
glucose overtone region absorption wavelengths. Features with analyte spectral energies in the
upper quartile, in the set associated with glucose overtones, are kept and the rest are discarded.
Features with analyte spectral energies in the lower quartile, in the set not associated with
glucose overtones, are preserved and the rest are discarded.

[0842] Step 5 – Following the optional precursor frequency modulation of the feature, e.g.,
with 16.5 Hz, the remaining features (in both the GL and NO-GL sets) are conditioned by using
them to modulate a carrier kernel to develop the conditioned feature waveforms. The codependency condition is checked to ensure that it is preserved for each conditioned feature
waveform and the Zyoton, i.e., post-collision dispersal velocity is within a selected threshold
limit ^. If the co-dependency condition is violated for any feature, that feature is discarded.
Feature pairings are formed by coupling a feature (drawn from the GL-set with the highest
glucose spectral energy of the modulated feature waveform ((based on the analyte-information
representing, e.g., the first 3, 6, 10, etc., frequency components))) with a feature drawn from the
NO-GL set with the lowest glucose spectral energy of the conditioned feature waveforms.
Generally, the GL features are paired with all remaining NO-GL features in the set.

[0843] As described above, the term ∆

, which represents the relative

^^
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renormalized spectral energy gain of the zyoton waveform (^^^ ^^resulting from collisions (with
a collision iteration count of N) with a feature extracted from the analyte-absorbing region of
the acquired spectrum (e.g., ^ ^ ி ^^vis-à-vis the renormalized spectral energy gain of the same
^

zyoton waveform, (^^^ ^,^resulting from collisions with a different feature extracted from a

region known to be minimally absorbing (i.e., ^ ^ ‐^ ^ ி ^, for each illumination state (i.e., for
^

each illumination state ^ ௧, where t =1, 2, 3, ALL is as defined above) is computed, and the
values of ∆

are arranged in an ordered sequence with increasing energies.
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In some embodiments, Step 5 may be repeated for two tissue spectra taken from a subject
calibration set of spectra (when ALL RINGS were illuminated) where glucose values are
separated by 60 mg/dl.

[0844] In one example, a spectrum with a reference glucose value of 80 mg/dl and another with
a reference value of 140 mg/dl from the same randomly chosen subject in the calibration set
were used. Let the set of net normalized spectral energy gains of feature pairs generated using
non-invasively acquired ALL-RING samples with a reference concentration of 80 mg/dl and
140 mg/dl respectively be denoted by {Lp 1 , Lp 2 , …, Lp m } and {Up 1 , Up 2 , …, Up m }. Any feature
pairs where Up k is less than Lp k , both Up k and Lp k were discarded. This generally describes a

Regeneration Process. If there are fewer than 4 surviving feature pairs, Steps 1 through Step 5
may be repeated by doubling the feature length. This is continued until the feature length
-1

-1

becomes 64 cm for a measuring system resolution of 4 cm (longer lengths may be allowed if
-1

the system resolution is lower i.e., numerically greater than 4 cm ). Lower sensor resolution
typically yields longer feature lengths. If again there are fewer than 4 surviving features and the
-1

maximum length of 64 cm has been reached, the process may be repeated with a an increase
-1

-1

in the feature length of 4 cm . Thus feature length values of 4, 6, 8, … up to 64 cm can be

used to check that the surviving set has more than four features.

[0845] Step 6 – Features in the surviving set are then introduced to the collision computer.
Post-collision spectral energies from the first e.g., six frequency components are computed. The

same check as in Step 5 is performed. In some embodiments, all of the features need to meet
the condition after collision that also met it in Step 5 before collision. If all of the surviving
features of Step 5 do not meet the condition after collision then the Regeneration Process of

Step 5 may be repeated.

[0846] Step 7 – Features that survive in Step 6 are then applied to the entire calibration set to
check for the monotonicity condition over the concentration range tested in the calibration set.
A minimum of 8 features were used in some embodiments (with the highest spectral energy
ratios computed in Step 6) in Step 7. If the monotonicity condition fails, then the feature set is

augmented by two additional features. This process may be repeated until the number of
features in the monotonicity check reaches a preset threshold, e.g., 30, 50, 64, 80, etc..

[0847] Sets with more than 64 features were not used in some examples, as they failed to give
sufficient performance in the NIR spectral band of interest (i.e., between 1000 nm and 1700
nm). It has been found that here are a limited number of spectral regions, in this spectral band
-1

with 2 cm resolution, where the gradient of the Fisher vector computed using the Fisher
information matrix constructed using examples of pure component glucose spectra, was

spatially separated from the gradient of Fisher vector computed using Fisher information matrix
constructed using examples of pure component spectra of known confounders (obtained either
through experiments or digitization of published spectra). This number can be higher or lower
if a different spectral band and resolution were considered. Also, there is an upper bound on the
number of features that can be effectively used, as determined using empirical methods in
information theory such as the use of the gradient of the Fisher vector of the Fisher information

matrix described in this example.

[0848] In some embodiments for noninvasive glucose measurement, 22 feature pairs, each with
-1

a length of 60 cm was used. The pairing of features can be performed based on measured
spectra of the analyte and confounders in a selected band of wavelengths. This complementary
pairing can support robust subsequent analysis using collision computing. In some

embodiments, a tomographic spectroscopic illumination approach, referred to as spectroscopic
tomography, in which different depths of tissue are sequentially or simultaneously interrogated
can be used to advantage, based on knowledge of the concentrations of different analyte and/or
confounder molecules at different depths.

[0849] As shown in FIG. 87A, skin tissue is a heterogeneous multi-layered media with optical
absorption and scattering properties that vary with respect to wavelength, composition,

physiological condition, and anatomical dimensions. Consequently, even within a single
individual, the optical properties may differ over time and by measurement position, and as a
result of the physical and optical interaction between the measurement system and the sampled

tissue site. When light, i.e., an ensemble of photons, is launched into the skin tissue, multiple
scattering and absorption events occur as the applied photons encounter cells, cell

subcomponents, fibrous protein structures, fluids, and vascular elements. Therefore, the
scattering and absorption properties of each layer result from a wide range of individual

components, their geometry and composition.

[0850] In some embodiments of the non-invasive measurement system using a fiber optic
probe, photons are launched through one or more illumination fibers to a portion of the skin

and collected by one or more detection fibers that are separated from the area of illumination by
a distance, as shown in FIGS. 68-70. During transit from the area of illumination (or photon
ingress) on the skin tissue, to the area of collection (or photon egress), several different types of

events are possible. First, a fraction of the incident radiation may be specularly reflected from
the skin surface due to the change in refractive index between the tissue and the air, optical
fiber or optical coupling material. Second, penetrating optical radiation or photons may be
absorbed by either the analyte or confounders, generally after a series of scattering events, and

converted to heat or re-emitted. Third, generally following numerous scattering events, the
photons may be diffusely reflected to the area of collection where they are subsequently

transmitted via the fiber optic to a detector element. Other photons may also exit the skin

outside the area of collection of the collection fiber(s) and be lost.
[0851] FIG. 87B shows the differential paths taken by exemplary NIR photons as they are
launched from a light source and captured by a detector element as they emerge from the tissue.
Detector positions A and B show the absorption due to notionally different distributions of
molecules present in the skin at different depths.

[0852] Due to scattering of the applied light, the tissue volume that is optically sampled
includes a relatively large volume that increases with the distance between the illumination and

detection areas. As an example, a Monte Carlo simulation of light transport in tissue was used

to examine the distribution of photons in a three layer model of skin tissue. FIGS. 108A and
108B provide two plots of a cross section of the estimated volume-based distribution of photon

absorbance by depth and radial distance from the point of illumination, given specific areas of

illumination (A) and detection (B1 and B2). The shaded areas of the plots represent the level of
light absorbance, with darker regions indicating higher levels of photon absorbance. The Xand Y-axes represent the distance from the point of illumination to detection and the depth
from the skin surface, respectively.
[0853] In one embodiment, detection region B1 is about 282-482 µm from the area of
illumination, A, while B2 is about 1022-1222 µm away. Due to the close proximity between
regions A and B1, the tissue volume affecting the light collected at B1 (or the interrogated

tissue volume) is relatively small and shallow compared to that collected at B2. Consequently,
the contribution of the upper epidermis layer to the total optical signal collected in region B1 is

significantly greater than that of B2. Conversely, the signal collected by B2 is more heavily
dominated by light traversing the lower dermis layer.

[0854] Thus, it was determined that greater separation of the illumination and detection areas
leads to deeper penetration of light, lower numbers of collected photons due to scattering,
higher levels of absorption, and a larger optically-sampled tissue volume. This is further
illustrated in FIG. 88, a plot of a simulation of the first to third quartile range of the optical path
of detected photons at six specific illumination-to-detection distances. As the distance between
illumination and detection regions is increased, the depth of photon penetration into tissue also
increases and the interrogated three-dimensional tissue volume grows.

[0855] Consequently, knowledge of the relationship between the optically sampled tissue
volume and the illumination-to-detection distance provides a basis for a spectroscopic
tomographic optical probe design capable of discriminating specific analytes that are resident

within known layers of the skin. For example, for noninvasive optical glucose measurement,
given the anatomical and optical properties of the tissue volume under consideration, the
probing optic is optimized when a number of channels, each representing a different
illumination-to-detection distance, are spaced to appropriately interrogate the tissue.

[0856] However, the optically interrogated tissue volume for a fixed illumination-to-detection
arrangement generally differs (i) between subjects; (ii) from site-to-site (within one subject);

and, (iii) through time due to the dynamic nature of skin tissue and physiology. To illustrate
this point, consider the mean path of detected photons as the average of the large ensemble of
complex photon trajectories traversing the given distance. The path represents the central
trajectory of light and the median of the optically sampled tissue volume.

[0857] Referring to FIG. 89, a plot of the simulated mean path or trajectory from six different
illumination-to-detection areas is shown for a wavelength of 1550 nm. In this embodiment,

each distance represents a ring of illumination fibers surrounding a single detection fiber.
Although the mean path between illumination and detection areas is representative of the

changing trajectory of photons with respect to distance, the cumulative set of photon

trajectories is much larger and more complex.

[0858] FIGS. 109-112 show graphical plots of the simulated weighted mean path or trajectory
from illumination-to-detection at a wavelength of 1550 nm for four different simulated skin
tissue samples differing in thickness and glucose concentration. In all simulations, a fixed

tomographic optical probe was used with six different illumination-to-detection distances, each

representing a ring of illumination fibers surrounding a single detection fiber. The plots in

FIGS. 109 and 110 were derived from a skin tissue model with a thin dermis (500 µm) and
glucose concentrations of 80 mg/dl and 300 mg/dL respectively. A representative 1.5 mm
dermis thickness was used in the simulations leading to FIGS. 111 and 112 and the associated

glucose concentration of the plots were 80 and 300 mg/dl, respectively. Comparing FIG. 109

versus FIG. 110 and FIG. 111 versus FIG. 112, there is an imperceptible difference in the
photon paths with more than a three-fold change in glucose concentration.

[0859] However, there is a profound difference between the trajectories associated with thin
(FIG. 109 and 110) versus thick skin (FIGS. 111 and 112) that is visibly much greater than the
change due to glucose concentration. The change in trajectories with respect to skin thickness is
a consequence of the varying composition and scattering between skin layers and, in particular,
between the dermis and the subcutaneous layer. The dermis is approximately 75% water while
the subcutaneous layer is 80% triglycerides (or fat). At the simulated wavelength of 1550 nm, it
generally known that the absorption coefficient of water is many times that of fat.

[0860] Consequently, photons are absorbed at a significantly higher rate in the dermis (at 1550
nm) than in the subcutaneous layer. In the case of a 1500 µ m dermis (FIGS. 111 and 112), the
maximum point of the mean trajectories is approximately 800 µm. Consequently, the majority
path of light in all trajectories in the dermis which is approximately 75% water. In the
simulated case in which the dermis is only 500 µm thick (FIGS. 109 and 110), photon
trajectories penetrate through the dermis into the subcutaneous layer to a mean depth of about

1200 µm where, due to the lower rate of absorption, longer pathlengths occur without reducing
the probability of photons still reaching the detector. Since skin thickness varies between and
within individuals, a change in this one parameter contributes greater pathlength variation than
that due to physiologically possible changes in glucose.

[0861] It follows that the maximum average depth of penetrating light into thin skin (due to the
lower absorbing subcutaneous tissue) is significantly greater than that of thick skin, as shown in
FIG. 90. Further, the optimal distance for glucose detection, measured on the basis of percent
dermal absorbance, will vary significantly between individuals and be shorter for thin skin and

longer for thick skin. An exemplary tomographic probe, capable of supporting glucose
measurement on a variety of skin types, is shown in FIGS.91-92, and 113. FIG. 91 illustrates
aspects of the bifurcated fiber bundle including the sample side of the probe (View A), the

illumination end (View B) and the detection end (View C).

[0862] FIG. 92 describes the design of the sample interface portion of the fiber bundle while
T11a is an image of the constructed probe. The sample end of the tomographic probe has six
distinct rings of 200 µm diameter core multi-mode ultra-low-OH fibers that are used for
illumination and a single central 600 µm diameter core detection multi-mode ultra-low-OH
fiber that is used for detection. The illumination fibers have an approximate numerical aperture
(NA) of 0.22 while the detection fiber has an NA of 0.37. By altering the illumination
sequence, the tomographic probe can provide spatial and volumetric discrimination of the
optically interrogated tissue sample.

[0863] In various embodiments, this arrangement provides a balance between the number of
distinct illumination-to-detection distances, the illumination packing fraction of optical fibers,

the percent dermis that is optically sampled and the signal strength of the collected light.
However, numerous other arrangements support varying topographical measurements. For
example, an alternate embodiment with similar beneficial characteristics (FIG. 70) has a single
central illumination fiber with a plurality of surrounding rings of detection fibers where each

fiber, ring of fibers, or spatially separated groups of fibers are used to supply light to a
detection element.

[0864] In some embodiments, individual rings of the tomographic probe (FIG. 91) are
selectively illuminated by imaging a source filament through a wheel containing several
selective mask positions on to the illumination end of the probe (FIG. 91). FIG. 114 is a
photograph of a fabricated mask wheel with multiple rectangular regions, each of which
contains an optical mask that passes light associated with one or more rings to the illumination

ferrule that is illustrated in FIG. 91. By mechanically rotating the mask in front of the
illumination ferrule, the fibers associated with individual rings or combinations of rings are
selectively illuminated. Other embodiments utilize adaptive optics, individual sources, or
modulated light to either alter the illuminating ring over time or to discriminate the originating

ring of detected light.

[0865] The characteristics of the tomographic optical probe were evaluated via the previously
described simulations and through in-vivo reflectance measurements. Reflectance was
computed as the ratio of the photons collected by the detection fiber to the photons launched

from the illumination fibers (as determined by the use of a standard material of known diffuse
reflectance) and was determined by dividing the intensity (or power) of the detected light by
the intensity (or power) of the illuminating light. Consequently, the reflectance depends on both

the optical properties of skin tissue within the interrogated volume and the geometry and
optical characteristics of the fiber optic probe.

[0866] The ring-by-ring reflectance of the probe while in contact with an in-vivo skin sample
was measured using a Thermo Scientific Nicolet 6700 FTIR spectrometer. The collected
intensity spectrum of each ring of fibers was ratioed to a background air spectrum (via a diffuse
reflectance standard) and adjusted according to power measurements and simulation to produce
the reflectance spectra as plotted versus wavelength in FIG. 93. As indicated in FIG. 93, the
vast majority of light (i.e., greater than 99.9% at 1550 nm, where the reflectance is less than 1 x
-3

10 ) is absorbed prior to detection, particularly by water in the wavelength region near 1450
nm.

[0867] For illustrative purposes, the specific values for reflectance and absorbance at 1550 nm
as well as the associated illumination-to-detection center-to-center distances for each ring,

using a selected human subject measurement, are provided in Table 14 below. The reduction in
detected light with distance is a function of the increasing pathlength, depth of penetration and
optically illuminated tissue volume.

Table 14. Typical Reflectance Measurements of Skin Tissue using the Tomographic Optical
Probe

[0868] Volume-based sampling through the tomographic probe can be illustrated through a
comparison of Ring 1 to Ring 4 and Ring 5 spectra absorbance of skin tissue, as provided in

FIG. 115A. In addition to the significant increase in absorbance, the Ring 4 and Ring 5
spectrum includes unique features throughout the spectrum that are significantly larger than
those of the Ring 1 spectrum. Specific absorbance bands appear larger in the Ring 4 spectrum
at 1210, 1710, 1725 and 1760 nm and the shape of the 1650-1850 nm spectral region appears to

change due to a significant increase in optical sampling of the subcutaneous layer.

[0869] To accentuate the differences, the second derivative of each spectrum was calculated
and is shown in FIG. 115B. The Ring 1 second derivative spectrum more closely represents the
second derivative spectrum of protein (e.g., collagen and elastin) as represented in FIG. 115C
which indicates that the epidermis is the primary skin layer that is optically sampled. However,
the Ring 4 second derivative spectrum is dominated by the same absorbance pattern as that of
fat which is plotted in FIG. 115C. Since fat is present primarily in subcutaneous tissue, the
signal detected when Ring 4 and Ring 5 are illuminated represents a different volumetric

compartment. Utilization of all six tomographic channels provides further discrimination of the
tissue volume under consideration.

[0870] Since each optical measurement of the skin generally samples a different tissue volume
(particularly between skin tissue sites on the body and among different individuals), the
information represented in the various tomographic channels may change. This requires a
measurement-by-measurement change in the optimized combination of channels and

differential measurements. Determination of the absorbance, ^ ^^^^, ఒ , of the optical signal
acquired at each ring position is erformed via the followin e uation:

where ^ is the wavelength, ^ ^^^^,

ఒ

is the measured sample intensity, ^,ఒ is the intensity of a 99%

diffuse reflectance standard collected on only Ring 1,

^^^^^

is the number of fibers is the ring

associated with the sample spectrum (FIG. 91), and ∆ represents the combined attenuation due

to (1) the distance between the reflectance standard and the probe and (2) the efficiency of the
optical coupling between the detection fibers and detection element. Since ∆ does not change, it
is measured once after device fabrication.

[0871] The average relative illumination power between the fibers of Ring 1 and the ring
associated with the sample spectrum is ^ ^^^^ . The ratio is present due to non-uniform

distribution of the lamp filament across the various ring bundles on the illumination end (FIG.
91) of the fiber bundle. Compensation with this ratio through time is necessary due to (1)

differences in the average power delivered by the fibers in each ring, (2) changes in the lamp

illumination ring intensity through time, and (3) differences in the distribution of optical power
when a lamp is changed.

[0872] To illustrate this requirement, power measurements collected at the beginning (T0 ) of a
clinical study. at 180 days later, and 270 days later were compared to determine how the

average power delivered by the optical fibers of Rings 1-4 changed through time. In Table 15
below, T0 represents the starting point while the two subsequent measurement times, 180 days
and 270 days, are used to show the percent changes through time. Each of the four rings
experienced a change in delivered power although Ring 2 showed the highest (22.3%).
Table 15: Percent change through time of the average power delivered by Rings 1-4 of the
Tomographic Optical Probe System

[0873] Based on Table 15 above, it is expected that the average power delivered each ring is

likely to change and may be distributed differently given the spatial placement of each ring’s
associated bundle within the illumination ferrule (FIG. 91) relative to the optical source and

filament image. Table 16 below provides an example of average relative power delivered by
the optical fibers of each ring through time. Ring 1, for example, delivered 16.4% more power
than the average at T0 while Ring 3 delivered 132% more light (by design). In addition to this

uneven distribution of light by ring, the relative power changed through time in a manner that
was different for each ring.

Table 16: Change through time in the relative illumination power of Rings 1-4 of a
tomographic optical probe

Dynamically Controlled Illumination States

[0874] As scattering dominates light propagation in thick turbid media such as human skin
tissue, it restricts both resolution and penetration depth within that tissue. As NIR photons

propagate through the diffusive regime starting at approximately 1 mm below a human skin

surface, their trajectories change from ballistic to diffusive due to an increased number of
scattering events, which makes it difficult to identify, much less track, photon paths. However,

steering such NIR photons (i.e., without using implanted devices such as fluorescent beads) to
control their below-skin path of travel and to minimize random scattering, is complex and

challenging. Consequently, dynamic focusing of light through dynamic control of illumination
states or dynamic variation, illuminator-detector distances or other methods such as described

below, may be used in some optical spectroscopy embodiments to offset the variability due to
the variations interactions of light with tissue, and in conjunction with collision computing to
analyze glucose and other analytes in tissue. Dynamic focusing is achieved in some

embodiments using controlled light delivery.

[0875] In some embodiments, such dynamic focusing is achieved in a variety of ways that
include: opto-mechanically or electro-optically varying source-detector spacing; opto-

mechanically or electro-mechanically varying the size of illumination or detection area on the
skin; using photorefractive materials such as phase-conjugate mirrors for control of optical
focusing, or the use of an electrically or RF-modulated dynamic lens capable of changing

focus, such as those fabricated with liquid crystals sandwiched between two pieces of glass.
Techniques that do not require use of implanted waveguides (such as fluorescent beads or
nanoparticles) are classified as noninvasive.

[0876] Noninvasive techniques for dynamic focusing include tuning the scattered light in phase
to maximize the spatial or spatio-temporal density at a specific location below the skin, or timereversing (by phase-conjugating monochromatic light) the scattered NIR photons back to their
origin, such as time-reversed adapted-perturbation (TRAP) optical focusing through
exploitation of intrinsic permittivity variations in the tissue. Use of TRAP focusing is
summarized in Ma C et al., “ Time Reversed adapted perturbation (TRAP) optical focusing
onto dynamic objects inside scattering media,” Nature Photonics, 2014, 8(12), pages 931-936.

[0877] Additionally, dynamic control or dynamic focusing helps offset changing SCR due to
time-varying changes of confounder concentrations in the tissue responsible for changes in
scattering properties (due to physiology changes, exercise, dehydration, metabolic stress, postpharmacokinetic response, infection and other reasons) or due to rapidly changing analyte

concentration (after a meal or after injection of insulin).

[0878] The net impact of employing dynamic control of illumination light or a dynamic
focusing strategy, using the apparatus listed above or variants thereof, is the introduction of
new and different illumination states in a tomographic sequence processed with collision
computing. Dynamic control of light is a generalization of the tomographic illumination
sequence detailed above.

[0879] An embodiment of an apparatus for an optical engine embodiment that implements
dynamically controlled illumination is illustrated in FIG. 116 for the detection of glucose and
other biochemical and biological analytes, based on quantitative measurements of optical
absorption of these species as a function of spatial position in three dimensions, i.e., as a

function x, y and z where z is in the direction normal to the surface of the skin or sample. This
embodiment is configured to acquire spectral and spatial optical absorbance data on short time

scales, in effect capturing the spectral dynamics of the analyte and other biochemical species of
interest. Overall, data are acquired in five dimensions – three spatial directions x, y, and z, and
as a function of time and wavelength.

[0880] The shutter with controllable aperture 20, in front of a radiation element, such as a
tungsten halogen lamp 10, is used to throttle the number of emitted photons by varying the
aperture width. The Controller 90 can also control the power to the light source and thereby
modulate the number of emitted photons and their wavelength coverage. The photons allowed

through the shutter 20 are collimated at 30 and focused onto the spot on the entrance aperture
of the spectrometer 40. The output of the spectrometer is directed to an optional one-

dimensional (1-D) or two-dimensional (2-D) scanner 50 that can steer the NIR photon beam

onto the depth focusing lens or microlens 70. The scanner 50 can be of a deflecting-mirror type
driven electrostatically or electromagnetically, or an acousto-optic scanner if one-dimensional
scanning is desired.

[0881] The electrostatic and electromagnetic mirror scanners can be of a one- or twodimensional type. A second microlens may be optionally inserted in the beam path to improve

either the light efficiency or the throughput of this optical design and to focus the light into the
sample and collect the light diffusely reflected from the sample. An additional microlens 75
may be used to modulate the reflected photon collection area. The reflected photons are
directed to the detector and acquisition unit 85 which then outputs the spectra to the processing
unit. Dynamic focusing and the quantity of launched photons are managed by Controller 90,
which may optionally vary shutter aperture, depth of focus, scan rate, and/or scanning position.
In some embodiments, lens 70 may be implemented as a microlens array with a different lens
for each different incident angle of light directed to the skin. Optionally, electronically or
acoustically tuned photorefractive material may be place between the depth focusing microlens
70 and the sample to improve optical coupling, eliminate optical crosstalk, minimize specular
reflection, and control the angle of incidence to the skin.

[0882] FIG. 117 shows an apparatus 10, 40 to dynamically vary depth of focus in the sample
for spectroscopic tomography, and thereby change the size of the illumination and/or detection
spot on the skin. In order to provide sampling at different depths, the incoming light is brought
into the lens 10 that is attached to the translator that moves in z direction (zi ) and can focus the
incoming light beam 30 into different depth from the sample surface. The diffusely reflected

light from the sample is collected by another detection lens attached 40 that can also be
positioned in z direction (zo ) normal to the sample surface.

[0883] The different z positions of this translated detection lens enable sampling into different
depths and provide different paths of light traveling from the illumination path 20 to the
detection path 30. The illumination lens and detection lens can be translated independently or

together, depending on the desired depth sampling or optical path sampling. Light can be
delivered either through free space or via fibers. The translators suited for this application can
be electromagnetic actuators such as voice coils used in optical recording drives, compact
drives or DVD’s. The size of the illumination spot and detection spot can be independently
changed by moving the attachments.

[0884] FIG. 118A shows spatial coverage in the x and y directions using the apparatus of FIG.
117. A fixed illumination spot on the tissue and a moving detection spot are shown in the
figure. Optionally, by moving the translational stages in FIG. 117, the position of the
illumination spot can be varied in both x and y directions; or alternately the position of both
illumination and detection spot can be varied in either x or y or simultaneously in both
directions.

[0885] FIG. 118B shows how depth focusing can be used to image different tissue volumes
below skin in the z direction. This is achieved by varying the position of the depth lens 70 in
the apparatus of FIG. 116. In some embodiments, the center of the illumination spots can be
varied in the x and y directions in increments as small as 2 microns and in 5-micron increments
in the z direction.

[0886] FIG. 119A shows an actuator 20 set to position a fiber probe that directs light to the skin
at an angle of 30 degrees from the surface normal. The angle of incidence can be controlled in

fine increments down to 2 degrees. FIG. 119B shows an embodiment built to inject light onto
the skin surface at pre-set angles to the surface normal. By using two separate lens assemblies
used for illumination and detection, a significant reduction of specularly reflected light from
rough skin surfaces is observed, with an additional benefit of flexibility in selecting large
numbers of sub-skin volumes (as in FIG. 118A-118B). The 2D scanning mirror used for x-y

mapping of sample yields continuous, automated fast scanning, where the depth focusing with

z translation (using a voice coil) enables both stand-off and contact acquisition. Such timeseparated pulsed acquisition of data instead of steady state data reduces the complexity of
mechanical coupling between the illumination and detection fibers required to implement

ringed or fixed illumination states.

[0887] A benefit of embodiments employing dynamic controllability of light is that, as
resolution is only diffraction limited, the illumination/detection diameter (as in FIG. 118A)
depends only on the wavelength of light used, the focal length and size of the lens. For

example, for X, Y scanning range of 10mm, a beam diameter <10 micron was achieved at 2500
nm wavelength and beam diameter of 4 micron was achieved at 1000 nm, with thousands of
sub-volumes that size (as in FIG. 118B) that could be scanned. The achieved resolution can
exceed what is achievable by fiber-based systems.

[0888] As described above, an illumination state is implemented in various embodiments by
turning on and off multiple illumination sources such as concentric rings around a detector in

an example embodiment. Also, the simultaneous turn-on condition of one or more illuminators
(e.g., individual illuminators in a ring; groups of illuminators in one or more rings; all the
illuminators in a ring; or all illuminators in multiple rings), corresponds to an “illumination
state,” denoted Rt in various embodiments. Furthermore, an illumination sequence was
1

2

3

n

designated as I , I , and I , where each I , i.e., an illumination state, can be achieved through a
combination of simultaneous turn-on of one or more rings, and post-collision NRSEG

∆e^^ ^correspond to the i illumination state for the j feature. The collision-computing
th

th

framework specified above extends to embodiments with dynamic control of light and/or
dynamic focusing.
n

[0889] In such dynamic focusing embodiments, let each illumination state (I ), that results from
any variations, over time a finite time interval ^ t >0, in one or more of the following:

[0890] Variation of (i) the source-detector spacing as a function of time, i.e., | ^ spacing (t) | > 0 (as
in the example shown in FIG. 118A using the apparatus in FIG. 116).

[0891] Variation (ii) of the number of emitted NIR photons changes as a function of time, i.e., |

^

emitted

photons

(t) | > 0 as achieved by varying the exposed emitter surface or varying input power

to the light source or other mechanism (as obtained by varying the shutter aperture 10 in FIG.
116).

[0892] Variation (iii) of the duration of photon launch or collection time or detection time
window as a function of time, i.e., | ^ emitted

photons

(t) | > 0 (as obtained by varying the duration of

shutter 10 opening time window in FIG. 116). Variation (iv) of the launch angle of emitted
NIR photons as a function of time where | ^ launch

angle

(t) | > 0 and where launch angle [-π,+π]

(as obtained by varying the adjustable angle of illumination of fiber probe 20 in FIG. 119A).
Variation (v) of the NIR photon detector/collector or photodetector gain over time where |

^

photodetector

gain

(t) | > 0, and where such gain is varied over one or more detectors (as obtained by

varying the photodetector gain in 85 in FIG. 116). Variation (vi) of the NIR photon
detector/collector area over time, where ^ photodetector

area

(t) > 0, and where such area is

simultaneously varied over one or more detectors (as obtained by varying the focusing depth Zi
in 70 in FIG. 116 or varying the focal length Zo in 75 in FIG. 116. Varying focusing depth of
illumination beam or focusing lens 75 results in variable spot sizes as obtained at the tip of the
light beams as in FIG. 117).

[0893] Variation (vii) of the focal length of focusing optics used to focus NIR photons onto the
skin where | ^ focal

length

(t) | > 0 (as obtained by varying the focusing depth Zi 70 in FIG. 116 or

varying the focal length Zo -75 in FIG. 116).Variation (viii) of the spectral bandwidth of the
NIR photons launched into the skin or detected after reflectance where the bandwidth varies
from illumination to illumination and does not exclude one or more spectral features impacting
the pairing of GL and NO-GL features used in NRSEG determination (as obtained by changing
the scan rate and scan parameters for the spectrometer 40 in FIG. 116).

[0894] Variation (ix) of the amount of light delivered to the skin surface where | ^ light
skin

delivered

to

(t) | > 0 (as obtained by varying the voltage 12 driving the light source 10, or by changing

the shutter aperture 20 or by changing the settings of the spectrometer 40; and Variation (x),
application of any skin tissue perfusion assist, such as through application of an optical
coupling or gel, topical rubefacient, mechanical, RF, or electrical stimulation that varies the

water content of the skin tissue or alters blood flow to the skin tissue.

[0895] In some embodiments, an optical diffuse reflectance spectrum collected during such
dynamically varying illumination states is then (i) deconstructed into features, (ii) conditioned
using a carrier kernel, then (iii) collided with a corresponding Zyoton waveform to obtain the
NRSEG values, which (iv) which are then projected to obtain analyte concentration using the

process described above. The repeats and replicate sequences, as described above for an

embodiment using a fiber-optic ring illuminator system (which is an example of a fixed

illumination system with several illumination states), also apply to various embodiments
employing dynamic illumination and/or with focusing (called “dynamically varying
illumination system with several illumination states). Thus, averaging of NRSEG in processing
spectra from dynamically varying illumination system with several illumination states can be
performed in a similar manner as for repeats and replicate spectra obtained using a fixed
illumination system with several illumination states. In various embodiments, analytes may be
found in higher concentrations in, for example, in specific depths, layers, or regions of the
medium. In some embodiments for noninvasively determining glucose in tissue, glucose is

found in a higher concentration in the dermis layer than it is in either the epidermis layer above
or the subcutaneous layer below.

[0896] An optional refinement of the use of dynamically controlled light is through an optical
interface to the tissue that allows alteration of the illumination or detection angle by angling
optical fibers of a ring-based annular probe relative to the perpendicular, to accomplish a

greater resolution of interrogated tissue volumes than just the variations in illumination-todetection distances used in various optical systems described above. Modification of the

illumination angle refers to a change in the angle of launched light from the perpendicular and
leads to a change in the distribution of photons inserted into the skin. Hence, modification of
the illumination angle can be used to target a specific tissue volume given the tissue state and
structure (e.g., thickness, collagen density, scattering, hydration, etc.).

[0897] Modification of the detection angle refers to a change in the distribution of optical
collection angles. For example, with a fiber optic in contact with, and perpendicular to, the

skin, having a numerical aperture (NA) of 0.37, the collection volume can be a cone with an
acceptance angle of approximately 22.5 degrees about the line perpendicular to the skin as
illustrated in FIG. 120. A change in the detection angle refers to a modification of the central
collection angle from the perpendicular.

[0898] FIG. 121 illustrates an optical interface that uses one central detection fiber (e.g., 500
µ m ultra-low-OH silica fiber) and a series of annular rings made from angled 200 µm
illumination fibers, with a single fiber from each ring shown. This exemplary optical interface
lay-out may be employed for launching light into the skin at an angle that varies with the
illumination-to-detection separation. The minimum illumination-to-detection distance can be,

e.g., approximately 120 µm from the edge of the detection fiber to the edge of the closest
illumination fiber, and, the illumination angle increases from approximately 0 degrees to
greater than 45 degrees as the illumination-to-detection distance is increased, for example, from
150 µm to approximately 2 mm.

[0899] As depicted in FIGS. 121-123, the illumination angle (from the perpendicular) can be
modified according to the interaction of light with the tissue at varying distances from the
central detection fiber, to detect the maximum amount of light from a desired tissue volume.

Specific designs may also be defined for optimizing the measurement of specific target
analytes. Additional design parameters utilize measurements of the mean or median
pathlengths of light in various layers, as determined from simulations of light interactions with
tissue.

[0900] In some embodiments for non-invasive glucose measurement, design configurations
include variations based on parameters that optimize one or more of the following
characteristics: (1) Percentage of the total pathlength of light that is within the dermis; (2) The
amount of reflectance; (3) Product of characteristics (1) and (2); (4) The product of reflectance

and the median dermal pathlength, minus the product of reflectance and the median epidermal
pathlength, and also minus the product of reflectance with the median subcutaneous tissue
pathlength, and; (5) The product of the square root of the reflectance and the median dermal
pathlength, minus the product of the square root of the reflectance and the median epidermal
pathlength, and also minus the product of the square root of the reflectance and the median
subcutaneous tissue pathlength. The fifth characteristic is related to the signal-to-noise ratio of
the absorption due to glucose in the dermis layer.

[0901] FIG. 122 shows an optical interface layout for preferentially detecting light at an
acceptance angle that depends on the illumination-to-detection separation, where the angle of

illumination is varied. This optical interface uses one central illumination fiber (e.g., 300, 350,
500 or 600 µm ultra-low-OH silica fiber) and a series of annular rings of 200 µm detection
fibers. The minimum illumination-to-detection distance is, for example, approximately 120 µm
from the edge of the illumination fiber to the edge of the closest detection fiber. In FIG. 123,
the two prior concepts are combined and both the illumination and detection angles may be
modified. This interface can both deliver light to the skin at different angles and collect light
from the skin at different angles.

[0902] As described above, modification of the illumination (or detection) angles provides a
means to target particular tissue volumes. As an example, using a Monte Carlo simulation, the

change of the optically interrogated tissue volume when the illumination angle is changed from
the perpendicular to 45 degrees is illustrated in FIGS. 124A-124B through plots of the
distribution of light deposition into tissue, using an illumination-to-detection distance of 1.6
mm. The y-axis represents the depth of penetration of light into the skin with the zero point
representing the skin surface. The x-axis represents the distance from the point of illumination,
where the region of detection is centered at a distance of 1.6 mm and has a width of 0.2 mm.

[0903] When light is launched perpendicular to the skin, the distribution of locations where
light is deposited into subcutaneous tissue varies widely. By launching light at a 45 degree
angle, the distribution of deposited light is tighter, does not penetrate as far into subcutaneous
tissue, where glucose concentration is lower than in the dermis, and preferentially targets the
dermal region. FIG. 124A illustrates a comparison the interrogated tissue volume between a
perpendicular photon launch, compared to a 45-degree photon launch in FIG. 124B.

[0904] An additional Monte Carlo simulation analysis was performed to determine the optimal
illumination angle versus the distance between the point of illumination and the point of

detection for three different skin types (thin, normal and thick). The simulation models of

tissue involved five skin layers with characteristics described in Table 17 below.
Table 17: Summary of optical properties used for the illumination-angle simulation

[0905] The simulated detection area was studied using a 600 µm-diameter fiber with a NA of
0.37, and the illumination area was set as 200 µm. For each simulation (for each skin type and
illumination-to-detection distance), the optimal illumination angle was determined by the

product of median dermal pathlength and the square root of the reflectance minus the product

of the square root of reflectance and the median epidermal pathlength and also minus the
product of the square root of reflectance and the subcutaneous tissue pathlength.

[0906] The results of the illumination angle vs. the illumination-to-detection distance variations
are shown in FIG. 125. In the plot, the launch angle is expressed in degrees from parallel with
the skin such that a perpendicular launch angle is 90 degrees. Using the calculations described
above, the results indicate that the optimal angle varies with respect to skin type (thick: >200
microns, thin: <100 microns, and nominal: between 100 and 200 microns in thickness) and that
measurement locations involving higher scattering or thicker dermal layers require lower

illumination angles (i.e., less deviation from perpendicular light launch). On the other hand,
optimal illumination of thin skin requires higher illumination angles (i.e., greater deviation

from perpendicular). Simulations were performed to show the optimum illumination launch
angle versus illumination-to-detection separation for three different skin types. In this case, the
launch angle is expressed in degrees from parallel with the skin. As a result, the illumination

angle shown here numerically increases as it varies from perpendicular toward parallel relative
to the skin surface.

[0907] Depth and tissue volume targeting may also be optimized by control of the distribution
of detected light according to angle. For example, FIG. 126A-126C illustrates the simulated
distribution of light absorbance by layer for three different detection angles given a fixed 1 mm
illumination-to-detection distance. An increase in the detection angle from 0 degrees to 40
degrees was found to decrease the percent of light absorbed in the subcutaneous tissue in

preference to the epidermis and dermis. Additionally, the relative reflectance increased by
factors of 1.7 and 2.3 times when the detection angle was increased from 0 degrees to 20
degrees and from 0 degrees to 40 degrees respectively. Consequently, modification of the

angle of detection was found to enable improved targeting of the dermis and to increase the
total amount of collected light measured as relative reflectance. For analytes such as glucose
that are preferably detected in the dermal compartment, limiting light collection to specific
angles can provide a significant improvement in glucose signal strength.

[0908] However, the optimal angle of collection generally varies with respect to (1) the
illumination-to-detection distance, (2) the wavelength under consideration and (3) the physical

and optical properties of the tissue under interrogation, such as the skin thickness and a tissue
optical parameter called the scattering coefficient. Determination of the optimal angle across

these three variables can be performed using Monte Carlo simulations and may be applied
directly to a particular tissue type with measured optical properties.

[0909] As shown in FIG. 127A-127C, the optimal detection angle for a glucose embodiment
was determined, through Monte Carlo simulation of a five-layer tissue model, on the basis of
the percent of the total pathlength that is within the dermis and the reflectance, for two different
skin types with different optical properties, six different illumination-to-detection distances,
and over the wavelength range 1100-1900 nm. FIG. 127A-127C provides plots of the percent
increase in reflectance vs wavelength for detection angles ranging between 10 and 40 degrees

from vertical, and at different illumination-to-detection distances. FIG. 127A-127C shows the
percent increase in reflectance relative to that at zero degrees as a function of wavelength for an

illumination-to-detection distance of 722 µm; FIG. 127B shows the percent increase in

reflectance versus wavelength for an illumination-to-detection distance of 975 µm, and FIG.
127C shows the percent increase in reflectance versus wavelength for an illumination-todetection distance of 1228 µm.

[0910] These results indicate that the amount of light collected generally increases with
increasing detection angle but is also a function of wavelength and the illumination-to-detection
distance. Consequently, an increase in the detection angle (or illumination angle) will result in

a higher intensity signal. However, the increase in detected light does not necessarily
correspond to an increase in the analytical signal of interest (e.g., the absorption of glucose).
Instead, a combination of the percent pathlength of detected light passing through the dermis, in
addition to the reflectance, provides a parameter that is related to the SNR of the analyte signal.

[0911] To illustrate the dependency of the optimal angle on skin type, the set of simulations
was repeated with a thick skin tissue model and the results are summarized below in Table 2.
Table 18: Average optimal collection angle at six illumination-to-detection distances for skin
with normal (100 µm) and thick epidermis (300 µm) skin

[0912] In summary, the illumination and/or detection angles can be used to change the
optically interrogated tissue volume. Based upon the total detected light and the percent of

light traversing the dermal layer, the optimal angle varies with respect to wavelength,
illumination-to-detection distance and tissue type. Tissue measurements made on thinner skin

are optimized by setting the illumination (or detection angles) significantly greater (further
from perpendicular) than thicker or higher scattering skin. The optimal angle increases with
illumination-to-detection distance.

[0913] As described herein, a pairing of NIR illumination and detection centers on skin can
create numerous path lengths where different photon travel paths induce differential scattering

and absorption. Both the fixed illumination system with multiple illumination states, and the
dynamically varying illumination system with multiple illumination states provide a flexible

skin surface scanning mechanism with ability to change optical path length. The resulting
spectra may then be deconstructed into features, conditions, collided with Zyotons, and their
energy values projected to calculate concentrations of glucose and/or other analytes.

[0914] In some embodiments, pure component analyte spectra, acquired with the same
instrumentation as that used to measure the analyte, are used as a reference for selecting
features in regions of stronger and weaker analyte absorbance. As shown in the feature pairing

table in FIG. 83, with reference to FIG. 107, two or more features in the region in which the
analyte (glucose, in this example) more strongly absorbs energy are paired with features in a
more weakly-absorbing region, to compensate for high levels of spectral energy absorption due
to an unknown, uncharacterized number of confounders also absorbing in the same region(s) as
the analyte. The number of pairings used may depend on the degree of confounder interference.

[0915] FIG. 83 shows the set of features used in a non-invasive glucose monitoring instrument,
and an embodiment yielding a MARD numerically less than 15% was achieved in a dailylifestyle clinical study conducted primarily with insulin-using subjects with Type 1 diabetes.
MARD, as described above, is used as a measure of the degree of clinical accuracy of a new
measurement technique when compared to reference measurements. As shown in FIG. 68, the
embodiment comprises fiber optic illumination fibers arranged in a ring geometry with a
central detection fiber. The probe is detailed in FIG. 69. A total of 34 features was used in this
embodiment, some focusing on wavelengths where glucose is known to be more strongly
absorbing and others in regions where glucose is more weakly absorbing. Wavelength coverage
of features for glucose and some confounders is shown in FIG. 107. The number of features
and length of each individual feature is directly related to one or more of the following factors,
which provide the design rules.

[0916] Factor (a) The number of tomographic spectral scans (where each scan entails
illumination through a particular ring or combination of rings); depth penetration of NIR
photons in each scan; and the mean path model of propagation for NIR photons as a function of
distance between the illuminator and detector (FIGS. 68 and 69). The propagation mean path,

in three dimensions, generally specifies the volume of tissue interrogated by the radiation in
each illumination. For a medium with a given coefficient of scattering, the number of
illumination states and number of features generally describe the observability model for the
measurement and the underlying confidence of observing the tissue volume.

[0917] Factor (b) The assumed clutter model and anticipated interference from confounders
influence the number of features and length. As a design rule, more features are required if the

anticipated interference is high. Also, a longer feature length is required if scattering is
anticipated to dominate the total energy attenuation. Factor (c) The prediction performance
requirements for accuracy and precision, with feature length proportional to high demand for

accuracy and precision. Factor (d) A greater relative ratio of absorbance of glucose in a region
where it strongly absorbs to the absorbance of a region of lower glucose absorbance requires a
longer feature length.
-1

[0918] Factor (e) Sensor resolution. If sensor resolution were numerically greater than 2 cm ,
-1

feature lengths less than 6 cm may lead to numerical instabilities and should be generally
avoided. Depending on the resolution, the feature lengths can be as long as 256 wavenumbers.
In one embodiment used for the study that achieved a MARD of less than 15%, the feature
-1

length was 60 cm . Factor (f) The Zyoton waveform properties that provide separated glucose
results from tissue phantoms with differing glucose concentrations. Factor (g) An anticipated

large variation in optical properties of imaged skin over the population mandates use of a larger
number of features compared to a scenario anticipating smaller variation.

[0919] In various embodiments, paired features which amplify and quantify differential energy
absorption using the collision computing process are used to determine the energy absorbed by

the analyte at various wavelengths. As the signal of interest, i.e., the net energy absorption due
to the analyte, is very weak (e.g., less than 0.01% of the total energy attenuation in a tissue
glucose embodiment), simple differencing (subtraction, linear scaling or ratioing operations) of
estimated energy absorbed in paired combinations of Con_AN and NegCon_AN features

generally does not yield robust analyte concentrations. In fact, a simple differencing can yield
errors in excess of 100% of true analyte concentration in non-invasive measurements. To

minimize such errors, various embodiments employ a non-linear, non-invertible collision

computation process to estimate energy absorption represented by Con_AN and NegCon_AN
features. Differential energy absorption due to an analyte is estimated by combining the energy
absorption within the spectral regions identified by the Con_AN and its paired NegCon_AN

features, and the result is used to compensate for variations in the medium in which the analyte
is measured.

[0920] In some embodiments, the NegCon_AN features serve as a proxy for background
estimation. Complementary pairing can be used to compensate for sampling variation from

illumination to illumination of the same or different media. This can mitigate the effects of
instrument or sensor drift, ambient changes in temperature and humidity and sensor orientation

relative to the medium or the degree of sensor contact therewith. It is important that, in the
tissue glucose embodiment, the same NO-GL features are paired with different Zyotons,
thereby indicating that they are re-used in multiple independent computational collisions. One
advantage of reusing NO-GL features is a reduction of the needed detector bandwidth for
glucose detection. Glucose absorption is broadband and seen, to some extent, in most of the

wavelength region between 1000 and 1700 nm. Measurements outside that wavelength window
can increase detector cost and complexity substantially due to the need for more expensive
materials.

[0921] The computed spectral absorbances (based on the reflectance values in Table 14) in the
acquired spectra generally correspond to 2 to 5 absorbance units, meaning that between 0.001%

to 1% of the amount of light input to the tissue is detected. The bio-optical simulation described
above has shown the net absorbance due to glucose (as an example of an analyte of interest) in
-8
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optical spectra acquired by sampling the skin tissue to be on the order of 10 to 10 absorbance

units. As this net absorbance is well below the background noise level in the spectra, selective
amplification of the net energy absorption changes due to glucose is essential.

[0922] Collision computing is used here to amplify the estimated net energy absorbed by the
analyte over a range of absorbance of up to twelve orders of magnitude to achieve a MARD in
estimated versus reference glucose values numerically less than 15%. To achieve this level of

accuracy over the range of possible concentration values of glucose in blood or tissue from 20
mg/dl to as high as 1,000 mg/dl, can require the post-collision dynamic range of the measured
spectral energy increase from collision computing to be six to eight orders of magnitude to

accurately measure the actual glucose concentration.

[0923] Zyotons are thus selected to provide the needed signal amplification of six to eight
orders of magnitude, and as many as a few hundred thousand repeated collision iterations may

be required to yield a SCR increase of this magnitude, i.e., the expected required SCR. The
Zyoton frequency bandwidth, the number of collisions, and the carrier kernel are strongly
interrelated to achieve the expected SCR increase required to achieve the target accuracy. The
expected interference due to concomitant NIR energy attenuation from scattering or
spectroscopic confounders present in the medium sampled by the NIR sensor in the same
spectral regions as the analyte of interest in a particular spectral band (e.g., the 1000 nm to

1700 nm spectral band), the sensor SNR, the specified level of accuracy, precision in the
estimated analyte concentration, and the sensor sensitivity, stability, and resolution are used to

guide the selection and configuration of the Zyotons, the collision-computing parameters, and
the carrier kernel parameters used to measure tissue glucose using a tomographic spectroscopy
platform, as described above.

[0924] The measurement of blood glucose concentration without requiring an invasive
procedure can benefit a large population all over the world. To this end, human tissue can be

viewed as a medium which contains glucose – the analyte of interest. Several confounders such
as water, fat, collagen, and urea, are also present in the human tissue. Various embodiments of

the illumination/detection system (e.g., described above with reference to FIGS. 68-70) to
direct NIR light to human tissue (e.g., a portion of skin on the arm), to receive radiation

reflected from or transmitted through the tissue, and associated embodiments of a collision
computer directed to the measurement of blood glucose using the received radiation, are

described below.

Illumination and Detection Systems for Measurement of Glucose:

[0925] In various embodiments, a spectrometer can make non-invasive optical measurements
of glucose in a patient’s tissue using near-infrared light. In an embodiment that is suitable for
use in a laboratory setting, the illumination/sensor system may include a near-infrared
spectrometer, a fiber-optic probe, and an attached computer. The near-infrared spectrometer
can be a table mounted Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) such as a laboratory grade research
instrument (Thermo Fisher 6700 FT-IR spectrometer), or a miniaturized system of much

smaller dimensions. In some embodiments, all electrical and optical components, including, for
example, the interferometer, a He-Ne laser used for wavelength calibration, a tungsten-halogen

source, and optical filters and mirrors, are separated from the patient using an insulated
mechanical encasement that also provides thermal and optical isolation. In some embodiments,
the optical system of the spectrometer can block the light from the source except for
wavelengths in the 1000 to 1700 nm range prior to coupling the light to a fiber optic bundle
through an encased mechanical stage. As a result, only a small fraction of the bulb’s energy
2

may be applied to the patient’s arm (e.g., less than 5 mW/mm ).

[0926] Light can be delivered and collected through a fiber-optic cable, which may be up to 6
feet (or longer) in length. The fiber-optic bundle may include illumination fibers that distribute

the delivered energy in a predetermined pattern on the skin surface and detection fiber(s) that
collect the reflected light and deliver it back to the spectrometer system for analysis. In some
2

instances, the fiber bundle has an approximately 1 cm flat tip or probe that comes into close
proximity to the patient’s arm, either with or without an intervening inert and bio-compatible

fluid (e.g., Fomblin grease, FC-40 or FC-70 fluorocarbon oil manufactured by 3M). The probe
can be mounted on a stand above the dorsal aspect of the patient’s arm, which may be resting
on a flat surface (FIG. 115A) or on a cushioned foam pad, such as an arm cradle manufactured
using sponge foam with a leather housing (FIG. 115B). The probe stand may optionally include
a linear actuator which moves the fiber optic probe close to the patient’s arm prior to the start
of data collection.

[0927] In some instances, data collection events are initiated by commands from a computer
that is attached to the spectrometer, to a linear actuator, and to an encased mechanical stage.
The computer may receive the non-invasive near-infrared measurements from the spectrometer
and may record the collected data for subsequent glucose measurement using collision
computing.

[0928] An optical imaging source and detector system as depicted in FIG. 68 can be used to
acquire spectral data from a person’s skin and may include a fiber optic probe as depicted in

FIG. 69. The fiber-optic probe is coupled to the light source and the detection system in the
spectrometer. The probe includes a central detection fiber to capture diffuse reflected NIR light
that traverses through and is reflected out of the skin. As shown in FIGS. 68 and 69, a portion
of the skin depth can be illuminated by one or more NIR source arrangements (S1 through SK )
that are disposed at different distances from the central detector fiber e.g., in concentric rings
around the central detector. The radiation may traverse through different layers in varying
depths of the skin, and may be absorbed by the molecules of glucose and any confounders
located in those layers, depicted schematically by the various geometric symbols in FIG. 68.

[0929] FIG. 70 shows an alternative design, where the probe has a central illuminator and a
number of detector fibers arranged in rings. While the probe shown in FIG. 69 may be easier to

construct, the probe shown/used in FIG. 70 can offer greater photon collection efficiency and
light throughput. The collision-computing processes described above are applicable to both
designs.

[0930] Referring to FIGS. 68 and 69, the probe includes a central detection fiber made from a
600 micron diameter multimodal optical fiber, and six concentric rings (R1, R2, R3, R4, R5,

R6) of tightly nested illumination optical fibers made from 200 micron fibers. FIG. 68 shows
the notional light path for the launched photons through the skin when a transverse section is
examined, with rings of greater diameter providing photons which reach the detector fiber after
generally traversing successively greater depths. Different rings can be illuminated in different
sequences.

[0931] An example of one illumination sequence is S1, S2, S3, S2, S5, S6 wherein the rings
R1, R2, R3, R2, R5 and R6 are sequentially illuminated. In one embodiment, the path lengths,
that is, the distances from the center of the detector fiber to the center of source ring in for the
probe are: (S1) 200 ^ m, (S2) 400^^ m, (S3) 600^^ m, (S4) 800^^ m, (S5)1000^^ m, and (S6)

1200^^ m. One or more rings may be used to construct an MIS. Also, multiple rings may be
simultaneously illuminated. The duration of each illumination is one second, although shorter
or longer durations can be used. One embodiment of an MIS for non-invasive measurement of
glucose is S45, S2, S2, S3, S3, S4, S4, ALL where rings 4 and 5 are illuminated

simultaneously, followed by ring 2, followed by ring 2, followed by ring 3, followed by ring 3,
followed by ring 4, followed by ring 4, followed by illuminating ALL rings in the probe
simultaneously. Each illumination generally yields a spectrum in the 1000 nm to 1700 nm
range.

[0932] It should be understood that the number of rings used here, and the designation of rings
or ring combinations to particular illumination states is illustrative only. Different numbers of
rings, e.g., 4, 10, 12, 15, etc., and different designations of rings and/or ring combinations of
two or more rings are contemplated. It should also be understood that a ring generally
represents a particular set of sources of light such as fiber-optic bundles, light emitting diodes,

or laser diodes or alternatively, a set of detectors. This set can be circular, elliptical, squareshaped, rectangular, triangular, hexagonal, etc. The set can also be one or more segments or an
arc of the shapes described above. The shape of a ring can be selected according to the size and
other properties of the medium to be analyzed and the nature of distribution of the analyte
and/or one or more confounders therein.

[0933] In various embodiments, the interferograms obtained according to the MIS described
above are converted into intensity spectra corresponding to the signal reflected from a medium,
i.e., the skin, as described above. Parameters, such as the bandwidth and the process employed
for this purpose may be optimized to improve the SNR and data quality for non-invasive
analyte detection/measurement. FIGS. 128A-128B depict different intensity spectra collected

when the sample is illuminated in a collection sequence. Specifically, FIGS. 128A-128B show
two examples: a high noise example and a desirable low noise example with minimal tissue
optical transients. The entire set of signals may be collected in each acquisition. FIG. 129A

shows the intensity spectrum generated from illumination of ring S1 shown in FIG. 68.
Similarly, FIGS. 129B through 129F show the intensity spectra generated as different rings are
illuminated, including the combination of two rings (3 and 4 in FIG. 129E) and all rings
illuminated simultaneously in FIG. 129F.

[0934] The light rings may be denoted by a position ID associated with them. In some
instances the system collects data in a particular sequence based on position ID. For example p

(45-5-5-4-4-3-3-All Rings) where the IDs 5, 4, 3, 45 refer to the ring number or combination of

rings in the illumination sequence. The system can then acquire an intensity spectra associated
with each sequence

entry:

^^,^^,^^^

^ ^
^ , ^ : 1,2, …

^^

where

^
^ ∈ ^^^^^^^^^

^

is the ordinal

ranking of illumination, i.e., rings 4 and 5 are simultaneously illuminated first and ring 5 is

illuminated second in the above sequence; rp is the position (or ring) repeat – for example there
are two illuminations of ring 5, two of ring 4 in the above example p; and rep is the sample
replicate – i.e., the entire sequence performed twice or thrice in succession in the same spectral

acquisition.

[0935] The total spectral acquisition time is typically a function of the number of different
illuminations and can use hardware that involves movable parts for directing light to the skin.
The number of repeats of the same illumination position is influenced by instrument drift and
illumination source stability over time. Unstable or drifting systems require more repeats. The
total number of intensity spectra in the data packet is P. In one embodiment, full sequence
repetitions can be two minutes apart, and can be used to determine a rate of change in glucose

concentration. Immediate repeats can be averaged to improve accuracy.

[0936] An intensity spectrum/vector can be converted into an absorbance spectrum using a
corresponding reference spectrum, as described above. In one embodiment, if any element
of^^

ᇱ
^,^^,^^^
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is equal to zero, it is set to 10 . Thereafter, an absorbance spectrum/vector is

computed as:
^^

ᇱ
^,^^,^^^

^^^, 10 ହ ൯, ∀^ , ^, ^^, ^^^

ᇱ
^^^ ൌmax ൫
^^

^ ^,^^,^^^

^,^^,^^^

ൌെ ^^^^ ^ ^

ห^௫ ᇲ
^,^^,^^^

/ ௫^

ห

^, ∀^, ^^, ^^^

^

Bars in the Equation above represent absolute values of sampled intensities.

(31)
(32)

[0937] FIG. 129A shows an example of how the absorbance spectrum (on the wavelength axis)
is generated using the illumination from ring S1 shown in FIG. 68 and the above described
computation, followed by division by the background spectrum to generate the absorbance
spectrum. Similarly FIGS. 129B through 129F show how spectra are generated when different
rings are illuminated, including a combination of two rings (3 and 4) in FIG. 129E and all rings
illuminated simultaneously in FIG. 129F. In various embodiments, collision computing for
glucose concentration is conducted using absorbance spectra on the wavenumber axis. A rare
earth oxide standard may be used to calibrate the wavelength axis.
Outlier Rejection in Glucose Spectra

[0938] For each intensity spectrum in a data packet used for tissue glucose measurement, a step
can include determining the degree of contact, which may include using the following
equations:
ᇱ

ൌ

^

^^^

^^,^^,^^^

^,^^,^^^

, ∀^^^^^^^^^^^^6873^^^

ି ^

^ ^
^ ^ 6920^^^

^^ ^^^

ି ^

(33)
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and ^ is the number of elements in ^ ^ ^ between 6873 and 6920 cm ( 1455 and 1445 nm).^If
^^,^^,^^^

associated with any spectrum is greater than the threshold, ^ , the sample may be

flagged as being a contact outlier. FIGS. 128A-128B show example spectral profiles when
acceptable patient contact is made and when no-contact is made. The quality of contact is
amplified in the water absorption band around 1450 nm.

[0939] In instances in which all rings are illuminated simultaneously, the method may include
checking for spectral outliers. In some cases, the minimum minus maximum absorbance in the
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wavenumber region of 8000-8700 cm should be less than -0.6. In some cases, this step can
include the following steps using the following equations: The average absorbance between the
-1

wavenumbers 6873 and 6920 cm is calculated as:
^ ^,^^,^^^

ൌ ∑^ ^ ^,^^,^^^ ^^^ , ∀^^such that^6873^^^
^

ି ^

^

^^ ^ ^ ^ ^^^ ^ 6920^^^

ି ^

^

(34)
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where ^ is the number of elements in ^ ^ ^ between 6873 and 6920 cm ( 1455 and 1445
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nm).^The average absorbance is calculated between the wavenumbers 7600 and 7800 cm as:

^ ^,^^,^^^

ൌ ∑^ ^ ^,^^,^^^ ^^^ , ∀^^^^^^^^^^^^6006^^
^
^

ି ^

^ ^ ^ ^ ^^^ ^ 6061^^^

ି ^

^
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where ^ is the number of elements in ^ ^ ^ between 7600 and 7800 cm (1316 and 1282 nm).^In
some embodiments, if ^ ^,^^,^^^

െ ^ ^,^^,^^^

^ െ 0.6 the entire sample is flagged as a spectral

outlier. In different embodiments, different wavenumber regions and/or thresholds may be

used according to the properties of the radiation generation and detection hardware and/or the
properties of the medium to be analyzed.

Glucose Features

[0940] FIG. 107 shows, the features in more and less strongly glucose absorbing regions, and
the features that may be used in a collision computing, for example, in conjunction with a
radiation/detection subsystem that uses an Indium Gallium Arsenide (InGaAs) detector

configured to operate in the 1000 nm to 1700 nm range.. In one embodiment, each individual
feature, conditioned to provide a corresponding conditioned feature waveform, is collided with

its corresponding Zyoton. A spectrum obtained from each illumination state is deconstructed
into 34 features, listed in the Table in FIG. 83, and the overall data package from illumination
sequence of rings #4+#5, #2, #2, #3, #3, #4, #4, #ALL rings produces 272 features that may be

collided with corresponding Zyotons . FIG. 130 shows an expanded wavelength illustration of
one group of features.
Pairing of Glucose and Non-Glucose features and Zyotons

[0941] The pairing used in one embodiment for non-invasive glucose measurement is shown in
the table in FIG. 49. The table shows how 22 features covering regions in which glucose more
strongly absorbs NIR radiation are paired with 11 complementary features covering regions in
which glucose more minimally absorbs NIR radiation, and also with different Zyotons for
collisions. The example mapping of features and Zyotons can is shown in the table in FIG. 49.

[0942] Each glucose feature (PosCon_GL or “GL”) is paired with a complementary
NegCon_GL (“NO-GL”) feature. Each NegCon_GL (“NO-GL”) and PosCon_GL (“GL”) pair
is associated with a specific Zyoton – also specific to a particular illumination state. Some NO-

GL features are paired with several different GL features and, depending on the Zyoton pairing,
collide with different Zyotons. In some embodiments, the table is loaded into the collision
computer as a master control sequence for collisions for each sample (e.g., including several
spectra) from the noninvasive tomographic acquisition sequences. Although the table in FIG.

49 list only 33 features, more or fewer features and corresponding feature and Zyoton pairing
are possible.

[0943] Based on the table in FIG. 49, some examples of collisions for rows 1 and 10 of the
table in FIG. 49 are shown in Table 19:

Table 19
NO-GL-1 ^ Z_kernel_E1 ;

GL-1 ^ Z_kernel_E1

NO-GL-1 ^ Z_kernel_D1 ;

GL-1 ^ Z_kernel_D1

NO-GL-1 ^ Z_kernel_S1 ;

GL-1 ^ Z_kernel_S1

NO-GL-1 ^ Z_kernel_MM1 ;

GL-1 ^ Z_kernel_MM1

NO-GL-4 ^ Z_kernel_E2 ;

GL-10 ^ Z_kernel_E2

NO-GL-4 ^ Z_kernel_D2 ;

GL-10 ^ Z_kernel_D2

NO-GL-4 ^ Z_kernel_S2 ;

GL-10 ^ Z_kernel_S2

NO-GL-4 ^ Z_kernel_MM2 ;

GL-10 ^ Z_kernel_MM2

[0944] Different features generally represent different levels of spectral energies associated
with their corresponding modulated waveforms (the conditioned feature waveforms) which are
also a function of absorbance due to glucose concentration. Using these features from
uncharacterized samples with vastly differing analyte spectral energies (spanning 2 to 5 orders

of magnitude in absorbance space), the post-collision energy change on a feature-by-feature
basis can be quite different. Also, as shown in Table 11 above, amount of the incident NIR light
entering the skin in a spectroscopic tomographic illumination sequence that yields the spectral
dataset can be quite different, depending on the illuminated ring or combination of rings

illuminated simultaneously.

[0945] Thus, a single Zyoton is often insufficient for colliding with all the different conditioned
features generated from different features that may be extracted from different spectra acquired

during a multiple illumination sequence. Different Zyotons (with different frequency
components and/or amplitude profiles) are generally required to amplify spectral energy
absorption due to glucose when analyzing the detected absorbance data from different rings. In
some embodiments, illuminated rings R2, R3, R4 and ALL Rings, in an illumination sequence,

yield four different absorbance profiles.

[0946] To balance the post-collision changes, to compensate for differences in incident light
intensity (depending on the illumination sequence state), and to ensure that co-dependency
condition on post-collision dispersion velocities and waveform divergence are met, 16 different
Zyotons with different spectral energies were used in one embodiment for glucose

measurement. Zyoton kernels E, D, S and MM represent 4 families of Zyoton kernels, i.e.,

waveform families and/or frequency generators used in Zyoton synthesis, as shown above in
Table 19.

[0947] Different spectral energies are associated with the diffuse reflectance detected during
different ring illuminations. Given the radial distance between a single illumination ring and
central detection fiber in some embodiments, the mean path of NIR radiation below the skin is
typically limited to the epidermis, dermis or subcutaneous regions. When all the rings are

illuminated, the light spans all the below-skin layers to an approximate depth of 2 mm.

Different skin layers represent different biochemical composition with varying levels of
glucose, fat, protein, water, and other compound concentrations. Biochemical models provide
guidance for the relative concentrations of tissue glucose in these regions vis-à-vis each other,

and their associated absorbance. Empirical experiments of calibration data from human subjects
in a controlled clinical study with reference samples was used to build different absorbance
models for different layers.

[0948] These absorbance models indicate that different Zyotons are needed for analyzing
feature data from different illuminations. Also, the features from each illumination state were
further grouped into 4 classes in some embodiments. Each of the classes represented different

levels of glucose absorbance. This resulted in an overall system of 16 Zyotons as shown with
the Zyoton feature mapping shown in the table in FIG. 49 and the pairing relationship shown
above.

[0949] As described above, Zyoton kernels E, D, S and MM represent four different families of
kernels with different spectral energies, but when paired with the appropriate conditioned
feature, the co-dependency condition was met in the case of each feature. Using the examples

given above, the total number of feature pairings for each sample analysis is 4 X 22 + 4 X 22 =
(176) using the 16 distinct Zyotons. If the tomographic sequence includes several identical
replicates, then the total number of pairings M is given by the following equation: M =
#replicates * 2 * (# distinct GL & NO-GL feature pairings).

[0950] If a collision iteration count of N is implemented, then the total number of collisions, at
the feature level, is given by ∗ N . Typical values of M can range from the low tens to 100,000
or more, and numerous collision iterations are performed in various embodiments, as described
above. In one embodiment, M for the non-invasive detection of glucose measurement in human
subjects was set to be 20,000. As another example, M of 100,000 was used for analyzing

glucose in a synthetic tissue phantom.

[0951] In general, the number of collision iterations may be determined according to one or
more of the following four factors: Factor (i) The dynamic range of the spectral energy change
required between the lowest expected concentration of the analyte and the highest expected

concentration of the analyte. Higher dynamic range requires more collision iterations (also
called collisions). As described above, spectral energy changes in each collision iteration are
accretive. Thus the total spectral energy change is typically proportional to the number of
collisions.

[0952] Factor (ii) The expected signal-to-clutter increase required: A higher SCR increase
requires more collisions, as do more confounders with absorption in the same spectral band

(e.g., NIR region for glucose). Different analytes may require a more even distribution of peak
energies in lower and higher amplitude frequency components of the feature waveform for all
concentrations of the analyte of interest. More collisions are often required to separate and

amplify absorption energy changes from scattering-induced losses.

[0953] Factor (iii) The target accuracy and precision in the estimated analyte concentration:
higher precision and accuracy both require more collisions, as a higher accuracy requirement
translates into a finer gradation of the target dynamic range; and Factor (iv) The sensor

resolution. Lower sensor resolution generally leads to a requirement for higher collision counts.
Collision count is typically very sensitive to sensor resolution. This factor imposes an inverse

relationship between collision count and sensor resolution. During a collision computer

configuration, a collision count of 20,000 may be set for a sensor with 0.5 nm resolution for
glucose detection, assuming a SCR of 0.0001.
Calibration

[0954] For glucose concentration measurement using spectra obtained by NIR illumination of
skin, using some embodiments of the non-invasive systems described herein, the net energy
loss due to glucose absorption in the tissue was turned into a glucose concentration using
mapped projector curves developed from the measurement of subjects and tissue phantoms

with known glucose concentrations, as described above. As a single composite projector curve
for glucose concentration using this technique was found to be nonlinear over the dynamic
range needed for human tissue ranging from 20 mg/dl to 1000 mg/dl, several overlapping
individual curves, as described above, were used to properly cover the range.

[0955] In one embodiment, a collision iteration count of 20,000 was used to accommodate
7

SCR < 0.0001; 0.5 nm sensor resolution, a dynamic range of spectral energy change of 10 , and
a MARD goal of under 15%. The tomographic spectroscopy platform and collision computing
method described above was implemented and evaluated in an institutional review boardapproved (IRB) prospective, single-sample correlational design clinical study with primarily
insulin-dosing subjects with Type 1 diabetes, without controls. The purpose of the study was to
evaluate the performance of the non-invasive glucose monitor described above against invasive
home-use blood glucose monitors.

[0956] The system was trained and calibrated using data collected during three (3) single-day
visits by different subjects without diabetes. Readings were recorded at 15 to 20-minute

intervals. At each 20-minute interval, a non-invasive tissue spectral dataset (“sample”) was
acquired using the system described above and a blood glucose reading was taken from the

finger and from an alternate-site (AS) dorsal side of the subject arm at locations within 2 to 3
TM

inches from the fiber optical probe placement location on the arm. An Abbott Freestyle

blood glucose meter was used as a reference system for this study. The estimates of
noninvasively measured glucose concentrations were subsequently calculated using this
calibration for all 9 subjects with the same measurement parameters.

[0957] To test the predictability of the system outside the training envelope (e.g., the
instrument parameters originally used), several changes were made in the hardware
configuration from the calibration setup when concentration calculations were made with this
calibration set for a group of subjects called the “prediction set.” For example, the acquisition
time for a calibration set for the entire tomographic sample was around 4.5 minutes compared

to 30 seconds for the prediction set. Also, the instrument used a 2.4^ bandwidth InGaAs
detector during calibration, versus a 1.9^ bandwidth InGaAs detector at the time of prediction
-1

visits. Also, the calibration data was averaged over 16 scans (with a resolution of 4 cm ) versus
one scan at the same resolution for prediction visits.

[0958] The prediction set included a total of 526 data samples acquired over 8-to-10 hour, 18single day visits from the 9 different subjects, with 25 to 35 samples per day. The visits were on
two consecutive days. Immediately after acquiring the spectrum, alternate-site capillary blood
glucose and finger-stick reference blood glucose concentrations were measured. The alternate
site location sampled was always on the same arm as the spectral measurement, and finger stick
measurements alternated fingers. Throughout the study, the reference values were not provided

to study personnel who calculated the predicted values until the final correlations were
performed.

[0959] Demographic breakdown of the subjects is shown in the Table 20 below. Subjects in the
prediction set were not part of the calibration set. Subject SUB-6 was reported to have type 2

diabetes, but was totally insulin-dependent and treated with an insulin pump and a continuous
glucose monitoring system. This subject exhibited minimal c-peptide levels more typical of
type 1 diabetes.
Table 20: Demographic Breakdown

This was a non-significant risk (NSR) daily life-simulation study in which no control was
placed on meals, subject activity or insulin administration, or insulin dosing time. Subjects took
two meals per day that included breakfast and lunch. The estimation results from the collisioncomputing based measurement are summarized in FIGS. 100-103, 131A-131B, 132A-132B.

[0960] Clarke Error Grid Analysis can provide a framework to quantify the clinical accuracy of
blood glucose measurements obtained using experimental measurements as compared to the
blood glucose values obtained using a reference measurement (such as YSI, a LifeScan One
TM

Touch

blood glucose meter, or an Abbott Freestyle

TM

blood glucose meter, etc.). The Clark

Error Grid has become accepted as one of the “gold standards” for estimating the accuracy of
new devices for measuring blood or tissue glucose. The Clark Error Grid breaks down a
correlation scatterplot for a reference glucose measurement and an evaluated glucose
monitoring system into five regions: Region A are those values within 20% of the reference

sensor; Region B contains points that are outside of 20% but would not lead to inappropriate

treatment; Region C are those points leading to unnecessary treatment; Region D are those
points indicating a potentially dangerous failure to detect hypoglycemia or hyperglycemia; and,

Region E are those points that would represent a significant danger by confusing treatment of
hypoglycemia for hyperglycemia and vice-versa.

[0961] FIG. 100 shows a Clarke Error Grid comparison of a reference system used to measure
blood glucose from the finger, with the same reference system used to measure blood glucose
from an alternate site, i.e., the arm, illustrating that the two reference measurements agree in
accuracy with a MARD of 10.6% and an R value of 0.92.
[0962] FIG. 101 shows a Clarke Error Grid comparison of a glucose monitoring system
utilizing collision computing with a reference system used to measure blood glucose from the

arm (“alternate site”), illustrating that accuracy with a MARD of 12.4% and an R value of 0.89
were obtained. True noninvasive glucose measurements with this level of precision have not
been reliably reported with any previously employed system.
[0963] As the results in FIG. 101 indicate, using collision computing in conjunction with the
projection process detailed herein also yielded a value of “C80 Accuracy,” (a term generally

representing the percentage of glucose levels calculated as below 80 mg/dl that are within

^15mg/dl of the reference value, and referred to in FIG. 101 as “C80”), of over 90% (94.4% in
the results shown in of FIG. 101) when the non-invasive tissue measurements were compared
to invasive blood glucose measurements from an alternate site.

[0964] FIG. 102 shows a Clarke Error Grid comparison of a glucose monitoring system
utilizing collision computing with a reference system used to measure blood glucose from the

fingertip, illustrating that accuracy with a MARD of 13.6% and an R value of 0.86 was
obtained. In this case, the “C80 Accuracy” figure was over 75% (78.7% in the results shown in

FIG. 102) when the non-invasive tissue measurements were compared to invasive blood
glucose measurements from the finger.

[0965] FIG. 103 shows a similar comparison of results as in FIG. 102, but comparing the
performance of collision computing based glucose estimation on a Consensus Error Grid (or

Parkes Error Grid analysis) adopted by some clinicians. Consensus error grid assumptions are
formed on the basis of five risk levels, which are labeled and described as follows: A: predicted

blood glucose (BG) 20% difference from reference BG or both predicted and reference B
below 70 mg/dl; region B: difference from reference BG within 20% but leads to no treatment

or benign treatment; region C: overcorrection of acceptable BG levels; region D: dangerous
failure to detect and treat BG errors; and E: erroneous treatment (i.e., treatment contradictory to
that actually required). All, i.e., 100% of the estimated blood glucose results from collision
computing were in the A or B region as seen in FIG. 103.

[0966] FIG. 131A shows a tracking curve of estimated glucose values obtained using collision
computing compared to alternate site reference measurements. A correlation R of 0.96 was
achieved for that visit for Subject 8. FIG. 131B shows the tracking curve of estimated glucose
values obtained using collision computing compared to finger stick reference measurements.
FIG. 132A shows the tracking curve of estimated glucose values obtained using collision
computing for Subject 2 compared to the alternate site reference measurements. A correlation
of 0.94 was achieved for that visit for Subject 2. FIG. 132B shows the tracking curve of
estimated glucose values obtained using collision computing compared the finger stick
reference measurements for Subject 2, with an R of 0.97.

[0967]

After the glucose concentration has been determined, in various embodiments it can

be provided to a user, and may also be used in analytics that include non-invasively predicted
hypo/hyperglycemic alarms; determination of insulin sensitivity, insulin response, glycemic
response, HbA1C, exercise response, wellness information, and fasting glucose levels.
Analysis of Other Types of Data

[0968] In addition to the use of spectroscopic measurement data for analysis of biochemical
analytes in tissue, data from many other spectral, imaging, and other data sources can be

analyzed with the collision-computing process described herein. The collision-computing and
projection processes can be extended to other types of data where the information sought can

be the equivalent of an analyte. Detection and/or measurement of an analyte in this context can
be the detection or identification and/or measurement of any material, property, magnitude,
event, anomaly, or condition using or from data acquired from a source. Such data is
considered to be acquired form a “data-collection domain.”

[0969] FIG. 67 includes examples that indicate the diversity of the sources of other data and
data types that may be subjected to the collision-computing process. In order to process these
data using a collision-computing process described in various embodiments, the acquired data
can first be transformed to the same data formats as those used in the noninvasive glucose
example discussed above. Thus, after the transformation, one or more feature vectors can be

represented as ^

തതതത
௪

^ 1: ^ ^

of some finite length L > 0 and 0 > w > W, where W is the number of
th

features, L is feature length, and each element of the w feature vector, at position i, given by
xi , is associated with a numerical amplitude value. In its most generalized form, a spectrum can
be represented as a one-dimensional (1-D) amplitude vector where the spectral intensities
represent the vector amplitudes, and the vector indices, e.g., i=1 to 384 correspond to the 1050
nm to 1700 nm NIR region with a 4-wavenumber instrument resolution, to provide a “semantic
vector.” Once data from different sensor types and data streams are transformed to an
analogous representation that includes an amplitude vector and an associated semantic vector,

the collision computing process can be applied.

[0970] Features containing amounts of energy corresponding to the information sought may be
extracted from the source data in the same fashion as wavelength region features are extracted
for glucose analysis using a spectroscopic tomography system with a number illumination
states. These features can selectively represent the property sought, the absence of the property
sought, and/or the presence and/or quantities of any confounders, and such features can be
paired with one or more Zyotons designed to correspond to the different features.

[0971] As FIG. 67 illustrates, there are many data types or forms, data-collection domains, in
general, of physical sensor data, imaging and video data, and computer data objects or

tokenized data streams, which can be subjected to the collision computing process. A tokenized
data stream refers to a human or machine processed, ordered collection of symbols (numerical,
text, or alphanumeric character sets) that have been used to replace structured or unstructured
data including text (articles, reports, messages, spreadsheets), images, video, audio data, and
other sensor data, or any combination of these data types. Many of these data modalities
involve the measurement of physiologically important substances or conditions, while others
can relate to forms of physical data generated by a wide variety of sensors and data sources.

[0972] An example that shows the breadth of this approach is the use of optical, non-invasive
photoplethysmography (PPG) data, which can be processed to measure heart rate, heart rate
variability (HRV), heart rate recovery (HRR), and pulse transit time (PTT) for blood pressure,
respiration rate, oxygen saturation, blood pressure and cardiac output assessments,
neurologically induced skin perfusion changes, brain asymmetry, and also for detecting
peripheral vascular disease. The example below describes an embodiment for the determination
of heart rate.

[0973] As described above, one technique of applying collision computing to other data forms
is to apply transformations that reformulate such data and the desired outputs to the data forms

and process described above for non-invasive glucose measurements. This can be achieved by
applying the process 1 in FIG. 67 that prepares data for analysis using collision computing.

This can be achieved, at least in part, by establishing parallels between data structures (such as
features), and the calibration and projection systems employed in the glucose example. This

way, rather than establishing entirely new collision computing paradigms for each type of data,
only a conversion of the other data types into the spectroscopic data used in non-invasive
glucose determination may be performed, together with refinements of the calibration and
projection process as required by the different data formats and the required results.

[0974] The initial step 5 of source data modality analysis determines the syntactic
transformations and semantic normalization required to re-cast and format different datatypes

into a “Normalized Data Format” for use in collisions. Specific syntactic transformations can
be different for different data forms such as spectral (e.g., radio frequency, “RF”), thermal or
other image data, and magnetic dipole moment (e.g., gradiometer) data, because the syntax and
semantics of data involved in different modalities in Unit 10 can be different. For example,

electromagnetic data 12, acquired from optical, electromagnetic, RF, nuclear, or mechanical
sensors can be spectral data 20, temporal data 22, (e.g. from LIDAR), spatio-temporal data 24

(e.g. from radar) , spatial data 26 (e.g., from a laser scanner), or symbolic data 28 (e.g., from a
Doppler radar).

[0975] Similarly, data from chemical sensors 13, imaging sensors 14, magnetic sensors 15,
thermal sensors 16, mechanical sensors 17, or acoustic sensors17, can be acquired as spectral

data 20, temporal data 22, spatio-temporal data 24, spatial data 26, or symbolic data 28.
Location or geo-location data format can be treated as spatial data or as spatio-temporal data if
the geolocation data is also associated with a capture or event timestamp. Collectively, the
terms spectral, spatial, spatio-temporal, symbolic, and temporal data are referred to as syntactic

modalities. Sensor data collection attributes for a specific syntactic modality, including the
sensor dynamic range, sensor spatial/temporal resolution, sensor SNR, data collection time
window, number of collection repeats/replicates can be used to perform source data modality
analysis in step 5 to determine the computational transformations to generate feature data in a
normalized data format. The set of applicable computation transformations represented as 30,
40, 50, 60 or 70 are related to the syntactic modalities 20, 22, 24, 26 and 28.

[0976] For example, if the spectral data are acquired from a single element spectrometer (e.g., a
UV-visible spectrometer, an NMR (nuclear magnetic resonance sensor), or an atomic
spectrometer) and is in the form of a 1-D spectral dataset 32, it can be disassembled into
features in a process analogous to the glucose example described above. If the spectral data are
acquired from a several-detector device such as a two-dimensional (2D) dispersive

spectrometer, a 2-D NMR, or a 2-D-mass spectrometer such as MALDI, all of which yield a 2D spectral dataset 36, the data can be disassembled into a number of 1D vector representations.
Similarly, a 3-D mass spectrometer dataset 34 can be disassembled into a number of 1-D
vectors for subsequent disassembly.

[0977] Some multi-spectral sensors, e.g., ultrasonic RF sensors for structural analysis, that
yield n-dimensional spectral data 37, can be referred to as producing N-D spectral data, which
can then be transformed into a collection of 1-D spectral representations. Optionally, some
sensors such as a FTIR spectrometer 35, yield interferograms for each acquisition cycle, which

can be first Fourier-transformed to obtain 1-D spectra 32 which may be processed further as
described above.

[0978] Another sensor class, e.g., hyperspectral optical or electro-optical sensors 38, such as
those used in target identification and classification, provide a 1-D spectrum for each pixel. In

such cases, the process of transforming the data to a 1-D spectral representation is similar to
that used for glucose, and may entail two steps to obtain features in some embodiments. The
first step applies a pixel segmentation process to identify and group pixels that are assessed to
have imaged the same object, followed by feature generation from the 1-D spectral data from
all pixels associated with a segmented group of pixels. Pixels associated with different groups
of segments may be processed in groups. If the target of interest is not known to be associated
with any pixel of a hyperspectral sensor, then all the 1-D spectral vectors associated with all
pixels may need to be transformed to a collection of multiple 1-D spectral vectors, and each
vector may then be disassembled into features as in the case of glucose example, and then
processed further using collision computing.

[0979] Temporal data 22 may include geolocation tracks (location of an entity over time) as the
form of geolocation positions or amplitude vectors, x(t) over t=1,..,T. In the case of geolocation
data, it may be optionally first transformed into distances from a fixed reference location in the
same coordinate system as the geolocation data. If the temporal data is from a point sensor 42,
such as a single element current, force, or flow-rate sensor that yields observation with intensity

x(t) as a function of time, then the intensity vector may be treated in the same manner as 1-D
spectral data 32 and features may be developed by selecting groups of intensities x(ti ), ..., x(ti+p )

over different time intervals of length p, starting at a different position i.

[0980] A number of sensing elements may be combined to form a 2-D array 46, such as a force
or capacitive film sensor. Data from such 2-D sensors 42 can be processed as multiple 1-D
temporal streams. Similarly, 3-D arrayed temporal sensor data 44, such as data from a 3-axis

rate gyro or 3-D geophone, may be processed as a collection of multiple 1-D temporal data
stream as in 42. This process may be extended to the case of an N-D arrayed temporal sensor
47, such as a 9-axis multicomponent geophone used in seismic imaging, which is used to sense
the directionally of p-wave and s-wave acoustic energy returns when optionally used in
conjunction with a directional multicomponent energy source. Data from such N-D temporal
sensor may be transformed into N 1-D temporal streams which may then be individually used
for the selection of features.

[0981] Some RF sensing systems, such as RF receivers, are used to detect, collect and analyze
RF energy in fixed energy bands corresponding to different frequencies, 45, over time, but the
frequencies of such RF-detection systems can shift or hop over time. In such cases, the data

may be 1-D or 2-D, but with different semantics of the frequency dimension. Data from such
sensors can be treated as multiple 1-D temporal data streams, each of which may be

transformed into features, and processed using the collision computing techniques described
herein.

[0982] Some 2-D electro-optical imagers yield hyperspectral system data 48 that changes over
time, where a 2-D group of pixels are associated with a 1-D spectrum. Such temporal data
streams 36 can be treated as 2-D spectra, with each hyperspectral image processed at each

instant of time. This can effectively reduce a 3-D temporal data stream, where each pixel is a
vector, to specific wavelengths whose intensity value is changing over time.

[0983] Spatial data 26 can be 1-D, for example, a fiber optic strain gauge 62 where different
locations of the fiber yield a strain measurement. Such data, in the form of a 1-D strain

intensity vector over time, can be processed in a similar manner 42. 2-D arrayed spatial data 66
from CCD, thermal, or ultra-wideband (UWB) imagers may be transformed to concatenated 1D spatial data from which features can be extracted. 3-D sensors such as wave gratings 54 used
in imaging may be turned into a collection of multiple 1-D data 52 and processed as 1-D spatial

data to generate features. Hyperspectral imaging sensors 68 may be used to develop features in
a manner analogous to the hyperspectral temporal sensors 48.

[0984] Sensor data acquired from spatio-temporal modality sensors 50, where one or more
sensor elements are used to collect data over time, may be processed in a manner analogous to
the ways temporal or spatial data are analyzed. A distinction for this modality is optionally
fixing the spatial or temporal dimension and then using the other (variable) dimension to
generate 1-D vectors from which features may be developed. Examples of 1-D arrayed spatiotemporal sensors 52 include a group of one-axis accelerometers mounted on a system such as a
smart phone, or a collection of microphones in a directional antenna. Visible or thermal video

56 is an example of 2-D arrayed spatio-temporal data. N-D arrayed systems 54 and N-D
hopping frequency arrayed spatio-temporal sensors are seen in RF detectors used in RF sensors
and directional C-band, microwave, X-band receiver arrays used in surveillance applications.
Electro-optical hyperspectral visible video cameras 55 can yield spatio-temporal data streams

in multiple dimensions.

[0985] The symbolic data modality 28 is a fundamentally different modality from 20, 22, 24
and 26. For example, a symbolic data stream may be generated, for example, from a text
stream, document, audio-stream, video-stream, messages, chat, email, observations of events,

or activities. Such a stream may be parsed and turned into a token stream where symbols are
used to represent the presence of words, concepts (as in text or audio data), activities (as in
video), or sightings (as in spot reports), using an underlying lexicon of tokens TK 1 , …, TK2 .
The entire data stream may then be represented as a temporal stream of tokens TKi as a
function of time TKi(t) 72, which may then be treated as the 1-D arrayed temporal data 42, and

may be referred to as the token stream by assigning different numerical values to each token.

[0986] In processing symbolic data, the lexicon is maintained as a semantic data attribute to
retain context, but features may be developed from the transformed 1-D token stream. If the
occurrence or frequency of tokens is more important, then the occurrence or presence of tokens
may be turned into a frequency histogram. The frequency histogram then becomes the proxy
for the token data stream and may be used to generate features. In some applications, such as
word spotting (i.e., analysis of an audio stream) to detect specific word occurrences, the audio
stream may be directly turned into a frequency histogram 76 and analyzed as a non-tokenized
stream. Speech recognition and speech understanding are examples of applications of data
modalities 72 and 76. Spot reports 75 are human or machine-generated reports produced by

completing pre-designed forms. Completion of pre-designed forms is analogous to confirming
the presence of absence of tokens. Completed reports may then be transformed into tokenized
or non-tokenized streams of data and transformed into features. Metadata 74 is analogous to
spot reports in that the presence or absence of attributes may be used to develop token streams
72, which can then be processed.

[0987] In big-data applications, data sources may be large database tables, survey forms, audio
or video captures (individually referred to as single-source) or a combination of all of these
(multi-source). In such cases, two preprocessing steps may be used to turn these into a

hyperspectral dataset which can then be used for selection of features using the steps 38, 48, 55,
or 68, depending on how the dataset is produced. The two preprocessing steps may include
tokenization of single-source or multiple-source data using a single-source lexicon or multisource lexicon; followed by conversion to a numerical transformation 72 of tokens. Geotag
streams 78 (such as GPS sightings of multiple receivers within a preset geofence or area) may

be treated as analogous to token streams, wherein each received data point is treated as a token
and each sighting treated as an occurrence of a token.

[0988] Once the data has been transformed into feature data for the encountered modality of a
datatype of interest, i.e., format normalization 80, is completed, feature data may be generated.
This is analogous to features extracted from time-domain spectra acquired as in the case of the
noninvasive glucose example. Data 90 may then be output for further processing by collision
computing. Once the entire collision-computing process is completed, the semantics of
transformation into features may be used to project the results back to the data-collection
domain. An example is provided below for the analysis of PPG data (an example of an optical

2-D temporal data modality 46), using the process and methods described above.

[0989] As an example, the transformation of PPG data to the spectral data representation used
for non-invasive glucose can be performed in some embodiments as follows. In the art, PPG is
a non-invasive, low-power, biophotonic modality for detection of perfusion or localized blood
volumetric changes in subcutaneous vessels through skin surface measurements. Blood
volumetric changes are inferred by analyzing the time-resolved Visible-NIR absorption
differential between blood and the surrounding tissue bed that manifest as pulsations with each
heartbeat. Exploitation of this phenomenon in PPG modality has found strong utility in clinical

physiological monitoring, vascular assessment and autonomic function; specifically the use of a
reflectance PPG signal in heart rate monitoring, With the increase in attention to wearable

health and fitness monitoring systems, many investigators have tried to extract reliable
information from the PPG waveform, but have been stymied by poor signal-to-noise ratio,

noise and motion artifacts, and the lack of generally available sites on the body that generate
reliable PPG signals.

[0990] In some embodiments, to make PPG measurements, the tissue is illuminated with
visible and/or NIR light from a light-emitting diode (LED) source and the resultant scattered or
transmitted light is measured with a photodiode. As described in Allen J (Physiological
Measurement, Mar 2007 ;28(3);R1-39) and review by Tamura et al, “Wearable
Photoplethysmographic Sensors – Past and present”, Electronics 2104, 3, 282-302, in FIG. 133,

the PPG waveform comprises of a pulsatile (“AC”) physiological waveform attributed to
cardiac-synchronous changes in the blood volume with each heartbeat, and is superimposed on

a slowly varying (“DC”) baseline with various lower frequency components attributed to
respiration, sympathetic nervous system activity and thermoregulation.

[0991] As the tissue is highly perfused, it is relatively easy to detect the pulsatile component of
the cardiac cycle. The DC component of the signal is attributable to the bulk absorption of the
skin tissue, while the AC component is directly attributable to variation in blood volume in the
tissue caused by the pressure pulse of the cardiac cycle as each cardiac cycle of the heart pumps

blood to the limbs. Even though this pressure pulse is somewhat damped by the time it reaches
the skin, it is enough to distend the arteries and arterioles in the subcutaneous tissue. The
cardiac cycle refers to a complete heartbeat from its generation to the beginning of the next

beat, and so includes the diastole, the systole, and the intervening pause. The frequency of the
cardiac cycle is described by the heart rate, which is typically expressed as beats per minute.

[0992] Each cardiac cycle appears as a peak in the signal, as seen in FIG. 134. Because blood
flow to the skin can be modulated by multiple other physiological systems, the PPG can also be
used to monitor breathing, hypovolemia, and other circulatory conditions. Additionally, the
shape of the PPG waveform differs from subject to subject, and varies with the location and
manner in which the sensor is attached.

[0993] PPG generally operates on the principle that volumetric blood changes in the limb or
digit result in changes in the optical density through and just beneath the skin over a vascular

region. Apparatus having a light source (e.g., high intensity green light emitting diodes (LEDs)
or Red or NIR LEDs) illuminates a small area of the tissue to which a transducer is applied.
Light traveling through tissue can be absorbed by different substances, including pigments in

skin, bone and arterial and venous blood. Most changes in blood flow occur mainly in the
arteries and arterioles, compared to the veins. For example, arteries contain more blood volume

during the systolic phase of the cardiac cycle than during the diastolic phase. PPG sensors
optically detect changes in the blood flow volume (i.e., changes in the detected light intensity)

in the microvascular bed of tissue via reflection from or transmission through the tissue.

[0994] Light scattered and transmitted through the capillaries of the region is detected by the
photodiode, which is shielded from all other light. As the capillaries fill with blood, the blood
density increases, thereby reducing the amount of light reaching the photodiode. The result
causes resistance changes in the photodiode that can be measured and recorded. The two

common modes of PPG include a transmissive mode where PPG devices can be worn on
finger, toes, or clamps on ear lobe; and, a reflective mode where measurements are made on the
cheek, forehead, or in the form of wearables such as watch, bracelet, on arm, legs, etc. In both
modes, the received signal is assumed to be a measure of volume changes due to localized
blood flow. Transmission mode occurs when the LED source is transmitted through the skin
and detection occurs on the other side of the skin. This method can only be done through areas
of the body thin enough for the photodetector to read a measurable signal.

[0995] The second mode, reflection, occurs when both the LED and photodetector are on the
same side of the skin. As the LED emits light, the backscattered optical radiation from the
blood pulsations is detected and measured. Whether the two components are placed across from
each other across the skin or in parallel to each other on the same side of the skin, the
photodetector measures the variations in blood pulsations and outputs a current that is
formatted as a voltage for further analysis. Typical implementation of transmissive and

reflectance mode is shown in FIG. 135A-135B with error rates ranging from 2 bpm to 5 bpm
during the resting state (when compared with HR derived from ECG), to 10 bpm to 30 bpm
during low intensity exercise to 20 bpm to 50 bpm during high intensity exercise. Error rates
using collision computing can be reduced to under 3 bpm during resting stage and low intensity
exercise and under 10 bpm during high intensity exercise.

[0996] A heart cycle includes two states, i.e., systole and diastole, and the absorbance is
different during these states. Specifically, the intensity of the attenuated light is highest during
diastole when the diameter of the arterial vessels and hence the absorbance due to the blood
volume is minimal, thus showing as a peak in the detected waveform. In contrast, the optical
path length in the arteries increases during the systole period until the amount of absorbance

reaches a maximum, which corresponds to the lower part of the curve in FIG. 133. Hence, the
instantaneous heart rate can be extracted from the time interval of two successive peaks/feet

which correspond to the local maximum/minimum point of the waveform.

[0997] In general, if there exists a ^ > 0 such that where ^ (ti ) > ^ (t), where |t – ti | < ^, the
value at the point ti is the local maximum point, and ^ (t) is a function that represents the timevarying nature of the PPG waveform as shown in FIG. 134. Consequently we can obtain the
time interval of two successive peaks: ∆^^ ൌ
^^^ା

^

െ ^^ ^ , the inverse of which is the

instantaneous heart rate. The average heart rate for a sequence of n heart cycles can therefore be
calculated as:

^^ ൌ
^∑^ୀ
^

^
^ ∆௧
^

(36)

Here the value of ^ is important since it can determine the local range for the maximum
detection. For example, if it is greater than a heart cycle; only one peak is detected yielding a
missing peak, thereby miscalculating the heart rate. FIG. 134 shows a typical PPG waveform
and the local maxima ^ (ti ) with respect to the interval ^. In a practical setting, the local
maximum/minimum points could be obtained via zero-crossing calculation methods through
calculating the differences between adjacent elements of the original signal.

[0998] As shown in FIG. 136A, some embodiments use one or more green LED lights paired
with light sensitive photodiodes to detect the amount of blood flowing through the wrist at any
given moment. When the heart beats, the blood flow in the wrist and green light absorption is
greater; between beats it is less. By flashing the LEDs at a rate of 100Hz or greater, one can
calculate the number of beats in each minute. FIG. 136B schematically shows a PPG monitor.

[0999] FIG. 137 shows the general principle of PPG waveform processing used in the prior art.
Steps included collecting digitized waveform samples over a time window, followed by
removal of the DC component and SNR estimation. Analog to digital gain scaling is applied to
increase SNR as desired, followed by averaging to remove noise. When 3 to 5 peaks are

detected, the heart rate is computed by taking the reciprocal of peaks over the time window.

Often, the peak detection reduces to determining the start and end of a peak in the time domain
or frequency domain.

[1000] In practical monitoring, the obtained plethysmographic signals might be influenced by
various noises, e.g., motion artifacts, quantization effect, and electrical noise. PPG signal is
highly susceptible to motion-induced signal corruption. Irregular movements, such as tennis or

boxing, exacerbate the problem. So the key challenges in PPG processing are cancelling the
effects of ambient light, accommodating different skin conditions and colors, and dealing with
physical motion artifacts. Additionally, PPG with traditional measurement techniques can only

be used on parts of the body that have a high concentration of blood vessels (for example, it can
be difficult to get a good PPG signal from the wrist). Many additional factors, such as Skin
perfusion, can affect the performance of PPG based heart rate sensor. Skin perfusion or the
flow of blood in capillaries to the surrounding tissue bed, varies significantly from person to
person and can also be impacted by the environment. For example, in colder temperatures, the
skin perfusion may be too low for a PPG-based HR sensor to get a reading. Permanent or
temporary changes to the skin, such as presence of tattoos, lesions, or scars, can also impact

heart rate sensor performance.

[1001] FIG. 138A and 138B show the distortion to the PPG waveform during a standstill state
and with motion. The transition from standstill to motion state can typically represent a 20X
reduction in SNR of the PPG waveform in the time domain and 10X in the frequency domain

(based on periodogram distortion for the fundamental frequency). As motion becomes

irregular, or there are large changes in the perfusion, the PPG waveform SNR can degrade to
below 1:1 or 1:10. In such cases, peak determination based on local waveform amplitude or
zero crossings is no longer viable.

[1002] Collision-computing presents a fundamentally different approach to PPG waveform
processing, e.g., for determination of: heart-rate, heart rate variability (HRV), heart rate

recovery (HRR), pulse transit time (PTT), oxygen saturation by measuring respiration rate
measuring, blood pressure, etc., especially where the SNR is low, e.g., ranges from 1:100 to
>1:1.
General Principles of PPG Data Analysis Using Collision Computing

[1003] In keeping with the principle described above of conversion of other data types to
mimic spectroscopic data used in non-invasive glucose analysis, the PPG analysis process

begins with an evaluation of the fundamental differences in data package acquired from a PPG
data acquisition system to that used for glucose. While NIR tissue spectra for glucose
determination are collected as discrete snapshots corresponding to different illuminations over
time (a few milliseconds apart), they are analyzed in a time-invariant fashion; that is, spectral

data are “static” and there is generally no consideration of time in the tissue spectral

measurement. PPG data contains time-based information, and the temporal variability is of

value in determining the “analyte” of interest, which is measurement of heart rate regardless of
physical activity levels, postural position, or environment. In general, the term analyte
represents a substance of interest that is present in a medium. In the glucose example, blood or

tissue is the medium and glucose is the substance therein that is of interest, i.e., the analyte in
the conventional sense. In the context of PPG however, one analyte is heart rate. Due to the
significance of temporal variation in a PPG signal, rather than selecting discrete portions of a
spectrum, time slices of the PPG signal can be used as “features” for collision computing.

[1004] In some embodiments, a PPG system includes L LEDs and P photodiodes operating in
transmittance or reflectance mode as in FIG. 135A and 135B respectively. In some

embodiments, L = P (i.e., each LED is paired with a corresponding photodiode), while in others
L > P (i.e., at least one photodiode captures the response from one or multiple LEDs
illuminated simultaneously), or L < P (i.e., at least one photodiode captures reflected optical
signal from more than one LEDS). Let ^ (t,p) represent the time-varying nature of the PPG
waveform as shown in FIG. 134, and detected by the p LED, for p = 1,,P and t ≥ 0.
th

[1005] Similar to glucose spectral data, as discussed above, PPG data are subject to
environmental effects, physiological variations due to activity levels, electronic noise sources,
and large confounding effects that are grouped together into the term “clutter.” The signal-toclutter ratio (“SCR”) is generally higher than in the case of glucose, but there is a similar intent
to increase it to allow measurement within established clinical and general health monitoring
needs. Where the figure of merit for accuracy in glucose was in one case described as

concentration measurements within 15% of the “true” or reference value, one example of a
comparable criterion in heart rate measurement is an error of under three beats per minute
(bpm) as measured in each five-to-ten heartbeat periods in resting condition (sitting, standing,
sleeping) and under 5 bpm during intensive exercise such as jogging, running, swimming or

cycling, as compared to a reference system such as chest band (e.g. Polar V800 with chest
strap) or compared to the heart rate derived from ECG measurements.

[1006] The basic separation of PPG signals into features equivalent to spectral features used in
analysis of glucose begins with the identification of a PPG signal waveform feature related to

each pulse cycle of the heart. When the beat is regular and the signal is strong, as in FIG. 134,
any number of signal-processing approaches can be used to determine when a cycle begins.
Current signal processing techniques for PPG processing, specifically waveform

characterization for Min-Max, peak-to-peak interval, or pulse shape analysis include digital

filtering, stochastic filtering, auto-regression, empirical mode decomposition, Kalman filters,
wavelet decomposition, matched filters, neural network and fuzzy logic.

[1007] These approaches can determine beat events. Also, more recently 1-axis or 3 axis
accelerometer data has been used to identify mode (such as walking, sleeping, running) and

then combine with more traditional signal processing methods to better estimate HR. A key
challenge with all conventional techniques is severe reduction in efficacy as signal to noise

ratio decreases for any reason, which results in over- or under-counting peaks associated with
the heart rate events. Since both the interval between cycles and the time of appearance,
intensity, and duration of intermediate signals are of interest, care must be taken to use adaptive
criteria, especially when signals are noisy, as shown in FIGS. 139A-139B.

[1008] When a selected traditional signal-processing technique indicates the start of a cycle,
data can be acquired in varying lengths up to and beyond the inter-cycle timing period expected
from observations of previous cycles. The time periods range from about two seconds for the
lowest heart rate usually encountered to less than 200 milliseconds for heart rates up to 300
beats per minute, but in each case, the interval can be “sliced” into shorter subintervals that
contain (or encode) the information of interest. One such piece of information is the location
and depth of the “dichrotic notch” 4 that occurs between the two primary peaks of the pulse
cycle, as shown in FIG. 134. Other information, such as heart function and blood pressure
measurements, rely on the comparison of time of appearance, duration, and amplitude of

observed shapes occurring during the pulse cycle.

[1009] By conditioning the time features extracted from a PPG signal with a carrier kernel (one
designed for this embodiment to incorporate the specific frequency-domain components sought
for amplification), each feature can be converted to a conditioned feature similar to that done
for glucose. The conditioned feature can then be repetitively collided with a single or different
Zyotons, also specifically designed for the frequency components intended to be amplified. A
priori knowledge of the influences exerted by known conditions (such as due to malfunction of
the heart including arrhythmia, coronary artery disease (CAD), angina, and cardiomyopathy) to
be determined are used to guide the selection process for the features, the carrier kernel, and the
Zyoton. After a sufficient number of collision iterations (generally less than in noninvasive
glucose measurements owing to higher SNR and SCR of these data), the NRSEG for each

feature is combined by a process similar to that used for glucose, in order to produce an

equivalent net analyte signal (NAS) for the “analyte,” i.e., heart rate, desired to be extracted
from the PPG data.

[1010] Using a projection system similar to that of glucose, where PPG data acquired from
subjects with known degrees of known conditions are used to create the projector curves as in

glucose measurement, the quantity or degree of the analyte can be determined with the desired

degree of accuracy. In the example of heart rate determination, the human calibration set may
include subjects measured at rest and in various levels of exercise, with the reference heart rate
measured by an ECG signal detector. Similarly, absorption gradients using NRSEG, the
concept of the Normalized Absorption Gradient, and the projection to actual values for subject

samples can be performed using projection structures equivalent to those employed in the
glucose embodiment above.
Example of Heart Rate Data

[1011] The general appearance of a PPG waveform is shown in FIG. 140, with time on the
horizontal axis, and a form of intensity on the Y-axis. The intensity can correspond to
transmitted light, reflected light, or other optical signal intensity. FIG. 141 summarizes the
process for computing a heart rate from a PPG sensor using the collision computing apparatus

described in this invention. The process can be used to analyze the PPG pulse waveform, ^ (t,p)
th

from some sensor, say the p photodiode in an measurement system having one or more
photodiodes for recording the reflected or transmitted light from an LED source.

[1012] The system can be operated in continuous-pulsed mode (where LEDs illuminate the
skin at a preset on-off frequency) or in an episodic mode where LEDS are switched on-off for
some interval, say for 15 seconds (the “episodic window”) every 10 minutes (the “episodic

gap” or “episodic displacement interval”); or for 5 seconds every minute; or even for 60
seconds every hour. The on-off frequency may range from 5 HZ to 256 Hz, while an episodic

window could range from 3 seconds to 30 seconds), and an episodic displacement interval
could range from 1 minute (during intensive exercise or a cardio workout such as aerobics) to 6
hours. The LED on-off frequency, episodic window, and episodic displacement interval can be
explicitly configured by a user and/or may be configured using software, based on a user
announcement (such as start of workout such as running, walking, cycling, swimming), or may

be configured automatically using sensors such as 3-axis or angular accelerometers that
determine type, intensity and duration of activity.

[1013] With reference to FIG. 141, in one embodiment for heart-rate determination, the logic
for establishing on-off frequency (^ in Hz), episodic window (EW in seconds), and episodic
displacement interval (ED in seconds) for heart rate computations is received in step 5. Heart
rate processing initiates when a start trigger input is received at step 10, and a PPG waveform is
recorded. The digitized PPG waveform amplitudes ^ (t,p) where t = 1, … ,T where T = ^ *

EW, and p corresponds to the p-th photodiode source generating the PPG waveform data
stream in the time domain are extracted at step 15. Depending on the subject’s activity, HR
may vary over the EW, but each beat duration is typically some multiple of 1/^ seconds. In
one embodiment, T is set to 2i where i is an integer greater than 1 and T is greater than the
expected beat duration (in seconds).

[1014] A multi-resolution time-slicing is performed at step 20 for preconditioning PPG data to
be used as an input into collisions. The multi-resolution time slicing is implemented in some
embodiments via windowing data into length WL = 256 ms that is sufficient to capture the

fastest beat rate expected where the PPG waveform sampling time is 16 ms (a fraction of 1/^ ),
or other time that is generally different from the primary power line period. As shown in FIG.
142, the incoming data is simultaneously windowed into lengths 2WL (i.e. 512ms), 4WL (i.e.,
1024ms) up to 8WL (i.e., 2048ms), allowing capture of heart beats ranging from 300 bpm to 30

bpm.

[1015] Let such data streams be denoted by ^ (t,p,Wno) where Wno = 1, 2, 3, and 4 to
corresponds to lengths WL, 2WL, 4WL and 8WL, respectively. Also, ^ (t,p,1) is subsumed

within ^ (t,p,2), ^ (t,p,2) is subsumed within ^ (t,p,3), and so on. An assumption is made that at
least one beat occurs in the interval indicated by one of the windows Wno. If the bpm rate is

close to the high end of the human bpm dynamic range then beats will be present in all timewindows. If, on the other hand, the bpm rate is close to the low end of human dynamic range,
it will be present in the largest window corresponding to Wno = 4. Also, per the Nyquist

sampling theorem, the sampling frequency is set to be equal to at least twice the expected beat

frequency. In various embodiments, the sampling frequency is set to be significantly greater
than the Nyquist frequency. For example, in one embodiment, the sampling rate is set to be 16
times the highest expected beat frequency.

[1016] FIG. 143A illustrates this windowing of the PPG waveform 10 for a normal heart rate of
60 bpm, with the interval between beats of 1.0 seconds, 15. Window lengths of W, 2W, 4W,
and 8W, are 20, 25, 30, and 40 respectively. An expanded display of window 50, corresponding

to WL 20, shows the sampling intervals of every 16 milliseconds as vertical dotted lines. FIG.
143B illustrates the PPG waveform 10 for a heart rate of 30 bpm, with the interval between
beats of 2.0 seconds shown at 55, with the same windowing and sampling interval indications
as in FIG. 143A. FIG. 143C, illustrates the PPG waveform 10 for a heart rate of 120 bpm, with

the interval between beats of 0.5 seconds shown at 65, with the same windowing and sampling
interval indications as in FIG. 143A.

[1017] It is further assumed that the beat event waveform shown in FIGS. 143A-143C can
change in shape, amplitude, phase, and width. Let each data structure corresponding to the
window ^ (t,p,Wno) be denoted as a feature. Data is collected for window of size WL and that
is called Feature F(1,1). Data collection continues, and when window size 2WL is reached, all

of that data is called Feature F(2,1), and so on for F(3,1), F(4,1) onwards.

[1018] Thus feature F(1,1) corresponds to data from time t=0 (or start of event trigger) to
t=255ms for Wno =1; feature F(1,2) corresponds to data from time t=256ms to t=511ms for

Wno=1. Similarly, F(2,1) corresponds to data from t=0 to t=511ms; Thus total feature set can
be represented as F ={F(1,1),F(1,2),..,F(1,8),F(2,1),F(2,2),…,F(2,4),F(3,1),F(3,2),F(4,1)}, 15
members. The total episodic window is covered by EW/2048ms spans of the largest window

size. However, the windows {Wno=1, Wno=2, …, Wno=4} are moved by t=64ms or
length{Wno=1}/4 ms during the duration of episodic window. Hereafter, the processing is
performed on all features in the set F.

[1019] From a logical view, PPG data is collected and sliced into time windows to generate
features, i.e., data is collected for a window of size 8WL and then sliced into a smaller window.

As described above, in one embodiment, the implementation follows a reverse procedure
whereby data is collected for a window of size WL, then 2WL and so on.

[1020] FIG. 144 details conditioning of windowed PPG feature data, i.e., step 20 shown in FIG.
141. Feature data from each time-window ^ (t,p,Wno) is up-sampled by interpolation to 4096
points at step 22. A Fourier transform is performed on all features at step 24, followed by an
optional amplitude modulation at step 26 to increase signal-to-noise ratio. At step 28, the
features are used to modulate a carrier kernel CK that includes frequency components k, j, and

m, (28) where, as an example, k=3, m=3 and j=4089 . Spectral energy collision computations
are intended to amplify the k-components.

[1021] With reference to FIGS. 145 and 141, the conditioned feature data is then entered into
the collision engine 30. In the case of PPG, a single Zyoton Z is used. The Zyoton Z may be

derived from the soliton families described above. Also, all the features associated with the set
F are simultaneously introduced in the multiplexed collision engines 32, at step 30 (FIG. 141).
For example, feature F1 collides with Zyoton Z in Collision Engine 1, feature F2 collides with
Zyoton Z in Collision Engine 3, and so on. In some embodiments several different features are
pipelined through a series of collision engines, each corresponding to data from a window with
different accumulation length. A collision count as low as 16 may be used in the collision
engine, assuming an SNR as low as to 1:100, with window length of 64 data points.

Renormalization of the modified zyoton between collisions determines the spectral energy gain,
computed as described above, but using k = 3 components.

[1022] After completing the collisions NRSEG values associated with each of the features are
computed in step 35 (FIG. 141). In one embodiment, each step through step 30 yields 15
NRSEG values corresponding to different conditioned features. The NRSEG values obtained

from features with identical window sizes are averaged and reduced to 4 levels. As an example
F(1,1),F(1,2),…F(1,8) are averaged to NRSEG_F1. F(2,1),F(2,2),…,F(2,4) are averaged to

NRSEG_F2, and so on.

[1023] Beat event localization is performed in step 40. A test of monotonicity is performed by
regressing NRSEG_F1, . . ., NRSEG_F4 against window length. The presence of a beat implies
an increase over a threshold value (e.g., 25% in one embodiment) in NRSEG numerical values.
Also, presence of a beat in the smallest length window implies that the beat will be seen a
number times in all other longer length windows. Thus NRSEG_F4 > NRSEG_F3 >

NRSEG_F2 >NRSEG_F1. Also, NRSEG_F4 is some multiple of NRSEG_F3, which is some
multiple of NRSEG_F2, and so on. This multiple relationship provides an estimate of the

number of beats detected in the window interval corresponding to Wno=4. It is possible that an

event does not occur in some windows F(1,1),F(1,2),…F(1,8). Once an NRSEG change is
detected in the averaged value corresponding to a window_size, then individual values are

examined to check the presence of beats.

[1024] Projection includes the process whereby post-collision NRSEG values are used to
determine the size of the smallest window size in which the beat can be detected. Once a beat is

detected and localized in time (based on the window in which it was detected), it is added to a
running count for the current episodic window. The time window is then incremented by the
length of Wno/2, and the steps 22-28 in FIG. 144 is repeated. Only when a beat is detected in a
new, later window where the beat start time is greater than the start time of the previous beat,

the beat counter is updated at step 50. This is to allow for beats that are longer than the sliding
interval and show up in multiple sliding time-slices.

[1025] Once the entire episodic interval has been covered, the accumulated beat rate is output
to provide the heart rate. If the episodic interval is set to 10 seconds, the accumulated beat rate
can be multiplied by 6 to get the heart rate per minute, in this example 60 bpm.

[1026] Sequences of numbers and waveforms are generally considered to be mathematical
concepts and natural phenomena, respectively. Manipulation of a waveform, however, can be a

limited, particular, useful application of the waveforms. For example, when amplitude

modulation was invented decades ago, it described a particular manner in which one waveform,
typically called a source waveform, could be used to modify another waveform, typically called
a carrier waveform, so that a modulated waveform resulting from the modulation can be
transmitted over long distances of up to hundreds or even thousands of miles. Frequency
modulation describes another particular manner of manipulating a carrier waveform using a
source waveform, that allowed for improvements in signal-to-noise ratio of the modulated
waveform. Such techniques are generally not considered to be mathematical concepts or
natural phenomena, but rather are highly useful methods of achieving beneficial technical
results.

[1027] Collision computing, according to various embodiments described herein, is also a
limited, particular manner of manipulating waveforms to achieve highly beneficial results. The
collision operation is not a modulation technique, at least because modulation is an invertible

operation, i.e., the source waveform can be regenerated from a modulated waveform via the
process of demodulation. Collision operation, in general is non-invertible, however. This

results from, at least in part, the bracketing and conditional interactions described above. These
specific operations, that distinguish the collision operation from various modulation techniques
and from other known waveform manipulation techniques, also make the methods and systems
for collision computing limited and specialized techniques of waveform processing.

[1028] Unlike any generic operations such as data transmission and reception, unlike usual
computer functions such as storage and access of information, and unlike any mathematical or
mental processes such as comparing and categorizing information, the unconventional
operations described herein are specifically orchestrated for selectively amplifying information

represented within the frequency components of a signal. For example, some of the operations
involve comparing frequencies of waveform components where a permissible difference

between the frequencies is selected according to the nature of the waveform components in
terms of the kind of information those components represent. Additional operations such as

scaling, delay shifting, and phase rotation, are also particularly developed, non-generic

operations.

[1029] Moreover, the waveforms used in the collision process are themselves of a limited,
particular kind. Specifically, these waveforms are co-dependent in terms of their respective
velocities, and in terms of a change that one waveform generally causes in another during a
collision therebetween. The process of creating such waveforms, though it may start from
various functions and/or number sequences, involves a careful selection of a number of
frequencies associated with several waveform components. Unlike generic computer and

database operations and typical mathematical or mental processes, this selection is based on, at

least in part, the spectral properties of the analyte signals to be detected and/or measured, or an
event or anomaly to be detected and/or characterized, as described above. As such, the
methods and systems for synthesizing these co-dependent waveforms also involve

unconventional, limited, and particularized operations generally involving analysis of spectral
properties of signals.

[1030] While glucose (and other analytes) occur naturally in many living things including
humans, accurate knowledge of the presence, absence, quantity, and/or concentration of these
analytes is neither a natural phenomenon nor can such knowledge be obtained by mere mental

processing. Typically, physical samples (e.g., blood) and/or signals (e.g., reflected or
transmitted radiation, electromagnetic pulses, etc.) are obtained. This information is then
processed and analyzed to determine the presence, absence, quantity, and/or concentration of

the analyte. These information processing techniques, however, are generally not considered to
be mental processes and/or natural phenomena. Collision computing described herein and
implemented in various embodiments is a new, specialized technique to that end.

[1031] It is clear that there are many ways to configure the device and/or system components,
interfaces, communication links, and methods described herein. The disclosed methods,
devices, and systems can be deployed on convenient processor platforms, including network
servers, personal and portable computers, and/or other processing platforms. Other platforms
can be contemplated as processing capabilities improve, including personal digital assistants,
computerized watches, cellular phones and/or other portable devices. The disclosed methods
and systems can be integrated with known network management systems and methods. The

disclosed methods and systems can operate as an SNMP agent, and can be configured with the
IP address of a remote machine running a conformant management platform. Therefore, the

scope of the disclosed methods and systems are not limited by the examples given herein, but

can include the full scope of the claims and their legal equivalents.

[1032] The methods, devices, and systems described herein are not limited to a particular
hardware or software configuration, and may find applicability in many computing or

processing environments. The methods, devices, and systems can be implemented in hardware
or software, or a combination of hardware and software. The methods, devices, and systems
can be implemented in one or more computer programs, where a computer program can be
understood to include one or more processor executable instructions. The computer program(s)
can execute on one or more programmable processing elements or machines, and can be stored
on one or more storage medium readable by the processor (including volatile and non-volatile
memory and/or storage elements), one or more input devices, and/or one or more output

devices. The processing elements/machines thus can access one or more input devices to
obtain input data, and can access one or more output devices to communicate output data. The
input and/or output devices can include one or more of the following: Random Access Memory
(RAM), Redundant Array of Independent Disks (RAID), floppy drive, CD, DVD, magnetic
disk, internal hard drive, external hard drive, memory stick, or other storage device capable of
being accessed by a processing element as provided herein, where such aforementioned
examples are not exhaustive, and are for illustration and not limitation.

[1033] The computer program(s) can be implemented using one or more high level procedural
or object-oriented programming languages to communicate with a computer system; however,
the program(s) can be implemented in assembly or machine language, if desired. The language
can be compiled or interpreted.

[1034] As provided herein, the processor(s) and/or processing elements can thus be embedded
in one or more devices that can be operated independently or together in a networked
environment, where the network can include, for example, a Local Area Network (LAN), wide
area network (WAN), and/or can include an intranet and/or the Internet and/or another network.
The network(s) can be wired or wireless or a combination thereof and can use one or more
communication protocols to facilitate communication between the different

processors/processing elements. The processors can be configured for distributed processing
and can utilize, in some embodiments, a client-server model as needed. Accordingly, the

methods, devices, and systems can utilize multiple processors and/or processor devices, and the
processor/ processing element instructions can be divided amongst such single or multiple
processor/devices/ processing elements.

[1035] The device(s) or computer systems that integrate with the processor(s)/ processing
element(s) can include, for example, a personal computer(s), workstation (e.g., Dell, HP),
personal digital assistant (PDA), handheld device such as cellular telephone, laptop, handheld,

or another device capable of being integrated with a processor(s) that can operate as provided
herein. Accordingly, the devices provided herein are not exhaustive and are provided for

illustration and not limitation.

[1036] References to “a processor”, or “a processing element,” “the processor,” and “the
processing element” can be understood to include one or more microprocessors that can
communicate in a stand-alone and/or a distributed environment(s), and can thus can be
configured to communicate via wired or wireless communication with other processors, where
such one or more processor can be configured to operate on one or more processor/ processing
elements-controlled devices that can be similar or different devices. Use of such

“microprocessor,” “processor,” or “processing element” terminology can thus also be
understood to include a central processing unit, an arithmetic logic unit, an application-specific
integrated circuit (IC), and/or a task engine, with such examples provided for illustration and
not limitation.

[1037] Furthermore, references to memory, unless otherwise specified, can include one or more
processor-readable and accessible memory elements and/or components that can be internal to
the processor-controlled device, external to the processor-controlled device, and/or can be
accessed via a wired or wireless network using a variety of communication protocols, and
unless otherwise specified, can be arranged to include a combination of external and internal

memory devices, where such memory can be contiguous and/or partitioned based on the

application. For example, the memory can be a flash drive, a computer disc, CD/DVD,
distributed memory, etc. References to structures include links, queues, graphs, trees, and such
structures are provided for illustration and not limitation. References herein to instructions or

executable instructions, in accordance with the above, can be understood to include
programmable hardware.

[1038] Although the methods and systems have been described relative to specific
embodiments thereof, they are not so limited. As such, many modifications and variations may

become apparent in light of the above teachings. Many additional changes in the details,

materials, and arrangement of parts, herein described and illustrated, can be made by those

skilled in the art. Accordingly, it will be understood that the methods, devices, and systems
provided herein are not to be limited to the embodiments disclosed herein, can include practices
otherwise than specifically described, and are to be interpreted as broadly as allowed under the

law.

What is claimed is:
1.

A method for determining concentration of glucose in a tissue sample, the method

comprising the steps of:
(a) obtaining energy absorbed by glucose from energy directed to the tissue sample as a
result of a collision between two co-dependent waveforms; and

(b) projecting the energy absorbed by glucose to a glucose concentration.
2.

The method of claim 1, further comprising:
(c) receiving a feature corresponding to a specified wavelength range of a spectral

signal and representing at least one of:

(i) absorption of energy, within the specified wavelength range, by at least one
of: (A) glucose in the tissue sample, and (B) at least one confounder in the tissue sample, and
(ii) loss of energy within the specified wavelength range due to scattering; and
(d) generating a conditioned feature by modulating a carrier kernel using the received
feature.
3.

The method of claim 2, wherein receiving the feature comprises:
directing near-infrared radiation to the tissue sample;

collecting radiation from the tissue sample;
generating an absorption spectrum from the collected radiation; and
selecting a region of the absorption spectrum bounded by the wavelength range as the

feature.
4.

The method of claim 3, wherein collecting the radiation comprises at least one of

receiving diffusely reflected radiation from the tissue sample and receiving radiation
transmitted through the tissue sample.
5.

The method of claim 2, wherein:
one of the two co-dependent waveforms comprises an original Zyoton constructed to

amplify energy absorbed by the feature; and
the carrier kernel is constructed such that the original Zyoton and the conditioned
feature obtained by modulating the carrier kernel using the feature are co-dependent.
6.

The method of claim 5, wherein colliding the original Zyoton with the conditioned

feature comprises, in a first iteration:

colliding the original Zyoton with the conditioned feature to obtain a modified Zyoton;
and

renormalizing the modified Zyoton to obtain a renormalized Zyoton.
7.

The method of claim 6, further comprising:
in each of N െ 1 additional iterations, N ^ 1:
colliding the original Zyoton with a renormalized Zyoton from an immediately

preceding iteration, to obtain a remodified Zyoton; and
renormalizing the remodified Zyoton to obtain a renormalized modified Zyoton;

and
computing energy gain of the renormalized modified Zyoton obtained after N iterations

relative to energy of the original Zyoton to determine the energy absorbed by glucose.
8.

The method of claim 7, wherein the number of iterations N is selected such that

accuracy of the glucose concentration measurement, as determined by Absolute Relative
Deviation (ARD) relative to a glucose concentration measurement obtained using a reference
method, is less than 15%.

9.

The method of claim 7, wherein the number of iterations N is selected such that

accuracy of a plurality of glucose concentration measurements, as determined by Mean
Absolute Relative Deviation (MARD) relative to a plurality of glucose concentration
measurements obtained using a reference method, is less than 15%.

10.

The method of claim 7, wherein the conditioned feature is derived from a glucose

feature, the glucose feature representing at least absorption of energy by glucose within a first

specified wavelength range.
11.

The method of claim 10, further comprising:
repeating the steps (a) through (c) with respect to another conditioned feature derived

from a non-glucose feature paired with the glucose feature, forming a first feature pair, the nonglucose feature representing at least one of: (i) absorption of energy, within a second specified

wavelength range, by at least one confounder in the tissue sample, and (ii) loss of energy due to
scattering within the second specified wavelength range;

computing energy gain of the renormalized modified Zyoton corresponding to the nonglucose feature relative to energy of the original Zyoton; and
computing net renormalized spectral energy gain (NRSEG) for the first feature pair

based on energy gains corresponding to the glucose feature and the non-glucose feature of the
first feature pair.

12.

The method of claim 11, further comprising normalizing the NRSEG for the first

feature pair according to a weight designated to the first feature pair, to obtain a normalized
NRSEG.
13.

The method of claim 11, wherein:
receiving the glucose feature and the non-glucose feature comprises directing via a

source near infra-red radiation to the tissue sample and collecting via a detector radiation from
the tissue sample; and
the projecting step comprises:
(i) computing a plurality of NRSEG values for the first feature pair, each

NRSEG value corresponding to a respective illumination state of the near infra-red radiation

from an illumination sequence;
(ii) computing a normalized absorption gradient (NAG) based on the plurality

of NRSEG values;
(iii) selecting from a plurality of individual projector curves an individual

projector curve such that the computed NAG is within lower bound and upper bound NAG

values associated with that individual projector curve; and
(iv) determining glucose concentration using the selected individual projector
curve and a representative energy absorption value based on the plurality of energy absorption
values.
14.

The method of claim 13, further comprising repeating step (i) for each additional feature

pair in a set of feature pairs comprising the first feature pair, and computing a plurality of
NRSEG values for each additional feature pair in the set, each NRSEG value in a respective

plurality of NRSEG values corresponding to a respective illumination state of the near infra-red
radiation from an illumination sequence, wherein:
computing the NAG comprises:
for each feature pair in the set designated as acceptable: (A) computing an

absorption gradient (AG), and (B) weighting the AG according to a weight associated with the

corresponding acceptable feature pair; and
averaging the weighted AGs to obtain the NAG; and
the representative energy absorption value is computed by:
selecting a particular illumination state;

for each feature pair in the set designated as acceptable, weighting an NRSEG

value corresponding to the particular illumination state according to a weight associated with
the corresponding acceptable feature pair; and
averaging the weighted NESEG values, the representative energy absorption
value being set to the average of the weighted NRSEG values.
15.

The method of claim 14, further comprising, prior to computing the NAG, for the

plurality of NRSEG values corresponding to at least one feature pair in the set:
computing a mean NRSEG value; and

excluding an NRSEG value that is different from the mean NRSEG value by a specified
threshold.

16.

The method of claim 14, further comprising:
determining monotonicity of the plurality of NRSEG values corresponding to each

feature pair in the set; and
designating each feature pair having monotonicity as acceptable.

17.

The method of claim 13, wherein determining the glucose concentration using the

selected individual projector curve comprises interpolation, comprising:

adding to a product of the representative energy absorption value and a slope of the
selected individual projector curve, an intercept of the selected individual projector curve.

18.

The method of claim 13, wherein the selected individual projector curve is one of a

linear curve, a semi-linear curve, and a non-linear curve.
19.

The method of claim 13, wherein the plurality of individual projector curves comprises

at least nine individual projector curves.

20.

The method of claim 13, wherein determining the glucose concentration using the

selected individual projector curve comprises mapping the representative energy absorption

value to glucose concentration using the selected individual projector curve.
21.

The method of claim 13, wherein determining the normalized absorption gradient

comprises:
determining a slope of a regression of the plurality of NRSEG values with respect to the
illumination states, the illumination states being ordered such that successive illumination states
represent monotonically changing distance between the source and at least one detector.

22.

The method of claim 11, wherein projecting the energy absorbed by glucose to glucose

concentration comprises mapping the computed NRSEG value to glucose concentration using a
single projector curve.
23.

The method of claim 1, further comprising designating the determined glucose

concentration to one of a plurality of concentration bands.
24.

The method of claim 11, wherein obtaining energy absorbed by glucose as a result of

collision comprises a single collision iteration.
25.

A system for determining concentration of glucose in a tissue sample, the system

comprising:
a first processor; and
a first memory in electrical communication with the first processor, the first memory
comprising instructions which, when executed by a processing unit comprising at least one of
the first processor and a second processor, and in electronic communication with a memory
module comprising at least one of the first memory and a second memory, program the

processing unit to:
(a) obtain energy absorbed by glucose from energy directed to the tissue sample as a
result of a collision between two co-dependent waveforms; and

(b) project the energy absorbed by glucose to a glucose concentration.
26.

The system of claim 25, wherein the instructions further program the processing unit to:
(c) receive a feature corresponding to a specified wavelength range of a spectral signal

and representing at least one of:
(i) absorption of energy, within the specified wavelength range, by at least one

of: (A) glucose in the tissue sample, and (B) at least one confounder in the tissue sample, and
(ii) loss of energy within the specified wavelength range due to scattering; and

(d) generate a conditioned feature by modulating a carrier kernel using the received
feature.
27.

The system of claim 26, wherein to receive a feature, the instructions further program

the processing unit to:
direct near-infrared radiation to the tissue sample;

collect radiation from the tissue sample;
generate an absorption spectrum from the collected radiation; and

select a region of the absorption spectrum bounded by the wavelength range as the

feature.
28.

The system of claim 27, wherein to collect the radiation, the instructions further

program the processing apparatus to:
at least one of receive diffusely reflected radiation from the tissue sample and receive

radiation transmitted through the tissue sample.

29.

The system of claim 26, wherein:
one of the two co-dependent waveforms comprises an original Zyoton constructed to

amplify energy absorbed by the feature; and
the carrier kernel is constructed such that the original Zyoton and the conditioned
feature obtained by modulating the carrier kernel using the feature are co-dependent.

30.

The system of claim 29, wherein to collide the original Zyoton with the conditioned

feature, the instructions further program the processing unit to, in a first iteration:
collide the original Zyoton with the conditioned feature to obtain a modified Zyoton;
and
renormalize the modified Zyoton to obtain a renormalized Zyoton.

31.

The system of claim 30, wherein the instructions further program the processing unit to:
in each of N െ 1 additional iterations, N ^ 1:
collide the original Zyoton with a renormalized Zyoton from an immediately

preceding iteration, to obtain a remodified Zyoton; and
renormalize the remodified Zyoton to obtain a renormalized modified Zyoton;

and
compute energy gain of the renormalized modified Zyoton obtained after N iterations
relative to energy of the original Zyoton to determine the energy absorbed by glucose.
32.

The system of claim 31, wherein the number of iterations N is selected such that

accuracy of the glucose concentration measurement, as determined by Absolute Relative
Deviation (ARD) relative to a glucose concentration measurement obtained using a reference
method, is less than 15%.

33.

The system of claim 31, wherein the number of iterations N is selected such that

accuracy of a plurality of glucose concentration measurements, as determined by Mean
Absolute Relative Deviation (MARD) relative to a plurality of glucose concentration
measurements obtained using a reference method, is less than 15%.

34.

The system of claim 31, wherein the conditioned feature is derived from a glucose

feature, the glucose feature representing at least absorption of energy by glucose within a first

specified wavelength range.
35.

The system of claim 34, wherein the instructions further program the processing unit to:
repeat the steps (a) through (c) with respect to another conditioned feature derived from

a non-glucose feature paired with the glucose feature, forming a first feature pair, the nonglucose feature representing at least one of: (i) absorption of energy, within a second specified

wavelength range, by at least one confounder in the tissue sample, and (ii) loss of energy due to
scattering within the second specified wavelength range;

compute energy gain of the renormalized modified Zyoton corresponding to the nonglucose feature relative to energy of the original Zyoton; and

compute net renormalized spectral energy gain (NRSEG) for the first feature pair based
on energy gains corresponding to the glucose feature and the non-glucose feature of the first
feature pair.
36.

The system of claim 35, wherein the instructions further program the processing unit to

normalize the NRSEG for the first feature pair according to a weight designated to the first

feature pair, to obtain a normalized NRSEG.
37.

The system of claim 35, wherein:
to receive the glucose feature and the non-glucose feature, the instructions further

program the processing unit to direct via a source near infra-red radiation to the tissue sample
and collect via a detector radiation from the tissue sample; and
to project the energy absorbed by glucose to the glucose concentration, the instructions
further program the processing unit to:
(i) compute a plurality of NRSEG values for the first feature pair, each NRSEG

value corresponding to a respective illumination state of the near infra-red radiation from an
illumination sequence;
(ii) compute a normalized absorption gradient (NAG) based on the plurality of

NRSEG values;
(iii) select from a plurality of individual projector curves an individual projector

curve such that the computed NAG is within lower bound and upper bound NAG values
associated with that individual projector curve; and

(iv) determine glucose concentration using the selected individual projector
curve and a representative energy absorption value based on the plurality of energy absorption
values.
38.

The system of claim 37, wherein the instructions further program the processing unit to

repeat step (i) for each additional feature pair in a set of feature pairs comprising the first
feature pair, and compute a plurality of NRSEG values for each additional feature pair in the

set, each NRSEG value in a respective plurality of NRSEG values corresponding to a
respective illumination state of the near infra-red radiation from an illumination sequence,
wherein:
to compute the NAG, the instructions further program the processing unit to:
for each feature pair in the set designated as acceptable: (A) compute an

absorption gradient (AG), and (B) weight the AG according to a weight associated with the

corresponding acceptable feature pair; and
average the weighted AGs to obtain the NAG; and
to compute the representative energy absorption value, the instructions further program
the processing unit to:
select a particular illumination state;

for each feature pair in the set designated as acceptable, weight an NRSEG value

corresponding to the particular illumination state according to a weight associated with the
corresponding acceptable feature pair; and
average the weighted NRSEG values, the representative energy absorption value
being set to the average of the weighted NRSEG values.
39.

The system of claim 38, wherein the instructions further program the processing unit to,

prior to computing the NAG, for the plurality of NRSEG values corresponding to at least one
feature pair in the set:
compute a mean NRSEG value; and
exclude a NRSEG value that is different from the mean NRSEG value by a specified
threshold.

40.

The system of claim 38, wherein the instructions further program the processing unit to:
determine monotonicity of the plurality of NRSEG values corresponding to each feature

pair in the set; and
designate each feature pair having monotonicity as acceptable.

41.

The system of claim 37, wherein to determine the glucose concentration using the

selected individual projector curve, the instructions further program the processing unit to
perform an interpolation, comprising adding to a product of the representative energy
absorption value and a slope of the selected individual projector curve, an intercept of the

selected individual projector curve.
42.

The system of claim 37, wherein the selected individual projector curve is one of a

linear curve, a semi-linear curve, and a non-linear curve.
43.

The system of claim 37, wherein the plurality of individual projector curves comprises

at least nine individual projector curves.

44.

The system of claim 37, wherein to determine the glucose concentration using the

selected individual projector curve, the instructions further program the processing unit to map
the representative energy absorption value to glucose concentration using the selected
individual projector curve.
45.

The system of claim 37, wherein to determine the normalized absorption gradient, the

instructions further program the processing unit to:

determine a slope of a regression of the plurality of NRSEG values with respect to the
illumination states, the illumination states being ordered such that successive illumination states
represent monotonically changing distance between the source and at least one detector.

46.

The system of claim 35, wherein to project the energy absorbed by glucose to glucose

concentration, the instructions further program the processing unit to map the computed
NRSEG value to glucose concentration using a single projector curve.

47.

The system of claim 46, wherein the instructions further program the processing unit to

designate the determined glucose concentration to one of a plurality of concentration bands.

48.

The system of claim 35, wherein to obtain energy absorbed by glucose as a result of

collision, the instructions further program the processing unit to perform a single collision

iteration.
49.

A method for measuring a property associated with an information signal, the method

comprising:
colliding using a collision grid a first conditioned feature waveform that at least
partially represents a property of the information signal with an original Zyoton, comprising a

waveform that without a collision travels substantially unperturbed at a selected velocity in a

substantially constant propagation medium at least over a length of a space-time grid, to obtain

a first modified Zyoton, the first conditioned feature waveform and the original Zyoton being
constructed to: (i) be co-dependent, and (ii) transfer the property of the information signal to

the first modified Zyoton through the collision.
50.

The method of claim 49, wherein the space-time grid comprises at least one spatial

dimension and a time dimension.

51.

The method of claim 49, wherein the information signal comprises one of a signal

obtained from a sensor and a signal generated by data analysis.

52.

The method of claim 49, further comprising:
deriving the first conditioned feature waveform by modulating a carrier kernel using a

first feature derived from the information signal.
53.

The method of claim 52, further comprising generating the first feature by:
selecting from the information signal one of: (i) a single contiguous range of

wavelengths, and (ii) a combination of a plurality of discontiguous ranges of wavelengths.
54.

The method of claim 52, further comprising generating the first feature by:
transforming the information signal into a spectral signal; and
selecting from the spectral signal one of: (a) a single contiguous range of wavelengths,

and (b) a combination of a plurality of discontiguous ranges of wavelengths.
55.

The method of claim 52, wherein modulating the carrier kernel comprises frequency

modulation of the carrier kernel using the first feature.
56.

The method of claim 52, wherein modulating the carrier kernel comprises:
generating an intermediate signal by modulating the first feature using a modulation

signal; and

modulating the carrier kernel with the intermediate signal.
57.

The method of claim 52, wherein modulating the carrier kernel comprises interpolating

the first feature to match a length of the interpolated first feature in time domain to a length of
the carrier kernel in the time domain.
58.

The method of claim 49, wherein constructing the original Zyoton and the first

conditioned feature waveform to be co-dependent comprises determining whether an absolute
difference between a scaled velocity of the original Zyoton and a velocity of the first

conditioned feature does not exceed a threshold κDV2 .

59.

The method of claim 58, further comprising:
adjusting at least one of: (i) the velocity of the original Zyoton, and (ii) the velocity of

the first conditioned feature waveform, such that the absolute difference between the scaled
velocity of the original Zyoton and the velocity of the first conditioned feature is within the
threshold κDV2 .
60.

The method of claim 58, wherein the original Zyoton comprises an analyte-information-

representing first group of frequency components and a non-analyte-information-representing
group of frequency components, the first conditioned feature comprises corresponding groups
of frequency components, the method further comprising:
adjusting using a scaling vector at least one of: (i) a frequency domain amplitude of at
least one component of the analyte-information-representing group of the original Zyoton, and
(ii) a frequency domain amplitude of at least one component of the corresponding group of the
first conditioned feature waveform, such that the absolute difference between the scaled
velocity of the original Zyoton and the velocity of the first conditioned feature is within the
threshold κDV2 .
61.

The method of claim 49, further comprising:
renormalizing the first modified Zyoton to obtain a first renormalized Zyoton.

62.

The method of claim 61, wherein:
the property of the information signal comprises energy absorbed by at least one of an

analyte and a confounder;
the first renormalized Zyoton comprises a set of analyte-information-representing
components and a set of non-analyte-information-representing components; and

the set of analyte-information-representing components of the first renormalized Zyoton
represents the energy absorbed by at least one of the analyte and the confounder.

63.

The method of claim 61, further comprising:
colliding using the collision grid the first renormalized Zyoton with the original Zyoton

to obtain a second modified Zyoton; and
renormalizing the second modified Zyoton to obtain a second renormalized Zyoton.
64.

The method of claim 63, further comprising:
iterating the colliding and renormalizing steps (N െ 2) times, N ^ 2, each iteration

being based on a renormalized Zyoton from an immediately preceding iteration, and producing

a new renormalized Zyoton, until a final renormalized Zyoton is produced after (N െ 2)
iterations.

65.

The method of claim 63, wherein:
the at least partially represented property of the information signal comprises energy

absorbed by at least one of an analyte and a confounder in a wavelength range associated with a

first feature corresponding to the first conditioned feature waveform;
the final renormalized Zyoton comprises a set of analyte-information-representing
components and a set of non-analyte-information-representing components; and

the set of analyte-information-representing components of the final renormalized
Zyoton represents the energy absorbed by at least one of an analyte and a confounder in the
wavelength range associated with the first feature.
66.

The method of claim 65, further comprising:
colliding using the collision grid a second conditioned feature waveform that at least

partially represents the property of the information signal with the original Zyoton, to obtain a

new first modified Zyoton, the second conditioned feature waveform and the original Zyoton
being constructed to: (i) be co-dependent, and (ii) transfer the property of the information
signal to the new first modified Zyoton through the collision;
renormalizing the new first modified Zyoton to obtain a new first renormalized Zyoton;
and
iterating the colliding and renormalizing steps (N െ 2) times, N ^ 2, each iteration

being based on a new renormalized Zyoton from an immediately preceding iteration, and
producing another new renormalized Zyoton, until a new final renormalized Zyoton is

produced after (N െ 2) iterations, wherein:
the new final renormalized Zyoton comprises a set of analyte-information-representing
components and a set of non-analyte-information-representing components; and

the set of analyte-information-representing components of the new final renormalized
Zyoton represents the energy absorbed by at least one of an analyte and a confounder in a
wavelength range associated with a second feature corresponding to the second conditioned
feature waveform.

67.

The method of claim 63, further comprising:
determining N based on at least in part at least one of a specified signal-to-clutter ratio

(SCR), a specified signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), a target precision, a target sensitivity, a target
accuracy, a target stability, and an expected dynamic range of an analyte in a medium to be
analyzed.

68.

The method of claim 61, wherein renormalization comprises:

downscaling, using a scaling vector, frequency domain amplitudes of a set of frequency
components in an analyte-information-representing band of the first modified Zyoton to obtain

the first renormalized Zyoton.
69.

The method of claim 68, wherein the scaling vector comprises a plurality of preset

values.
70.

The method of claim 68, wherein the scaling vector is determined according to

frequency domain amplitudes of a set of frequency components in an analyte-informationrepresenting band of the original Zyoton.

71.

The method of claim 61, wherein renormalization comprises:
truncating the first modified Zyoton by removing at least one frequency component in a

non-analyte-information-representing band of the first modified Zyoton to obtain the first

renormalized Zyoton; and

distributing energy of the at least one removed frequency component among a set of
remaining frequency components in at least one of a non-analyte-information-representing

band and a transition band of the first renormalized Zyoton.
72.

The method of claim 61, further comprising determining, prior to renormalizing,

whether an absolute difference between a velocity of the original Zyoton and a velocity of the

first modified Zyoton does not exceed a threshold κDV3 .
73.

The method of claim 61, further comprising determining, prior to renormalizing,

whether divergence of the first modified Zyoton does not exceed a threshold ^.

74.

The method of claim 61, further comprising determining, prior to renormalizing,

whether energy of the first modified Zyoton is greater than energy of the original Zyoton.

75.

The method of claim 61, further comprising determining, after renormalizing, whether

an absolute difference between a scaled velocity of the original Zyoton and a velocity of the
first renormalized Zyoton does not exceed a threshold κDV1 .

76.

The method of claim 49, wherein the property of the information signal comprises at

least one of: (i) a spectral energy absorbed by at least one of an analyte and a confounder, (ii)
another property of at least one of the analyte and the confounder, and (iii) an information

measure.

77.

The method of claim 49, wherein the information signal comprises a sensor signal.

78.

The method of claim 77, wherein the sensor signal comprises one of: an intensity

spectrum signal and an absorbance spectrum signal.

79.

The method of claim 77, wherein the sensor signal comprises an emission spectrum.

80.

The method of claim 77, wherein the sensor signal comprises at least one of a

reflectance signal, and a transmission signal.
81.

The method of claim 77, wherein the sensor signal comprises electromagnetic radiation

received from a medium to be analyzed.
82.

The method of claim 81, wherein the electromagnetic radiation comprises near infra-red

radiation.

83.

The method of claim 49, wherein:
the collision grid comprises a frequency-domain grid; and
colliding comprises a first bracketed conditional interaction, in frequency domain,

between a first component of the original Zyoton and a first bracket of components of the first
conditional feature waveform.

84.

The method of claim 83, wherein the first bracketed conditional interaction comprises,

for each component of the first conditional feature waveform in the first bracket:
testing if frequencies of the component of the first conditioned feature waveform and
the first component of the original Zyoton satisfy a first epsilon test;
if the first epsilon test succeeds, generating a component of the first modified Zyoton,

and setting an amplitude of the generated component of the first modified Zyoton as a product
of amplitudes of the component of the first conditioned feature waveform and the first
component of the original Zyoton;
if the frequencies of the component of the first conditioned feature waveform and the

first component of the original Zyoton satisfy a second epsilon test, setting a frequency of the
generated component of the first modified Zyoton to a frequency of the first component of the
original Zyoton; and

otherwise setting the frequency of the generated component of the first modified Zyoton

to a sum of frequencies of the component of the first conditioned feature waveform and the

first component of the original Zyoton.
85.

The method of claim 84, wherein the first epsilon test is selected based on to which

group of components of the original Zyoton the first component of the original Zyoton belongs.
86.

The method of claim 84, wherein the first epsilon test is the second epsilon test.

87.

The method of claim 83, wherein colliding further comprises a second bracketed

conditional interaction, in frequency domain, between a second component of the original

Zyoton and a second bracket of components of the first conditional feature waveform.
88.

The method of claim 87, wherein the first bracketed conditional interaction produces a

first component of the modified Zyoton and the second bracketed conditional interaction
produces a second component of the modified Zyoton, the method further comprising:

determining if the first and second modified Zyoton components are to be merged by
testing if frequencies of the first and second modified Zyoton components satisfy a third
epsilon test.
89.

The method of claim 88, wherein the third epsilon test is selected based on to which

group of components of the modified Zyoton a larger one of the first and second components of
the modified Zyoton belongs, the larger component being determined by comparing amplitudes
of the first and second components of the modified Zyoton.
90.

The method of claim 88, further comprising:
merging the first and second modified Zyoton components into the first modified

Zyoton component by resetting an amplitude of the first modified Zyoton component to a sum
of amplitudes of the first and second modified Zyoton components; and
removing the second modified Zyoton component.
91.

The method of claim 90, wherein merging the first and second modified Zyoton

components into the first modified Zyoton component further comprises:

if a frequency of the first modified Zyoton component is smaller than a frequency of the

second modified Zyoton component, setting a frequency of the first modified Zyoton

component to the frequency of the second modified Zyoton component.
92.

The method of claim 90, wherein merging the first and second modified Zyoton

components into the first modified Zyoton component further comprises:

if, prior to merging, the amplitude of the first modified Zyoton component is smaller
than the amplitude of the second modified Zyoton component, setting a frequency of the first
modified Zyoton component to the frequency of the second modified Zyoton component.
93.

The method of claim 83, further comprising selecting a length of the first bracket of

components of the first conditional feature waveform based at least in part on at least one of a

specified signal-to-clutter ratio (SCR), a specified signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), a target
precision, a target sensitivity, a target accuracy, a system stability, and an expected dynamic
range of an analyte in a medium to be analyzed.

94.

The method of claim 83, further comprising:
prior to the first bracketed conditional interaction at least one of: (i) shifting

components of the original Zyoton according to a delay-shift parameter, (ii) scaling an

amplitude of the first component of the original Zyoton according to at least one of (a) a
precision of a computing device, (b) a dynamic range of a computing device, (c) a resolution of

a sensor used to obtain a feature used to generate the first conditioned feature, (d) a dynamic
range of the sensor, and (e) SNR of the sensor, and (iii) applying a phase rotation to the first
component of the original Zyoton.

95.

The method of claim 49, wherein the original Zyoton comprises a plurality of

components selected from a kernel of components of a base Zyoton generated from a family of

waveforms, a number of components in the plurality being based on at least in part at least one
of a specified signal-to-clutter ratio (SCR), a specified signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), a target
precision, a target sensitivity, a target accuracy, a target stability, and an expected dynamic
range of an analyte in a medium to be analyzed.

96.

The method of claim 49, wherein:

the collision grid comprises a frequency-domain grid; and
a length of the original Zyoton comprises a sum of: (i) a number (k) of analyteinformation-representing components, (ii) a number (m) of transition components, and (iii) a

number (j) of non-analyte-information-representing components of the original Zyoton.

97.

The method of claim 49, wherein:

the collision grid comprises a time-domain grid; and
a length of the original Zyoton comprises a number of points in a time-domain
representation of the original Zyoton.

98.

The method of claim 49, wherein the original Zyoton is synthesized from at least one of

a plurality of waveform families comprising: solitons; autosolitons; similaritons; custom
solitons generated using a sine-Gordon-based equation; self-compressing similaritons; vortex-

solitons; multi-color solitons; parabolic-similaritons; Ricci solitons; wavelets; curvelets;
ridgelets; bions; elliptic waves comprising at least one of Jacobi elliptic functions and

Weierstrass elliptic functions; and nonautonomous similinear wave equation.
99.

The method of claim 49, wherein the original Zyoton is synthesized from at least one of

a plurality of waveform generators comprising: meromorphic functions; Gamma functions;
Riemann Zeta functions; regular instantons; Frobenius manifolds; harmonic oscillators;
Hermite polynomials; polynomial sequences; asymptotic Hankel functions; Bessel functions;

fractals; Neumann functions (spherical); poweroid coupled with sinusoidal functions; spatial

random fields; cyclostationary series; random number generators; spherical harmonics; chaotic
attractors; exponential attractors; multipoint Krylov-subspace projectors; Lyapunov functions;

inertial manifolds of Navier-Stokes equation; evolution equation for polynomial nonlinear

reaction-diffusion equation; evolution equation for Kuramoto-Savashinsky equation; evolution

equation of exponential attractors; Fourier series; and Ramanujan theta functions.
100.

The method of claim 49, wherein the original Zyoton is synthesized from a random

number generator having a replicability and at least one of: a periodicity of at least 1000, a

correlation between a pair of generated values of at most 90%, and a spectral bandwidth of at
least 100 Hz.

101.

The method of claim 49, wherein the original Zyoton is synthesized from a polynomial

sequence, a Fourier transform of the polynomial sequence having a spectral bandwidth of at
least 100 Hz.

102.

The method of claim 49, wherein the original Zyoton is synthesized from a random

number generator comprising at least one of: a linear congruential generator, a multiplicative

congruential generator, an additive congruential generator, and a Fibonacci generator.
103.

The method of claim 49, wherein the original Zyoton is synthesized from a polynomial

sequence comprising at least one of an Abel polynomial sequence and a Bell polynomial

sequence.

104.

The method of claim 49, wherein the original Zyoton is synthesized, at least in part,

from at least one of: (i) a waveform family and (ii) a waveform generator, the method further
comprising:
at least one of transforming and reducing a function to at least one of the waveform

family and the waveform generator.
105.

The method of claim 49, wherein the original Zyoton is synthesized by at least one of:

an addition, a multiplication, and a subtraction of at least two waveforms derived from at least
two waveform families.
106.

A system for measuring a property associated with an information signal, the system

comprising:

a first processor; and
a first memory in electrical communication with the first processor, the first memory
comprising instructions which, when executed by a processing unit comprising at least one of

the first processor and a second processor, and in electronic communication with a memory
module comprising at least one of the first memory and a second memory, program the

processing unit to:
collide using a collision grid a first conditioned feature waveform that at least partially
represents a property of the information signal with an original Zyoton, comprising a waveform

that without a collision travels substantially unperturbed at a selected velocity in a substantially
constant propagation medium at least over a length of a space-time grid, to obtain a first

modified Zyoton, the first conditioned feature waveform and the original Zyoton being
constructed to: (i) be co-dependent, and (ii) transfer the property of the information signal to

the first modified Zyoton through the collision.
107.

The system of claim 106, wherein the space-time grid comprises at least one spatial

dimension and a time dimension.

108.

The system of claim 106, wherein the information signal comprises one of a signal

obtained from a sensor and a signal generated by data analysis.

109.

The system of claim 106, wherein the instructions further program the processing unit

to:
derive the first conditioned feature waveform by modulating a carrier kernel using a
first feature derived from the information signal.

110.

The system of claim 109, wherein to generate the first feature, the instructions further

program the processing unit to:
select from the information signal one of: (i) a single contiguous range of wavelengths,

and (ii) a combination of a plurality of discontiguous ranges of wavelengths.
111.

The system of claim 109, wherein to generate the first feature, the instructions further

program the processing unit to:

transform the information signal into a spectral signal; and
select from the spectral signal one of: (a) a single contiguous range of wavelengths, and

(b) a combination of a plurality of discontiguous ranges of wavelengths.
112.

The system of claim 109, wherein to modulate the carrier kernel, the instructions further

program the processing unit to perform frequency modulation of the carrier kernel using the

first feature.
113.

The system of claim 109, wherein to modulate the carrier kernel, the instructions further

program the processing unit to:

generate an intermediate signal by modulating the first feature using a modulation
signal; and

modulate the carrier kernel with the intermediate signal.

114.

The system of claim 109, wherein to modulate the carrier kernel, the instructions further

program the processing unit to interpolate the first feature to match a length of the interpolated

first feature in the time domain to a length of the carrier kernel in the time domain.
115.

The system of claim 106, wherein to construct the original Zyoton and the first

conditioned feature waveform to be co-dependent, the instructions further program the
processing unit to determine whether an absolute difference between a scaled velocity of the
original Zyoton and a velocity of the first conditioned feature does not exceed a threshold κDV2 .

116.

The system of claim 115, wherein the instructions further program the processing unit

to:
adjust at least one of: (i) the velocity of the original Zyoton, and (ii) the velocity of the
first conditioned feature waveform, such that the absolute difference between the scaled
velocity of the original Zyoton and the velocity of the first conditioned feature is within the
threshold κDV2 .

117.

The system of claim 115, wherein the original Zyoton comprises an analyte-

information-representing first group of frequency components and a non-analyte-information-

representing group of frequency components, the first conditioned feature comprises
corresponding groups of frequency components, wherein the instructions further program the

processing unit to:
adjust using a scaling vector at least one of: (i) a frequency domain amplitude of at least
one component of the analyte-information-representing group of the original Zyoton, and (ii) a
frequency domain amplitude of at least one component of the corresponding group of the first
conditioned feature waveform, such that the absolute difference between the scaled velocity of
the original Zyoton and the velocity of the first conditioned feature is within the threshold κDV2 .
118.

The system of claim 106, wherein the instructions further program the processing unit

to:
renormalize the first modified Zyoton to obtain a first renormalized Zyoton.

119.

The system of claim 118, wherein:
the property of the information signal comprises energy absorbed by at least one of an

analyte and a confounder;

the first renormalized Zyoton comprises a set of analyte-information-representing
components and a set of non-analyte-information-representing components; and

the set of analyte-information-representing components of the first renormalized Zyoton
represents the energy absorbed by at least one of the analyte and the confounder.

120.

The system of claim 118, wherein the instructions further program the processing unit

to:
collide using the collision grid the first renormalized Zyoton with the original Zyoton to
obtain a second modified Zyoton; and
renormalize the second modified Zyoton to obtain a second renormalized Zyoton.

121.

The system of claim 120, wherein the instructions further program the processing unit

to:
iterate the colliding and renormalizing steps (N െ 2) times, N ^ 2, each iteration being
based on a renormalized Zyoton from an immediately preceding iteration, and producing a new
renormalized Zyoton, until a final renormalized Zyoton is produced after (N െ 2) iterations.

122.

The system of claim 121, wherein:
the at least partially represented property of the information signal comprises energy

absorbed by at least one of an analyte and a confounder in a wavelength range associated with a

first feature corresponding to the first conditioned feature waveform;
the final renormalized Zyoton comprises a set of analyte-information-representing
components and a set of non-analyte-information-representing components; and

the set of analyte-information-representing components of the final renormalized
Zyoton represents the energy absorbed by at least one of an analyte and a confounder in the
wavelength range associated with the first feature.
123.

The system of claim 122, wherein the instructions further program the processing unit

to:
collide using the collision grid a second conditioned feature waveform that at least
partially represents the property of the information signal with the original Zyoton, to obtain a

new first modified Zyoton, the second conditioned feature waveform and the original Zyoton
being constructed to: (i) be co-dependent, and (ii) transfer the property of the information
signal to the new first modified Zyoton through the collision;
renormalize the new first modified Zyoton to obtain a new first renormalized Zyoton;

and
iterate the colliding and renormalizing steps (N െ 2) times, N ^ 2, each iteration being
based on a new renormalized Zyoton from an immediately preceding iteration, and producing
another new renormalized Zyoton, until a new final renormalized Zyoton is produced after

(N െ 2) iterations, wherein:

the new final renormalized Zyoton comprises a set of analyte-information-representing
components and a set of non-analyte-information-representing components; and

the set of analyte-information-representing components of the new final renormalized
Zyoton represents the energy absorbed by at least one of an analyte and a confounder in a
wavelength range associated with a second feature corresponding to the second conditioned
feature waveform.

124.

The system of claim 121, wherein the instructions further program the processing unit

to:
determine N based on at least in part at least one of a specified signal-to-clutter ratio

(SCR), a specified signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), a target precision, a target sensitivity, a target

accuracy, a target stability, and an expected dynamic range of an analyte in a medium to be
analyzed.

125.

The system of claim 118, wherein to renormalize the first modified Zyoton, the

instructions further program the processing unit to:

downscale, using a scaling vector, frequency domain amplitudes of a set of frequency
components in an analyte-information-representing band of the first modified Zyoton to obtain

the first renormalized Zyoton.
126.

The system of claim 125, wherein the scaling vector comprises a plurality of preset

values.
127.

The system of claim 121, wherein the scaling vector is determined according to

frequency domain amplitudes of a set of frequency components in an analyte-informationrepresenting band of the original Zyoton.

128.

The system of claim 118, wherein to renormalize the first modified Zyoton, the

instructions further program the processing unit to:
truncate the first modified Zyoton by removing at least one frequency component in a

non-analyte-information-representing band of the first modified Zyoton to obtain the first

renormalized Zyoton; and
distribute energy of the at least one removed frequency component among a set of
remaining frequency components in at least one of a non-analyte-information-representing

band and a transition band of the first renormalized Zyoton.
129.

The system of claim 118, wherein the instructions further program the processing unit

to determine, prior to renormalizing, whether an absolute difference between a velocity of the
original Zyoton and a velocity of the first modified Zyoton does not exceed a threshold κDV3 .

130.

The system of claim 118, wherein the instructions further program the processing unit

to determine, prior to renormalizing, whether divergence of the first modified Zyoton does not

exceed a threshold ^.
131.

The system of claim 118, wherein the instructions further program the processing unit

to determine, prior to renormalizing, whether energy of the first modified Zyoton is greater than

energy of the original Zyoton.
132.

The system of claim 118, wherein the instructions further program the processing unit

to determine, after renormalizing, whether an absolute difference between a scaled velocity of

the original Zyoton and a velocity of the first renormalized Zyoton does not exceed a threshold

κDV1 .
133.

The system of claim 106, wherein the property of the information signal comprises at

least one of: (i) a spectral energy absorbed by at least one of an analyte and a confounder, (ii)
another property of at least one of the analyte and the confounder, and (iii) an information

measure.
134.

The system of claim 106, wherein the information signal comprises a sensor signal.

135.

The system of claim 134, wherein the sensor signal comprises one of: an intensity

spectrum signal and an absorbance spectrum signal.
136.

The system of claim 134, wherein the sensor signal comprises an emission spectrum.

137.

The system of claim 134, wherein the sensor signal comprises at least one of a

reflectance signal, and a transmission signal.
138.

The system of claim 134, wherein the sensor signal comprises electromagnetic radiation

received from a medium to be analyzed.
139.

The system of claim 138, wherein the electromagnetic radiation comprises near infra-

red radiation.
140.

The system of claim 106, wherein:
the collision grid comprises a frequency-domain grid; and
to collide, the instructions further program the processing unit to perform a first

bracketed conditional interaction, in frequency domain, between a first component of the
original Zyoton and a first bracket of components of the first conditional feature waveform.

141.

The system of claim 140, wherein to perform a first bracketed conditional interaction,

the instructions further program the processing unit to, for each component of the first
conditional feature waveform in the first bracket:
test if frequencies of the component of the first conditioned feature waveform and the
first component of the original Zyoton satisfy a first epsilon test;
if the first epsilon test succeeds, generate a component of the first modified Zyoton, and
set an amplitude of the generated component of the first modified Zyoton as a product of
amplitudes of the component of the first conditioned feature waveform and the first component

of the original Zyoton;
if the frequencies of the component of the first conditioned feature waveform and the
first component of the original Zyoton satisfy a second epsilon test, set a frequency of the

generated component of the first modified Zyoton to a frequency of the first component of the
original Zyoton; and

otherwise set the frequency of the generated component of the first modified Zyoton to

a sum of frequencies of the component of the first conditioned feature waveform and the first
component of the original Zyoton.

142.

The system of claim 141, wherein the first epsilon test is selected based on to which

group of components of the original Zyoton the first component of the original Zyoton belongs.
143.

The system of claim 141, wherein the first epsilon test is the second epsilon test.

144.

The system of claim 140, wherein to collide, the instructions further program the

processing unit to perform a second bracketed conditional interaction, in frequency domain,
between a second component of the original Zyoton and a second bracket of components of the
first conditional feature waveform.
145.

The system of claim 144, wherein the first bracketed conditional interaction produces a

first component of the modified Zyoton and the second bracketed conditional interaction
produces a second component of the modified Zyoton, wherein the instructions further program

the processing unit to:
determine if the first and second modified Zyoton components are to be merged by

testing if frequencies of the first and second modified Zyoton components satisfy a third
epsilon test.
146.

The system of claim 145, wherein the third epsilon test is selected based on to which

group of components of the modified Zyoton a larger one of the first and second components of
the modified Zyoton belongs, the larger component being determined by comparing amplitudes
of the first and second components of the modified Zyoton.
147.

The system of claim 145, wherein the instructions further program the processing unit

to:
merge the first and second modified Zyoton components into the first modified Zyoton
component by resetting an amplitude of the first modified Zyoton component to a sum of
amplitudes of the first and second modified Zyoton components; and

remove the second modified Zyoton component.

148.

The system of claim 147, wherein to merge the first and second modified Zyoton

components into the first modified Zyoton, the instructions further program the processing unit

to:
if a frequency of the first modified Zyoton component is smaller than a frequency of the

second modified Zyoton component, set a frequency of the first modified Zyoton component to
the frequency of the second modified Zyoton component.
149.

The system of claim 147, wherein to merge the first and second modified Zyoton

components into the first modified Zyoton, the instructions further program the processing unit

to:
if, prior to merging, the amplitude of the first modified Zyoton component is smaller
than the amplitude of the second modified Zyoton component, setting a frequency of the first
modified Zyoton component to the frequency of the second modified Zyoton component.
150.

The system of claim 140, wherein the instructions further program the processing unit

to select a length of the first bracket of components of the first conditional feature waveform
based at least in part on at least one of a specified signal-to-clutter ratio (SCR), a specified
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), a target precision, a target sensitivity, a target accuracy, a system

stability, and an expected dynamic range of an analyte in a medium to be analyzed.
151.

The system of claim 140, wherein the instructions further program the processing unit

to:
prior to the first bracketed conditional interaction at least one of: (i) shift components of
the original Zyoton according to a delay-shift parameter, (ii) scale an amplitude of the first
component of the original Zyoton according to at least one of (a) a precision of a computing

device, (b) a dynamic range of a computing device, (c) a resolution of a sensor used to obtain a
feature used to generate the first conditioned feature, (d) a dynamic range of the sensor, and (e)
SNR of the sensor, and (iii) apply a phase rotation to the first component of the original
Zyoton.

152.

The system of claim 106, wherein the original Zyoton comprises a plurality of

components selected from a kernel of components of a base Zyoton generated from a family of

waveforms, a number of components in the plurality being based on at least in part at least one
of a specified signal-to-clutter ratio (SCR), a specified signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), a target
precision, a target sensitivity, a target accuracy, a target stability, and an expected dynamic
range of an analyte in a medium to be analyzed.

153.

The system of claim 106, wherein:
the collision grid comprises a frequency-domain grid; and
a length of the original Zyoton comprises a sum of: (i) a number (k) of analyte-

information-representing components, (ii) a number (m) of transition components, and (iii) a

number (j) of non-analyte-information-representing components of the original Zyoton.

154.

The system of claim 106, wherein:
the collision grid comprises a time-domain grid; and
a length of the original Zyoton comprises a number of points in a time-domain

representation of the original Zyoton.

155.

The system of claim 106, wherein the original Zyoton is synthesized from at least one

of a plurality of waveform families comprising: solitons; autosolitons; similaritons; custom
solitons generated using a sine-Gordon-based equation; self-compressing similaritons; vortex-

solitons; multi-color solitons; parabolic-similaritons; Ricci solitons; wavelets; curvelets;
ridgelets; bions; elliptic waves comprising at least one of Jacobi elliptic functions and

Weierstrass elliptic functions; and nonautonomous similinear wave equation.
156.

The system of claim 106, wherein the original Zyoton is synthesized from at least one

of a plurality of waveform generators comprising: meromorphic functions; Gamma functions;
Riemann Zeta functions; regular instantons; Frobenius manifolds; harmonic oscillators;
Hermite polynomials; polynomial sequences; asymptotic Hankel functions; Bessel functions;

fractals; Neumann functions (spherical); poweroid coupled with sinusoidal functions; spatial

random fields; cyclostationary series; random number generators; spherical harmonics; chaotic
attractors; exponential attractors; multipoint Krylov-subspace projectors; Lyapunov functions;

inertial manifolds of Navier-Stokes equation; evolution equation for polynomial nonlinear

reaction-diffusion equation; evolution equation for Kuramoto-Savashinsky equation; evolution

equation of exponential attractors; Fourier series; and Ramanujan theta functions.
157.

The system of claim 106, wherein the original Zyoton is synthesized from a random

number generator having replicability and at least one of: a periodicity of at least 1000, a

correlation between a pair of generated values of at most 90%, and a spectral bandwidth of at
least 100 Hz.

158.

The system of claim 106, wherein the original Zyoton is synthesized from a polynomial

sequence, a Fourier transform of the polynomial sequence having a spectral bandwidth of at
least 100 Hz.

159.

The system of claim 106, wherein the original Zyoton is synthesized from a random

number generator comprising at least one of: a linear congruential generator, a multiplicative

congruential generator, an additive congruential generator, and a Fibonacci generator.
160.

The system of claim 106, wherein the original Zyoton is synthesized from a polynomial

sequence comprising at least one of an Abel polynomial sequence and a Bell polynomial

sequence.
161.

The system of claim 106, wherein the original Zyoton is synthesized, at least in part,

from at least one of: (i) a waveform family and (ii) a waveform generator, wherein the
instructions further program the processor to:
at least one of transform and reduce a function to at least one of the waveform family

and the waveform generator.
162.

The system of claim 106, wherein the original Zyoton is synthesized by at least one of:

an addition, a multiplication, and a subtraction of at least two waveforms derived from at least
two waveform families.
163.

A method for enabling extraction of a property of an element of a specified

environment, the method comprising:
selecting using at least one of: (i) at least one waveform family, and (ii) at least one
waveform generator, a set of frequency components for an analyte-information-representing
band and a set of frequency components for a non-analyte-information-representing band; and
synthesizing a Zyoton by combining the set of frequency components selected for the
analyte-information-representing band and the set of frequency components selected for the
non-analyte-information representing band, wherein:
at least one frequency component in the set of frequency components for the

analyte-information-representing band corresponds to a property to be extracted;
at least one of the frequency components for the non-analyte-information

representing band does not correspond significantly to the property to be extracted; and
the selected set of frequency components of the waveform family allow the

Zyoton to propagate through a substantially constant propagation medium over a length of a
collision grid without substantial change in morphology thereof.

164.

The method of claim 163, wherein:
after a collision of the Zyoton with a waveform constructed to perturb the Zyoton within

specified limits, the selected set of frequency components allow:
generation of a modified Zyoton via the collision; and

subsequent propagation of the modified Zyoton through the substantially

constant propagation medium over the length of the collision grid without substantial change in

morphology of the modified Zyoton.

165.

The method of claim 164, wherein the at least one waveform family comprises at least

one of: optical solitons, autosolitons, similaritons, custom solitons generated using a sineGordon-based equation, self-compressing similaritons, vortex-solitons, multi-color solitons,
parabolic-Similaritons, and Ricci solitons.

166.

The method of claim 163, wherein the at least one waveform family comprises at least

one of: solitons; wavelets; curvelets; ridgelets; bions; elliptic waves comprising at least one of
Jacobi elliptic functions and Weierstrass elliptic functions; and nonautonomous similinear wave

equations.
167.

The method of claim 163, wherein the at least one waveform generator comprises at

least one of: meromorphic functions; Gamma functions; Riemann Zeta functions; regular

instantons; Frobenius manifolds; harmonic oscillators; Hermite polynomials; polynomial
sequences; asymptotic Hankel functions; Bessel functions; fractals; Neumann functions
(spherical); poweroid coupled with sinusoidal functions; spatial random fields; cyclostationary
series; random number generators; spherical harmonics; chaotic attractors; exponential
attractors; multipoint Krylov-subspace projectors; Lyapunov functions; inertial manifolds of

Navier-Stokes equation; evolution equation for polynomial nonlinear reaction-diffusion
equation; evolution equation for Kuramoto-Savashinsky equation; evolution equation of

exponential attractors; Fourier series; and Ramanujan theta functions.
168.

The method of claim 163, wherein:
the specified environment comprises a medium to be analyzed; and
the property to be extracted comprises at least one of: presence of an analyte, absence of

the analyte, a quantity of an analyte, and a rate of change of the quantity of the analyte, in the
medium to be analyzed.

169.

The method of claim 163, further comprising:
selecting from the at least one waveform family a set of frequency components for a

transition band; and

synthesizing the Zyoton by combining the set of frequency components for the analyteinformation-representing band, the set of frequency components for the transition band, and the

set of frequency components for the non-analyte-information-representing band.
170.

A method for enabling extraction of a property of an element of a specified

environment, the method comprising:
receiving a representative spectral signal from a data-collection domain, the
representative spectral signal indicating a property of the element of the specified environment;
generating a Zyoton from at least one waveform family, the at least one waveform

family being independent of the data-collection domain; and
generating a co-dependent carrier kernel for conditioning at least one feature

corresponding to the representative spectral signal.
171.

The method of claim 170, wherein:
the element of the specified environment comprises an analyte; and
the property of the element of the specified environment comprises concentration of the

analyte.
172.

The method of claim 171, wherein the specified environment further comprises at least

one confounder.
173.

The method of claim 171, wherein:
the specified environment comprises a portion of skin tissue; and
the analyte comprises glucose.

174.

The method of claim 172, wherein the property of the element of the specified

environment that is represented by the representative spectral signal comprises energy loss via
at least one of: (i) absorption by the analyte, (ii) absorption by the at least one confounder, (iii)

noise generated by variation in absorption by the at least one confounder, and (iv) noise
generated by scattering.

175.

The method of claim 174, wherein the at least one confounder comprises a dominant

confounder.

176.

The method of claim 170, wherein the representative signal comprises a first model

signal, and generating the Zyoton comprises:
obtaining a transformed signal from the first model signal representing energy loss via
absorption by the analyte;

adding a noise signal to the transformed signal to obtain a second signal;
determining frequency components of the second signal;
using the frequency components of the second signal, determining a number of
frequency components required to separate a high analyte absorption region of the transformed
signal from a low analyte absorption region of the transformed signal;

selecting the at least one waveform family according to a morphology of one of the first
model signal, the transformed signal, and the second signal;
obtaining a base Zyoton based on the at least one selected waveform family; and

selecting the determined required number of frequency components of the base Zyoton
as frequency components of the Zyoton.

177.

The method of claim 176, wherein:
the noise signal corresponds to an amount of noise that is a multiple of at least one of:

(i) a noise associated with the first model signal, and (ii) a noise associated with the
transformed signal; and
the determined required number of frequency components represents a number of
frequency components (k) required to separate the high analyte absorption region of the
transformed signal from the low analyte absorption region of the transformed signal in presence
of the specified amount of noise.
178.

The method of claim 176, wherein obtaining the transformed signal comprises

generating a second derivative of one of: the first model signal and an interpolated first model
signal.

179.

The method of claim 176, wherein:
obtaining the transformed signal comprises generating a first composite signal by

combining with the first model signal a second model signal representing energy loss via
absorption by at least one non-dominant confounder; and

the determined required number of frequency components represents a number of
frequency components (m) required to separate the high analyte absorption region of the

transformed signal from the low analyte absorption region of the transformed signal in presence
of the at least one non-dominant confounder.
180.

The method of claim 176, wherein:
obtaining the transformed signal comprises generating a second composite signal by

combining with the first model signal a third model signal representing energy loss via
variations in absorption by a dominant confounder; and

the determined required number of frequency components represents a number of
frequency components (j) required to separate the high analyte absorption region of the
transformed signal from the low analyte absorption region of the transformed signal in presence
of the dominant confounder and the specified amount of noise.
181.

The method of claim 176, wherein the Zyoton comprises k analyte-information-

representing components, k ≥ 1, the method further comprising:
setting amplitudes of the k analyte-information-representing components within a first
range of amplitudes according to an amplitude profile.
182.

The method of claim 181, further comprising generating the amplitude profile by:
generating a plurality of wavelength-region pairs, each pair comprising a high

absorption representing wavelength region corresponding to a respective wavelength range of

the representative spectral signal and a low absorption representing wavelength region
corresponding to a different respective wavelength range of the representative spectral signal;
for each pair in the plurality of wavelength-region pairs, computing a ratio of a
magnitude of a region of the transformed signal corresponding to the high absorption
representing wavelength region and a magnitude of a region of the transformed signal
corresponding to the low absorption representing wavelength region;
determining a range of the magnitude ratios; and
setting the amplitude profile as a function bounded by the range of magnitude ratios, the
function being one of linear, quadratic, and exponential.

183.

The method of claim 170, wherein the Zyoton comprises k analyte-information-

representing components, k ≥ 1, and j non-analyte-information representing components, j ≥ 1,
the k analyte-information-representing components having amplitudes within a first range, the
method further comprising:

randomly setting amplitudes of the j non-analyte-information representing components
within a second range of amplitudes, any amplitude in the second range being less than 1/100
of any amplitude in the first range.
184.

The method of claim 183, wherein the Zyoton further comprises m transition

components, m ≥ 1, the method further comprising:
randomly setting amplitudes of the m transition components within a third range of
amplitudes, any amplitude in the third range being at least two times any amplitude in the

second range.
185.

The method of claim 1, wherein generating the co-dependent carrier kernel comprises:
for each of the k analyte-information-representing major components of the Zyoton,

including in the carrier kernel as a corresponding analyte-information-representing major

component a frequency component having a frequency within a specified threshold ^ of
frequency of the corresponding analyte-information-representing k component of the Zyoton;
and
including in the carrier kernel as at least one non-major component, at least one of:
at least one harmonic of at least one of an analyte-information-representing

component, a transition component, and non-analyte-information-representing component
included in the carrier kernel; and
for at least one non-major component of the Zyoton, including in the carrier

kernel a frequency component having a frequency within the specified threshold ^ of frequency
of the corresponding non-major component of the Zyoton.
186.

The method of claim 185, wherein one of:
the non-major component of the Zyoton is a transition component, and the

corresponding non-major component of the carrier kernel is a transition component; and
the non-major component of the Zyoton is a non-analyte-information-representing j
component, and the corresponding non-major component of the carrier kernel is a non-analyteinformation-representing j component.

187.

The method of claim 183, further comprising:
setting amplitudes of the information-representing, transition, and non-information

representing frequency components of the carrier kernel according to the amplitudes of the
respective analyte-information-representing, transition, and non-analyte-informationrepresenting Zyoton components scaled by a pre-set scaling factor.

188.

The method of claim 183, further comprising:
selecting an amplitude scaling coefficient such that: (i) a difference between a scaled

velocity of the Zyoton, scaled by the amplitude scaling factor, and a velocity of the carrier
syn

kernel does not exceed a specified velocity difference threshold ^ ; and
setting amplitudes of the analyte-information-representing, transition, and non-analyteinformation-representing frequency components of the carrier kernel according to the
amplitudes of the respective analyte-information-representing, transition, and non-analyteinformation-representing Zyoton components scaled by the selected scaling factor.

189.

A system for enabling extraction of a property of an element of a specified

environment, the system comprising:
a first processor; and
a first memory in electrical communication with the first processor, the first memory
comprising instructions which, when executed by a processing unit comprising at least one of
the first processor and a second processor, and in electronic communication with a memory
module comprising at least one of the first memory and a second memory, program the

processing unit to:
select using at least one of: (i) at least one waveform family, and (ii) at least one

waveform generator, a set of frequency components for an analyte-information-representing
band and a set of frequency components for a non-analyte-information representing band; and
synthesize a Zyoton by combining the set of frequency components selected for the
analyte-information-representing band and the set of frequency components selected for the
non-analyte-information-representing band, wherein:
at least one frequency component in the set of frequency components for the

analyte-information-representing band corresponds to a property to be extracted;
at least one of the frequency components for the non-analyte-information-

representing band does not correspond significantly to the property to be extracted; and
the selected set of frequency components of the waveform family allow the

Zyoton to propagate through a substantially constant propagation medium over a length of a
collision grid without substantial change in morphology thereof.

190.

The system of claim 189, wherein:
after a collision of the Zyoton with a waveform constructed to perturb the Zyoton within

specified limits, the selected set of frequency components allow:
generation of a modified Zyoton via the collision; and

subsequent propagation of the modified Zyoton through the substantially

constant propagation medium over the length of the collision grid without substantial change in

morphology of the modified Zyoton.

191.

The system of claim 190, wherein the at least one waveform family comprises at least

one of: optical solitons, autosolitons, similaritons, custom solitons generated using a sineGordon-based equation, self-compressing similaritons, vortex-solitons, multi-color solitons,
parabolic-Similaritons, and Ricci solitons.

192.

The system of claim 189, wherein the at least one waveform family comprises at least

one of: optical solitons, autosolitons, similaritons, custom solitons generated using a sineGordon-based equation, self-compressing similaritons, vortex-solitons, multi-color solitons,
parabolic-Similaritons, and Ricci solitons.

193.

The system of claim 189, wherein the at least one waveform generator comprises at

least one of: meromorphic functions; Gamma functions; Riemann Zeta functions; regular

instantons; Frobenius manifolds; harmonic oscillators; Hermite polynomials; polynomial
sequences; asymptotic Hankel functions; Bessel functions; fractals; Neumann functions
(spherical); poweroid coupled with sinusoidal functions; spatial random fields; cyclostationary
series; random number generators; spherical harmonics; chaotic attractors; exponential
attractors; multipoint Krylov-subspace projectors; Lyapunov functions; inertial manifolds of

Navier-Stokes equation; evolution equation for polynomial nonlinear reaction-diffusion
equation; evolution equation for Kuramoto-Savashinsky equation; evolution equation of

exponential attractors; Fourier series; and Ramanujan theta functions.
194.

The system of claim 189, wherein:
the specified environment comprises a medium to be analyzed; and
the property to be extracted comprises at least one of: presence of an analyte, absence of

the analyte, a quantity of an analyte, and a rate of change of the quantity of the analyte, in the
medium to be analyzed.

195.

The system of claim 189, wherein the instructions further program the processing unit

to:
select from the at least one waveform family a set of frequency components for a
transition band; and
synthesize the Zyoton by combining the set of frequency components for the analyte-

information-representing band, the set of frequency components for the transition band, and the

set of frequency components for the non-analyte-information-representing band.
196.

A system for enabling extraction of a property of an element of a specified

environment, the system comprising:
a first processor; and
a first memory in electrical communication with the first processor, the first memory
comprising instructions which, when executed by a processing unit comprising at least one of
the first processor and a second processor, and in electronic communication with a memory
module comprising at least one of the first memory and a second memory, program the

processing unit to:
receive a representative spectral signal from a data-collection domain, the representative
spectral signal indicating a property of the element of the specified environment;

generate a Zyoton from at least one waveform family, the at least one waveform family
being independent of the data-collection domain; and
generate a co-dependent carrier kernel for conditioning at least one feature
corresponding to the representative spectral signal.
197.

The system of claim 1, wherein:
the element of the specified environment comprises an analyte; and
the property of the element of the specified environment comprises concentration of the

analyte.

198.

The system of claim 197, wherein the specified environment further comprises at least

one confounder.
199.

The system of claim 197, wherein:
the specified environment comprises a portion of skin tissue; and
the analyte comprises glucose.

200.

The system of claim 198, wherein the property of the element of the specified

environment that is represented by the representative spectral signal comprises energy loss via
at least one of: (i) absorption by the analyte, (ii) absorption by the at least one confounder, (iii)

noise generated by variation in absorption by the at least one confounder, and (iv) noise
generated by scattering.

201.

The system of claim 1, wherein the at least one confounder comprises a dominant

confounder.
202.

The system of claim 1, wherein the representative signal comprises a first model signal

and, to generate the Zyoton, the instructions further program the processing unit to:
obtain a transformed signal from the first model signal representing energy loss via
absorption by the analyte;

add a noise signal to the transformed signal to obtain a second signal;
determine frequency components of the second signal;

using the frequency components of the second signal, determine a number of frequency
components required to separate a high analyte absorption region of the transformed signal

from a low analyte absorption region of the transformed signal;
select the at least one waveform family according to a morphology of one of the first

model signal, the transformed signal, and the second signal;
obtain a base Zyoton based on the at least one selected waveform family; and
select the determined required number of frequency components of the base Zyoton as

frequency components of the Zyoton.
203.

The system of claim 202, wherein:
the noise signal corresponds to an amount of noise that is a multiple of at least one of:

(i) a noise associated with the first model signal, and (ii) a noise associated with the
transformed signal; and
the determined required number of frequency components represents a number of
frequency components (k) required to separate the high analyte absorption region of the
transformed signal from the low analyte absorption region of the transformed signal in presence
of the specified amount of noise.

204.

The system of claim 202, wherein, to obtain the transformed signal, the instructions

further program the processing unit to generate a second derivative of one of: the first model
signal and an interpolated first model signal.
205.

The system of claim 202, wherein:
to obtain the transformed signal, the instructions further program the processing unit to

generate a first composite signal by combining with the first model signal a second model

signal representing energy loss via absorption by at least one non-dominant confounder; and

the determined required number of frequency components represents a number of
frequency components (m) required to separate the high analyte absorption region of the
transformed signal from the low analyte absorption region of the transformed signal in presence
of the at least one non-dominant confounder.
206.

The system of claim 202, wherein:
to obtain the transformed signal, the instructions further program the processing unit to

generate a second composite signal by combining with the first model signal a third model

signal representing energy loss via variations in absorption by a dominant confounder; and

the determined required number of frequency components represents a number of
frequency components (j) required to separate the high analyte absorption region of the
transformed signal from the low analyte absorption region of the transformed signal in presence
of the dominant confounder and the specified amount of noise.
207.

The system of claim 202, wherein the Zyoton comprises k analyte-information-

representing components, k ≥ 1, wherein the instructions further program the processing unit to:
set amplitudes of the k analyte-information-representing components within a first range
of amplitudes according to an amplitude profile.
208.

The system of claim 207, wherein to generate the amplitude profile, the instructions

further program the processing unit to:
generate a plurality of wavelength-region pairs, each pair comprising a high absorption
representing wavelength region corresponding to a respective wavelength range of the
representative spectral signal and a low absorption representing wavelength region
corresponding to a different respective wavelength range of the representative spectral signal;
for each pair in the plurality of wavelength-region pairs, compute a ratio of a magnitude
of a region of the transformed signal corresponding to the high absorption representing

wavelength region and a magnitude of a region of the transformed signal corresponding to the
low absorption representing wavelength region;
determine a range of the magnitude ratios; and

set the amplitude profile as a function bounded by the range of magnitude ratios, the
function being one of linear, quadratic, and exponential.

209.

The system of claim 1, wherein the Zyoton comprises k analyte-information-

representing components, k ≥ 1, and j non-analyte-information-representing components, j ≥ 1,
the k analyte-information-representing components having amplitudes within a first range,
wherein the instructions further program the processing unit to:
randomly set amplitudes of the j non-analyte-information-representing components

within a second range of amplitudes, any amplitude in the second range being less than 1/100
of any amplitude in the first range.
210.

The system of claim 209, wherein the Zyoton further comprises m transition

components, m ≥ 1, wherein the instructions further program the processing unit to:
randomly set amplitudes of the m transition components within a third range of
amplitudes, any amplitude in the third range being at least two times any amplitude in the

second range.
211.

The system of claim 210, wherein, to generate the co-dependent carrier kernel, the

instructions further program the processing unit to:

for each of the k analyte-information-representing major components of the Zyoton,
include in the carrier kernel as a corresponding analyte-information-representing major
component a frequency component having a frequency within a specified threshold ^ of

frequency of the corresponding analyte-information-representing k component of the Zyoton;
and
include in the carrier kernel as at least one non-major component, at least one of:
at least one harmonic of at least one of an analyte-information-representing

component, a transition component, and non-analyte-information-representing component

included in the carrier kernel; and
for at least one non-major component of the Zyoton, include in the carrier kernel

a frequency component having a frequency within the specified threshold ^ of frequency of the
corresponding non-major component of the Zyoton.

212.

The system of claim 211, wherein one of:
the non-major component of the Zyoton is a transition component, and the

corresponding non-major component of the carrier kernel is a transition component; and
the non-major component of the Zyoton is a non-analyte-information-representing j
component, and the corresponding non-major component of the carrier kernel is a non-analyteinformation-representing j component.

213.

The system of claim 209, wherein the instructions further program the processing unit

to:
set amplitudes of the analyte-information-representing, transition, and non-analyteinformation-representing frequency components of the carrier kernel according to the
amplitudes of the respective analyte-information-representing, transition, and non-analyte-

information representing Zyoton components scaled by a pre-set scaling factor.
214.

The system of claim 209, wherein the instructions further program the processing unit

to:
select an amplitude scaling coefficient such that: (i) a difference between a scaled

velocity of the Zyoton, scaled by the amplitude scaling factor, and a velocity of the carrier
syn

kernel does not exceed a specified velocity difference threshold ^ ; and
set amplitudes of the analyte-information-representing, transition, and non-analyteinformation representing frequency components of the carrier kernel according to the
amplitudes of the respective analyte-information-representing, transition, and non-analyteinformation-representing Zyoton components scaled by the selected scaling factor.

215.

A method of quantitating an analyte, the method comprising:
receiving from an uncharacterized sample an energy change value to be mapped, the

energy change value corresponding to an uncharacterized sample;
mapping the energy change value to be mapped to a quantity of an analyte in the
uncharacterized sample, via an individual projector curve associating: (i) energy change values

obtained from a synthetic reference system to analyte quantities of the reference system, and
(ii) energy change values obtained from a non-synthetic reference system to the analyte
quantities of the reference system.

216.

The method of claim 215, further comprising:
computing a representative absorption gradient (AG) using a first set of energy change

values corresponding to a first feature pair, each energy change value in the first set
corresponding to a respective path of radiation through a medium to be analyzed;

selecting the individual projector curve from a plurality of projector curves using the

representative gradient value associated with the first feature pair; and
determining a quantity of an analyte using the selected individual projector curve, the

energy change value to be mapped being a representative energy change value associated with
the first feature pair.
217.

The method of claim 216, wherein the representative gradient value comprises a

normalized AG (NAG), the method further comprising:
weighing the representative gradient associated with the first feature pair by a weight
associated with the first feature pair, to obtain the NAG.

218.

The method of claim 216, wherein computing the representative energy change value

comprises weighting one energy change value from the first set of energy change values by a

weight associated with the first feature pair.

219.

The method of claim 216, wherein a plurality of feature pairs comprises the first feature

pair, the method further comprising:
generating a set of acceptable feature pairs from the plurality of feature pairs;

for each feature pair in the set of acceptable feature pairs computing a respective
absorption gradient (AG) using a respective set of energy change values corresponding to the

feature pair;
computing the representative AG value as an average of the respective AGs associated

with each of the acceptable feature pairs.
220.

The method of claim 219, wherein generating the set of acceptable feature pairs

comprises testing for each feature pair in the plurality of feature pairs monotonicity of the

corresponding set of energy change values across a plurality of illumination states.

221.

The method of claim 219, wherein computing the AG for each acceptable feature pair

comprises:

determining a slope of a regression of the corresponding set of energy change values

with respect to the illumination states, the illumination states being ordered such that successive

illumination states represent monotonically changing distance between the source and at least
one detector.
222.

The method of claim 219, further comprising, prior to computing the average:
normalizing each of the AGs corresponding to the acceptable feature pairs using a

weight associated with the corresponding acceptable feature pair.

223.

The method of claim 219, wherein computing the representative energy change value

comprises:

for each acceptable feature pair, selecting one energy change value from the respective
set of energy change values;
weighting for each acceptable feature pair, the selected energy change value by a weight
associated with the acceptable feature pair; and

setting an average of the weighted energy change values as the representative energy
change value.

224.

The method of claim 215, wherein:
the uncharacterized sample comprises a portion of tissue; and
the analyte comprise glucose.

225.

The method of claim 215, wherein the energy change comprises one of energy gain and

energy loss.
226.

A system of quantitating an analyte, the system comprising:
a first processor; and
a first memory in electrical communication with the first processor, the first memory

comprising instructions which, when executed by a processing unit comprising at least one of

the first processor and a second processor, and in electronic communication with a memory
module comprising at least one of the first memory and a second memory, program the

processing unit to:
receive an energy change value to be mapped, the energy change value corresponding to
an uncharacterized sample; and
map the energy change value to be mapped to a quantity of an analyte in the
uncharacterized sample, via an individual projector curve associating: (i) energy change values

obtained from a synthetic reference system to analyte quantities of the reference system, and
(ii) energy change values obtained from a non-synthetic reference system to the analyte
quantities of the reference system.

227.

The system of claim 226, wherein the instructions further program the processing unit

to:
compute a representative absorption gradient (AG) using a first set of energy change
values corresponding to a first feature pair, each energy change value in the first set
corresponding to a respective path of radiation through a medium to be analyzed;

select the individual projector curve from a plurality of projector curves using the

representative gradient value associated with the first feature pair; and
determine a quantity of an analyte using the selected individual projector curve, the
energy change value to be mapped being a representative energy change value associated with
the first feature pair.
228.

The system of claim 227, wherein the representative gradient value comprises a

normalized AG (NAG), wherein the instructions further program the processing unit to:
weigh the representative gradient associated with the first feature pair by a weight
associate with the first feature pair, to obtain the NAG.

229.

The system of claim 227, wherein to compute the representative energy change value,

the instructions further program the processing unit to weight one energy change value from the
first set of energy change values by a weight associated with the first feature pair.
230.

The system of claim 227, wherein a plurality of feature pairs comprises the first feature

pair, wherein the instructions further program the processing unit to:
generate a set of acceptable feature pairs from the plurality of feature pairs;
for each feature pair in the set of acceptable feature pairs compute a respective
absorption gradient (AG) using a respective set of energy change values corresponding to the

feature pair;
compute the representative AG value as an average of the respective AGs associated
with each of the acceptable feature pairs.
231.

The system of claim 230, wherein to generate the set of acceptable feature pairs, the

instructions further program the processing unit to test for each feature pair in the plurality of

feature pairs monotonicity of the corresponding set of energy change values across a plurality
of illumination states.
232.

The system of claim 230, wherein to compute the AG for each acceptable feature pair,

the instructions further program the processing unit to:

determine a slope of a regression of the corresponding set of energy change values with
respect to the illumination states, the illumination states being ordered such that successive

illumination states represent monotonically changing distance between the source and at least
one detector.
233.

The system of claim 230, wherein the instructions further program the processing unit

to:
prior to computing the average, normalize each of the AGs corresponding to the
acceptable feature pairs using a weight associated with the corresponding acceptable feature
pair.
234.

The system of claim 230, wherein to compute the representative energy change value,

the instructions further program the processing unit to:
for each acceptable feature pair, select one energy change value from the respective set
of energy change values;
weight for each acceptable feature pair, the selected energy change value by a weight

associated with the acceptable feature pair; and

set an average of the weighted energy change values as the representative energy
change value.

235.

The system of claim 226, wherein:
the uncharacterized sample comprises a portion of tissue; and
the analyte comprises glucose.

236.

The system of claim 226, wherein the energy change comprises on of energy gain and

energy loss.
237.

A method for calibrating a measurement system for non-invasive analyte measurement,

the method comprising the steps of:
obtaining from a selected plurality of synthetic medium samples, each having a
reference analyte concentration, a plurality of energy-value sets from the measurement system,

each energy value in a particular energy-value set corresponding to a respective reference
analyte concentration from the selected plurality of synthetic medium samples;
generating a composite projector curve using the plurality of energy value sets and the

plurality of reference analyte concentrations; and
partitioning the composite projector curve into a set of non-overlapping individual
projector curves according to a set of slopes of the composite projector curve, each individual

projector curve being identified by a lower bound analyte concentration and an upper bound

analyte concentration.
238.

The method of claim 237, wherein the plurality of energy-value sets comprises a first

energy-value set, each energy value in the first energy-value set corresponding to a first
reference analyte concentration, the method further comprising:

excluding from the first energy-value set an energy value that is different from a mean
of the energy values by a specified threshold.
239.

The method of claim 237, further comprising:
obtaining from representative subjects a plurality of groups of energy value vectors

from the measurement system, each energy-value-vector group corresponding to a respective
analyte concentration determined using a reference invasive measurement system, and each
energy-value vector in a particular group corresponding to a respective feature pair;
partitioning the plurality of groups of energy-value vectors into a plurality of projection
sets, such that the analyte concentration corresponding to any energy-value-vector group in
each projection set is within lower and upper bound analyte concentrations corresponding to a
single respective individual projector curve from the set of individual projector curves;
computing for each energy-value-vector group in each projection set, an average of

normalized absorption gradients (NAGs), each NAG corresponding to an energy-value vector
that corresponds to an acceptable feature pair;
for each projector curve:
designating as a lower bound NAG a minimum of averaged NAGs of all energy-

value-vector groups of the corresponding projection set; and
designating as an upper bound NAG a maximum of averaged NAGs of all

energy-value-vector groups of the corresponding projection set.
240.

The method of claim 239, wherein an energy-value vector comprises a plurality of

energy values, each energy value corresponding to an illumination state in an illumination
sequence.
241.

The method of claim 1, wherein the partitioning step comprises rejecting from a group

of energy-value vectors any non-monotonic energy-value vector.
242.

A method for computing analyte concentration in a medium, the method comprising:

selecting a member of a projector curve set according to a normalized absorption
gradient (NAG) value, such that the NAG value is within a range of minimum and maximum

NAG values associated with that member; and
interpolating analyte concentration using a slope and an intercept of the selected

member.
243.

The method of claim 242, further comprising:

receiving for a feature pair, a respective net renormalized spectral energy gain
(NRSEG) value for each one of a plurality of illumination states; and

designating the feature pair as acceptable feature pair, if the respective NRSEG values

are monotonic across the illumination states, and rejecting the feature pair, otherwise.
244.

The method of claim 242, further comprising:

receiving for a first acceptable feature pair, a respective net renormalized spectral
energy gain (NRSEG) value for each one of a plurality of illumination states;
computing a first absorption gradient (AG) across the illumination states using the
NRSEG values associated with the first acceptable feature pair; and

computing the NAG by applying to the first AG a first weight corresponding to the first

acceptable feature pair.
245.

The method of claim 244, further comprising:

receiving for a second acceptable feature pair, a respective net renormalized spectral
energy gain (NRSEG) value for each one of the plurality of illumination states;
computing a second absorption gradient (AG) across the illumination states using the
NRSEG values associated with the second acceptable feature pair; and

computing the NAG by applying to the second AG a second weight corresponding to

the second acceptable feature pair and averaging the first and second weighted AGs.
246.

A system for calibrating a measurement system for non-invasive analyte measurement,

the system comprising:
a first processor; and
a first memory in electrical communication with the first processor, the first memory
comprising instructions which, when executed by a processing unit comprising at least one of

the first processor and a second processor, and in electronic communication with a memory
module comprising at least one of the first memory and a second memory, program the

processing unit to:

obtain from a selected plurality of synthetic medium samples, each having a reference
analyte concentration, a plurality of energy-value sets from the measurement system, each
energy value in a particular energy-value set corresponding to a respective reference analyte
concentration from the selected plurality of synthetic medium samples;
generate a composite projector curve using the plurality of energy value sets and the
plurality of reference analyte concentrations; and
partition the composite projector curve into a set of non-overlapping individual
projector curves according to a set of slopes of the composite projector curve, each individual
projector curve being identified by a lower bound analyte concentration and an upper bound

analyte concentration.
247.

The system of claim 246, wherein the plurality of energy-value sets comprises a first

energy-value set, each energy value in the first energy-value set corresponding to a first
reference analyte concentration, wherein the instructions further program the processing unit to:

exclude from the first energy-value set an energy value that is different from a mean of
the energy values by a specified threshold.
248.

The system of claim 246, wherein the instructions further program the processing unit

to:
obtain from representative subjects a plurality of groups of energy value vectors from
the measurement system, each energy-value-vector group corresponding to a respective analyte
concentration determined using a reference invasive measurement system, and each energyvalue vector in a particular group corresponding to a respective feature pair;
partition the plurality of groups of energy-value vectors into a plurality of projection

sets, such that the analyte concentration corresponding to any energy-value-vector group in
each projection set is within lower and upper bound analyte concentrations corresponding to a
single respective individual projector curve from the set of individual projector curves;
compute for each energy-value-vector group in each projection set, an average of
normalized absorption gradients (NAGs), each NAG corresponding to an energy-value vector
that corresponds to an acceptable feature pair;
for each projector curve:
designate as a lower bound NAG a minimum of averaged NAGs of all energy-

value-vector groups of the corresponding projection set; and

designate as an upper bound NAG a maximum of averaged NAGs of all energy-

value-vector groups of the corresponding projection set.
249.

The system of claim 248, wherein an energy-valued vector comprises a plurality of

energy values, each energy value corresponding to an illumination state in an illumination
sequence.

250.

The system of claim 1, wherein to partition the composite projector curve, the

instructions further program the processing unit to reject from a group of energy-value vectors

any non-monotonic energy-value vector.
251.

A system of computing analyte concentration in a medium, the system comprising:
a first processor; and
a first memory in electrical communication with the first processor, the first memory

comprising instructions which, when executed by a processing unit comprising at least one of

the first processor and a second processor, and in electronic communication with a memory
module comprising at least one of the first memory and a second memory, program the

processing unit to:
select a member of a projector curve set according to a normalized absorption gradient

(NAG) value, such that the NAG value is within a range of minimum and maximum NAG
values associated with that member; and
interpolate analyte concentration using a slope and an intercept of the selected member.

252.

The system of claim 251, wherein the instructions further program the processing unit

to:
receive for a feature pair, a respective net renormalized spectral energy gain (NRSEG)
value for each one of a plurality of illumination states; and
designate the feature pair as acceptable feature pair, if the respective NRSEG values are

monotonic across the illumination states, and rejecting the feature pair, otherwise.
253.

The system of claim 251, wherein the instructions further program the processing unit

to:
receive for a first acceptable feature pair, a respective net renormalized spectral energy
gain (NRSEG) value for each one of a plurality of illumination states;
compute a first absorption gradient (AG) across the illumination states using the
NRSEG values associated with the first acceptable feature pair; and

compute the NAG by applying to the first AG a first weight corresponding to the first
acceptable feature pair.
254.

The system of claim 253, wherein the instructions further program the processing unit

to:
receive for a second acceptable feature pair, a respective net renormalized spectral
energy gain (NRSEG) value for each one of the plurality of illumination states;
compute a second absorption gradient (AG) across the illumination states using the
NRSEG values associated with the second acceptable feature pair; and

compute the NAG by applying to the second AG a second weight corresponding to the
second acceptable feature pair and averaging the first and second weighted AGs.
255.

A method for generating features for measurement of heart beats, the method

comprising:
receiving a signal based on one of reflected and transmitted radiation from a tissue
during a global time interval starting at a global start time and ending at a global end time;
designating a first portion of the signal starting at the global start time and ending at a
first end time less than the global end time as a first feature;
designating a second portion of the signal starting at the global start time and ending at
a second end time greater than the first end time as a second feature; and
identifying a start of a heart-beat cycle within the first feature.

256.

The method of claim 255, further comprising:
determining that an expected end of the heart-beat cycle is absent within the first

portion of the signal, designated as the first feature; and

designating the first feature as a non-analyte feature.
257.

The method of claim 256, further comprising:
determining that the expected end of the heat-beat cycle is present within the second

portion of the signal, designated as the second feature; and

designating the second feature as an analyte feature.
258.

The method of claim 257, further comprising determining a heart rate by:
colliding a first conditioned feature waveform derived from the first feature with a co-

dependent Zyoton to obtain a first energy change;
colliding a second conditioned feature waveform derived from the second feature with a
co-dependent Zyoton to obtain a second energy change;

computing an end of the heart-beat cycle using the first and second energy changes; and
computing the heart-rate using the start of the heart-beat cycle and the end of the heartbeat cycle.

259.

A system for generating features for measurement of heart beats, the system

comprising:

a first processor; and
a first memory in electrical communication with the first processor, the first memory
comprising instructions which, when executed by a processing unit comprising at least one of

the first processor and a second processor, and in electronic communication with a memory
module comprising at least one of the first memory and a second memory, program the

processing unit to:
receive a signal based on one of reflected and transmitted radiation from a tissue during
a global time interval starting at a global start time and ending at a global end time;
designate a first portion of the signal starting at the global start time and ending at a first

end time less than the global end time as a first feature;
designate a second portion of the signal starting at the global start time and ending at a

second end time greater than the first end time as a second feature; and

identify a start of a heart-beat cycle within the first feature.
260.

The system of claim 259, wherein the instructions further program the processing unit

to:
determine that an expected end of the heart-beat cycle is absent within the first portion

of the signal, designated as the first feature; and
designate the first feature as a non-analyte feature.

261.

The system of claim 260, wherein the instructions further program the processing unit

to:
determine that the expected end of the heat-beat cycle is present within the second

portion of the signal, designated as the second feature; and
designate the second feature as an analyte feature.

262.

The system of claim 261, wherein to determine a heart rate, the instructions further

program the processing unit to:

collide a first conditioned feature waveform derived from the first feature with a codependent Zyoton to obtain a first energy change;

collide a second conditioned feature waveform derived from the second feature with a

co-dependent Zyoton to obtain a second energy change;

compute an end of the heart-beat cycle using the first and second energy changes; and
compute the heart-rate using the start of the heart-beat cycle and the end of the heartbeat cycle.
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